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This study is an ethnographic investigation into the teaching ofwriting in an African
secondary school in the Pietermaritzburg area. It arose out of my awareness that
schooling distributes literacy unequally and negatively affects learners' abilities to
participate effectively in society. This inequality of access is prevalent in South
African schools in the aftermath of apartheid education policy. The purpose of the
research is to explore these issues of access and to gain an understanding of the
factors that shape learners' knowledge, skills and attitudes around writing.
The need to gain a rich understanding ofthese factors indicated that a long-term, in-
depth ethnographic study was appropriate. Accordingly I taught grade eleven classes
at a school for two and a halfyears to understand the context in which teachers and
learners operated. The core of the data came from Literate Life Histories that I
collected by means of interviews with six learners. This was triangulated with data
from interviews with teachers, classroom observation, analysis ofsyllabuses, teacher
guides and examinations, participant observation ofmatriculation examinations, and
analysis of student work.
The data shows that inappropriate teaching, assessment and texts deprives learners
ofaccess to effective literacy. Systemic constraints ofsyllabuses, teacher guides and
large classes shape teachers' practices. As a result, learners experience a narrow
range of genres, no explicit teaching or assessment around genre conventions, and
inaccessible texts. Learners thus view writing as a grammar exercise, have little
confidence in their ability to communicate via writing, do not see writing as a process
of refinement, and have little knowledge of how genre, tenor, field and mode shape
written texts . These findings point to the need for the rehabilitation ofwriting in the
schools and teacher training. This will require attention to syllabuses, assessment
practices and the adequate supply of appropriate textbooks.
PREFACE
The research described in this thesis was carried out in secondary school in the
Pietermaritzburg area from 1993-1996 and in 1998 and 1999. The research was
supervised by Professor K. Harley and Dr 1. Clarence-Fincham.
This study represents original work by the author and has not otherwise been
submitted in any form for any degree or diploma to any university. Where use has
been made of other research it is duly acknowledged in the text.
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND TO THE RESEARCH
A statement by Martin (1989) that one could ascertain who had power in a society by finding out
who had access to powerful written genres is what first sparked my interest in investigating the
teaching and learning of writing in South African schools. He was referring to research he and
Rothery did in Australian schools where they found that access to written genres was unequally
distributed across the school population (cited in Martin 1989: 53-54). Those whose 'voices' were
closest to the 'literate culture of power in an industrial society' (Cope and Kalantzis 1993a:7)
were those with the cultural capital to gain control of powerful genres, such as exposition,
without explicit teaching. However, they found that many children, such as working class,
Aboriginal, and immigrant children, were not gaining access to these genres because they were
not explicitly taught. They argued that access to genres gives students the potential to "join new
realms ofsocial activity and social power" (ibid) and that to deny thi-s to children was effectively
to cut them off from access to, and participation in, society. They concluded that the teaching
practices they encountered transmitted important writing skills selectively to a few advantaged
middle-class children (Martin 1989: 53-54).
1.1 Research Methodology
This research seemed to mirror the situation I was encountering with many Black first year
university students coming from the different school education systems, and indicated a need to
investigate the teaching and learning ofwriting in schools. These students were coming out of
the school system with vastly different degrees of control over, and experience of, the written
genres that were crucial to their success at university and in the world of work. As I was also
involved in the training of language teachers it seemed crucial to develop an understanding of
the content and teaching practice of schools as far as writing was concerned. Exposure to the
work ofShirley Brice Heath (1983) suggested that an ethnographic investigation into this issue
was the most appropriate method to adopt. This necessitates long-term, in-depth involvement in,
and study of, a particular context (Watson-Gegeo 1988). As I was wanting to try and understand
all the factors that impact on students' writing development, it seemed necessary to set up a
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situation which would enable me to gain in-depth, first hand knowledge of a school and the
micro- and macro-contexts that impact on the learning and teaching or writing in that school.
These would include the many factors which impacted on the teaching ofwriting in a school and
its outcomes, such as: the constraints education system in which the teaching took place; the
community in which a school is situated; the teachers' training; the physical conditions in a
school; class sizes; and the provision of exercise and text books.
Watson-Gegeo (1988) warns against 'blitzkrieg' (576) ethnography where the researcher 'dive-
bombs' into a setting, makes a few superficial and impressionistic observations, and then leaves
to write up the results. She states the aims of ethnographic research in the following terms:
To accomplish the goal of providing a descriptive and interpretive-explanatory
account of people's behaviour in a given setting, the ethnographer carries out
systematic, intensive, detailed observation of that behavior - examining how
behavior and interaction are socially organized - and the social rules, interactional
expectations, and cultural values underlying behavior (Ibid: 577).
These considerations, together with a concern not to be perceived as getting a degree at others'
expense, led me to a decision in 1993 to teach a standard nine class in a school in community X
in the Pietermaritzburg area. I felt this would enable me to establish my bona fides with both
teachers and pupils as well as give me an in-depth understanding ofthe context in which teachers
and students were working and learning. I would be seen more as a contributing member of the
school community and less like an interloper concerned only with my own research interests. I
chose to teach a standard nine class for two important reasons. Firstly, I felt that they were the
products of at least eleven years of schooling and would be able to reflect on a long experience
ofschooling. Furthermore, they would in essence be the final products ofthat schooling context
and would thus reflect the attitudes, approaches and skills inculcated by it. The second reason
for this choice of class, instead of a final year matriculation class, was that they would not be
immersed in preparation for the matriculation examinations. This would allow for more
flexibility in teaching, and less pressure on both my time and the students' time. Consultations
with teachers that I knew in the school indicated that matriculation students would not tolerate
anything that they did not perceive to be contributing directly to their success in the final
examinations.
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1.2 Research Aims and Questions
The research investigates the teaching of writing in the school for the reasons mentioned at the
beginning ofthis chapter. The aim ofthe research is to gain an understanding ofwhat has shaped
the teaching of writing in this school and how this has impacted on the knowledge, skills and
attitudes of the learners. While each school is a research site with specific dynamics and
contextual constraints, I hope that this research will contribute in some way to a deeper
understanding ofwhat is happening in our schools as far as the development ofeffective literate
skills and attributes is concerned. I hope also that it contributes to debate around responses to the
many problems that beset our school system in this area to the detriment of our learners .
In order to investigate the teaching of writing and its outcomes in the school, the following









What genres are students exposed to in their high school career and what teaching
processes are employed to help them gain control over these genres?
How much writing are students expected to do in the high school and what is the nature
of the writing that they do?
How do students approach different writing tasks and what does this indicate about their
knowledge of, attitudes to, and perceptions of writing ? .
What criteria are used in the assessment of writing and what messages do they send to
students about the nature and process of writing?
How do teachers respond to students' writing and what messages does this give to the
students about writing?
What are teachers' perceptions of, and attitudes towards writing and the teaching of
writing and where do these come from?
What are students ' attitudes to, and perceptions of, writing and what factors give rise to
these attitudes and perceptions?
What messages does the matriculation examination send to both students and teachers




There were a number of important reasons for choosing school X in community X. The school
was within 15 minutes drive ofboth my home and the university. I was also already well known
in both the school and community. I had been involved in cricket coaching there for a number
ofyears and had thus got to know students, teachers and community people. I had also been first
a chairperson, and then a committee member, in the National Education Union of South Africa
(NEUSA), a non-racial teachers' union in the late 1980's and early 1990's, as well as a committee
member of the local National Education Coordinating Committee (NECC) during the same
period. As a result I was frequently involved with teachers and community leaders on teacher and
education related matters. Indeed, a close friend who had worked in both those organizations was
the senior History teacher at the school. I had also taught three staff members at the university
and knew the principal personally. It thus proved relatively easy to approach the principal and
make the necessary arrangements to teach at the school. I taught there in 1993, 1994 and half of
1995. Subsequent to that I have maintained ongoing contact with the school on a regular basis
via schools visits to conduct interviews with pupils and staff, observe lessons, take university
students to gather data for assignments, collect data, and for informal, social visits.
The community in which the school is located is situated within the boundaries of the
municipality ofPietermaritzburg. It is a geographically distinct community lying on a strip of
land bounded by a stream and industrial area on the one side, and by a river, the municipal waste
dump, and the sewerage works on the other. Originally it was one of the African townships
established in terms ofthe 1923 Natives (Urban Areas) Act. Its history and development was thus
governed and shaped by the racially-based laws and decisions that were part of the fabric of
South African society since Union in 1910. The Apartheid years saw a typical pattern of
strengthened segregation and underdevelopment. This sparked violent protest from the
community in 1959 when the high school was burnt down, and ongoing protest and confrontation
with authorities over rents and living conditions in the 1980's and early 1990's. The result ofthis
history is that there has been ad hoc and uncoordinated development in the township, limited
investment, instability, unstable administration and limited integration into the urban fabric of
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Pietermaritzburg.
The community was also affected by the violent conflict between United Democratic Front
(UDF) supporters and Inkatha in the 1980s and early 1990s. The school going children of this
community were particularly affected (Gultig and Hart 1991).Shootings happened outside school
grounds, teachers were threatened. and frequent school closures resulted.
The high school was established in 1949. It is an ex-Department of Education and Training
(DET) administered school in what was designated a 'white' area, and thus has good basic
provision ofbuildings and equipment. The buildings that were restored after the 1959 fires were
subsequently further developed, the official opening of the modem extensions taking place in
1991. In 1993 there were 1076 pupils in the school in 26 class units with 32 teachers including
the principal and deputy principal. Numbers have drooped to just under 800 pupils in 1999, and
there have been substantial cuts in teaching staffto 21 through retrenchment and redeployment.
This means that teachers carry heavy teaching loads, some ofthem dealing with over 250 pupils
on a daily basis. In terms of resources the school provides a mixed picture. Many classes suffer
from a shortage of textbooks. There are computer facilities and equipment in the science
laboratory to conduct experiments, yet there is no provision for practical work in Biology.
While the school is relatively well resourced it is still subject to all the effects of poverty. The
community surrounding it is poor, with high unemployment, low household income and
education levels. Overcrowded homes, unhealthy living conditions and high levels of crime,
especially in relation to drugs, affect pupils' attitudes to schooling particularly. Pupils show a
high degree of apathy, manifested in high absenteeism, about school and school work. This
attitude can be attributed to a combination ofthe poverty surrounding the school; the breakdown
ofa 'culture ofleaming' in the context ofpolitical instability and violence; and to the high levels
of unemployment awaiting schoolleavers.
This brief description of the impetus and rationale for the research, the broad parameters of the
research, and the context in which it took place, provide a backdrop for an overview of the
chapters that will provide a framework for the research process and a description of it and the
findings which emerge.
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1.4 Outline of Chapters
The following provides a broad outline of the chapters to come.
Chapter 2: Literature Review
Chapter 2 will survey the central readings that provided the theoretical framework and insights
for the research and data analysis. Key readings will come from genre-based approaches (Martin
1989,1993 a and b, Cope and Kalantzis 1993a and b, Macken and Slade 1993, Christie 1995,
Macken-Horarik 1996) and their concerns with issues of equity and access to written genres.
These readings, together with those of process approach protagonists (Coe 1986, Zamel 1985,
Spack 1984) and critics ofgenre approaches (Kress 1993, The New London Group 1996), will
provide insights into issues surrounding teaching methodology and assessment practices in
schools. They will thus provide a means of understanding and assessing these issues in the
research context of this investigation. Insights from the new literacy studies (Gee 1990, Street
1995, Maybin 1994, Prinsloo and Breier 1996), will also be discussed especially as they pertain
to the interface between community and school literate practices (Bernstein 1990, 1996) and how
they might explain attitudes to, and perceptions of, writing in the school and community being
investigated. The insights from the literature will be used to develop criteria against which
practices in the school can be evaluated. In addition they will be used to indicate the data that
needs to be collected to investigate the issues identified in the readings.
Chapter 3: Research Methods.
This chapter will establish ethnographic research methods as appropriate to the research task. It
will analyse and describe the nature ofethnographic research and demonstrate how the research
processes undertaken attempted to fulfil the requirements of effective ethnographic research
(Ericksen 1988, Spindler and Spindler 1987, Watson-Gegeo 1988). In particular it will discuss
the collection of literate life histories as an appropriate method of ethnographic research
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(Campbell 1988, Cleary 1991) . The chapter will explore issues related both to their use and to
interviewing as a means ofcollecting life histories. The necessity oftriangulation ofdata will be
established. The different sources and methods used to collect data will be described together
with a history of the unfolding research process.
Chapter 4: Findings.
This chapter will present the findings and analyse the data. It will describe and interpret the
findings from students' literate life histories as the core method ofdata collection. These findings
will be triangulated with data collected from different sources and by different methods. This
would include the findings from interviews with teachers; participant observation of
matriculation examinations; analysis of official documentation; observation of classes; and
analysis of student writing. The findings from these different sources will be linked to related
research in the South African context (Macdona1d 1990, Langhan 1993, Taylor and Vinjevold
1999).
Chapter 5. Conclusions and Implications.
The interpretation of the findings will lead to conclusions in relation to the issues and criteria
developed in the literature review. The implications that emerge from these conclusions will
focus on issues of equity and access in the schooling system, and how these impact on
considerations of curriculum, teaching methodology and teacher training. In addition,
implications for further research will be explored.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW: ISSUES OF ACCESS, INCLUSION AND CRITICAL
ACTION
' ...one good measure of the way in which power is distributed is to ask how many and what
genres different groups in society have access to' (Martin 1989: 37). This quotation provided a
seminal impetus to this research, highlighting as it did a fundamental issue in relation to the
teaching of writing in schools and in South African schools in particular. Martin was writing
about the situation in Australian schools where he and Rothery concluded that writing, especially
factual genres, was not explicitly taught and that this situation favoured bright middle-class
children who were able to acquire the necessary writing skills by'osmosis' (61). Working-class,
migrant and Aboriginal children, on the other hand, do not have the cultural capital (Bourdieu
1990) which would enable them to acquire writing skills without explicit teaching. The result is
that writing skills in a variety of powerful genres are selectively passed on in the education
system, hence Martin's conclusion that access to genres is directly linked to access to power in
modem society. The quotation seemed particularly relevant to the situation in South Africa where
vastly different and unequal outcomes are a feature of the education system. An understanding
of how and why this occurs is crucial and thus an investigation to find out how many and what
genres different groups in South African society have access to would contribute to this
understanding.
The purpose of this chapter is to review the literature that gave impetus to the research and
informed the analysis of the data collected. Its purpose is also to develop an understanding of
different approaches to the teaching of writing and their theoretical underpinnings, and to
develop criteria by which to evaluate the teaching ofwriting. To do this, the chapter focuses on
current approaches and debates around the teaching of writing, especially around process and
genre-based approaches. There is a particular emphasis on Cope and Kalantzis' s (1993a,b) and
Luke's (1994) linking ofgenre-based approaches to issues ofinclusion and access. A central text
is 'The Powers of Literacy: A Genre Approach to Teaching Writing' edited by Cope and
Kalantzis (l993b). It brings together a range of perspectives on genre-based approaches, and
explores debates around the approach, classroom and assessment practices, and the role of
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grammar in the teaching of writing. It thus provides a comprehensive exploration of the issues
surrounding genre approaches which can be related to insights from other readings.
Developments that arise from debates around genre approaches, such as the New London
Group's (1996) pedagogy of multiliteracies, are also discussed. These approaches, and the
debates around them, are explored in order to develop guidelines for the collection ofdata around
the issues that arise from the literature, and also to establish criteria for effective writing
programmes that enable an analysis of the data collected.
2.1 History of Literacy Pedagogy
Kalantzis and Cope (1993) in their chapter 'Histories ofPedagogy, Cultures 0 f Schoo ling', offer
a useful history ofdevelopments in pedagogy and the implications for the learning and teaching
of literacy. The chapter argues that in order to understand widely divergent cultures ofschooling
evident in the classroom practice ofdifferent schools it is necessary to understand their historical
origins. They categorise these cultures of schooling into three broad categories: the ' traditional
pedagogy of a classical canon' (42), the 'progressivist pedagogy of modernism and
experience'(45) and the 'progressivist pedagogy of postmodernism and difference'(48).
Traditional pedagogy is associated with the development of institutionalised mass schooling
whose underlying epistemology assumes fixed and constant 'facts' and 'truths' . This was further
entrenched by the new pressures towards standardisation and technocratic rationality brought
about by technological and social change. The development ofprinting and textbooks were key
influences in standardising grammar and spelling. Thus the idea that there was an objectively
correct standard usage of a language further entrenched the idea of cultural fixity and
traditionalism. It also served to elevate the written text to the status of canon . Furthermore,
knowledge was reconstituted through its transition from oral language and sounds to written
language arranged in a spatial order. This transformation further entrenched the idea of
knowledge as objective and universal truth through the voiceless and depersonalised language
of written text.
This conception ofknowledge impacted on pedagogy in a number ofways. In essence it resulted
in: a focus on great books and the western tradition idealised in ancient Greece and Rome' a,
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sense ofunquestionable facts and moral truths arising from the written word that represented this
tradition; and a focus on memorisation and correctness. Consequently, access to this tradition and
standard forms of language were means of maintaining class exclusiveness. The primacy of
unquestioned written text in traditional pedagogy and mass schooling was reinforced by rigid
systemic arrangements from administration through to syllabuses, classroom practice and
examinations. Content was thus prescribed, presented and tested while classroom interaction and
time was dominated by the teacher presenting information to the whole class arranged in rows
facing the blackboard.
Literacy learning in this paradigm thus became the process of learning to speak and write
according to prescribed and absolute standards of grammatical correctness. It took the form of
memorising spelling lists; rote-learning decontextualised traditional grammar rules; writing
compositions assessed according to their compliance with the grammatical conventions of
'standard' English; and testing correct spelling and grammar in formal examinations. Literature
had a primary role as a model of correct usage and as a means of inducting students into the
moral values of Western culture.
Traditional education played an important and specific socialising role in the development of
mass education and the construction of industrial society during the nineteenth century. Ideals
ofobjectivity and disciplined order, and knowledge of' facts' were seen as the basic requirements
of the new order. Literacy learning, through the primacy of the textbook, was thus a crucial
instrument for socialising children into this new order which demanded 'punctuality, respect,
discipline, subordination...' to create 'a controllable, docile, and respectful workforce, willing and
able to follow orders' (Graff 1987: 262).
The writings ofJohn Dewey and others in the early twentieth century ushered in a new approach
to schooling. It was founded on an ideology ofmovement, change and progress in stark contrast
to the idea of a fixed and immutable canon as propounded by the traditionalists. This approach
mirrored the confident culture of industrial progress and technological dynamism of the time
which valued progress, development, modernism, an interventionist relationship with the natural
world, and risky experimentation and creativity. These values, Dewey felt, could not be
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inculcated via textbooks which upheld values ofunchanging rigidity handed down from the past.
In opposition to the traditionalist view oflearners as passive and obedient receivers ofknowledge
imposed from above, Dewey's progressivist education propounded individuality, free activity,
experiential learning, acquisition of real-life skills for real-life purposes, and creative ability to
adapt to an ever changing world.
In opposition to what he felt was the inculcation ofdependency by traditional approaches, Dewey
developed the notion of organic growth which posited a less interventionist approach by the
teacher and placed the learner in the role of questioner and experimenter. This notion, Dewey
felt, responded to three fundamental problems of the traditional curriculum. The first was that
it had little relevance to, or connection with, the child's life. Knowledge and learning needed to
have explicit meaning and purpose for the child, otherwise it became purely symbolic. This in
turn created the second problem - the lack of any reason for the learner to be motivated. If
learners are able to 'own' the purpose of their learning then this should provide the motivation
to develop the means to accomplish that purpose. Thirdly, the traditional curriculum was to
Dewey a gross simplification of the complex and messy reality of a changing world. This
removed the challenging task ofexploring this reality in a process ofactive discovery on the part
of the learner. Dewey felt that education needed to prepare learners for the development and
maintenance ofa democratic society and the traditional curriculum was inappropriate for this task
being, as Dewey saw it, a reflection of an autocratic world view. Therefore Dewey felt that the
learners should experience democracy in classroom processes. This would inevitably change the
function and role of both the teacher and learner. The pupil becomes an active questioner and
experimenter, and the teacher becomes a facilitator rather than the total controller ofthe learners'
knowledge.
Dewey's VIew that progressivist education underpinned the dynamism of a burgeoning
technological world meant that literacy was no longer seen from the traditional standpoint as a
means of social control and stability. Literacy was therefore seen as a basic tool for the building
of modem technological and democratic societies. Literacy served social rather than abstract
purposes and therefore literacy teaching should be rooted in the learners' experience of, and
growing encounter with, the real world. It should be 'done in a related way, as the outgrowth of
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the child's social desire to recount his (sic) experiences and get in return the experiences of
others' (Dewey 1900: 55-56). While Dewey's literacy teaching differed in methodology from
traditional approaches it shared a similar cultural purpose: the acquisition of standard English.
The emphasis on motivated student activity in Dewey' s view served the interests ofprogress and
modernity and similarly the acquisition of standard English served a practical purpose in
industrial society. In the context ofvast immigration into modem America, Dewey saw literacy
as a means of erasing cultural difference. The need to create a new cultural singularity in the
same political unit through a common language (standard English) was seen as a paramount task
ofpublic schooling. The development ofprogressivist curricula was thus a product ofsocial and
economic shifts which required different learners and outcomes. Similarly, changes in the late
twentieth century saw the emergence ofanother educational paradigm which Kalantzis and Cope
(1993) called 'the progressivist pedagogy of postmodernism and difference' (48) .
While this new paradigm shared Dewey's concern with student activity, motivation and
experience, it diverges in other fundamental ways. Instead of emphasising the need for cultural
assimilation the new progressivism foregrounds 'difference, discontinuity, rupture and
irreversible cultural and linguistic fragmentation' (Kalantzis and Cope 1993: 48). Dewey saw
modernity and progress as homogenising forces and education as a means of supporting and
developing this process. The postmodernists see a world of differences and discontinuity in
which there is no unifying or universal culture, symbols or narratives, 'just multifarious readings
or interpretations of the world, coming into play in contingent and fortuitous moments of
intertextuality' (ibid) . Dewey sought to replace the meaningless, dislocated, decontextualised
symbols oftraditional curricula with the new symbolism ofa meaningful industrial modernity.
The postmodernists, on the other hand, see a multiplicity ofsymbols with no consistent meaning
accessible to all.
The postmodern view of curriculum is thus that all knowledge is personal, based on the
subjective experience ofdifferent individuals. Humans, as active meaning makers, construct their
individual world and their meanings through the filter of their own unique experiences.
Knowledge is thus a peculiar and individual construct of that unique experience. Consequently
there can be no single or universal pedagogy. Differences in culture, learning style and discourse
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should be accommodated by the school and no attempt should be made to assimilate these
differences under some notion ofa universal pedagogy. Curriculum has thus to be relevant to the
unique and different cultures of experience that participants bring to the classroom.
Aronowitz and Giroux (1991) highlight the decay of 'master narratives' or discourses, for
example, views of the world such as western culture, and the necessity of legitimating other
marginalised or 'subaltern' discourses. This necessity places the concept of 'voice' as central to
postmodernists' formulation of an alternate pedagogy. The authority of western culture, or
Dewey's homogenising modernity, would necessarily limit the possibility ofstudents' own voices
being legitimated and developed in the classroom context. Making a space for students' voices
'entails replacing the authoritative discourse ofimposition and recitation with a voice capable of
speaking in one's own terms, a voice capable of listening, retelling, and challenging the very
grounds of knowledge and power' (Giroux 1988: 165).
Giroux and Aronowitz belong to one school of postmodernist thought on education, namely
critical pedagogy, which other theorists such as Ellsworth (1989) would see as presumptuous,
culturally laden and thus ultimately oppressive and disempowering. Critical pedagogy sets out
to challenge regimes ofpower and is based on 'actions informed by a disposition to act truly and
rightly' to counteract oppressive structures and the practices which sustain them (McLaren 1989:
181-182). Language and knowledge are the products of social structures and student 'voice'
determined by the different subjective situations they find themselves in within those social
structures. Critical pedagogy is seen by postmodernists like Ellsworth to lay claim to certain
universal assumptions about the rational person which she would claim have as their
counterpoints the oppressive notion of the irrational ' other ' , thus marginalising women, exotic
cultures and certain discourses (Ellsworth 1989: 39-41). To teach anyone discourse is culturally
laden with a presumption that other discourses are inferior. This sort of practice would thus
marginalise those discourses outside the one being taught. For example, the communicative
language teaching (CLT) approach promotes the idea of active student participation in
communicative activities and sees the role of the teacher as facilitator and observer. This could
be seen as reflecting Western English modes of discourse where social distance and status are
not as strongly marked as in other cultures. CLT could thus be seen as marginalising learners
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from those communities and cultures who would mark the teacher's status and social distance
with silence and respect. In postmodernist terms a course cannot presume to do more than
provide a facilitative space for students to find a voice for views which are representative only
of their own part icular individual, cultural and socio-economic experience.
Postmodern progressive theories have in common a beliefin placing the curriculum in the hands
of the students. This would inevitably imply a diversification of curriculum content to
accommodate the diversity of student experience and interest. There can, therefore, be no set
curriculum and the role ofthe teacher is to facilitate student-driven exploration oftheir concerns
and interests. Kalantzis and Cope quote Garth Boomer on the discourse and role of the teacher
in the postmodern classroom:
Lessons develop from the responses of students and not from a previously
determined 'logical' structure. The only kind of lesson plan, or syllabus, that
makes sense to [the good teacher] is one that tries to predict, account for, and deal
with the authentic responses oflearners to a particular problem...(Boomer 1982:
3 cited in Kalantzis and Cope 1993: 51).
This sort of curriculum has two important implications. The first is that it would of necessity
have much of the classroom time taken up with students communicating with each other in
teacherless groups. The second is that it would be a pedagogy without closure, expressly and
determinedly open to difference.
As regards language teaching and learning, postmodernism sets itselfagainst any approach which
would make language a means of elitist separation whereby learners are tracked into different
streams according to their control of a standard variety of a language. The connotations of
'standard' with linguistic normalcy or superiority is anathema to postmodern thinking which
would seek to promote all dialects as linguistically equal. The teaching of traditional grammar
would marginalise non-standard dialects. Thus in keeping with the idea ofa 'pedagogy ofvoice'
postmodernists would see it as essential that schools teach language in such a way as to
legitimate all student discourses or linguistic codes as different but not inferior.
In relation to the teaching of writing, postmodern practice is most closely associated with
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'process writing'. Process writing according to Murray (1982) emphasises the need for students
to find a 'voice' through a process of self-discovery free of any authoritarian presence of the
teacher. The role of the teacher is seen as one of support as learners find their own way to their
own truths. 'It is not the job of the teacher to legislate the student's truth. It is the responsibility
of the students to explore his [sic] own world with his own language, to discover his own
meaning' (Murray 1982: 16). Writing is seen by Murray (1982) as a solitary process whereby
learners find their own voices and become creative individuals. Learners should thus choose their
own topics to explore, reflecting their own concerns and interests, and these explorations should
be legitimated and supported by the teacher. In this way, it is believed, learners of different
cultural and socio-economic backgrounds would be able to overcome the alienating experience
of schooling which legitimated only the mainstream voices of middle-class learners. Process
writing is conceived of as a number of steps (motivation, generation, drafting, reformulation,
editing, publishing) through which the teacher would support the learners in the exploration of
their worlds and in the development on their voices.
The literature on process approaches to writing reveals important differences in what is
foregrounded about the approach. While protagonists such as Murray and Graves focus on the
aspect of finding 'voice' through individual choice of subject matter, Coe (1986) and Zamel
(1985) place much more emphasis on the intervention of the teacher and/or peers at all the
different stages ofthe process. Coe feels that the shift from learning 'facts' to learning processes
often became an overemphasis with many teachers. While he acknowledged the liberating
possibilities ofexpressive or creative writing in helping learners develop confidence in their own
voices, he felt it should be seen as 'a stepping stone toward other kinds of writing competency'
(Coe 1986: 275). He felt that this overemphasis by many practitioners of the process approach
led them to ignore one of the primary obligations of a literacy programme, namely, the
development in students of the abilities required in the society they lived in - vocational
competence and social effectiveness (Coe 1986: 275-276). 'To some extent this was because the
pedagogy was poorly implemented: In theory, expressive writing ability was just a starting point,
but in practice it became the curriculum' (ibid: 276).
This IS precisely the criticism that began to develop III Australia after the enthusiastic
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implementation of the process approach in that country. Boomer (1992), addressing what he
called the 'progressives' ofliteracy education in Australia, attested to their hard fought struggles
in the sevent ies against 'the reductionist peddlers oflanguage building blocks and rat-psychology
behaviourism' (2). In the eighties their previous progressive 'heresy' was in place as the new
orthodoxy in the form ofsystem curriculum guidelines for English/Language Arts and Literacy,
and an Early Literacy Inservice Course training teachers in 'progressive' methodologies. He
listed ten characteristics of the newly orthodox 'progressive' literacy teacher such as:
caring/harmonising; naturalistic; individual-orientedlexperience-based; process-oriented; non-
judgemental; facilitative/manipulative; romantic/a-political. Boomer describes progressive
literacy teachers as being focussed on the development of the whole child, each of whom are
valued for their individual uniqueness, and on the paramountcy of the expression of personal
meaning (the development of 'voice'). The processes in the development ofthis voice are given
more value than the outcome or product. Progressive teachers are non-judgemental and do not
adopt roles of overt or blatant authority. Instead they take on the role of guide, counsellor or
friend as the most effective means of empowering the individual through developing their
confidence in their own voices.
Boomer, however, is critical of progressive teachers and their methods in his address. He feels
that progressive teachers are ultimately manipulative in that their facilitative, non-judgemental
role results in a hidden curriculum which is not made explicit to the learners. This progressivism
is more at home in middle-class schools with middle-class learners and it is specifically this lack
of explicitness which he feels has lead to the failure ofprogressivism to combat the problems of
those learners who are not part of 'mainstream' middle-class school practices.
I have had to confront the depressing evidence that, despite our rhetoric and
courses and good intentions, we have not made substantial gains in the teaching
of literacy to Aboriginal children, children from low socio-economic
backgrounds, and certain children from ethnic minorities; if, that is, one key
indicator ofsuccess is completion ofa full 12 years ofschooling. (Boomer 1992:
4)
Boomer argues that 'progressive' literacy teachers, as he has described them, need to question:
what values and attitudes were inculcated with the literacy they were teaching; whether it
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entrenched existing patterns ofdomination and inequity; and whether it really brought literacy
teachers to grips with the reality ofliteracy for marginalised communities. Like Martin (1989),
Christie (1995), and Cope and Kalantzis (1993 a,b) and Kalantzis and Cope (1993), he felt that
a methodology that valued process over product was unlikely to provide marginalised groups
with explicit literacy knowledge and skills that would enable them to be truly empowered, able
to gain access to, and participate in, society through an increased ability to operate more
effectively in different realms of social action and interaction, of social influence and power
(Kress 1989; Christie 1989).
Boomer examines the challenges and curriculum implications ofpostmodernism, in particular,
the work of Henry Giroux (1990). Against progressives' 'inclusive curriculum' he posits
Giroux's 'border pedagogy'. Boomer interprets this to mean that teachers leave the borders of
their own experience and, in a reassertion of the authoritative role of the teacher, lead learners
beyond the confines of their own experience. As Giroux writes, it "is not enough for teachers
merely to affirm uncritically their students' histories, experiences and stories. To take student
voice at face value is to run the risk of idealising and romanticising them" (Giroux, 1990: 45).
The implications for Boomer are that literacy teachers need to be able to work with the different
cultural frames of marginalised groups, not with the intention of only giving 'voice' to this
experience, but also working from it to challenge and go beyond learners' world views, not
'benignly' to accommodate them. In this process teachers explicitly make learners aware oftheir
own world view and make it open to challenge in the same way as the teacher challenges the
learners ' world.
Boomer also counters the Deweyan and 'progressive' view of the 'self-actualising individual'
as one that ignores broader political issues ofdomination and inequity. He feels that by making
the individual the focus of reform, progressive approaches such as 'cooperative learning' and
'whole language' too easily become eoopted to become, in his words, 'simply a new "softer"
technology ofsurveillance and control, as well as being a cover for "more ofthe same'" (Boomer
1992:11). His major criticism is that the focus of progressive classrooms on the curriculum
arising 'naturally' out of student interest and experience makes the role of the teacher invisible.
It is this hidden aspect which Boomer finds manipulative in that the actual constructedness ofthe
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curriculum is not made explicit 'and the teacher, in seeming not to design, has palpable designs
on the learner' (Ibid: 7). Furthermore, this focus on the individual is seen as a middle-class
construct which ignores the otherness of different communities in the classroom. It ensures, as
Martin (1989) has maintained, that middle-class learners are favoured in such classrooms, and
others are not given the explicit teaching that would enable them to acquire the literacies that
are powerful in society. They would thus be denied access to wider realms of social action and
social power.
Boomer states that a primary goal ofliteracy teaching should be to produce 'useful citizens'. He
points to a danger of much postmodern practice: ' ... we may become so self-conscious (and
other-conscious) that all we can do is deconstruct the 'texts' of the world, losing the name of
political action by thinking too precisely on the event' (Boomer 1992: 6). To this end, and in
opposition to 'progressivism', Boomer posits the concept of the Epic Teacher, taken from
Brechtian Epic Theatre where an estrangement effect is created to ensure that the audience is
aware of the theatrical effects being used didactically to influence their opinion . This
estrangement makes the theatre overtly intentional with the purpose ofmaking the audience more
critical, able to see the familiar and accepted in a new light. Taking this concept into the
classroom, Boomer contrasts Epic Teachers to 'naturalistic' teachers as being those who would
explicitly uncover for learners the curriculum as a construct designed to have certain effects on
them. Epic teachers would cultivate estrangement in relation to the knowledge being taught, and
to both their and their learners' world views: 'Whereas the naturalistic teacher would manipulate
by deceptions or "silences", the Epic Teacher would manipulate explicitly and self consciously'
(Boomer 1992: 7).
Epic Teachers display characteristics different from those of the progressive teachers described
earlier. They are: Caring; Class-Oriented/Dialectically Based; Epic ; Product/Performance-
Oriented; Judgemental; Serious; Uncertain; Reflective/Pragmatic; Didactic/Manipulative; and
Strategic/Political. Thus Epic Teachers are concerned with the whole society and building the
capacity oflearners to operate in, and transform, that society. They work dialectically to explore
critically both the learners' and the teachers' experiences, and the 'texts' (knowledge) they are
dealing with. They will accept and be open about their authoritative and judgemental role and
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make explicit the values, skills and attitudes they are attempting to inculcate in their learners.
They will thus focus learners towards a product, making explicit the criteria (based on the real
world expectations of the school, the system and society) for effective accomplishment of that
product. They will also develop in their learners appropriate strategies that will enable them to
meet those expectations. The Epic Teacher, according to Boomer, thus creates an
'explicit/exposed' classroom which marginalised groups are more likely to succeed in than the
'implicit/naturalistic ' classroom of the progressives.
2.1.1 Genre-Based Approaches to the Teaching of Writing
Many of Boomer' s criticisms of progressive process approaches to writing are taken up by
protagonists of genre approaches to writing (Martin 1989; Cope and Kalantzis 1993 a,b; Kress
1993; Christie 1995). Like Boomer, they contend that the writing experiences ofmost Australian
learners is dominated by what is called 'creative' narrative writing and an overwhelming
emphasis on the development of students' 'voice'. The upshot of this is that learners are not
taught what Coe (1986) termed 'vocational competence' and 'social effectiveness' (276). What
learners are denied is access to effective factual writing, to genres such as explanation and
exposition, which genre approaches consider powerful in society in that they provide learners
with ability to participate in wider realms of social action and power. A school experience
dominated by creative narrative writing is unlikely to provide the necessary empowering
experiences for all learners across the socio-economic spectrum. They contend that different
genres can be classified according to their social purpose and that structural and linguistic
conventions have evolved to accomplish these purposes. Consequently, explicit knowledge of
these structural and linguistic conventions would enable writers to meet more effectively the
expectations ofthe society in which they were communicating. In this sense they would be able
to achieve more social purposes through their writing and thus be empowered to operate and
participate more effectively in society. As Christie (1989) wrote in the foreword to the Oxford
University Press Language Series:
Language is a political institution: those who are wise in its ways, capable of
using it to shape and serve important personal and social goals, will be the ones
who are 'empowered' ...: able, that is, not merely to participate effectively in the
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world, but also to act upon it, in the sense that they can strive for significant
social change. (x)
Martin (1989: 15-17) characterised the main types of factual genres as follows:
• Procedure - how something is done
Description - what some particular thing is like
Report - what an entire class of things is like
Explanation - a reason why a judgement is made
Exposition:
Hortatory - persuades readers to do something
Analytical - persuades readers that a judgement is correct
Martin and Rothery (in Martin 1989) investigated the writing done by Australian learners in
Sydney from years 1-6. The results pointed to the basis of their critique of writing practices in
those schools. They collected 1500 texts and found that only 228 (15%) were factual writing. Of
this factual writing, 189 (13%) were Reports, 31 (2%) Procedures, and 8 (0.5%) Explanations
and Exposi tions . Most ofthe other 1272 texts were writing ofthe narrati velexpressive kind. They
also found that up to year 6 most ofthe factual writing was done by the good writers and, in year
6, it was the good and average writers who wrote most ofthe Reports, Procedures, Explanations
and Expositions. Their conclusions were that: average writers were starting factual writing very
late in their school career; and poor writers were doing almost no factual writing at all. The
overall implication ofthis was that important writing skills (how to write effectively in powerful
factual genres) were 'being passed on selectively to just a few bright children' (Martin 1989: 53-
54). Martin, Christie and Rothery (1994) cite research by Gray (1986) which indicates a similar
scenario for Aboriginal children in the Northern Territory ofAustralia. Throughout their primary
school these children experience only recounts in fields such as: visiting friends and relatives;
going hunting for bush tucker; sporting events; movies or TV shows they have seen (245) . This
amounts to 'pseudo choice' (Martin et al 1994: 245) because the learners have a limited range
ofexperience to draw on and they have to make use ofthese. This sort ofchoice is not enabling.
The teachers do not guide learners into a variety of genres and create choices for them.
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Martin (1989) contends that success in education depends on writing and this selective access
to written genres means that schools are operating in the framework of a hidden curriculum.
Consequently, this serves to reproduce the existing social order in society. Bright middle-class
children, by virtue oftheir familiarity with the discourse practices of schooling, are more likely
to learn by 'osmosis' what is required of them. In contrast:
Working-class, migrant, or Aboriginal children, whose homes do not provide
them with models of writing, and who don't have the coding orientation (in
Bernstein's sense) to read between the lines and see what is implicitly demanded,
do not learn to write effectively (Martin 1989: 61)
In response to what they perceive as the failure of progressive process approaches to address
issues of access and equity, Cope and Kalantzis (1993b) develop what they call 'an explicit
pedagogy for inclusion and access' (64). In the first instance they argue that the 'bias inherent'
(67) in process approaches towards narrative/expressive writing obscures both the differences
between speech and writing and important generic differences in the types of writing demanded
in schooling. This knowledge would be crucial to the development of powerful and effective
literacies in society. Thus these 'hidden' aspects have important consequences for learners who
do not necessarily have the experiences or tools to uncover them. This results in important
aspects of the literacy curriculum being 'hidden' from learners and has important consequences
for those who do not have the experiences (cultural capital) or tools to uncover them.
Cope and Kalantzis (1993b) maintain that process approaches tend to collapse oral and written
discourses, whereas they argue that these discourses 'do very different things, in very different
ways, in very different contexts' (64) . There are fundamental differences between the ways in
which orality and literacy provide clues to communicative intentions and audience expectations.
Orally, the face-to-face nature ofcommunication gives interlocutors the resources of intonation,
gesture and immediate feedback to provide clues . These elements are lacking in written
communication which thus relies on knowledge ofgenre. These differences are not absolute and
some speech, like the academic lecture, has characteristics of writing, and some writing is close
to speech such as the personal letter. However, the social domain of speech is primarily the
private sphere and that ofwriting the public sphere, and it is when power is disputed in the public
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sphere that speech will display some of the features of written language such as formality and
distance. Thus the syntax of writing feeds back into the syntax of speech when social power in
the public sphere is at stake. However, the fundamental differences between speech and writing
permeate through to their respective grammars, and for leamers to gain access to powerful
literacy in the schools it is important that this grammatical knowledge is made explicit to them.
There are parallels between the notion of an association ofthe public sphere with the distinctive
grammar of writing, and the private sphere with the grammar of speaking on the one hand, and
Bemstein's (1990) notion of elaborated and restricted linguistic codes on the other. He argues
that leamers from various communities fail at school because their domestic or community
discourses are highly context dependent, what he calls restricted codes, whereas powerful
academic or school discourses are context-independent, elaborated codes. While every person
has access to the restricted codes oftheir communities, schooling provides inequitable access to
the powerful elaborated codes. In effect the different ways of using language have different
social effects, and to gain an understanding ofthe ways in which literacy changes oral language
opens access to wider participation in social action. Schooling, Cope and Kalantzis (1993b)
argue, should provide leamers with equal social access and this can be achieved by making
explicit the links between the different social purposes of language in different contexts on the
one hand and predictable pattems of discourse on the other.
These predictable pattems of discourse and their genre variations are the second aspect of
curriculum that process approaches obscure from leamers. 'Genres are conventional structures
which have evolved as pragmatic schemes for making certain types of meaning and to achieve
distinctive social goals, in specific settings, by particular linguistic means' (Cope and Kalantzis
1993b: 67). Giving leamers access to the linguistic means to achieve these social goals in ways
that would be respected by their intended audiences would provide them with the possibility of
wider participation in the society of which they are a part. In Bemstein's terms they would be
able to move beyond the confines of their restricted codes to the wider possibilities offered by
control ofelaborated codes. This counters the progressivist notion oflanguage as the expression
of individual creativity by positing the notion that leamers' linguistic power develops through
an understanding of generic structures. These enable leamers to make socially identifiable
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meaning in ways that are accepted and respected in the communities for which they are intended.
It would thus be imperative that learners are made aware of the generic differences that exist in
the different types ofwriting they are expected to produce in schooling and in the world outside
school. There needs to be an explicit link made between the social purpose oftext and the generic
structural and linguistic conventions that enable the text to achieve its purpose powerfully and
effectively. Protagonists of the genre approach maintain that certain genres are more powerful
in terms of their social effects in modem society than others. Martin (1989), for example, sees
explanation and argument as powerful genres in terms of their potential, not only to enable
learners to participate more widely in society, but also to act on it. These genres are the most
distant from everyday speech in that their linguistic realisations strive ostensibly for objectivity
and distance. Against the progressivists' claim ofthe 'naturalness' ofnarrative, genre approaches
maintain that it is only explicit teaching ofgenre conventions that will enable learners to achieve
different social purposes and thus broaden their access to, and participation in, society.
2.1.2 Gee, Bernstein and Genre Approaches
Gee (1990) is another theorist whose ideas on discourses resonate with those of Bernstein and
the genre approach. He develops the notion ofDiscourses as ways ofdisplaying membership of
a particular social group who associate through shared values, activities or interests.
A Discourse is a socially accepted association among ways of using language, of
thinking, feeling, believing, valuing and of acting that can be used to identify
oneself as a member of a socially meaningful group or 'social network', or to
signal (that one is playing) a socially meaningful 'role' (143)
Gee distinguishes between primary Discourses and secondary Discourses. Primary Discourse is
the Discourse we acquire through our initial socialisation within the family that is in turn part of
a particular community and culture. It signals our membership of a particular community and
reflects how our ways of using language in oral communication with intimates is shaped by
socio-economic and cultural factors . Secondary Discourses are those which develop out of our
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membership of social institutions and communities beyond the family. Crucially they involve
communication with non-intimates and open one to wider spheres of social action and
interaction in society.
These more globally oriented, 'public sphere' (my italics) secondary Discourses
include ones used in schools, national media, and in many social, financial and
government agencies, as well as many Discourses connected to various sorts of
employment and professions. (152)
It is obvious that acquisition of secondary Discourses, as Gee describes them, is crucial to a
person's access to power in society. These secondary Discourses all build on what we acquired
as part of our primary Discourses and there is thus a distinct advantage for communities whose
primary Discourses are close to the dominant Discourses. This is particularly marked in
schooling where the acquisition of secondary Discourses for mainstream learners is facilitated
by the extent to which family Discourses support or echo those of the school. This is because the
parents, by definition, would have mastered secondary Discourses and incorporated many oftheir
features into their primary Discourses. For students from minority or working class communities
the situation is very different. Their primary Discourses are likely to conflict in many different
ways (values, attitudes, ways of behaving, thinking, talking) from school-based Discourses
which margina1ised students might see as hostile to their community-based Discourses. Their
Discourses are thus set up as barriers to the acquisition of school-based secondary Discourses.
These differences and their educational consequences link to Martin's (1989: 61) earlier
statement that learners from middle-class communities are likely to learn what has to be learned
by osmosis, whereas learners from marginalised communities do not have Bemsteiri's (1990)
coding orientation to understand what is implicitly demanded.
Gee develops two principles which apply to the teaching and learning of Discourses, an
'Acquisition principle' and a 'Learning principle' (154). The Learning Principle refers to overt
instruction by processes ofexplanation and analysis that enables the development ofmeta-level
cognitive and linguistic skills with which a learner can critique other Discourses. Without this
J
Gee feels that pedagogy' colonises' students, whereas meta-knowledge enables the development
of 'liberating 1iteracies' (156). The Acquisition Principle is described as a process of acquiring
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something subconsciously by exposure to models and practice in situations which are 'natural'
and 'meaningful'. Gee claims that this occurs without formal teaching in a process of what he
calls 'apprenticeship', 'scaffolding' and 'social practice' (158). This creates some confusion
because apprenticeship, mode1ing and scaffolding seem to imply explicit instruction, or overt
structuring ofexperience similar to that proposed by genre approaches. The differences between
what he sees as Acquisition and Learning are not always clear. What he does suggest is that, for
classrooms to be places ofacquisition, they must be 'active apprenticeships in "academic" social
practices' (159). It seems that both the learning and acquisition principles, with their emphasis
on overt teaching and apprenticeship, imply an authoritative role for the teacher similar to that
posited by the genre approach.
There are obvious strong parallels between Gee's notions ofprimary and secondary Discourses,
Bemstein's restricted and elaborated linguistic codes, and the genre approaches' linking of
public and private spheres with the distinctive grammars of writing and speaking respectively.
These parallels become more apparent when educational implications are explored. The
following would seem to be the educational implications that emerge:
The 'liberal/progressive' classroom which avoids explicit, overt exploration of the way
things work is ofno help (Gee 1990: 149). Genre approaches emphasise the necessity of
explicit teaching of the distinctive grammar and structure of different genres (the way
things work) to enable learners to achieve different social purposes effectively and thus
open access to wider opportunities for participation in society. Bemstein, in analysing
pedagogic practice, uses the concepts of 'framing' (1996: 26) to refer to 'the controls on
communication in local, interactional pedagogic relations' (e.g. between teacher/pupil)
over such aspects ofpedagogic communication as: selection, sequencing, pacing, criteria,
and social base. Where the framing is strong over these aspects of pedagogic practice
Bernstein argues that there is 'visible pedagogic practice' (28). Weak framing he
characterises as 'progressive', where the rules of the regulative and instructional
discourse are implicit, and largely 'unknown to the acquirer' (28). He stresses that weak
framing provides the acquirer with only 'apparent' (his emphasis) control over the
different aspects ofpedagogic practice which progressive approaches' notion ofvoice so
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strongly advocate. Singh and Luke in the preface to Bernstein (1996: xii) state that he
... offers the cautionary note that the idealism of these and other
contemporary pedagogical models may paper over the actual distributions
ofpower and the selective principles ofcontrol at work . Pedagogies based
on unproblematic notions of individualism, which attempt to recognize
and celebrate difference per se, may in fact deter an analysis of the very
systems of unequal distribution, acquisition and 'valuing' ofknowledge
and competence they are so critical of.
These are precisely the criticisms of progressive approaches cited by Gee and
protagonists of the genre approach (Martin, Christie and Rothery 1994; Luke 1993).
There is shared notion of an 'authoritative' but not 'authoritarian' role for the teacher
who, in Gee's terms, would provide both learning and acquisition opportunities to
apprentice learners into secondary Discourses. He writes of 'overt teaching' by means of
explanation and analysis and a 'master-apprentice relationship in a social practice
(Discourse) wherein you scaffold their growing ability...through demonstrating your
mastery and supporting theirs' (1990: 154). Genre approaches (Hyland 1992: 16; Martin
1993b: 194) emphasise the need for 'scaffolding'. They provide scaffolding through an
emphasis on modeling and analysing examples of genres. Through these processes
explicit criteria are developed with which to evaluate texts, and guided practice in writing
different texts is provided for students using these criteria. Hyland (ibid, 16) and Martin,
Christie and Rothery (1994) maintain that explicit knowledge of the linguistic and
structural conventions ofgenres promotes 'more effective negotiations and consultations
as well as providing each child with their own individual scaffolding that can be deployed
to produce successful texts' (Martin et al 1994: 142). Bemstein's notion of visible
pedagogic practice discussed earlier also implies a more authori tative role for the teacher
similar to the 'explicit/exposed' classroom posited by Boomer.
Another pedagogic implication would be the necessity for an explicit, systematic focus
on grammar as a resource for making meaning in different social contexts. Singh and
Luke (1996) in their preface to Bemstein's Pedagogy, Symbolic Control and Identity
state that his model provides an understanding of 'how power and control are achieved
systematically through the local organization ofdiscourse'; and how, using Halliday and
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Hasan's functional linguistics, 'pedagogic discourse itselfcan be analysed as an instance
of the systematic connections between linguistic form and ideological function' (xiii).
Gee (1990), in his definition ofa Discourse refers to it as 'a socially accepted association
among ways ofusing language' (143) which implies that, to be able to operate within that
Discourse, one would have to have explicit knowledge of appropriate grammatical
choices available to one to achieve communicative purposes within that Discourse. In
discussing his Learning and Acquisition principles he refers to two types of teaching.
Teaching" refers to apprenticeship pedagogic practice that promotes acquisition of a
Discourse whereas teaching. is the overt teaching that leads to learning. He states that
teaching, without teaching, which is what many 'liberal' approaches to education
practice, leads to what he calls 'colonized' non-mainstream students who have
assimilated the Discourse and its values as subordinates. Their subordinate status within
the Discourse is maintained and they become complicit in their own subordination. Truly
'liberating literacy' according to Gee must involve teaching I which provides the meta-
know ledge or meta-language to acquire and master a secondary Discourse and to analyse
and critique primary and other Discourses. Genre approaches also emphasise the need for
a metalanguage: 'A linguistically informed approach to literacy assessment offers
teachers and students a metalanguage (a linguistic technology) for entering into
productive dialogue with one another and for reflecting in the communicative
requirements of written tasks' (Macken and Slade 1993,230).
Gee's scenarios oflearners from non-mainstream communities outside of, or colonised
within, secondary Discourses has echoes in Bernstein's (1996) concepts ofclassification
(power) and framing (control), and recognition and realization rules. Bernstein uses the
concept of classification to examine the boundaries that dominant power relations
establish between the categories of, for example, discourses and practices. Thus the
discourses of physics, geography, and history, for example, can have distinct identities
with their own rules and particular realisations which allow a communicator to
understand what is expected and legitimate within that discourse. Strong classification
means that there are very clear boundaries between discourses. Framing refers to the
means, such as pedagogic practice, ofacquiring the legitimate message and the forms by
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which the realisations of a discourse are made public. The classificatory principle
indicates the limits ofany discourse and how they differ from each other. It provides the
key to the distinguishing features of the discourse and thus there are recognition rules
whereby the communicator can orientate to the distinctive features of a discourse.
Without the recognition rule, contextually legitimate communication (realization) is not
possible. Bernstein postulates that 'some children from the marginal classes are silent
in school because ofthe unequal distribution ofrecognition rules' (1996: 32). This would
be equivalent to Gee's description oflearners who are outside ofthe dominant secondary
Discourses of schooling. However, Bernstein makes a further distinction, namely, those
learners who may have the recognition rule but are still unable to produce authoritative,
'legitimate' communication in a particular discourse. These learners do not have the
realization rule. As far as schooling is concerned these children 'will not have acquired
the legitimate pedagogic code, but they will have acquired their place in the classificatory
system. For these children, the experience of school is essentially an experience of the
classificatory system and their place in it' (Bernstein 1996: 32). This situation seems to
parallel that of Gee 's colonised learners .
What both Gee and Bernstein imply with their criticisms of' liberal' educational practice,
is that' liberating literacy', the acquisition ofsecondary Discourse or the realization rule,
is partly dependent on an explicit understanding of grammar as a meaning-making
resource - an understanding of the implications of grammatical choices in a given
cultural context for the achievement of a given purpose.
Genre approaches to the teaching of writing emphasise the crucial role of an explicit
knowledge ofthe link between the communicative purpose ofa text and the conventional
structural and linguistic realisations that enable that purpose to be effectively achieved
in a particular culture. The genre approach to the teaching of writing grew out of
Halliday's (1978; 1985) theory of systemic functional linguistics through the work of
Hasan (1978) , Kress (1982), and Martin (1989) . Their genre theory, which is a theory of
language use, emphasises social purpose as a determining factor in language use. It is this
theory, which underlies genre-based approaches to writing, that Martin and Rothery
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developed further. In analysing and classifying texts they found that the purpose ofa text
coordinated the way in which field, mode and tenor choices combined. They were thus
able to develop a model of the relationship between language and context. Derewianka
(1998: 19) developed the following map to illustrate this relationship:
The model illustrates the four aspects ofthe context which impact on the reading and production
of a text:
the purpose or genre of a text and;
the three aspects that make up the register of a text, namelY,field, tenor and mode.
What the model indicates is that genres are shaped by their communicative or social purposes,
and the recurrence of these social purposes results in linguistic and structural conventions
developing around the way people achieve these purposes in their daily lives within their own
cultures. Thus the purpose of a text shapes its structure and language, and the structure and
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language choices ofa text reveal its purpose. Martin, Christie and Rothery (1994) define a genre
as a staged, goal oriented social process and each genre has its own structure: its own beginning,
middle and end. These stages, or moves, both optional and compulsory, can be classified
according to their function. For example. the basic compulsory stages of a narrative are
Orientation, Complicating Action, and Resolution. Optional stages include an abstract which
predicts the ending of a narrative ('Let me tell you about the time I made a fool of myself...'),
and a coda, which relates the past events of a narrative to the present time (' And so I vowed
never to take a chance at sea again').
The three other contextual features of a text that determine its meaning according to the model
are field, tenor and mode. These correspond to three metafunctions of a text, namely, ideational
(field), interpersonal (tenor) and mode (textual). Field is concerned with the type of human
activity involved (the 'what' of a text) such as commercial, academic or social, to name a few.
In schooling learners have to deal with texts in the fields of science, arts and the social sciences,
and the texts they work with will vary according to these fields . Because of the variety of
activities or tasks people are involved in, texts will vary a great deal along the field dimension.
Texts also vary across the tenor dimension (the 'who' of a text) which reflects the relationship
between the interlocutors in a text (reader and writer). The relationship between addressor and
addressee will be reflected in the language used . For example, writers of narratives will want to
develop a different relationship with their audience than writers of scientific reports, and this
difference will be reflected in the lexicogrammar ofthe text. Lastly, texts will vary according to
whether they are in the spoken or written mode. Mode is thus the 'how' of a text and is
concerned with the role of language in constructing a workable, coherent text. For example,
learners developing written texts will have to learn how to write 'context independent' texts to
build up a context that readers will be able to understand using only the text in front of them.
Writers will have to imagine the needs of an absent reader, and the written grammar used to do
this will be very different from the grammar of spoken interaction where the audience is
immediately present. It is these four contextual dimensions - genre, field, tenor and mode - that
determ inethe structure (staging) and grammar (language) ofa text, and enable the text to achieve
its social purpose.
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The theory oflinguistics that enabled people like Martin (1989 , 1993a) Christie (1989b , 1995)
and Derewianka (1998) to say something useful about writing and the teaching of writing was
Halliday's systemic functional linguistics (SFG). Martin calls it a 'linguistics for consumers'
(1993: 119) because it ' focuses on the development of grammatical systems as a means for
people to interact with each other - functional grammar sees grammar as shaped by, and as
playing a significant role in shaping, the way we get on with our lives ' (Martin, Matthiessen and
Painter 1997: 1). Functional grammar is what it says it is, it focuses on the functions that
language choices perform and thus it is flexible and based on the notion ofgrammar as resource
for meaning making. Candlin (1998) states that SFG explains 'the significant and functional
patteming ofwords in the making ofmeaning' (5), and that this implies that there is a system that
enables principled choices to be made to ensure that our communicative purposes are most
effectively achieved: ' What we say or write is always a matter of exercising thos e choices,
designing our texts with some purpose in mind' (Ibid, 5). Furthermore, as has been stated before,
in SFG the organisation of context correlates with the organisation of grammar through the
association between register variables (field, tenor, mode) and the metafunctions of a text
(ideational, interpersonal, textual). This context of situation occurs within the context of any
given culture which is a powerful shaper of meaning. Butt et al (1998) state that the ' context of
culture is sometimes described as the sum of all meanings it is possible to mean in that culture'
(11). This relationship between culture, context, text and grammatical realisations is illustrated
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Derewianka (1998: 4-5) listed a number of advantages of using a functional approach to
language:
• it focuses on meaning and how language operates to make meaning at the text level and
moves beyond the level of individual words and isolated sentences;
• it stresses how meanings are made/negotiated in communication with otherpeople, which
lends itself to group work and conferencing;
• it focuses on real language used in authentic settings and demonstrates how language
operates in all areas ofthe curriculum;
• it also demonstrates thepossibilities oflanguage use to achieve more effectively different
purposes with different audiences in different texts;
• it allows for the development ofclear criteria for effective writing ofdifferent texts, thus
facilitating clear identification of strengths and weaknesses and specific and positive
suggestions for learners to make their texts more effective;
and it gives learners an explicit knowledge oflan~agewith which to make informed
choices when writing texts .
Thus, in relation to issues ofinclusion and access ofmarginalised communities in the schooling
system, the genre approach, like Bernstein and Gee, foregrounds explicit teaching of language
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without which leamers will be unable to make informed linguistic choices to maximise their
chances of achieving different social purposes. Their chances, for example, of their academic
arguments being 'respected' by the audience for which they are intended wi IIbe greatly enhanced
by explicit knowledge of the link between the purpose of a text and its linguistic realisations.
This same notion seems to be implied by Bemstein's recognition and realisation rules which
enable leamers to produce authoritative, legitimate communication. Similarly, Gee's Leaming
Principle refers to 'overt' teaching that enables the development of meta-level cognitive and
linguistic skills (liberating literacies) with which leamers can critique other Discourses.
2.1.3 An Explicit Pedagogy for Inclusion and Access
Cope and Kalantzis (1993b: 78-84) developed five basic principles for an explicit pedagogy of
inclusion and access . These were:
Classroom discourse is a subtle dialogue between students' various linguistic and cultural
backgrounds and the culture ofschooling with its language ofschooled literacy. Cultural
and linguistic difference can become a positive resource for access. A reconstituted
pedagogy will be inclusive by affirming difference as a resource for social and
educational access.
In an explicit curriculum for inclusion and access, teachers and their disciplined
knowledges must be in an authoritative, but not authoritarian, relation to students.
Lesson scaffolds need to be explicit, accessible to students and pattemed in predictable
ways. They need to be explicit in managerial terms and in the sequencing ofcurriculum
content, even if this means producing textbooks that realise new pedagogical principles.
Curriculum should be structured in explicit ways according to the fundamental structure
of subjects.
Schools are the products of human artifice. Immediate motivation lies in the schoolish
task itself. Longer-term motivation will only come with the demonstrable capacity ofthe
discipline and the school to provide social access without prejudice.
These five principles raise a number of important issues around the genre approach to the
teaching ofwriting. Firstly, they foreground the issue ofdifference in the classroom. Gee (1990),
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Bemstein (1996) and genre approaches criticised progressive teaching practices which 'attempt
to recognize and celebrate difference per se' (Luke and Singh 1996: xii). Cope and Kalantzis
principles borrow from progressive teaching in that they propose working from what learners
know best, their own experiences and discourses (Delpit 1988), and moving outwards to
negotiate access to the dominant discourses of social power and influence. This creates a sort of
bidialectism or multidialectism (Gumperz, 1986) which both validates marginal discourses in the
classroom and enables learners to shift betw een them and mainstream discourses when
appropriate. Furthermore, Cope and Kalantzis (1993b) feel that this gives the learners from
marginal cultural and lingu istic backgrounds an advantage in being able to have a comparative
insight into different discourses. This pluralism allows learners to move from their own
discourses to the ' theoretical, distancing modes of language and thought needed for
successful...negotiation in or with dominant discourses' (79) without submerging their own
cultural discourse practices.
The five principles also foreground the importance of an authoritative role for the teacher in
scaffolding learner experience into the unfamiliar discourses of ' schoolish' tasks. These tasks,
to gain access to the distancing and reflective discourses of social power, are unfamiliar in form
and content. Consequently, the teacher's position ofknowledge necessitates explicit structuring
and scaffolding of learners ' experiences. Martin (1993b: 195) provides an example of such
scaffolding that a teacher provided for writing up science experiments :
HEADING WHA T TO WRITE HOW TO WRITE IT
AIM What do you think we were trying Write a short, sing le sentence
to find out in this experiment? statement beginning with the
word 'To.....'
METHOD Describe in your own words 1. Write numbered statements.
exactly what you did . 2. Use the word ' we' instead of
'1' .
3. Use past tense - 'was' and
'were ' etc.
RESULTS Include a table of results
CONCLUSION What did you discover in this Write a few short sen tences
experiment? explaining what you found
3 4
This sort ofassistance would enable beginner writers to internalise the task demands of this sort
of writing. As learners became more familiar with what is required of them so the scaffolding
could be reduced. It is these sorts ofexperiences that are needed to move learners from familiar,
concrete experiences and discourses to abstraction, generalisation and distance so that they are
able to return to a reconceptualised familiar, concrete reality.
It is here that genre approaches draw on the theories ofVygotsky (1978) and their implications
for pedagogical theory and practice. His central claim is that human consciousness is achieved
by the internalisation of shared social behaviour. Thus an individual's life experience enables
meaning connections around words to be made with other experiences which in turn make
possible further links. This process begins with external observable social behaviour, and these
situational, concrete associations are accumulatively replaced by 'abstractions that are capable
ofgeneralisation and definition (Cope and Kalantzis 1993b: 86). Through these transformations
inner speech becomes inner thought (Cazden 1994). To illustrate these processes Cope and
Kalantzis (1993b) use an example ofthe transformations that occur in a child around the meaning
of the word 'family':
... the child moves from knowing one's relatives and significant others as
'family', to an understanding of the concept of 'family' and being able to locate
this concept into an understanding of the role of the family in society. The same
word becomes able to represent 'family' in new ways, both linguistically and in
terms of underlying cognitive structures (86-87) .
The notion that shared social behaviour is the basis of learning indicates the importance of the
role of those who interact socially with the developing learner. Vygotsky emphasises the
importance of mediation by adults or more capable peers in the process of a person's
development from complex (situational) thought to conceptual thought (Moll and Slonimsky
1988: 19). This mediation opens up the learner to the 'zone of proximal development' (ZPD)
whereby scaffolded assistance can take learners beyond the limits of what they can do
independently to the potential of what they can do with the guidance of authoritative others
(Cazden 1994). Vygotsky defines the ZPD as 'the distance between the actual developmental
level as defined by independent problem solving and the level of potential development as
determined through problem solving under adult guidance or in collaboration with more capable
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peers (1978: 86). Thus the forrnal instruction of schooling is potentially crucial to the process
of transforming learners' everyday consciousness to thinking that links concepts to frameworks
of meaning. Vygotsky also believed that control of the written language had a profound effect
upon the development of abstract thinking. The constancy of the written language enables
learners to reflect upon meanings and by so doing acquire a critical awareness of their own
thought processes. Cope and Kalantzis (1993b) argue that these transforming processes are
'precisely the linguistic-cognitive processes involved in "doing grammar": from knowing the real
world referents and associations (complex thought); to being able to understand that text as text
operating grammatically in context and to generalise about its operations (conceptual thought)'
(87). This is similar to Gee's notion of the development of meta-level cognitive and linguistic
skills which enable learners to critique their own and other discourses.
Another issue arising out of the principles is the idea of accepting the school as an institution
necessarily removed from the exigencies ofthe world of work, yet at the same time related to it
in that its function is to prepare learners to participate effectively in it. This situation allows a
reflexive space to develop important attributes for functioning in the working world, namely, the
ability to think 'abstractly, theoretically and critically' (Cope and Kalantzis 1993b: 81). The
school by definition takes learners beyond their own experience and this requires that they are
motivated by an explicit awareness ofa literacy which links genres to social purpose. This, Cope
and Kalantzis argue, provides learners with a range ofsocial choices. What is highlighted by the
idea of reflexive space and abstraction is the development of what Luke calls a 'critical social
literacy' (1994: 7):
Students who have grasped the fundamental structure of literacy will be able to
denaturalise language and account for linguistic structure in terms of social
purpose in the case ofboth dominant and less socially powerful or countercultural
discourses (Cope and Kalantzis 1993b: 80-81).
2.1.4 Critiques of Genre-Based Approaches
Luke's critical social literacy and Cope and Kalanzis's five principles link to a general criticism
leveled at genre-based approaches, namely that it takes for granted the critical aspect in a belief
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that access to powerful genres will ofnecessity develop a critical distance and reflexivity. Critics
(Kress 1993; Barrs 1994; Pennycook 1996) see three interrelated problems that stem from this,
namely that genre-based approaches: encourage authoritarian modes of transmission; are
assimilationist; and marginalise discourses of non-mainstream communities. They are seen as
assimilationist in that they seem to accept dominant discourses uncritically and to focus on
transmitting the 'rules' of these discourses uncritically to learners . Related to this issue is a
second criticism that a genre approach, focusing on mainstream genres, would tend to ignore and
devalue the discourses ofmarginalised communities in the classroom, resulting in a patronising
missionary approach of bringing the 'superior' genres of social power to these groups. This is
seen by Barrs (1994) as an example of 'how apparently democratic arguments about access can
be used to justify authoritarian practices in teaching' (252). Critics such as Barrs interpret genre
approaches' focus on powerful genres as a naive belief that power resides in the genres and not
in the possibilities of their use, and question whether writers are actually in a position to reach
audiences and be noticed and read (252). Cope and Kalantzis (1993b) respond to these criticisms
by agreeing that the worst tendencies ofthe genre approach lean toward transmission modes and
assimilationist models of education, but make the point that a 'curriculum which makes the
discourse of social power and influence one of its authoritative know ledges need not erase
diversity' (p. 79). While they see schooled literacy as centrally important, they see it as one of
many knowledges that students learn. In their proposal for an 'explicit pedagogy ofinclusion and
access', Cope and Kalantzis (1993b) argue that such a pedagogy should not imply an erasure of
difference and non-mainstream discourses but rather that the'difference' ofthe communities that
make up classrooms be seen as a resource. They see students who are outside socially dominant
discourses as potentially advantaged in that they have the cultural and linguistic distance to more
easily adopt a critical stance towards these discourses that are strange to their experience. This
would allow students from the dominant groups to see their ways of communicating
'denaturalised', and this process could open the way for a more multigeneric, multi cultural view
of the discourses of the classroom and their value and functions. In this way a pedagogy of
inclusion and access would potentially make difference a resource for access. It would develop
awareness of ways of meaning across cultural and linguistic boundaries. At the same time it
would give students access to new ways of communicating in new social settings without
denying their own ways of communicating.
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Kress (1993) raises the third problem around the tendency for authoritarianism in genre
approaches. Be offers a more diverse and critical version of genre, arguing that genre should be
seen as a social process and as one of diverse 'register types' (dialect, mode, discourse, plot,
character etc). It is 'one term which, together with others, forms the complex which constitutes
significantly different types of text' (35). Be sees the Martin/Rothery version of genre as more
rigid and is concerned that with this tendency in the teaching of writing 'goes a corresponding
tendency pedagogically towards an emphasis on form, and a tendency towards authoritarian
modes of transmission' (35).
Hasan (1996) responds forcibly to concerns about the reproductive nature ofgenre-based literacy.
She questions whether otherpedagogies such as the 'self-expression, creative writing movement '
is not reproductive by asking: 'What is 'self? Bow is it constituted? What steps do these teachers
take to ensure that the 'self is not a reproductive projection?' (403). She feels that genre-based
approaches are criticised for the reproductive tendencies precisely because they make their
pedagogy so explicit that they permit that sort of discussion to take place. She feels that
educational systems are inherently evaluative. As long as education systems of whatever kind
continue to operate, they will operate within models and standards ofwhat criteria, for example,
learners' essays should meet.
Critical literacy may be right in saying that to teach educational genres is to
reproduce existing knowledge structures, but as against this there remains the
disturbing fact that to fail to master educational genres is to almost certainly
collude in the reproduction of the inequalities of the social system at the cost of
precisely those whose voice is absent from the educational curricula! (Hasan
1996: 404) .
She argues further that being innocent ofthe prevalent ways in which language is used to achieve
social aims is not going to bring about change in society. Martin (1993b) argues in a similar
fashion about the teaching of science literacy where he warns against what he sees as an
overemphasis on doing science and a neglect of writing in scientific genres: 'The functionality
of these genres and the technicality they contain cannot be avoided; it has to be dealt with. To
deal with it teachers need an understanding of the structure of genres and the grammar of
technicality' (202) . Hasan acknowledges that learning communicative abilities via genre-based
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pedagogic practices does not necessarily encourage the reflection to challenge accepted practices;
however, she notes that there are developments within the pedagogy that tackle these issues.
These developments will be analysed later in this chapter. The debates indicate that ultimately
it is how practitioners interpret the theories and approaches that affects pedagogical outcomes.
Coe (1986), cited earlier, felt that many practitioners of the process approach misinterpreted it
and overemphasised processes and expressive writing to the extent that they became the
curriculum. He saw these as stepping stones to vocational competence and social effectiveness.
Similarly, genre approaches can be interpreted in a way that would favour reproductive
processes. In a country like South Africa, where there is a history of rote learning and
authoritarian methods, there is a danger that teachers will assimilate genre-based approaches into
their established methodology.
Johnson (1994) raises similar concerns to those ofKress in an exploration ofthe value ofgenre-
based approaches for access and inclusion in the South African context. He links the 'mission '
ofSouth African education to the genre approach's argument that access to, participation in, and
control of social institutions is related to access to powerful genres, and that learners outside the
discourses of power need explicit teaching to gain access to these discourses. He sees the social
mission ofSouth African education as providing 'historically marginalised groups with equitable
access to a broad range of social options' and forging a 'multilingual, multidialectical society
which recognises and respects difference' (32). He argues that the achievement of this mission
requires specific, explicit action and a theory which goes beyond mere ' immersion ' and responds
to the failures oftraditional and progressivist approaches to education and language and learning
(Ibid). While Johnson sees the genre theory and approach as relevant to this mission, he raises
a number of concerns and questions. One concern was the need to develop a framework which
would enable learners to gain control ofgenres through access to both 'top down ' and 'bottom
up' strategies for the production of effective written discourse. He sees a danger in teachers
focusing on one or the other in a narrow reproductive way if they are not provided with a
framework for the deployment of both strategies in the generation of texts. Like Kress, Johnson
raises the question whether it is possible to use genres for teaching purposes in the South African
context without reducing teaching to a narrow, formalistic prescriptivism and denying students
the opportunity for reflecting critically on rhetorical or linguistic choices (1994: 52).
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Interestingly, a newsletter of the South African Applied Linguistics Association (SAALA)
commented on genre teaching in ESL. It reported on issues raised about genre-based approaches
at a workshop attended by adult basic education and academic development language
practitioners in September 1992. The points raised at the workshop corresponded to some ofthe
issues raised above. Amongst others the practitioners highlighted the following:
Genre-based approaches allowed a focus on whole texts rather than words or sentences
because they link function and form of texts at all levels.
Many ESL learners have problems switching to academic writing, and a focus on genre
could be useful in this regard.
• They felt that genres should flow from tasks which would expose learners to the impact
of audience and context on genres.
Teaching should guard against genres being taught as THE culture. Learners should be
encouraged to take a critical stance by being shown that genres have emerged as a result
of certain values being held as important.
Genres should not be seen as fixed and immutable, as conventions around what is
accepted and respected change over time.
The narrative/expository dichotomy was questioned as it was felt that narrative could be
used for expository/factual purposes.
Lastly, a concern was expressed that, in the South African context, there were many
teachers who were inadequately trained and were without access to training. A
consequence would be that teachers would ignore unfamiliar modes of teaching or
assimilate them to traditional authoritarian ways. (Ledochowska 1993: 2-3).
These points link closely to a list of 'understandings' that Kress felt teachers and students should
acquire. These can act as a guide to effective literacy teaching and learning in the schools (1993:
28). These are that:
texts are produced to do some specific social and cultural thing and that all our
communication is guided by conventions ofgeneric form even when there is a conscious
attempt to break generic convention;
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generic form is the product of particular social relations between the interlocutors
involved in the production of a text, and power relations and differences enter into the
production and maintenance of generic form;
while generic conventions provide constraints about what can and cannot be done,
generic form is always in a process ofchange and this creates possibilities for innovation
and creativity;
the grammar, the functions, forms and structures of language play a crucial role in the
production of texts and their meanings.
All these issues have implications forpre- and in-service teacher training which will be discussed
in the implications of the findings of this investigation.
2.1.5 The New Literacy Studies and Critical Social Literacy
Much of the impetus behind Cope and Kalantzis's five principles, Luke's critical social literacy ,
and the issues around genre teaching mentioned above, arise out of the New Literacy Studies
(NLS) associated with the work of Street (1984 , 1995), Graff (1981 , 1987)), Heath (1983),
Baynham (1995) , Gee (1990) and Barton (1994). The NLS challenged autonomous views of
literacy that attributed universal social and cognitive benefits to the acquisition of literacy
regardless of the contexts in which it might occur. The benefits were described as increased
cognitive skills allowing for a detached, rational outlook essential for progress in a literate world.
Research by thos e contributing to the NLS indicated that cognitive attributes could not be
allocated so neatl y across the literate-illiterate divide. For example, Scribner and Cole (1981)
found that many illiterate urban adults displayed some of the skills and attributes normall y
associated with literat es. Among the findings that emerged from NLS are that:
•
cognitive abilities are the result ofspecific social practices, such as schooling, and cannot
be directly attributed to the acquisition of literacy per se.
skills acquired in one social context differ from those acquired in another.
differing cultural and communicative practices create different orientations to literacy and
learning, particularly in regard to the culturally specific processes whereby children are
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initiated into the 'ways ofknowing' , such as literacy. When these traditions are close to
the ways of schooling then children from those traditions have an advantage over others
at school (Heath 1983).
These findings lead to an ideological view of literacy (Street 1984), as opposed to the
autonomous view, that foregrounds both 'the social nature of literacy and ...the multiple and
sometimes contested nature of literacy practices' (Prinsloo and Breier 1996: 18). This view of
literacy moves away from the notion of literacy as individual, discrete skills to notions of
'multiple literacies, domains and genres of literacy' (Ibid, 19). It also moves away from the
beliefthat schooled literacy should provide the norm for what counts as effective literacy as this
constructs other literacies, and that those who do not have schooled literacy, as cognitively
deficient. Prinsloo and Breier cite Bourdieu's (1986) concept of cultural capital as a means of
understanding the relationship between multiple literacies. Schooling provides a specific cultural
capital which is validated and powerful in the institutions of society. Coexistent with schooled
literacy are other literacies which do not carry the same cultural capital such as local or social
literacies (Prinsloo and Breier 1996). NLS, therefore, seeks to understand the existence and
interaction of multiple literacies, both dominant and local in a particular context. The
implications for schooling are seen as accepting, understanding and valuing these non-school
literacies (private literacies) and finding ways ofbridging the gap between them and the literacies
of the wider public sphere consistent with the notions of multidialectism implied in the earlier
discussion of Gee, Bernstein, and Cope and Kalantzis.
Drawing on the theoretical influences of the NLS, and the work of Bourdieu and Heath
particularly, Luke (1994) develops genre theory towards an explicit critical social literacy. His
starting point is that literacy refers to a range of practices which do not share equivalent power
in terms of the access to, and participation in, society that they yield. He argues further that
schools do not impart powerful and criticalliteracies equally to all. Like others mentioned in this
chapter, Luke links these inequitable outcomes to the different literacies that diverse
communities and subcultures socialise their children into. Children bring these diverse
competences to school but may find that they are not recognised or are ignored in the mainstream
interactional patterns that prevail in the schools. Heath's (1983) study showed how the home talk
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of middle class parents, many ofthem teachers, mirrored the interactional and literacy practices
of the school in terms of questioning, turn-taking, and procedures for communicating around
texts. On the other hand, the home talk of the black and white working class families she
observed socialised their children into different interactional patterns with the result that what
was validated in their communities was likely to be ignored or considered deviant in the schoo l
system. Furthermore, the mainstream, middle-class teachers were not equipped to recognise or
deal with this difference: 'The seemingly "natural" sequences of habits for them as
mainstreamers were "unnatural" for many of their students' (271). Literacy, for Luke, is thus
inevitably tied to the distribution ofpower in society and schools are a crucial gatekeeping sites
of inclusion or exclusion to social access and cultural capital. It is at the micro level ofclassroom
interaction that literate behaviour is 'shaped and regulated' (1994: 46) in ways that can have
discriminatory consequences for different learners . These considerations lead him (ibid) to three
central questions about content and methodology:
What kinds of social power and cultural knowledge should be included and constructed
in literacy education?
• Which texts, genres and competences should be taught?
How should they be shaped in classroom lessons?
In response to these questions, Luke feels that any educational programme which is committed
to providing equal access to an enabling and empowering critical literacy would require at base
a recognition and understanding ofthe 'linguistic and ethnic, cultural and ideological differences'
(1994: 32) that impact on the pedagogical process. This would lead to a far more representative
and inclusive literacy curriculum which would give voice to diverse identities and experiences.
However, while this would redress historical exclusions from the curriculum, of itself it would
not provide access to the know ledges, discourses, texts, and genres that would have a significant
impact on learners' participation in society as citizens and workers . To sum up, for Luke an
explicitly critical social literacy would provide 'flexible and wide-ranging social competences
with a range of texts; the capacity to use text for educational and occupational purposes; and the
capacity to analyse and criticise the texts and ideologies of contemporary work and culture'
(1994: 46).
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2.1.6 The New London Group and a Pedagogy of Multiliteracies (POM)
The challenges to genre-based approaches and the issues raised by Luke's critical social literacy
coalesced in a new orientation to literacy teaching known as the New London Group (NLG). This
group brings together many of the key theorists mentioned in this chapter: Cope, Kalantzis,
Kress , Allan and Carmen Luke, and Martin Nakata from Australia; Gee, Michaels and Cazden
from the U.S.; and Fairclough from the United Kingdom. Their preliminary thoughts appeared
in a paper entitled 'A Pedagogy of Multiliteracies: Designing Social Futures' (1996) . The term
'multiliteracies' reflects the challenges facing literacy teachers in a world ofmultiple means of
communication and an increasing focus on cultural and linguistic diversity . Literacy programmes
therefore need to achieve two related goals, namely, 'creating access to the evolving language
of work, power and community, and fostering the critical engagement necessary for them to
design their social futures and achieve success through fulfilling employment' (60). In achieving
these goals literacy programmes need to engage with both the ' increasing multiplicity and
integration of significant modes of meaning making' (64) brought about by the mass media,
multimedia, and the electronic hypermedia and also with the 'realities of increasing local
diversity and global connectedness' (Ibid). Effective citizenship and productive work
increasingly require the ability to interact effectively across languages, dialects, interactional
patterns and across cultures, communities and nations . Furthermore, programmes need to develop
in students 'the capacity to speak up, to negotiate and to be able to engage critically with the
working conditions of their lives' (p. 67). This they see as a 'transformed pedagogy of access '
(72), in Luke's terms a critical social literacy, which provides access to a range ofdiscourses, and
thus to cultural and economic resources, without negating or erasing the discourses of
marginalised communities.
The pedagogical framework they provide for the achievement ofthese objectives is a four-phase
process of Situated Practice, Overt Instruction, Critical Framing and Transformed Practice.
Situated Practice seems to incorporate confidence building processes by starting with the lived
experience oflearners and validating their voices and experiences in the way in which Cope and
Kalantzis (1993) suggest marginalised discourses be brought in to the mainstream of the
classroom. Overt Instruction reflects the need for explicit teaching and assessment practices
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propagated by genre approaches and Boomer's explicit/exposed classroom and would develop
in students control of the new language of work. A central feature of this phase is the
development of metalanguages that' describe the form, content and function of the discourses
of practice' leading to formative assessment practices that serve as a guide to 'further thought
and action' (p. 86). It is in this area of the framework that a genre-based approach would be
relevant. Critical Framing is seen as the development in learners ofa critical distance from what
they have learned in order to ' account for its cultural location ' (ibid) and thus to extend and apply
their knowledge in new ways (Transformed Practice). For example, in a course aimed at
developing students' academic writing abilities in a university environment, students might begin
by telling stories of their own literate development at school and how these related to the
demands placed on them in a university environment (Situated Practice). The overt instruction
phase would explicitly teach academic exposition, building up a metalanguage around the
structural and linguistic conventions and their relation to the communicative/social purpose of
the genre. Critical framing would then involve students in questioning the primacy ofanalytical
exposition in the university and the marginalisation ofother genres and discourses within it, for
example, the narrative/expository dichotomy. This could lead to the exploration ofdifferent ways
ofcommunicating academic issues, leading to transformed practice where this knowledge is put
into practice. An example of this would be writing a narrative about a bus to make a statement
about unequal access to transport and services (Ledochowska 1993:2) .
Possibly because this paper represents the preliminary stages in the formulation ofa pedagogy of
multiliteracies there is a degree of vagueness about the content of the pedagogy. Pennycook
(1996) interprets the NLG's designs ofmeaning - consisting ofa framework ofavailable designs
(resources for meaning), the designing (what is done with these resources) and the redesigned (the
changed resources after redesigning) - as showing 'how new meanings can be created from the
available representational resources' (169). However, he feels that without a clear sense of the
' conditions ofpossibility' (ibid) for how such transformations can be achieved, it remains a vague
formulation. Other problems emerge such as:
• There seems an inherent danger that the discourses ofmarginalised communities will only
feature in the initial stages of situated practice and that they will be further marginalised
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through the phases ofcritical framing and transformed practice. This could be avoided if
the community discourses are an integral part of the transformed practice as the
explanatory example on the previous page illustrated.
There is a question of how different the pedagogy is from genre-based approaches. It
seems that much ofwhat has developed, or is at least implied, in genre-based approaches
is replicated in NLG formulation. At essence there is a difference about what is
foregrounded, and certainly it seems that genre plays a lesser role as it is spelt out in the
paper. This raises the question of exactly how a POM will create access to a range of
discourses which, in turn, provide access to cultural and economic resources and the
language ofwork. How does one raise critical awareness ofdifferent discourses within the
world of work and their linguistic realisations without the comparative basis that genre-
based approaches provide? How does one develop learners ' capacities in the language of
work , 'the ever broadening range of specialist registers' (NLG 1996: 64), without
involving them in an explicit, comparative examination ofthe social purposes of texts and
the structural and linguistic conventions that develop around them? These questions
would indicate a bigger role for genre-based approaches in fulfilling the objectives of a
POM than outlined in the paper.
• There is also a vagueness about the meaning of'transfonned practice ' . Does it refer to the
practice of individual students or does it refer to wider institutional change brought about
by challenging dominant discourses as a result of critical reflection processes? If the
latter , how relevant is this to school pupils, especially ESL pupils, if this sort of critical
literacy 'is most often practised by those who are already on top of the specialised
demands ofan academic discourse' (Macken- Horarik 1996:244)? While Janks (1993) has
done interesting work on the possibilities ofdeveloping critical language awareness in the
South African schools context, it would be a major achievement ifESL pupils in South
Africa were to achieve an apprenticeship in different genres let alone go beyond to a
critical transformative practice with those genres .
As indicated earlier this formulation of a POM is preliminary and, despite the problems
mentioned, it does usefully focus attention on issues of building critical, reflexive capacity and
foregrounding diversity and marginalised discourses . An interesting South African example of
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how this pedagogy might be realised is provided by Stein (1995). She reported on a project in an
urban African township primary school in the Johannesburg area where she worked with year 7
pupils (12-14 years of age). In what she called a Pedagogy ofRe-Appropriation she involved the
learners in a process of collecting and telling contemporary stories from their own communities
The class divided itself into groups that spoke the same language and related their stories to the
group in the language in which in which it was originally told . The group then chose the best
stories to tell to the rest ofthe class translating them into English where necessary. The class then
commented on the story and different interpretations of it. What emerged was that students
created contemporary versions oftraditional folktales in which oral performance is a fundamental
feature . This illustrated 'the ways in which communities transform or "redesign" meanings to
work in new contexts and cultural sites' (6). Stein felt that the basic elements of a Pedagogy of
Re-Appropriation in English classrooms meant:
creating opportunities for marginalized genres and discourses to become part of the
mainstream classroom;
• validating students' multilingual resources and their community oral language uses
outside the classroom and thus placing them in the role of language experts;
• re-defining the relationship between orality and school-based literacies;
• re-evaluating assessment practices; and
• perceiving students as multimodal text producers, thus enabling teachers and students to
'critically explore the social production of their texts within an historical, social and
political context' (13).
The interesting result that emerged from this project was that this class performed better in the
examinations, not only in English, but in all their other languages as well - Afrikaans, Zulu and
Sotho. Stein does not offer any explanation for this but the learners said 'The translation helped
us ... we did not have to think only in one language, English. We could go in and out of our
languages' (13) . What can be surmised from this is that students benefitted from an explicit
comparative awareness oflanguage generated by the requirement to communicate the same story
in different languages. Related to this is further work by Stein (1998) who in a seminar
presentation reported on postgraduate students giving multi genre presentations, including oral
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performance narrati ves, as a part oftheir assessment. This gave the different genres' insti tutional'
status and I feel could enhance the possibilities of changing learners' perceptions about them.
The preceding sections have provided an overview ofthe development of writing pedagogy and
its relationship to issues of access, inclusion and critical action with a particular emphasis on
genre-based approaches to the teaching of writing. What follows will be an exploration of the
methodology ofgenre-based approaches including assessment practices. This will enable criteria
to be developed for effective writing programmes in schools against which the data from the
investigation can be evaluated. The chapter will conclude by indicating how the literature review
guided the research process.
2.2 Genre-Based Methodology
Genre-based approaches to the teaching of writing developed a methodology around four key
elements. These can be described as: modeling (the analysis of good examples of genre to
illustrate their structural and linguistic realisations); guided practice (the use ofthe frameworks
developed in the modeling stage to write different genres, often jointly constructed by a class and
teacher or guided by varying degrees of scaffolding provided by the teacher); independent
construction (the writing of texts by individuals or groups using the guiding criteria and
frameworks established in the first two stages); constructive assessment (the explicit use of the
established criteria for comment on student work to provide formative guidance); rewriting
(students rewrite their texts on the basis of the feedback received) (Hyland 1992, Macken et al
1989). This process is illustrated in more detail as a teaching-learning cycle represented by a
wheel (Cope and Kalantzis 1993a: 11):
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According to this cycle, the first phase would focus on the schematic structure and lexico-
grammatical features of texts; the second on collecting information around the content for a
particular text followed by the joint construction of a text; and the third would involve students
in independent construction oftexts by developing more content, drafting, evaluating, editing and
rewriting.
Callaghan, Knapp and Noble (1993) criticise this teaching-learning cycle on both conceptual and
practical grounds and offer ideas on an alternative process. Conceptually they see a fundamental
problem with the idea of the curriculum genre as a cycle. This they feel creates an inevitable
conflict between the demands of fulfilling content and focussing on a developing control of a
genre. Learners can go through the cycle a number oftimes with one genre and this will not allow
sufficient time to complete the knowledge demands ofa teaching unit. What is likely to occur is
that teachers will try to funnel all the relevant content through one text type. The authors feel that
there needs to be a shift away from a 'product-based orientation to genre' (190), an issue picked
up by the group ofeducators in the genre workshop described by Ledochowska (1993) earlier in
this chapter. They felt that genres should emerge from tasks and that learners be helped to respond
appropriately to audience and contexts in the tasks. This implies tasks that require multigenre
responses and provide for the crucial pedagogical element of comparison and contrast which
would enable learners to see how different social/communicative purposes are achieved through
a variety of structural and linguistic realisations.
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Callaghan et al identified a number of other problems with the cycle. They felt that it is an
essentially behaviourist model that does not make explicit links between 'the level of language
abstraction being taught on the one hand, and the cognitive development of the students on the
other' (1993: 190). Secondly, it does not link assumptions about language learning to practice
in the cycle. The assumption is that learners develop through interaction and mediation with adult
mentors yet this is confined largely to the joint negotiation of texts. This is perhaps an unfair
criticism as provision is made in the independent construction phase for consultation with teachers
and peers. However, for teachers with little language teaching and overcrowded classrooms, the
temptation is there to leave all their interaction with learners to the joint construction phase, a
practice which has the potential ofbecoming a highly reproductive process. A third problem for
Callaghan et al is a seeming lack of distinction between concrete, everyday knowledge and
abstract knowledge to allow for a sequenced pedagogical process of moving students from the
commonsense to increasing levels of abstraction.
These problems are summed up in the following questions:
Is a product-based orientation to genre productive from a pedagogical perspective?
Is the 'curriculum genre' a pedagogy or a flexible set of teaching instructions?
Is the joint negotiation stage (teacher scribing) good teaching practice?
What is the relationship of knowledge/grammar/text?
Is the pedagogical aim to reproduce genres or understand and control the above
relationship of knowledge/grammar/text?
Finally, how can the process ofreading/writing be explicitly connected to achieve
the above aim? (Callaghan, Knapp and Noble 1993: 192-193)
In response to these questions Callaghan et al propose basic principles for a clearly defined
pedagogy which involves 'a structured sequence of input, analysis, generalisation and reflection,
progressing from the concrete to the abstract, and back again' (190). They see genres as social
processes that are realised through the use oflanguage and use this conceptualisation to develop
a model for a process-based orientation to genre. They describe genres as social processes which
describe, explain, instruct, argue and narrate, and under each ofthese processes list the genres that
are used in society to achieve those social processes. For example, the social process ofinstruction
is achieved by 'logically ordering a sequence ofevents' and the common instructional genres that
are found in everyday life are procedures, instructions, manuals, science experiments, recipes and
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directions (193).
They illustrate their pedagogy by describing a five-stage process that a class experienc ed around
the theme of 'packaging' (194-201).
Stage 1: Concrete Materials. This stage presents what leamers have already experienced or
observed. Pupils were asked to bring examples of packaging and were required to: decide on
different ways of classifying and describing the packaging ; consider ways of organising
information that classifies and describes; and analyse the genre for describing .
Stage 2: Generalising the Concrete. Students are introduced to the process ofmoving from their
concrete experienc e to more generalised abstract knowledge. In the example of the packaging
theme students arranged packages into groups and made lists under various categories such as
their composition, funct ions and uses. They were then asked to explore the relationships between
the functions and uses ofpackages and their composition. This was followed by listing groups of
packages according to their recyclability and exploring the link between comp osition and
recyclability. With this database pupils wrote classifications and compared and cont rasted their
writing with that of others. Grammatical issues that were explored in relat ions to classifications
were relation al verbs, technical names and terms , and how generic names and nominalisations are
abstractions of concrete objects and activities.
Stage 3: Reading Mode ls. Here reading models are explored in terms of purpose, structure,
message and grammar, and linked to what the students experience in the stage 2 writing exercises.
In the teaching example the information from the reading mod els could be used to add to the
information already assembled about packaging.
Stage 4: Experiential-basedResearch: This stage involves students in experiential-based research.
In the packaging theme it involved visits to packaging manufacturers. Th is gave students first-
hand experience of the processes of packaging manufacture and the environmental and social
issues that emanated from it.
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Stage 5: Writing-Editing: Students are finally involved in writing and editing on a topic relevant
to the area being explored. In the example an expository essay topic was set: 'Packaging is an
unnecessary burden on the environment. Discuss'. Leaving aside the vagueness of the direction
word ' discuss' , the essay provided an opportunity to explore expository genre and compare it to
the other genres encountered over the five stages . It would thus indicate how successfully students
had moved ' from the concrete world of action into the abstract world of knowl edge; ... from the
temporally sequenced world ofaction recounts to the cause and effect world ofrational argument;
... from the commonsense world of concrete phenomena to the abstract world of objectified
knowledge' (Callaghan et al 1993: 195).
Two grammatical issues that were explored in relation to expositions were verbs and
conjunctions. Verbs were classified into: action verbs (actions going on in the world); mental
verbs (actions going on in humans); and relational verbs (that define, describe or identify - ' to be ',
'to have') . Learners then placed verbs into these three categories from an essay arguing about
packaging issues . This highlighted the predominance of action verbs in their writing in contrast
to models of more mature writing where writers used nominalisations to change actions into
things. Conjunctions were examined and the predominance of temporal and addition al
conjunctions in spoken language was highlighted. Students were asked to identify and classify
conjunctions as temporal, additional, causal, comparative and exemplifying. The insights gained
from this reflection on grammatical realisations were put into practice by students being required
to rewrite, substituting, where appropriate, nominalisations for action verbs and using causal
conjunctions that would be expected in the type of texts they were writing.
This brief description of the five stages indicates some significant differences from the wheel.
Firstly, it is multi generic in that the genres arise from the task ofexploring packaging. Genres are
and integral part of the teaching and learning processes used to cover the content. A reproductive,
formulaic approach to genres is avoided by focussing on the relationship between
knowledge/text/grammar. The whole process also allows for comparison across genres and shows
how different purposes relate to different structural and linguistic realisations. While critical
reflection on language and its impact on meaning is part of this process, and pupils engage in
using the insights from this reflection to refine their writing, there is little evidence of wider
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critical practices being integrated the learners' experience.
The most integrated account of a genre-based approach, which incorporates the developments
Hasan (1996) referred to, is provided by Macken-Horarik (1996). It integrates the movement from
commonsense through abstraction to critical reflection, from apprenticeship to critical practice.
Her contextual model, informed by systemic functional theory as a mode l oflanguage in context,
is based on research into the implementation of genre-based approaches to the teaching ofliteracy
in secondary school classrooms. The research aimed at the development of a contextual model
which goes beyond a narrow notion of register as an ' ad hoc specification ' of field, tenor and
mode, to one 'broad enough to encompass learning in different subjects and general enough to
indicate the level of difficulty students face in any learning situation ' (234) . She feels that such a
model engages with a challenge basic to all educational learning, namely, 'engaging with
specialized forms of knowledge, learning to take up "expert roles" in different disciplines and
gaining control of written discourse' (ibid) .
In order to capture the specificity of school learning, Macken-Horarik outlines three domains in
which leaning takes place: the everyday , the specialised and the reflexive . These domains are
represented in the following diagram (adapted from page 236) .
Cultural domains and their relevant formations
Everyday Specialised Reflexive
Starting points: diverse and open Access to dominant forms of Negotiating social diversity and
ended knowledge, power and semiosis competing discourses
1 2 3
Working with the contents of tacit Assimilating and reproducing the Questioning the contents of
knowledge, based on personal and contents of knowledge, based on specialised knowled ge, based on
communal experien ce forma l educational experience competing perspectives on
experience
Playing out the roles and Tak ing up the roles and Deconstructing and reconstructing
relationships of famil y, kinship relationships of an incumbent the roles and relationships of
and community networks member of the discipline different social practices
Interacting with others , primarily Constructing texts (primarily Challenging the meaning s of
through spoken language written) which realise the dominant discourses (through
meanings of the discipline different media)
5 3
The everyday (domain 1) refers to the primary discourses (Gee 1990) that people develop, mainly
through spoken language, in their interaction within their family and community. Learning takes
place by doing things in the company of significant others as people are apprenticed into the
shared knowledge and behaviours that are a part ofbeing a member ofa particular community or
culture. In a multi-cultural, multilingual, and economically stratified society like South Africa it
means that children bring a diversity of class, ethnic and gender beliefs to classrooms that will
impact significantly on what happens in them. Domain 2 is primarily the domain of schooling
where, in modem societies, learners need to gain access to dominant discourses through explicit
formal education across disciplines. In the domain ofspecialised learning students can no longer
rely on the commonsense understandings they acquired in their communities. They have to deal
with the abstraction and objectification of everyday knowledge and how to produce context-
independent texts that provide all the textual and content information for their interpretation. This
induction into mainstream educational discourses requires conscious intervention by teachers. The
third domain incorporates the diversity ofmodem society and the inevitably contesting discourses
within it. Thus schooling, while providing access to mainstream educational discourses, can also
introduce students to competing discourses. Macken-Horarik illustrates this with an example of
students investigating in-vitro fertilisation and surrogacy. While students will explore this topic
from a scientific point of view, they will also have to confront it in terms of their personal
experience and deal with the legal and ethical issues (such as who is 'mother'?) that the subject
generates. Students will thus experience knowledge as fluid and will have to learn how to
construct texts that deal with, and negotiate through, conflicting points of view on issues. This
will have to be learned through explicitly designed pedagogical strategies which will be
characterised by openness, discussion and working with a variety of media. 'It will be more a
pedagogy with a dialectic view, encouraging learners to move between competing perspectives
and to learn to critique and synthesize these views for a range of purposes' (240)
Macken-Horarik develops the model further by synthesising the three cultural domains, the
everyday, the specialised and the reflexive with the categories offield, tenor, mode. As has been
explained before, the construction of any text is shaped by these three dimensions and they
correspond to three principal types ofmeaning in any text; the experiential, the interpersonal and
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linked with knowledge/content dimension, activates experiential
meaning selections.
linked with role/relationships dimension, activates interpersonal
meaning selections.
linked to the semiotic dimension, activates textual meaning
selections.
The diagram below represents the wider context of the cultural domains from the point of view
of field, tenor and mode (241):
Cultural domains
( Everyday ) ( specialized) ( Reflexive)
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texts in a variety of
media)
'Critical literacy'
As the diagram illustrates, no matter what cultural domain learners are in they will: View
meanings in terms of constructions of activities and things along the field dimension; deal with
constructions of self and others along the tenor dimension; and be involved in constructions of
semiosis in spoken or written language along the mode dimension (241). Thus, while texts are
shaped by these three dimensions the kind ofconstruction will depend on which cultural domain
participants are in.
The arrows in the diagram indicate the relationship between learning in the different domains. In
this model the primary domain ofthe teacher is located in the second. It also illustrates that what
happens in the second domain depends on what has happened in the first, and how entry to the
third domain will depend on what happens in the second. As learners in multi cultural societies
enter schooling with very different frames of reference, and interactional and literacy practices
(Heath 1983, Bernstein 1996, Gee 1990), what teachers do with learners in their classrooms will
depend on their understanding of these different starting points. The wide gap between the
registers (primary discourses) many learners bring to the classroom, and those they need control
of in educational settings, has been seen as a major reason for the failure of children from non-
mainstream communities. Macken-Horarik, like Martin (1993), warns against responses which
seek to make education more relevant to these learners by restricting students to the kinds of
language and texts they are already familiar with in their everyday life. She calls this 'a pedagogy
of benevolent inertia' (249). 'Reconstituting education as a variant of everyday learning ...
denigrates the functional value of this kind of learning in its cultural context, and effectively
strands students in a school version of commonsense knowledge' (243) .
Macken-Horarik's conceptualisation explicitly delineates the primary instructional task of all
teachers across disciplines, namely, to enable learners to operate effectively in the academic
registers of these disciplines. This requires that teachers help learners understand the differences
between the meaning requirements of everyday learning and that of educational learning. As
argued before, this will only be achieved by taking account of the different starting points that
learners bring to the classroom (what they know) in order to clear paths to specialised knowledge.
This process will move learners from the largely spoken functional literacy oftheir communities
to the mainly written reproductive literacy of the second domain. Here teachers need to enable
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learners to produce writing across disciplines that will be respected and acceptable to the
gatekeepers of those disciplines. At the same time the specialised knowledge of the classroom
interfaces with the learning of the outside world. This interface can be used by teachers to
problematise educational learning and lead students into the reflexive domain. Macken-Horarik
argues that the extent to which learners can successfully engage in reflexive action (analysis and
critique) depends on how well they have engaged with the field of a discipline in the domain of
specialised knowledge (249). In observation oftwo teachers in classrooms she found this implicit
sequencing, from the everyday to the reflexive, in their pedagogic practices.
These involved, first, helping students to shunt between the understandings
developed previously either through their everyday world, or through earlier
classroom work , and those relevant to the field as construed in the discipline.
Secondly, more critical perspectives were encouraged (vis a vis reading and
writing) once these same students were familiar with these specialized knowl edge
requirements and could draw on them in a consideration of contemporary issues
surrounding the field of study (245).
In a further development of her contextual model Macken-Horarik looks at the different domains
from the point ofview ofthe genres that are predominantly found in each domain. The following






(e.g. 'Information for IVF (e.g. 'The IVF program at Royal (e.g. 'Do the costs ofIVF
patients) Prince Alfred Hospital) outweigh the benefits?')
Observation Explanation Theory
(e.g. 'The Sydney night sky') (e.g. How do we get day and (e.g. 'Theories about the birth of
night?') the solar system')
Anecdote Literature (canonic) Literature (Post-modern)
(e.g. 'What happened to my (e.g. 'Hamlet') (e.g. 'Rosencrantz and
family last week') Guildenstern are Dead')
Personal response Deconstruction Critique
(e.g. 'My favourite television (e.g. 'The generic features of the (e.g. 'How do sit corns reinforce
program') sit corn') stereotypes about the aged?')
Commentary Procedure Evaluation
(e.g. 'How this experiment is (e.g. 'Write up of an experiment') (e.g. 'Evaluation of an
performed') experimental design')
· Commonsense · Discipline knowledge · Reflexive knowledge
knowledge · Expert roles · Multiple roles· Community roles · Language for · Language for challenging· Language as part of constructing reality reality
reality
The diagram shows that genres ofreport, explanation, literary text, deconstruction, and procedure
are all genres used to distance learners from their everyday experience and commonsense
knowledge which are commonly realised through other genres, such as anecdote and personal
response that are listed in the domain ofthe everyday. Furthermore, in order to enter the reflexive
domain successfully learners would have to develop control ofgenres which are used to challenge
and subvert reality.
The implications ofthis approach for pedagogy are developed on the basis oftwo hypotheses . The
first is that in order to use language to challenge reality learners first need to control the language
for constructing reality. The second is that any learning environment can be explored from the
point of view of its field, its tenor or its mode. The following diagrams (248) contextualise
developmental processes and clearly illustrate what is required of teachers to enhance their







• What is the nature of the speciality into which I want to initiate my students?
• What steps do I take to move students into understanding privileged within
the discirline? .
• How do help my students to use this knowledge base to dialogue with other





• Which modes and media do we need to utilize at different stages of this work?
• Which genres are going to help students move into both specialized and
reflexive perspectives on this subject in this unit ofwork?
• What metalanguage do students need to control at different stages of this work?
The diagrams illustrate that along the field dimension teachers will have to determine where their
pupils start in relation to the specialised knowledge of the discipline they are inducting learners
into. Similarly, they will have to make decisions as to exactly how they are to introduce children
to contending discourses that question the specialised knowledge they have developed. Along
the mode dimension they would have to consider what texts should be employed to build their
learners' meaning-making potential. Typically, access to students' existing knowledge would
most often be done through classroom talk, whereas dealing with the technicality and abstraction
ofdiscipline knowledge would require reading and writing. The development ofcritical literacy
would necessarily require an exploration of a range ofcompeting voices such as newspaper and
magazine articles and TV programmes. This model succinctly and explicitly demonstrates what
steps teachers need to take in order to develop 'control of empowering literate practices. It shows
that 'pedagogical choices for different modes, media and genres will differ depending on whether
students are engaging with a specialized "field" for the first time, are already into it or are
beginning to question some ofthe assumptions on which it is based' (Macken-Horarik 1996: 250) .
An illustration ofthis model in action is provided by a description ofa teacher exploring in-vitro
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fertilisation. Students deal first with texts which are close to their everyday experience such as a
pamphlet on Information for IVF patients probably after oral discussion and other activities
around the issue. They then move into texts which generalise experience such as The IVF
program at Royal Prince Alfred Hospital. Once they have control of these genres they then
explore contesting experiences of IVF through appropriate genres such as Do the costs of IVF
outweigh the benefits ?
To sum up, Macken-Horarik's contextual model has many strengths that draw together into a
coherent pedagogical framework the themes of access, inclusion and critical action that have
permeated this chapter. These strengths are summarised below.
• The model provides a clear analysis of the way the different domains interrelate and
thereby provides a rationale for the sequencing of pedagogy accordingly. It provides a
powerful alternative to 'a pedagogy ofbenevolent inertia' by foregrounding the necessity
of building critical capacity through explicit teaching of the genres and language of
specialised knowledge.
It offers a vision ofwhat it means to teach language across the curriculum. The application
of the categories of field, tenor and mode can be applied to each discipline to make
explicit the specific literacy demands they place on learners. These categories can be
revisited and reconstituted as learners move into the reflexive domain thus allowing
critical structural and linguistic comparisons to be made across genres and discourses.
Furthermore, the interface between disciplines and learning domains can be examined to
determine what genres are conventionally privileged there.
It allows teachers to view their subjects as a specialised domain ofeducational knowledge
which interacts backwards with the specific community and everyday knowledge learners
bring to the classroom, and forwards to the demands and critical perspectives that the
world outside the classroom brings to bear on their educational knowledge. Thus, while
teachers apprentice learners into the fields ofdifferent disciplines, they can enable learners
to see this educational knowledge from the perspective of the layperson, the expert and
the critic.
By application of the categories of field, tenor and mode teachers are able to develop a
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sense of what they want their learners to achieve - 'they can view the territory they want
the students to cover in terms of the meanings they will need to make ' (Macken-Horarik
1996: 273). This will help teachers understand the degrees ofcomplexity being demanded
of learners as they move along the continuum away from their known worlds. It will also
enable teachers to make principled choices about what texts are appropriate for the
students to read and write in order to build field knowledge and to guide them towards
producing texts that are ' respected ' in the field.
The model emphasises the need for a metalanguage to enable effecti ve teache r/student and
teacher/teacher communication, the latter being especially important for language across
the curriculum initiatives. A metalanguage allows for more effective assessment and
conferencing around student writing as criteria thus become more explicit and available
to the student.
• The authoritative role of the teacher in initiating learners into the written mode is
foregrounded in the model. This makes it appropriate and flexible for working with
students from a multiplicity ofbackgrounds. Strategies like oral discussion which builds
field knowledge and begins to model the writing students will be required to do, explicit
modelling and analysis of texts, and negotiation around established criteria, provide
crucial scaffolding experiences. They enable learners to move from oral modes to the
abstraction of written modes as well as initiating them into educational learning.
The model allows for structured decision-making about course content, sequencing and
teaching. In relation to their subject it enables teachers to think clearly about 'the modes
ofdiscourse through which it is mediated, the roles students need to take up in classroom
interaction, the prerequisite knowledge they need to understand certain concepts, or the
genres through which this knowledge is communicated' (274). This in turn allows
teachers to make principled decisions about what should happen at different stages of the
teaching process, for example, whether they need to build up learners' field knowledge
or work explicitly on the generic structure of texts that students need to write.
Finally the model allows teachers to evaluate their teaching. They are able to assess what
learners have achieved over a programme of work and consequently evaluate their
teaching in the light ofthis information. For example, if learners' written texts are weak
teachers can examine how they taught the particular generic structure or whether they
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spent enough time on it.
Macken-Horarik's contextual model builds on and significantly extends the approach to the
teaching of writing developed by Callaghan et al (1993). While they both share a concern for
moving from the concrete to greater degrees of abstraction in the teaching and learning process,
the contextual model provides a more integrated account of the interface across domains and how
this impacts on teaching. They also share a common concern with ensuring that the genres arise
from the tasks or content to be explored and that the focus should be on the relationship between
knowledge, texts and grammar. Macken-Horarik, however, provides a more explicit framework
for how this might be accomplished and what decision-making guidelines teachers can follow in
the development of programmes that will lead learners through the different domains in a
pedagogically principled sequence.
The model also provides an important response to criticisms levelled at genre-based approaches
and the pedagogical responses that stem from them, particularly the Pedagogy ofMultiliteracies
(POM) of the NLG. Firstly, in comparison to the POM, which relegated genre to a minor role,
the contextual model reasserts the central role ofgenre in the development ofboth specialised and
reflexive knowledge and competences. Macken-Horarik's model explicitly foregrounds 'the
meanings which are privileged in a given learning context' (275), and this contextual knowledge
enables teachers to choose the kinds of reading and writing they want students to do on clear
pedagogical grounds. These text types will facilitate particular kinds of learning (meaning
potential) which students need to develop for themselves through a variety of genres . Secondly,
while the specialised domain of the contextual model corresponds to the overt instruction stage
of the POM, it is given a far more central role in the former. Macken-Horarik argues that the
successful development of critical literacy in any field will depend on how thoroughly learners
have engaged with it in the specialised domain. This centrality ofwhat is essentially the domain
of schooling is not present in the POM. Finally, like the POM, Macken-Horarik's contextual
model focuses on the importance of developing reflective practice. The POM's transformed
practice is presented as a return to situated practice where the pedagogic process began with the
lived experience of the students. It is seen as a process whereby the discourses of marginalised
communities are reexamined and brought into the mainstream in a way that challenges and
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transforms hegemonic discourses. The contextual model pays careful attention to the role of
everyday leaming in the process of moving leamers to a position where they 'can begin to be
reflexive in understanding both selfand other' (277). However, it focuses on the means ofgiving
students access to discourses and genres outside the educational arena, such as newspapers,
magazines and other media, through which society contests the knowledge of the everyday and
specialised domains. It emphasises the need to incorporate different points of view about a
leaming context, to
... build into it not just the pedagocentric view of the teacher and what is to be
taught, but also that of the leamer and how this relates to what is already leamt.
But we also need to see the possibilities of the context, the 'yet to be voiced'
(Bemstein 1986) readings which are at the margins ofsociety and which challenge
the hegemonic views of both 'required knowledge' and the commonplace views
of 'tacit understandings' (277).
2.3 Assessment and Response
The final area of methodology that needs to be investigated is assessment of, and response to,
student writing. Genre-based approaches have stressed the necessity of mediating learning by
providing scaffolds that open leamers to the 'zone of proximal development' (Vygotsky 1978).
This mediated learning allows leamers to go beyond the boundaries of independent learning. A
crucial aspect of mediation/scaffolded learning in the area of writing pedagogy is that of
assessment. Zamel (1985) stressed the need for response behaviours that established a
collaborative relationship between teacher and student writer; responded to writing as work in
progress; focussed on meaning and macro-structure issues first; and gave explicit strategies to
writers to help them out of communicative problems. Hyland (1992) argues that the genre
approach creates the possibility of constructive assessment as it provides the 'objective criteria
for precise and constructive evaluation' (17). These criteria enable teachers to provide positive
feedback and strategies for improvement on the basis of an explicit understanding of text
requirements.
Macken and Slade (1993) develop a detailed description ofgenre-based assessment practices and
the principles which guide them. They criticise traditional and progressivist assessment practices
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for particular shortcomings which they argue genre approaches respond to. Traditional practices
are criticised on the basis that they are norm-referenced. Students are marked relative to each
other criteria for assessment are unclear, and marks are allocated on the intuitions ofthe teacher.,
This gives learners little understanding of their shortcomings and how to rectify them.
Progressivist assessment practices are seen as inadequate because oftheir decontextualised notion
of learning processes. Their emphasis on mental skills and capacities such as reasoning, problem
solving and critical thinking divorces 'the context of knowledge ... from considerations of the
language processes in which content comes into being' (Macken and Slade 1993: 209) . This
separation ofskills from the language in which they are encoded results in vague criteria focussed
on learning skills and processes which do not provide clear guidance in how, for example, the
ability to reason is conventionally encoded in characteristic language patterns.
Macken and Slade maintain that in order to be effective, assessment practices need to be
linguistically principled, criterion-referenced, diagnostic, formative, and finally summative. This
means that assessment needs to be based on explicit criteria against which students' writing and
language performance can be evaluated. They argue that systemic functional linguistics offers a
model oflanguage that provides a contextualised view oflanguage. It enables explicit criteria to
be developed that are contextually and linguistically informed and provides teachers with the tools
to systematically relate purpose and audience to language itself. Elsewhere in this chapter it has
been demonstrated how a text is shaped by four environmental/contextual factors, namely, genre,
tenor , field and mode which are relevant to the interpretation and production ofa text and thus its
evaluation. Genres are shaped by the social purposes of their users which, through repetition in
a culture, stabilise over time and become conventionalised means of achieving these purposes.
As a result these conventional, socially constructed genres reveal their different purposes in their
overall structure. A narrative will be structured differently to an exposition to achieve the different
social purposes. The link between the three aspects of register (context of situation) field, tenor
and mode and corresponding ideational, interpersonal and textual meanings enables a systematic
description of the interaction between text and context. A text can be seen as integrating three
kinds ofmeaning in response to three functional and contextual pressures, with genre combining
these meanings in ways allowable in a culture. In relation to evaluation, these four contextual
dimensions enable teachers to relate the purpose of text to its conventional structural and
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linguistic realisations. Teachers can develop guidelines and criteria around the structure ofa genre
and the linguistic patterns that are conventionally employed to achieve a particular social purpose.
This is illustrated by Butt et al (1998: 147):
Structural features Grammatical features
Position statement A GOOD TEACHER
A good teacher needs to be Human or non-human participants
understanding to all children.
Justification of argument (series He or she must also be fair and Present tense
of arguments supported by reasonable. The teacher must
evidence) work at a sensible pace and not Conjunctions showing reasons and
one thing after another. The conditions
teacher also needs to speak with a
clear voice so the children can Modality
understand. If the children have
worked hard during the week Material, mental and relational
there should be some fun processes
activities.
Summary (restatement of position That's what I think a good teacher
recommendation) should be like.
Macken and Slade use the four contextual dimensions to develop explicit criteria for the
evaluation ofdifferent genres. They transform each aspect of the context into 'probes' which can





Does the text reveal a clear sense ofpurpose? Is
it well organised into stages?
Does the text construct a consistent reading position for the reader?
How well does the writer exploit the interpersonal resources ofthe
grammar in this task?
Does the text project a coherent 'possible world'?
How well does the writer exploit the ideational resources of the
grammar in this task?
Is the text cohesive?
How well does the writer exploit the textual resources of the
grammar in this task?
(Macken and Slade 1993: 228)
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These basic prob es can be translated into a fine grained analysis of a particular text type. Macken
and Slade (229) provide an example for assessing scientific report writing which is adapted below.
Purpose: Classifying and Describing Phenomena
Generic staging: General Classification followed by Description
Tenor: Growth of Objectivity in Report Writing
Interpersonal Resources: Interaction between interlocutors
Non-interactant subjects; generic participants; impersonal.
Non-attitudinal; rather than expression of personal feelings.
Non-modalised, untagged declarative .
Field: Moving from Commonsense to Technical Kno wledge
Ideational resources: Representation of experience
Information selected from the field - classifying, grading, measuring and describing
phenomena.
Clauses - relational ; material.
Lexis or use of technical terms where relevant, building up lexical taxonomies.
Use of language which extends , enhances and elaborates on the information (clause
complex).
Verbal and nominal groups - generalised Events (time) and Participants (reference);
consistent use of present tense.
Mode: Creating a Context-Independent Text for the Reader via Text
Textual resources: Presentation as text
Constructing its own contex t. Reference inside rather than outside text.
Integrating clauses within the sentence and appropriate punctuation.
Monologic - topical themes; progress ion through these.
The contextual model outlined above provides the tools for effective assessment practices. It is
criterion-referenced in that it links the purpose of a text to the conventional structural and
linguistic realisations that are employed to achieve that purpose. This enables teachers to make
clear to learners exactly what is required of them in the production of different texts . It is
diagnostic and formative as teachers are able to use the criteria to pinpoint problem areas in
learners' writ ing and provide them with specific strategies to overcome their difficulties. Lastly,
teachers are able to provide a clearer rationale for their final summative assessment based on the
established criteri a. I have used this approach to develop sel f-evaluation question s for first-year
universit y students writing academic argument. These are presented in a preliminary form in
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appendix 1.
2.4 Implications for the Research Process
To conclude this chapter it remains to link the insights gained from the review to the research
process. Firstly, the above literature review reveals certain characteristics of effective literacy
education against which school and classroom practices can be evaluated. It would seem that a
writing programme which aimed to provide 'equality of access to cultural and economic
resources' (Luke 1994: 47) would have the following features:
A focus on the development ofa confidence-building and risk-taking environment where
learners ' confidence in the value and worth of their own discourses (voices) and
experiences is encouraged. Swales (1990) describes this as ' soft process' and Lindfors
as 'freewriting' where students are' protected from the exigencies of external criteria for
evaluating their written products' and where learners are focussed on the 'internal aspects
ofcomposing' and communication rather than on form in the exploration oftopics oftheir
own choosing and interest (220) . An activity which would fall into this category would
be dialogue journal writing.
Conscious attention to strategies for effective writing such as invention strategies (Spack
1984); methods of planning; redrafting and editing to create an awareness of writing as
a process of refinement.
Explicit teaching of the relationship between the social purposes of texts and their
conventional structural and linguistic realisations. This would involve: modelling
exemplar texts of the different genres; establishing criteria for the effective
communication of the different social purposes; and drafting and redrafting texts to meet
the established criteria. An appropriate methodology would involve learners in exploring
themes which encourage the production of multigeneric texts. This would sensitis e
students both to the different demands ofdifferent modes ofcommunication, for example,
between oral and written texts , and to the way in which different purposes and audiences
impact on the structure and language of a text in systematic ways.
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Content which gives learners an experience of a wider range of genres to take them
beyond the confines ofnarrative/expressive writing and to give them access to academic
and occupational genres. This process should start students working from familiar genres
such as narrative and moving to those more removed from their immediate experience,
such as analytical exposition (Prince 1989).
Assessment practices which encourage collaborative relationship amongst teachers. They
should be linguistically principled, criterion-referenced and thereby diagnostic and
formative as well as summative. This Macken and Slade (1993) maintain is accomplished
by making clear the linguistic and structural criteria by which social/communicative
purposes are achieved in different genres. They feel that systemic functional linguistics
offered a systematic way of relating matters of purpose and audience to language. By
attention to the four interrelated aspects of the environment of text, teachers and learners
will be able to develop explicit criteria and an assessment metalanguage. This will assist
students in the process of writing for real purposes (academic and occupational) and
understanding the appropriate linguistic criteria for doing so. It will also enable teachers
to diagnose problems and offer specific strategies for their resolution.
Principled and structured decision-making about course content and sequencing based on
clear understanding ofthe interface between the domains ofthe everyday, the specialised
and the reflexive and how each one builds on the other. This understanding highlights the
particular responsibility of teachers to build on the primary discourses of learners in
developing their ability to function in the specialised domain ofeducational learning. This
in turn provides the basis for the development of critical literacy .
The development of a critical social literacy whereby learners are taken beyond the
domain of educational learning and introduced to the genres of the world outside which
contest both their everyday and specialised knowledge. This could lead learners to
reevaluate the relationship between dominant and marginalised discourses.
The insights gained from the literature review also provide guidelines for the data that needs to
be gathered in the research process if one is to gain an understanding of the teaching of writing
in a school and the factors that have shaped that teaching. To do this one would need to gain an
understanding of:
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the range ofgenres learners had experienced in their school careers across the curriculum,
how these were taught and assessed, and what the rationale was for these practices;
how language was taught and how it related to the teaching of writing;
the quantity of extended writing students did over a school year;
student attitudes towards writing and the reasons for these attitudes;
the knowledge and skills around writing students that have developed;
the knowledge, skills and attitudes teachers had developed around writing and how these
impacted on the way writing was taught;
how far students had been taken across the continuum from the everyday to the reflexive;
the messages about the teaching of writing that filtered down from the education system
via official documents such as syllabuses, examinations, and subject guides;
the impact of political, educational, social, and economic factors on the lives of the
learners, on the school environment and on the teaching practices within it.
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CHAPTER 3
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND RESEARCH METHODOLOGY:
CAPTURING LEARNERS' LITERACY EXPERIENCES
My research topic is an ethnographic investigation into the teaching ofwriting in an urban African
(ex-DET) school in the Pietermaritzburg area. This research arose out ofan awareness of unequal
outcomes emanating from the different education systems operating in South Africa. My own
teaching of Black students on the Pietermaritzburg campus, as well as my reading of Martin
(1989,1993), Cope and Kalantzis (1993a,b), Bemstein (1996), Christie (1995), Gee (1990) and
Johnson (1991), had made me aware that access to power in society (the ability to act on one's
environment) is closely linked to access to a range of written genres. Students I was teaching
seemed to have had little experience ofgenres that were crucial to their success at university and
in wider society. A central aim of this research therefore was to understand all the factors that
impact on the teaching of writing in the school context that I explored. This would enable me to
provide some explanation for the unequal outcomes I was experiencing. These aims, I felt, would
best be served by ethnographic research methods and thus this chapter begins by analysing and
describing the nature ofethnographic research methods and establishing their appropriateness to
my research area. This is followed by a description of the community and school in which the
research took place. After establishing the principal research method, and the research site, a
history of the research process follows and the issues and problems that arose in the research
context are described. Responses to these problems and adjustments to research methods are
explained. The rationale for the decisions taken are developed by reference to relevant literature
around these research issues. It is in the description of the research history that Literate Life
Histories (LLHs) are explored as a means ofethnographic data collection. LLHs form the central
core of the data collected, and the rationale for their use as well as the issues and problems
surrounding their use are examined. In addition, the chapter describes the process of triangulation
of various sources of data such as:
classroom observation;
interviews with teachers;
participant observation of matriculation examinations;
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examination of syllabuses and other official documents; and
analysis of student work.
These methods are be evaluated in terms oftheir ability to provide an understanding ofthe factors
that impact on the leaming and teaching ofwriting in the context ofthe school that I investigated,
as well as on their ability to provide insights on questions of equity and access that were
mentioned in chapters one and two. This last concem emphasises the inherently critical nature of
ethnographic description. It 'does not take any given customary reality for granted' (Erickson
1988: 1807) and exposes what is 'hidden' to those who might have invested in certain practices.
3.1 The Nature of Ethnographic Research
In order to explore the teaching of writing at the school and its impact on students' literate
development, my research needs to establish:
• how both teachers and pupils conceptualise the task of writing;
• what sort of importance they place on it relative to other activities;
how they go about teaching and doing it, and what this says about the way they
conceptualise it;
and what factors shape their attitudes towards, and conceptualisations of, writing.
A deep understanding ofthese aspects of a situation would inevitably require in-depth and long-
term involvement in the context of the school and an ethnographic approach to the research
seemed most appropriate.
Watson-Gegeo (1988) defines ethnographic research as 'the study of people's behaviour in
naturally occurring, ongoing settings, with a focus on the cultural interpretation (my emphasis)
of behaviour' (576). Ethnography could thus be described as both qualitative and naturalistic. It
is qualitative in that its central aim is to reveal the nature and distinguishing features ofpeople's
behaviour rather than measuring it, as is the case with quantitative research. It is naturalistic
because it implies observation of people in the places where they normally live, work and play
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and not in settings set up specifically for the purposes of research. However, describing
ethnography as qualitative and naturalistic does not give a complete description of its nature.
Watson-Gegeo's definition focuses on 'cultural interpretation' and this is echoed by other
commentators on ethnography. Wolcott (1987) states that its purpose 'is to describe and interpret
cultural behaviour' (43) . It is this conception ofculture as 'integral to the analysis' (Watson-Gegeo
1988 : 577) that commentators feel distinguishes ethnography from other forms of qualitative
research.
The second aspect of ethnography highlighted by Watson-Gegeo's definition at the beginning of
the last paragraph concerns interpretation. This implies that ethnography is more than good
descript ion, and that a focus on culture requires ethnographers to make sense of what they have
observed. Hammersley (1994) states that the 'analysis of data involves interpretation of the
meanings and functions ofhuman actions'(2). Wolcott argues that an ethnographer's task requires
going beyond chronicling events to developing a ' theory ofcultural behaviour' (1987 : 41). The
ethnographer must be actively engaged in developing this theory by inferring it from the words
and actions of the peopl e being studied. This raises an issue about how one accounts for the role
of the interpreter's own personal history in the process of interpretation: 'if there are no innocent
texts, there are no privileged interpretations' (Thomas1995: 18). Pierce (1995), drawing from the
work of critical educational and ethnographic researchers such as Weiler (1988) and Simon and
Dippo (1986), believes that the personal histories of researchers cannot be separated from the
process of interpretation (the production ofknowledge). This she feels should be made explicit,
and illustrates this point in a description of her personal experience of doctoral research into the
natural learning experiences offive immigrant women in Canada. She describes how she was an
active participant in the study, and how she was aware that her own history, experience and
identity 'intersected in diverse and complex ways with the progress ofthe research' (Pierce 1995:
573).
To achieve the ethnographic goal ofproviding 'a descriptive and interpreti ve-explanatory account'
(Watson-Gegeo 1988: 577) of a group's behaviour in a given context, implies long-term,
systematic and holistic observation. The necessity for holistic observation is because any event
or behaviour needs to be described and analysed in relation to the whole system of which it is a
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part, as an integrated not as an isolated phenomenon. For my research topic it was be necessary
to understand how the learning and teaching of writing in the classrooms of an urban ex-DET
school is embedded in increasingly larger contexts such as the school, the education and
examination system, the community in which the school is located, and the wider society. My
research also needed to uncover how these different contexts impact on the learning and teaching
of writing and provide explanations for the outcomes in that particular school context. As
mentioned in the introduction, I did my research by working in the school for two and a halfyears
teaching a standard nine class each year, and continued my contact with the school up to the
present time. An holistic understanding of what shapes the teaching and learning of writing in
those classrooms required seeing those processes in relation to the relevant micro- and macro-
contextual layers in which they are embedded.
The above broad description of the nature of ethnographic research needs to be deepened by an
explanation of important principles which underlie such an approach. Firstly, a cornerstone of
ethnography is the attempt to elicit the participants' understandings ofthe contexts in which they
are observed and of their behaviour in those contexts. This is referred to as an emic analysis or
description. It tries to uncover the ways in which participants interpret behaviour, events and
situations in order to acquire a knowledge of categories and rules they must know in order to
operate in the context being studied. Investigating behaviour in its own terms , as described above ,
also means that the perspectives and interpretations of participants in the context/s being
investigated are incorporated in the descriptive language they themselves employ. For example,
as far as my research is concerned I have used literate life histories (which will be discussed later
in this chapter) as a means of gaining pupils' perspectives and experience of the learning and
teaching ofwriting in the community and school I have investigated. Thus hopefully I will be able
to record their perceptions in their words, which will be clearly distinct from my interpretation
of their words. These literate life histories (LLHs) from the pupils were collected by means of
interviews and it is important that they were 'carried out so as to promote the unfolding of emic
cultural knowledge in its most heuristic, natural form' (Spindler and Spindler 1987: 19). In
addition, information was gathered by interviewing teachers about their literate histories, teacher
training and experience of teaching in the school, as well as by observing teachers in their
classrooms. This information is linked to an analysis of syllabuses and other official documents
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in order to understand how these impact on perceptions of writing and how it is taught. The
multilayered nature of the data collected would require an understanding that there would be
differences in attitudes and conceptualisation between teachers and pupils and within these two
groups.
Another aspect of investigating behaviour in its own terms is that one aims to capture 'the local
meanings that happenings have for the people involved in them' (Erickson, 1986 :p.121-2). This
means that one should aim to find the meanings that are particular to the set of individuals who
use these meanings as well as particular to the moment oftheir use. My LLHs should therefore
be able to capture what essay writing means to the pupils that I have interviewed ie what meaning
they give to it as well as being sensitive to the fact that experiences may vary across pupils and
across time as new knowledge or input affects individuals' attitudes and perceptions.
A further principle of ethnographic research which Watson-Gegeo emphasises is that it is
'concerned with group rather than individual characteristics because cultural behaviour is by
definition shared behaviour'(1988: 577). So while the ethnographer might be concerned with the
individual and observing individual behaviour, it will be for the purpose of investigating what an
individual's behaviour has to say about group perceptions and behaviour. Thus the perceptions
of, and attitudes towards, writing that the LLHs of individual pupils reveal will be significant in
terms of what they reveal about the prevailing attitudes and perceptions of the group they
represent. However, commentators state that when it comes to the task of describing and
interpreting cultural behaviour, then the direct representation of the participants' view ofreality
(emic analysis) cannot stand on its own (Spindler and Spindler 1987: 4). Watson-Gegeo states that
an emic analysis precedes an etic analysis which translates the emic analysis into a form and
vernacular understandable to a wider audience (such as social scientists), which would allow for
useful comparisons across languages, settings and cultures (1988: 579). The etlmographer thus
attempts to develop a theory of the setting under study (in my case how writing is taught and
learned in a particular school) and then to generalise, through etic analyses, to other settings
studied in a particular way. As mentioned before, an important motivation behind this study has
been the question of the link between the teaching and learning of writing and access to wider
realms of social action and power. This is particularly pertinent in the context of South African
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education where separate education systems have legally existed until 1996 with very unequal
provision and outcomes across those systems. De facto huge differences still exist across schoo Is
and the vast majority of pupils in South Africa will school in a context similar to the one in this
study; an under resourced environment where the pupils and teachers are not mother-tongue
speakers of English (in this case Zulu speakers). Teachers in these schools are generally less
qualified than teachers in other schools. Their practice will reflect their training and the 'traditions'
of practice that have developed in those schools and in the particular school that is the subject of
this study. An ethnographic study of the teaching and learning practices surrounding writing in
a particular school will enable useful comparisons with other schools in South Africa and
elsewhere. It could also provide useful insights around the issues ofpower and access that could
inform the content and practice of teaching writing in other contexts.
The above discussion on etic analysis indicates that ethnographic research is both comparative
and critical. It is comparative in that it seeks to make generalisations about behaviour across
particular situations, for example, across school-based practices of teaching writing in different
school contexts. It is also thus 'inherently critical' (Erickson 1988: 1087) in that it seeks to uncover
the 'customary reality' of everyday events which participants tend to take for granted. Erickson
states that 'everyday life' is often invisible to the participants because it is so familiar 'we do not
realize the pattern in our actions as we perform them' (ibid), and also because people have
invested in this reality. Consequently they might not want to face its contradictions because this
threatens established practice and power relations. An ethnographic approach would thus 'make
the familiar strange and interesting again' (Erickson 1986: 121) and at the same time bring to the
surface the hidden reality ofeveryday practices. This would enable one to bring comparative and
critical reflection to bear on this customary reality. Ethnographic research achieves this through
detailed and systematic study of a situation by both creating 'a descriptive and interpretive-
explanatory account' (Watson-Gegeo 1988: 577), and by employing multiple sources of
information to verify the interpretation of this reality. An ethnographic study of the customary
practices surrounding the learning and teaching of writing in a standard nine class in a school
should uncover the hidden factors, assumptions, values, and attitudes driving these practices. This
would allow informed critical reflection on those practices which could have implications for
curriculum reform in a number of contexts and educational levels such as matriculation
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examinations, teacher training, and school syllabuses.
The issue of the genera1isability of ethnographic research findings raises a number of issues
surrounding research methods, triangulation ofdata, and the use ofquantitative data. Heath (1983)
expresses it very clearly:
"So what?" is a question sometimes asked of the detailed descriptions provided by
anthropologists of minutiae. To what extent is material and the sense of a particular
phenomenon developed for one social group generalizab1e to other social groups? The
same question can certainly be asked of studies of a single school or classroom or
situation within a formal educational setting (41).
Commentators such as Lazaraton (1995) and Watson-Gegeo (1988) point to the need for
triangulation ofdata and the use ofquantitative methods, both to validate findings in regard to the
implicit rules surrounding participants' behaviour in a situation, and also to meet requirements
ofgenerality and comparison across classroom contexts. Triangulation refers to the juxtaposition
of data from different sources and different research methods such as participant-observation,
interviewing and surveys, and is seen as crucial in the development of valid findings in
ethnographic work . However, Lazaraton (1995) makes the point that quantification per se does
not ensure generalisabi1ity to other contexts and that this is always a probl em in ethnographic
research. It is often focused on a particular group in a particular situation, and on understanding
the implicit rules that govern that group's behaviour in that situation. She also warns that issues
ofresearch methodology are 'also issues about legitimacy and power' (465) . She cites the political
reality of the differences in access to generalisable data between teachers on the one hand and
researchers on the other, and that we cannot divorce this reality from arguments about rigorous
research.
As far as my research is concerned my central core of data comes from literate life history
interv iews with standard nine pupils that I taught. This is triangulated with data from a number
of different sources collected in different ways. The following sources of data were used :
I collected data from marking matriculation English examination papers identifying the
range ofgenres represented in the examination; quantifying the students' choice of topics
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in the examination; and gaining first hand knowledge about the criteria employed in the
assessment of the essays. The purpose of this was to try and see what 'messages' were
likely to have come down from the examination for both teachers and pupils about what
was considered important and relevant in essay writing. This, I felt, would provide some
explanation for the teaching and writing practices I was encountering, both in the classes
I taught, and in the school as a whole.
Participant-observation ofclasses also took place to see how writing was taught and what
sort of writing activities pupils were involved in. This took the form of observation of
individual lessons and also by following a class around from lesson to lesson over a
number of different school days. I was thus able to quantify the amount of writing done,
observe what sort ofwriting they did, and record how they were expected to approach the
different writing tasks by the teacher.
Another source of data was the syllabus guides, teacher schedules and other guidelines
sent by the education department. These had a bearing on how teachers view their tasks
and revealed what expectations there were of them from education authorities.
Lastly I analysed pupils' essays on different tasks to gain insights into their understanding
of the linguistic and structural task demands of different genres. Thus I felt that I had
gathered information from a number of sources using different methods and that this
would give me a valid and comprehensive 'descriptive and interpretive-explanatory
account' (Watson-Gegeo 1988) ofthe learning and teaching of writing in the context that
I was investigating.
A final principle of ethnographic research that needs to be considered is the role of theory in the
research process. While the aim of investigating behaviour in its own terms and collecting
participants' perceptions in their own descriptive language might seem conducive to a totally
inductive process, it is important to realise that a prior theoretical framework is important to direct
the 'researcher's attention to certain aspects of situations and certain kinds of research questions'
(Ibid: 578). The role of theory is to guide observation in terms of the kinds of evidence that will
,
be significant in providing answers to research questions. However, induction, intuition and
'extensive firsthand presence' (Erickson 1986: 140) are vital and allow research questions and
processes to be modified during the ongoing process of data collection. Theory helps
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ethnographers to direct their research efforts and to evaluate the significance of answers to
'research questions posed at the beginning ofthe study and developed while in the field' (Watson-
Gegeo 1988: 578).
3.2 Research Methodology and its Evolution
Having established the appropriacy of ethnographic research methods to my investigation and
explored the basic principles ofethnography, it is important to describe the research site in which
the research took place.
3.2.1 Research Site: Community and School
The community 111 which the school is located is situated within the boundaries of the
municipality of Pietermaritzburg, approximately four kilometres from the city centre. It is a
geographically distinct community lying on a strip of land bounded by a stream and the
Umsunduzi river and is on the edge of an industrial area on the one side and, across the
Umsundizi, by the municipal waste dump and sewerage works. Originally it was one of the
African townships established in terms of the 1923 Natives (Urban Areas) Act which made
provision for residential segregation of urban areas which were to be the administrative
responsibility of white local authorities. Its history and development was thus governed and
shaped by the racially-based laws and decisions that ere part of the fabric of South African
society since Union in 1910. The decision of the siting of the township was taken despite
opposition from those who were destined to live in it. Their main objections were the health
hazards due to the proximity of the sewerage works . It was finally established in 1926 and by
1930 it had a population of412. Initially it catered for "married natives not living on the premises
oftheir employer" (Peel 1987: 38). In the 1930s and 40s the goal ofthe Town Council to develop
a 'Model Village' saw the development of basic facilities such as schools, churches, health
services, transport and recreation.
The Apartheid years saw a typical pattern of strengthened segregation and underdevelopment
which often sparked violent protest from the community. In the 1950s the political ferment in the
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rest of the country did not leave the township untouched. Issues around rent, overcrowding and
living conditions became focal points of dissatisfaction and protest. By 1957 1091 houses had
been built but the estimated need was 1600. Between 1956 and 1964 there was no further
development of housing while the population increased by 77% (5800 to 10290) (Peel 1987:
128). Increases in rents, electricity and education in 1958 ultimately lead to riots and violence in
August 1959 in the wake ofthe widespread disturbances in the rest ofNatal. The school buildings
were burnt down and the cost ofreplacing them was estimated at 23000 pounds (Peel 1987: 140).
The strengthening of Apartheid control saw the same issues recurring for the inhabitants of the
townships. For example, in the period 1978 -1988 it was estimated that R4.50 per person per
annum was spent by the government on upgrading this community, compared to R186 .00 per
person spent by the Pietermaritzburg City Council on the 'Coloured' community during the same
period (Kirkpatrick 1994: 12). Community resistance around the administration ofthe community
was prevalent in the 1980s as in many other townships in South Africa. In 1989 a joint working
' Committee of 12' residents was formed with community support and operated effectively in the
township until the elections of the transitional local Council in1996.
The result of this history is that there has been ad hoc and uncoordinated development in the
township , limited investment, instability, unstable administration and limited integration into the
urban fabric of Pietermaritzburg. The population of the township in estimated at somewhere
between 12000 and 20000, the extent of the informal settlement in the township making it
difficult to calculate accurate figures . There are 6-7 persons per household with very poor quality
housing being the norm, A unique feature of the population is that a sample survey found a
quarter of the population to be under twenty years of age compared to half for the rest of
Kwazulu-Natal (KZN) although overcrowding in the primary schools puts some doubts on this
survey. This figure has been attributed to violence in the township; tenants not being able to afford
having children with them; landlords finding alternative accommodation for their children in order
to rent out rooms; and poor facilities for the younger generation. Unemployment has been
estimated at 30% with the age group between 20 and 35 being the most affected. 42.9 % of
household members were not earning any income, with the average monthly income per
household being R518 in 1994. Over half the population between 21 and 60 years had completed
their matriculation year. Not many had attained tertiary qualifications : 14% between 21 and 60
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had teaching diplomas while only 1% had university degrees. (Kirkpatrick 1994: 19-26).
The violent confrontations between United Democratic Front (UDF) supporters and Inkatha in
the 1980s and early 1990s also affected this community, especially school going children (Gultig
and Hart 1991). The community has a long history ofsupport for the Congress movement and the
UDF was thus strongly supported by the community when it was launched in the 1980s. The
community succesfully prevented any penetration ofInkatha support. However, the violence in
other communities brought refugees from other communities both to live in the township and to
go to school there. Some of the youths that fled to the township were supporters ofthe Azanian
Students Movement (AZASM) affiliated to the Azanian People's Organisation (AZAPO), a black
consciousness aligned organisation. Trouble between these youths and the UDF aligned youth
organisation of the community soon erupted into armed conflict between groupings in the late
1980s. Shootings happened outside school grounds, teachers were threatened and frequent school
closures resulted. Various community attempts to resolve matters resulted in the AZASM youth
being evicted from the township. These events understandably affected schooling and relations
between pupils and staff. One teacher spoke of being wakened late at night by a party of school
children with a stolen mathematics examination paper and being forced to work out answers even
though he was not a mathematics teacher. He was threatened with his life ifhe revealed anything,
and only revealed the incident to me in a dialogue journal ten years after the event.
The high school was established in 1949 after a primary school was built in 1930 and a separate
infant school in 1946. It is an ex-Department of Education and Training (DET) administered
school in what was designated a 'white' area, and thus has good basic provision ofbuildings and
equipment. The buildings that were restored after the 1959 fires were further developed, the
official opening of the modem extensions taking place in 1991. However, the relationship
between the school and the poverty stricken community around it has not been good and frequent
vandalisation and theft of school property has occurred. Attempts by parents and school
authorities to solve these problems met with little success until extensive work was done to erect
security fencing and install other security measures. The school is not used by the community
after school hours. This is indicative ofthe poorrelations which seem to exist between community
and school and the lack ofongoing community involvement in the school. Teachers complain of
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parent apathy, poor attendance at meetings, and responses only when there is a crisis . Informal
conversations with some community members indicated that they felt they were only consulted
when there is a crisis. Pupils felt that when crisis meetings are called they are not consulted and
the resolutions that might come from these meetings do not really respond adequately or
appropriately to the problems which give rise to the crises. Another problem which has beset the
school was the high turnover ofprincipals. Since 1993 there have been three principals and long
periods with various acting principals.
In 1993 there were 1076 pupils in the school in 26 class units with 32 teachers including the
principal and deputy principal. The high failure rate is reflected in the number of class units per
standard/grade: seven in grade 8 and grade 9, five in grade 10, four in grade 11, and three in grade
12. Despite this dropout rate numbers in grade 11 classes, depending on subject choices, were
often over fifty. Teacher loads are also heavy with some teachers having to deal with over 250
pupils on a daily basis. The pupil numbers have gradually decreased (750 in 1999) through the
movement ofpupils to betterresourced schools that were formerly designated for other population
groups . A drastic change has occurred in the teaching staff which has dropped to 21 in 1999.
There were three teachers considered to be 'in excess' who were not timetabled in. This has been
the result ofvoluntary severance packages offered to teachers as well as redeployment ofteachers
to more poorly resourced schools. Teachers complain of having to teach subjects they were not
trained for. These staff cuts come against a history of poor matriculation results over a number
ofyears . In 1993 and 1994 the matriculation pass rate was 17% and 19% respectively. These have
improved in 1995 to 54% but the record from then is alarming, for example, in 1996 (7%), 1997
(13%), 1198 (33%) and 1999 (25%) (Discussion at a crisis meeting of the school community).
In terms of resources the school provides a mixed picture. Many classes suffer from a shortage
of textbooks although teachers maintain that sufficient textbooks were allocated to the school.
According to the teachers, the reason for the shortage is that pupils lose them and do not replace
them. Teachers respond by not issuing end-of-year reports unless all textbooks are returned but
this seems to do little to retrieve the situation. While there is equipment in the science laboratory
to conduct experiments, there is no provision for practical work in Biology. The school has also
acquired twenty five computers although these have been stolen, and retrieved, on more than one
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occasion!
To sum up, while the school is better resourced than many former DET and homeland schools,
both rural and urban, it is still subject to all the effects of poverty. The community surrounding
it is still very poor as figures ofunemployment, household income and education levels indicate .
Poverty manifests itself in many ways and affects what happens in the school environment.
Teachers talk of a high number of single parent homes; of pupils having to contribute to
household income by taking on part-time jobs; of informal business enterprises being run from
homes, allowing little time or space for school work; ofovercrowded homes and poor, unhealthy
living conditions; and of high levels of crime especially in relation to drugs. Pupils show a high
degree of apathy about school and school work. Absenteeism is high and there is always a
significant drop in pupil numbers after the midday break. This can partly be attributed to the much
publicised breakdown of a 'culture of learning' caused by the ongoing national crises and
disruptions ofschooling, and the localised political conflict mentioned earlier, that characterised
schooling from the mid 1980s. However, a great deal of the apathy surrounding schooling is
related to high levels ofunemployment awaiting schoolleavers. Pupils spoke honestly about this
dilemma in 1998 when they said that the entire matriculation class of the previous year was
unemployed and wandering the streets ofthe township. These hardworking, concerned students
felt that there was little option for them but to get involved in crime if they wanted to contribute
to family income. It was difficult to respond to this dilemma.
3.2.2 Probing the Field and Developing the Research Process
The previous two sections established the basic principles and guidelines for effective
ethnographic research, its relevance to this research topic, and the research site. What follows is
a history detailing the evolution of the research process and the changes and development that
occurred. This will effectively illustrate Erickson' s (1986) and Watson-Gegeo' s (1988) concerns
that allow research questions and processes to be modified during the ongoing process of data
collection (see page 79).
As mentioned before (see pages 1), my interest in this research area was first prompted by work
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done by Martin (1989) in which he highlighted the way in which access to various genres was
distributed unequally across the school population in Australian schools. He argued that this
seriously affected certain pupils' (mainly working class and immigrant children) access to realms
of social action and power. He investigated the way in which writing was taught and the genres
that pupils had access to in their school career. He concluded that writing was not explicitly taught
and that children were exposed to a narrow range of genres. This situation would favour those
middle class pupils who already had the cultural capital that would allow them to gain control of
important genres without explicit teaching. This situation seemed similar to my experience of
South African education, and so I set out to gain first hand experience ofthe learning and teaching
of writing in the least advantaged sector of the South African schooling system.
I decided that an ethnographic research process would be appropriate if I was to develop a rich
understanding ofall the factors that impact on the teaching and learning of writing in the context
1had decided to explore. I chose a school in a community near Pietermaritzburg for a number of
reasons. I was already well known in the school and community because of my work in a non-
racial teachers' union, my involvement in cricket coaching and development, and through a
number ofteachers at the school that I had taught at university. I also knew the principal and other
members ofthe community socially. Furthermore, the community was in easy travelling distance
of both my work and my home.
I made a number of decisions based on the need to develop a relationship of trust with those I
would be observing. Punch (1986) emphasised the necessity of a close relationship between
researcher and researched as a distinctive characteristic of ethnographic research 'because the
development of that relationship is subtly intertwined with both the outcome of the project and
the nature of the data ...Pivotal to the whole relationship between researcher and researched for
instance is access and acceptance' (p12). Firstly, I decided to teach a class at the school because
this would enable me to be seen, especially by the teaching staff, as more of a colleague then a
researcher. This would help to establish my bona fides and allow me 'field entry' (Corsar 1983:
125). It would also help to overcome perceptions that I was obtaining a degree at the expense of
others' time and effort. I decided to focus on and teach standard nine classes for a number of
reasons. Firstly, I felt that they were the products of at least eleven years ofschooling and would
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thus reflect the attitudes, perceptions, approaches and skills inculcated by the schooling system
they had experienced. Secondly, they would be easier to work with for research purposes because
they would not yet be involved in the intense focus on examinations that matriculation pupils are.
I decided that initially I would not do any systematic research because I wanted to establish a
relationship of trust with both pupils and teachers first, and because I needed to come to terms
with the teaching demands of that class. One of the first things I did to help the process of
building trust was to start a dialogue journal with my class. I wanted to use this to get to know the
class and for them to get to know me. Initially I had thought to use them as a formal source of
data, but the need for confidentiality and the students' desire to keep their journals changed these
plans.
On the issue of trust it was significant that, in the first standard nine class that I taught, I was
closely questioned by the pupils about my motivations for being there. They questioned whether
I was receiving any extra pay for teaching in a 'black school'. This was a legacy of the past where
white teachers received extra pay for teaching in black areas, a practice that was derisively
described as 'getting danger money'. The perception was that many white teachers taught in the
DET for extra pay and career advancement. This sort ofbackground made it imperative that I put
these sorts of suspicions to rest. The dialogue journals were useful an this situation and I was
helped by the fact that I already knew and had worked with, and taught, some of the staff; I knew
the principal; and I was already known by some in the community through my teacher union and
cricket coaching activities. However, I was not known to all the staff and pupils and I felt that a
gradual approach was necessary. This was confirmed when, after I had been there for two terms ,
I approached the principal about the possibility of observing classes. I then wrote a letter to the
staffrequesting permission to interview them and observe their classes. I felt that this would come
across as officially approved and not as some arbitrary decision on my part. I asked for those
teachers who were willing to contact me, but nobody did. As it turned out the official route was
precisely the wrong way to go about it as it was seen as possibly connected to evaluation of their
teaching. At an end-of-year social function in 1993, I broached the subject with the teachers I had
got to know best and was welcomed with no sign of hesitation.
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However, a number of problems emerged which forced a reconsideration of my plans and
methods of data collection. Firstly, 1993 was a year in which there were major disruptions of
schooling. The assassination of Chris Hani and a national teachers' strike caused protracted
stayaways. In addition, several local community and school issues saw further disruptions of
school time. These events affected data collection in a number ofways. Because oflost time both
teachers and students understandably felt less inclined to spend time with me in interviews and
having me observe classes. Teachers spent extra time in holidays trying to catch up with syllabus
requirements. Furthermore, the lost time put more pressure on me to complete the syllabus with
my own class, and I was also spending extra time with them over and above onerous university
commitments. There was added pressure because students did not write internally set
examinations, but had to write 'regional' examinations set by a teacher from within the circuit.
Thus, while the decision to teach a class had advantages in terms ofaccess and acceptance, it had
disadvantages because of the pressure it put on the researcher's time, especially in the
circumstances I have described. It became very difficult to involve students in activities which
would deepen my understanding of the research issues I was exploring, when their priority was
to finish their literature setworks.
In addition, another problem arose around the need to gain some insights into the community
literate practices and attitudes. This I felt would give me some understanding of the interface
between school and community literate practices which would be an important factor in the
teaching and learning of writing in the school I was researching. To help with this I engaged a
Zulu-speaking fieldworker who I felt would be better able to gain access to community people
outside the school. She was an experienced teacher, studying for a Bachelor of Education (BEd)
degree on our campus, and was busy with a dissertation on the teaching of writ ing that I was
supervising. However, changes in her personal and work circumstances curtailed the amount of
time that she could devote to the work. This, together with the pressures on my time that I have
already mentioned, forced me to abandon this approach after only two unsuccessful pilot
interviews had been completed.
Thus, by the end of 1993 I had little to show:
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• I had been able to observe the writing practices of my own pupils in a limited range of
tasks;
• I had some understanding of my pupils' lives and circumstances and the issues which
interested them. An important source of information in this regard had been the dialogue
journals I had used with my pupils in which I was also able to raise and discuss some
issues related to my research. I did not use these dialogue journals as formal sources of
data as I had stressed their confidentiality and pupils wanted to keep them .
• I had a good understanding of some of the systemic constraints on teachers through
experiencing them myself, and by collecting official documents such as syllabuses,
examination papers, departmental guidelines, and daily work schedules;
• I had experienced the system in the school, such as the half-hour periods, testing and
examination procedures, homework expectations, and all the aspects of the day-to-day
routine of that particular school community.
• I had developed a good rapport with a number of teachers and felt that my presence was
accepted in the school.
Despite these gains there was, I felt, a great deal more that needed to be done if! was to develop
the 'thick' understanding that was appropriate to my research topic . Furthermore, a number of
other factors, together with the problems mentioned above, brought about an adjustment of
research questions and methodology. On the one hand, I sought a core method ofdata collection
that would not be so subject to the disruptions which had become almost endemic in the schooling
system at the time. On the other, issues that arose from my evaluation of 1993 pointed to the
necessity of adding to my research questions, and this would bring about changes in data
collection methods. The theoretical framework ofgenre analysts such as Martin (1989), Cope and
Kalantzis (1993a,b) and Luke (1994), guided my research process and the development of
research questions. As a result my initial research questions were:
• What genres are pupils exposed to in their high school career and what teaching processes
are employed to help them gain control of these genres?
• How much writing are pupils expected to do in the high school and what is the nature of





What criteria are used in the assessment of writing and what messages does this send to
the pupils about the nature and process of writing?
How do teachers respond to pupils' writing and what messages does this send to the pupils
about writing?
What are teachers' perceptions of, and attitudes towards, writing and where do these come
from?
I expected that I would be able to collect data relevant to these questions by working with and
observing the standard nine classes that I taught, interviewing and observing teachers, analysing
students' texts, unpacking what 'messages' official documents such as syllabuses and teacher
guides sent to teachers about writing, and through informal conversations and observations. In the
process ofthe research, adjustments to both research questions and to methods ofdata collection
became necessary. For example, I found that pupils did not see essay writing as important even
though a high proportion of marks were allocated to the essay paper in the matriculation
examination. At the same time a great deal of importance was attached to the matriculation
examination by both teachers and pupils. These considerations lead to an extension ofthe original
questions to include the following central question:
• What are pupils' attitudes to writing and what factors give rise to these attitudes?
Related to this question was a secondary question:
• What 'messages' does the matriculation examination send to both pupils and teachers
about writing in terms of what genres, assessment criteria, and writing processes are
important?
These questions, combined with the problems experienced, gave rise to different methods ofdata
collection. In order to answer the first of the added questions, and to find a less disruptable
method of data collection, I decided to collect literate life histories of pupi Is as the central core
of my data. This would enable me to capture their perceptions of writing and the factors which
had shaped their knowledge of, and attitudes toward, writing (see next section). For the second
of the added questions (as well as the first), I decided to mark matriculation papers for two years
to gain firsthand experience of the whole process ofassessing these essays and an understanding
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of what messages it sent to teachers and pupils about writing. I collected information on the
criteria that were used for assessing essays; the types of topics set and what topics were chosen
by the students; how students approached different essay topics; and what this revealed about their
perceptions of the tasks. I was also able, on an informal basis, to talk to a wide range of teachers
about their teaching experience and about their perceptions of the teaching and learning of
writing. The other decision I took was to focus the research on the teaching of writing in the
school domain and not explore the interface between school and community literacy practices.
While this is obviously an important area of investigation it is too broad to incorporate
successfully into this research process.
3.3 Literate Life Histories as an Ethnographic Research Tool
Goodson and Walker (1988) maintain that literate life histories (LLHs) are a powerful means of
enabling researchers to fulfil a basic aim of ethnographic research, namely the incorporation of
the subjects' perspectives in the language they use to articulate them. Earlier in this chapter
discussion on the principles of ethnographic research centred on the emic-etic principle of
analysis, etic analysis referring to analysis in the language ofthe social sciences and emic analysis
to the perspectives and interpretations ofthe participants being incorporated '...in the descriptive
language they themselves use' (Watson-Gegeo 1988: 580). LLHs are particularly suited to fulfil
the need of separating the voice of the researcher from that of the researched.
Campbell (1988) commented on the need to set up a two-way mirror between the observer and
the observed. This enables a double focus that provides 'insight into the subject from the subjects'
own perspective' (63) which then can be analyzed by the observer. Goodson and Walker (ibid)
also focused on this issue and used insights from the work of Richard Brown (1967). He
categorizes ethnographic research into two dimensions . The one dimension is the 'level of
authority' that the author assumes towards the subjects. In other words to what extent does the
author control the subjects' reported speech in contrast to letting the subjects 'speak for
themselves'. The second dimension refers to the clarity of the boundaries between the words and
meanings of the author and those of the subject (Goodson and Walker 1988: 117). This is
illustrated in the following figure:
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Brown's categorization claims that life histories tend to reflect more accurately the perspectives
and interpretations of the subjects' lives than descriptive ethnography, which he feels can be
dominated by the concerns of the authors. Furthermore LLHs should enable a clearer boundary
to be maintained between the interpretations of the researcher and those of the researched.
Another aspect of ethnographic research that LLHs promote is the insight they provide into the
background that has created the 'here-and-now' of the subjects in relation to their particular
context. Campbell quotes Shutz (1982) as saying that at any given moment in life an individual
brings to a situation 'the sedimentation of all his (sic) previous experience' (p.xxvii). This is
particularly relevant to my research because life histories of pupils' writing experiences could
bring to the surface the 'sediment' that has shaped their present attitudes, knowledge and
competencies. Both Evans (1993) and Cleary (1991) provide support for these conclusions. Cleary
used LLHs in a research project wherein she interviewed 40 eleventh grade American students
with a wide range of abilities and of diverse religious, gender, ethnic and social class
backgrounds. Her aim via this process was to access the meanings students made of their
experience with writing, and to link this with their attitudes towards it and the way they approach
it (10). Evans' aim in collecting subjects' LLHs was that insights into their previous literate history
would enable him to better understand how they saw the reading and writing activities they were
being asked to perform:
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I believe that by listening to these histories...we will be better able to map their
understanding of reading and writing as they develop ...we can also then begin to
identify how the contexts for their reading and writing and the different participant
structures within which they read and write...influence those understandings.
(1993: 318)
LLHs also have the potential to provide some insight into the literate practices ofthe community.
This is important for two reasons. Firstly, it is important to understand how community practices
have shaped pupils' attitudes and perceptions ofwriting and its place in their lives. Secondly, the
interface between community practices and school practices is an important area to explore
because the extent to which they match or mismatch has an important impact on students' literate
development. It is an important element in the 'participant structures' (ibid) within which the
pupils I study read and write, and would thus provide some insight into how this might influence
their understandings.
A further advantage that LLHs offer ethnographic research is a possible solution to the tension
between what Dollard (1949 quoted in Goodson and Walker) sees as 'the weight of collective
tradition and expectation [on the one hand] and the individual's unique history and capacity for
interpretations and action' [on the other] (Goodson and Walker 1988: 116). Dollard warns that:
...as soon as we take the post ofobserver on the cultural level the individual is lost
in the crowd and our concepts never lead back to him (sic). After we have 'gone
cultural' we experience the person as a fragment of a (derived) culture pattem, as
a marionette dancing on the strings of (reified) culture forms . (ibid: 115)
This warns ethnographers against the dangers of simplistically seeing their subjects as objective
products of an overarching 'culture' . An example, related to my research, would be the danger
of too easily attributing pupils' writing development and attitudes to the ills of the apartheid
education system or to a simplistic notion of oral culture. LLHs offer the potential, through the
foregrounding of the subject's voice, to uncover 'the individual's unique history and capacity for
interpretations and action' (Ibid : 116) in a particular context. The potential of LLHs to keep in
view the situation as interpreted by others as well as the subject could also 'let us see clearly the
pressures of the formal situation' (Ibid: 116). In my research it is important to be able to
understand how the formal situation, especially that ofthe schooling system, shapes both teachers'
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and pupils' perceptions of the learning and teaching of writing.
The focus of this discussion on LLHs has been on the opportunities offered by their use, but it is
important to look both at some of the problems inherent in their use, and at the issues involved
in using interviews as means of data collection. David Thomas (1995), writing about the use of
teacher narratives in research, pointed to three problem areas relevant to my research situation ,
namely, 'intrusion and collaboration', 'analysis and interpretation', and 'what counts as
knowledge?' (19). The first issue , 'intrusion and collaboration ' , centres around the relationship
between researcher and subject. Thomas states that the discourse conventions of biographic
research imply a relationship ofintimacy and trust , a basic requisite ofethnographic research, yet
the requirement to make data and conclusions public violates those conventions . Furthermore,
there is the problem of the power differential between researcher and researched and the
researcher-interpreter's desire 'to see and indeed impose, patterns, images and meaning on to the
narratives' (ibid: 17). These two issues point to the necessity offirstly negotiating and establishing
from the outset a clear and agreed understanding of the nature of the research and its aims, and
of the relationship between researcher and subject, and secondly, of ensuring a clear separation
between the voices ofthe researcher and the subject. This second point has already been discussed
as an advantage ofLLHs and Thomas emphasises the importance ofmaintaining this distinction.
On the first issue, my own perception was that there was little uncertainty in the relationship
between me as the researcher and the pupils, although there were other problems that emanated
from the power/status differential which will be discussed later. However, the relationship
between me and the teachers was not as clear cut, as I had cultivated a relationship of colleague
in the classroom which was at odds with my role as researcher/interpreter in the school context.
In the second problem area, 'analysis and interpretation ' , Thomas identifies two key issues. The
first is how the researcher interprets 'memories shaped by experiences which themselves are
products ofparticul ar social and historical circumstances' (ibid: 18). In my research, the problem
was how to interpret pupil and teacher memories shaped in large part by their experience of
apartheid social, political, and educational history. The location oftheir community, their socio-
economic status , and the provis ion and circumstances of their education have been determined
by apartheid policies. How does one unravel this from other factors that might have impacted on
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pupils' literate development? The second issue concerns how one accounts for the interpreter's
own biography in the process of interpretation: 'If there are no innocent texts then there are no
privileged interpretations' (ibid: 18). The researcher's task is to lead the reader through, and
interpret, the subjects' life histories. In the light ofthe issues mentioned above it is imperative to
make explicit the theoretical standpoint the researcher is coming from, as well as keeping the
voices of the interpreter and subject separate.
Lastly Thomas raises the issue ofwhat counts as knowledge in life histories ofthis nature? There
are problems ofunreliable memories and unverifiable facts. This problem points to the necessity
of triangulation: bringing to bear data from different sources, collected by different methods so
that a holistic, 'thick' description around the research area is built. This enables researchers to find
a means of representing and responding to subjects' texts and interpretations in such a way as to
create perceptions ofreliable and grounded interpretation. For example, in my research the literate
life histories of pupils have been triangulated with data collected from a number of different






participating in the marking ofmatric English essay examinations in order to understand
what 'messages' these examinations sent to teachers and pupils about criteria for effective
writing and what genres were favoured in the examination;
conducting interviews with teachers to again and understanding of their literate
development, teacher training, and perceptions about writing and teaching writing in the
school context;
collecting official documents such as syllabus guides, examinations, and teachers' daily
work schedules in order to understand the systemic constraints on teachers and what these
documents say to teachers about their tasks;
and analysing students' writing to understand how they approached their writing tasks and
what this indicated about their control of different genres.
Interviewing and Literate Life Histories
Much ofthe data for the LLHs was collected by means ofinterviews and this method ofcollecting
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ethnographic information on writing requires some discussion. Thomas raises the question about
the merits of written narratives as opposed to oral accounts (i.e. interviews) arguing that oral
accounts 'leave less room for second thoughts, authorial judgements and amendments' (24) and
that this made them more authentic accounts. On reflection, this seems a dubious claim. Barton
and Pradmore (1993) in a study in Lancaster, England, on the role ofliteracy in peopl e's everyday
lives, describe a process of initial interviews and follow up interviews. They found that subjects
had time to reflect on the issues raised in the initial interview and would arrive with furth er
information. This process mirrors that ofwriting, with time to reflect and make amendments and
additions, and should not invalidate the data. I have included some data from written literate life
histories that I collected from teachers studying in postgraduate courses that I have been involved
in. While these teachers were not from the school in the study they were working in school
contexts similar to it. Thomas's comments seem to ignore some of the problems of interviews
such as: differential power/status relations; respondents' understanding of both the interview
process and the topic of the interview; and respondents attempting to give the answers that they
perceive the interviewer wants to hear. These could have a far more pow erful monitoring effect
on respons es than the process ofwriting. Indeed, an argument can be made that writing could be
a less threat ening process for the subjects without the physical presence of the intervi ewer to
'shape'responses.
Smagorinsky (1994) argues that it is not the research method per se that accounts for the quality
of an investigation. He argues that the choice of methods should be determined by the nature of
the issue being investigated. In any form ofresearch, qualitative or quantitative, 'the methodology
shapes the data, and the researcher's hypotheses and theoretical framework affect the interpretation
of the result s' (xvii). Chin (1994) takes up this issue when she investigates interviewing as a
qualitative method in writing research. She challenges the assumption that researchers can
improve the reliability ofinterview data and that they can ascertain the true beliefs ofrespondents
if standard scientific methods are used (248) . She takes the social constructionist view that
interviews are discursi ve practices subject to similar rules of social interaction to those of other
discourse activities . She defines an interview as a planned and purposeful process in which there
is an agreement between researcher and subject to talk about certain issues.
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Interviews are a specific type of interaction between participants governed by an implicit
set of rules. These rules establish, to some extent, the purposes ofthe interview, the kinds
ofactivities that can take place, the various roles, the actions assigned to each participant's
role, and the structure of the interaction. (253)
As a 'meaning-constructive' (252) activity it cannot be assumed that participants share the same
understandings ofwhat it means to be in an interview; what the topic is about; or what their roles
in the interview should be. Consequently, the responses given in an interview, and their
interpretation, cannot be seen as unproblematic. The significance of subjects' statements will be
largely determined by the theoretical framework that the researcher brings to them.
Chin offers useful guidelines about how one should report on the research process in order to give
a full account ofthe findings. She argues for a comprehensive report ofall aspects of the interview
process. This would include the following:
• the type of interviewing technique used: open-ended, discourse-based, or text-based;
• the way the interview was conducted: the procedure needs to be reported in detail as well
as the questions asked;
• details such as how many interviews were conducted, with whom, how often, and in what
contexts;
• details about the questions asked III the interview such as interview schedules or
transcripts;
• and details about the conditions under which the interviews took place such as the setting,
who was present, what was done during the interview, and how responses were recorded
3.4 The Process of Interviewing
Before discussing my interview processes, it is important to give some background to the overall
context in which they took place. I started interviewing teachers towards the end of 1993 when
I did two pilot interviews. I then interviewed both staff and students in 1994, 1995 and 1996. In
1996 I did not work directly in the school but I was involved in the Language in Learning and
Teaching Project attached to our department which was involved in school based work with
teachers. I was thus able to keep regular contact with the school in this capacity. By 1994 I felt
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comfortable working in the school environment but more importantly, I felt that teachers and
students felt reasonably comfortable working with me and trusted me. During my teaching time
I had ready access to students for observation and discussion on a daily basis. I also had access
to teachers in the normal processes of the working day, the only difference being that I was not
there all day. However, I felt that I was recognizably a colleague dealing with the same issues, and
involved in the same processes such as teaching, setting and marking examinations and tests,
recording marks and so on. After the hesitations of 1993 mentioned above (see pages 78-82), I
now found that staff and students were happy to have me in their classrooms observing them,
discussing issues with them, and collecting samples of their work. In this context it was not
difficult for me to gain access to participants for interviews even in 1996 and subsequently when
I was not working directly in the school.
For my basic LLH research I approached six standard nine students from my 1994 class
individually and asked them if they were prepared to be interviewed. I explained what I was
interested in - basically the history oftheir schooling and their reading and writing experiences.
I stressed that it was entirely voluntary and that I would understand if they refused. Four
expressed real interest. The other two agreed in a non-committal way and it was hard to gauge
whether this was shyness or whether they felt constrained to 'volunteer' because I was their
teacher. I chose those that I thought from their class behaviour would not be too intimidated by
the notion of an interview. I also chose them according to my perception of their writing and
language ability as demonstrated in my English class. I chose two I perceived as the most
competent, two in the middle range and two of the weaker students. I wanted, amongst other
things , to see whether there was any relation between their abilities in, and attitudes towards,
writing and their LLHs.
My own, and the students', time and travel constraints meant that the only place I could interview
them was in the school premises during the school day. I interviewed them during the lunch break
in an office in the administration block which had a desk and a number of chairs. The situation
was not ideal for a number of reasons. Firstly, there was some noise outside the office although
not overly intrusive. An office in the administration block might have had negative connotations
for the students which, together with the whole process of interviewing, could have been
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associated with something punitive, for example, 'going to see the principal'. Students could also
have seen this as some sort of test in which they ought to have the right answers. My age and
status, both as a teacher and an English mother-tongue speaker, tended to make these interviews
more formal than those with permanent staff members, where status and language ability
differences were not as marked. Thus there were a number of inhibiting factors which might have
affected the responses of the students in various ways. An important factor was that oflanguage.
The first two interviews I conducted with the stronger students and I did not use an interpreter.
My feeling was that this did not interfere with the process. However, when I did provide an
interpreter for the other four students, they used him frequently for clarification of my questions
and responses and for straight translation ofwhat they had said. This made me feel that the other
students might have used the interpreter ifhe had been available. The presence of the interpreter
could either be an inhibiting or facilitating factor. The interpreter was a young teacher who was
doing a postgraduate BEd in our department in second language teaching and learning. I chose
him because I knew that he had an easy and non-threatening manner with pupils and, although
the pupils did not know him, they did not seem to hesitate to use him. Thus I felt that his presence
was not a strong inhibiting factor.
In order to overcome some of these inhibiting factors I negotiated with the students that I would
supply their lunch which they could 'order'. This allowed for a relaxed beginning to the interview
as the lunch was opened and commented on. We were thus able to begin with informal
conversation and some time for eating before the formal part of the interview started. I also asked
them to choose a name they would like to be called by for the interview, as I was not going to use
their real names in the research. In this way I was able to reassure them of the confidentiality of
the process in a way that was relaxing and sometimes amusing. I once again explained the purpose
of the interview stressing that they had knowledge I needed and that they were doing me a favour
by giving me information about which I was ignorant.
My questions were based on those used by Cleary (1991) in the research project I have already
mentioned (see page 91). I adapted them for the particular context in which I was working
(Appendix 2). These questions were guidelines as many questions evolved out of the interaction
and I tried to be as flexible as possible to allow each interview to unfold in its own way. The
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questions tended to take students through a chronology of their literate development, but often
questions and discussion would go back to events and issues covered earlier in the interview. For
the recording of their responses I used a tape recorder. I negotiated this with them when I first
approached them and repeated the request again at the beginning of the interview. I stressed the
confidentiality of the process and that their names, and the names ofthe school and community,
would not appear in my thesis . The interviews lasted for about forty minutes and I did follow up
interviews with one of the students whom I felt was the most at ease in the interview situation in
order to probe more deeply on issues that had surfaced in the first round of interviews. After that
first repeat interview I felt that little that was new emerged, and decided not to pursue that process
as I felt I had enough data from other interviews and sources.
As far as staff were concerned the main difficulty was scheduling time with them given the
constraints on their time at school and the constraints imposed by my university responsibilities.
For these reasons I interviewed one in my office and two at home. The interview focussed on the
teacher's background and literate life history looking particularly at teacher training and the way
they saw the teaching and learning of writing in the school. I investigated their perceptions of
students' attitudes to writing as well as their understanding of students' general background and
community experience. I also sought their perceptions of the problems and possibilities of the
situation they and the students were working in. In doing so I was picking up on issues
highlighted by the LLHs I had done with the students in relation to their experiences of writing,
feedback practices, use of textbooks and general classroom procedures they had mentioned. I
made the interviews as informal and open-ended as possible. I had a list ofcentral and follow-up
questions that tended initially to follow the chronological order of the teacher's life history. The
interviews ended up with discussion around their perceptions ofthe possibilities and constraints
of teaching in the school, and their responses to issues about teaching writing that had emerged
form the learners' LLHs and my observations. I had to be flexible to allow questions and issues
to arise from the interviews themselves.
In setting up interviews with staff members, I approached those teachers that I had got to know
well and who , in informal conversations, had expressed interest in the issues I was researching.
I then approached them formally and requested an opportunity to interview them. At this juncture
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I took on the role of researcher and was no longer just a colleague. However, I felt that my long
period of work in the school paid dividends as I felt that I was trusted by the teachers. I stressed
that they were under no obligation to comply with my request and assured them ofconfidentiality.
I stressed that my purpose with the interviews was to learn about and understand the context in
which they were working rather than to judge it - that I was seeking understandings and
explanations from insiders rather then acting as a critic. As far as recording responses was
concerned I asked them for permission to use a tape recorder and offered to show them my
transcripts and my interpretation of it. All expressed interest in reading my thesis but were not
concerned with checking my transcripts and interpretations beforehand.
The interview that took place in my office was with a Science teacher who had taken study leave
to study on our campus. He studied two of the courses offered by our department: Learning,
Language and Logic, a one year course aimed at developing ESL students' academic literacy and
communicative competence; and Applied Language Studies, a general Applied Linguistics course
in which he majored. He lived in the community, had done all his schooling there , and had taught
in the school since 1984. I had got to know him well both as a teaching colleague and as a student.
This long association allowed the interview to be informal, a focussed conversation on the issues
surrounding the teaching of writing in the school in question. We sat facing each other with the
tape recorder on a table next to us. The fact that the interview took place in my office and that ,
as his lecturer, I was a 'gatekeeper' as far as his academic progress was concerned, could have
been inhibiting factors . However, I feel our long association and his success as a student
mitigated strongly against these potentially face-threatening aspects of the interview. A second
interview was with an old friend of mine with whom I had worked in NEUSA and in the NECC
in the late 1980s and early 1990s. He had been the senior History teacher until the end of 1995
when he took up a post at our university. This interview took place in my home and, as friends
and equals, we were able to create an informal and facilitative interview context. The third
interview also took place at my house. He had been the senior English teacher at the school but
had left the school in 1996 to work in the business world. While I did not share as close a personal
relationship with him as with the previous respondent, we had a good relationship, and the
interview went smoothly as a result.
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The fact that both the senior History and English teachers were out ofthe school and the education
system probably facilitated a freer exchange of information. They would not feel that anything
they said would have any implications for their careers. This raises the question of the subjects'
view ofthe interviewing process and whether the context in which they were working would have
any bearing on this view. In the 1970s and 1980s the education authorities ofthe DET kept strict
control over what happened in schools and especially what research was done. This seemed to
have dissipated by the time I started in the school because the principal merely consulted the PTA
of the school about my presence there and not the education authorities. However, it was
important to ensure that the teachers did not perceive the interviews as judgmental. I stressed the
confidentiality ofthe interview ensuring them that their names would not be used, that neither the
name of the community nor the school would be used. I stressed their role as informants for me
as I lacked their knowledge and experience of the context in which we were working. I also
pointed out that I needed their explanations for some ofthe observations I had made. I tried as far
as possible to put them in the role ofexpert commentators on the school and community context.
During the interviews of both teachers and students I refrained from taking notes because I was
worried that participants would perceive this as some kind of commentary on their answers, and
that this would become an inhibiting factor. All in all I tried to make the interviews as close as
possible to informal conversations. However, it is impossible to escape the fact that an interview
is taking place and it is fruitless to attempt to pretend otherwise.
I also had a group discussion/interview with two teachers whom I invited to my house for supper.
The dynamics of interview situations change considerably whenever more than one person is
being interviewed, or when more than one is doing the interviewing. Chin (1994; 258-264)
succinctly identifies these differences. Group interviews are more likely to result in a joint
construction or interpretation ofissues, with participants 'building answers' as they go along. This
allows for a number of perspectives to be brought to bear on the situation and could result in
participants thinking more deeply and reflectively about the issues being discussed. The other
advantage is that an open discussion might 'validate' perspectives that some participants might
not have felt free to express in other contexts. The obvious dangers are that some participants'
perspectives are lost in the process as 'consensus' is striven for. Also dominance of one
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perspective might mean that opposing views are not brought forward. A problem for ESL
speakers in my context is that language problems might inhibit responses so that the first opinion
expressed could be the one accepted in order to escape the potentially face-threatening burden of
further interaction. I did not formally record this interview as I had set it up as a social occasion
and an opportunity to discuss issues relating to the school. Nevertheless, I was able to raise similar
issues to those that I had raised in the more formal interviews and to debate rsponses to them. As
such it provided useful insights.
3.5 Other Data Gathering Processes
Most ofthe other data gathering methods have already been mentioned in the description of the
history and evolution of the data gathering process. Suffice here to summarise them and the
rationale for their use:
• For two years, 1993 and 1994, I marked the matriculation English second language essay
paper. This was because I experienced a surprising lack of interest in essay writing
amongst the pupils I taught, given the importance of the essay in the overall mark
allocation ofthe examination. Pupils seemed more interested in decontextualised grammar
exercises. I felt that part of the explanation for these attitudes might lie in the way in
which the matriculation examination was set and the criteria for evaluation that were
•
•
employed. Given the potential filter down effect that public exit examinations might have
on teachers' and pupils' perceptions ofwhat was valued, it would be important to gain an
understanding ofwhat messages the matriculation examination sent to teachers and pupils
about writing.
I observed teaching in the classroom across a range of subjects to see what range of
writing tasks pupils were required to do and how these were taught and assessed. I wanted
to see how this related to what had emerged from learners' LLHs. I also followed a class
around from lesson to lesson for a number ofdays to get firsthand experience oftheir day-
to-day experience of writing.
I colIected their exercise books across different subjects to see how much extended writing
learners were required to do and how teachers responded to their writing.
"
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• I also examined official documents such as syllabuses, teacher guides and schedules, and
examinations across different subjects. I felt these documents would provide important
insights into how teachers perceived the teaching of writing. They would reveal
information which would have a bearing on teachers' workloads, their attitudes towards
writing and its place in the curriculum, and how they taught and assessed writing.
• I analysed pupils' writing to see what they revealed about their understandings of the
structural and linguistic conventions of different genres.
To conclude, this chapter has described the basic principles underlying ethnographic research
methods and their applicability to this investigation. In the course of describing the history and
development of the research process, the use of literate life histories as a tool for ethnographic
research was established, and the rationale for their employment in the context of the research
explained. The need for triangulation of data by employing different methods and sources from
data collection was also explored and the different ways in which this was accomplished was
described. This picture describes an attempt to fulfil a number of aims of ethnographic research
such as:
• to study people's behaviour in the ongoing settings in which it occurs and to provide a
cultural interpretation oftheir behaviour from their words and actions, 'a descriptive and
interpretive-explanatory account' (Watson-Gegeo 1988: 577);
• to capture the 'local meanings' (Erickson 1986: 121-122) that events have for the
participants;
• and to bring to the surface the 'sediment' that shapes their attitudes, perceptions and
knowledge.
By doing so the research process hopes to provide insight into the literacy experiences ofleamers
in one school context and how these are shaped by a variety of factors, such as: the training and
attitudes of teachers; the constraints imposed by syllabuses and examinations; and many others.
In essence, the research process is an attempt to describe and analyse the teaching of writing in




'VOICES IN THE DARK' - LEARNERS' LITERATE HISTORIES IN SCHOOL
This chapter analyses the data collected by the various means described in chapter 3 and it is
analysed in terms of the criteria established in chapter 2. The central core ofmy data comes from
literate life histories (LLHs) collected from six grade 11 students, and this data is triangulated
with data collected from:
• interviews with teachers detailing their LLHs and their responses to some of the issues
raised by the learners' LLHs;
• participant observation as an examiner in the English Second Language National Senior
Certificate matriculation examinations;
• observation of classroom teaching and activities;
• my own observations as a teacher of standard nine English classes over two and a half
years;
• data from more informal sources such as conversations and observations;
• investigation ofofficial documents which impact on the teaching ofwriting in the school
system;
• and analysis of students' writing.
This data is analysed in relation to what kinds and levels ofliterate competencies the teaching of







what genres students experience in their schooling;
how those genres are taught and assessed;
how these experiences of writing shape learners' skills, attitudes to, and perceptions of
writing and of themselves as writers;
what the reasons are for the ways in which writing is taught and assessed;
and what the outcomes are for the learners in relation to access to different levels and
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kinds of literacy.
The LLHs and interviews with teachers mention fictional names allocated to each individual.
Excerpts from their interviews are included in the appendices, together with background
information on each of them. As each respondent is introduced the appropriate appendix number
is indicated.
The community and school in which the study took place have already been described in chapter
3. It will be sufficient to provide a brief summary of the school at this juncture to remind the
reader of central features of the school and its operation. While the school is relatively well
provided for in terms ofbuildings, desks, a science laboratory, a domestic science room, and some
computers, it still suffers from many of the problems of black school s in South Africa. The
community surrounding it is poor, there is high unemployment , poor and overcrowded housing
and a high crime rate. This impacts on the school in a numb er ofways . School prop erty has often
been vandalised or stolen, which has resulted in the erection of high security fencing around the
school. Pupils often do not have a place to do homework at home and homes are often used to run
businesses involving the pupils' time. The high unemployment is a demoti vating factor, with few
graduates from the school being able to find jobs, and this in turn contributes to pupils '
involvement in crime. The relationship between school and community is problematic, with the
different constituents - teachers, parents and students - often at odds with each other over issues.
Within the school environment, a number ofproblems exist. Formal schoo ling often takes a long
time to get underway at the beginning of the year. In 1993 and 1994 the full timetable took a
month to be finalised and many classes spent hours doing no school work. Classroom teaching
usually stopped at the end of October for examinations which effectively meant that learners in
this school were receiving nearly two months less teaching time per year than their counterparts
in more advantaged schools in the city . There is also a short age of textbooks in many subjects
which contributes to the maintenance ofrote learning methods. All in all there is a genera l apathy
about school work and homework; there is a high drop out rate; absenteeism is high especially
after the lunch break; and the matriculation pass rate is dism ally low. This situation is not helped
by large classes and the retrenchment and redeployment of teachers . It is against this backdrop
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that the data gathered in the research needs to be understood.
4.1 Analysis and Interpretation of the Learners' Literate Life Histories (LLHs)
What emerges from the LLHs of learners is analysed and triangulated with findings from other
areas ofthe research process. For example, the assessment practices ofteachers that emerge from
the LLHs is linked to assessment practices and criteria used in matriculation examinations as a
means of providing some explanation for teachers' practices. The criteria for effective writing
programmes established in chapter 2, against which the data will be analysed, are summarised
as follows:
• The development of a confidence-building and risk-taking environment where learners'
confidence in the value and worth of their own 'voices' and experiences is encouraged.
• Conscious attention to strategies for effective writing and the development of an
awareness of writing as a process of refinement.
• Explicit teaching of the relationship between the social purposes of texts and their
conventional structural and linguistic realisations.
• Content which gives learners an experience of a wide range of genres.
• Assessment practices which are linguistically principled, criterion referenced and thereby
diagnostic and formative as well as summative.
• A sequenced and explicit process ofmoving from the familiar, through the abstraction of
the specialised knowledge of schooling, to reflective, critical practice.
An analysis ofleamers' experiences ofwriting in school in the light of these criteria indicate that
they have encountered little that would be considered appropriate (Appendices 3-8). They have
experienced very minimal writing and most of it has consisted of 'one-off' efforts with little or
no comment on them. In other words the prevalent process was one where the teacher provided
the topics, pupils wrote a single draft, and this was returned by teachers with minimal comment
and a summative mark.
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4.1.1 Quantity of Writing and Range of Genres Experienced
In both language classes (English and Zulu) and content subjects, Thulani (Appendix 3), Gladys
(Appendix 4), Prof (Appendix 5), Romeo (Appendix 6), Roka (Appendix 7) and Kingsize
(Appendix 7) all report similar experiences. In language classes Thulani states that he wrote
'business and informal and friendly letters' and compositions on 'birthday parties and trips'. He
never experienced writing an argumentative essay and remembered writing an average of two
compositions a year, one ofthem being in an examination: 'We write one composition and write
one composition in the exams, two compositions'. Kingsize remembers writing one letter and one
composition per year in English and the same for Zulu in the primary school. In standard six he
wrote three different types ofletters, namely the formal letter, the informal letter and the business
letter. The amount ofwriting throughout his high school career averaged around two letters and
an essay a year in both English and Zulu although he described the three compositions he did in
standard eight as 'dialogues'. Gladys mentioned only 'reports on things they had read from
books' and letters and had never written an argumentative (expository) essay. Prof's memories
of writing experiences at high school consisted of two essays in Zulu in standard seven (grade
nine) and one in English, and six or seven letters across both languages. In standard eight he
recalled 'two compositions in Zulu and about three letters' and in English' only one letter and two
compositions'. He commented that in standard eight 'nothing was new ...basically we were forced
to stay with the language we had to push the language' . This can be interpreted from my
observations of other classes as a focus on grammar exercises and comprehension exercises. In
standard nine Profrecalls writing two compositions, one essay and four letters across both English
and Zulu and was never asked to write an argumentative essay although he recalls making notes
for oral debates. Romeo' s first experience of any extended writing in both English and Zulu was
in standard four when he wrote about five letters in Zulu and 'two or three' in English. In standard
five he remembers writing three telegrams, no letters because 'telegrams were new to us' and two
compositions in both Zulu and English. In high school in standard six he encountered a business
letter 'to order something' which was written in both Zulu and English. This was a feature ofthat
year, what was written in Zulu was also written in English. He felt that he encountered an
unusually heavy writing load in that year, 'write too many, too many', as he wrote four
compositions in Zulu and four in English. The rest of his high school career consisted of two
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letters and two compositions a year for both Zulu and English. Roka remembers about four
writing activities a year in primary school where learners were given a topic and could choose
between writing a letter, dialogue or composition around that topic. Roka's high school
experience ofextended writing was minimal. He remembers two or three compositions a year but
some of these had been copied from boards; when questioned about what writing he had done
himself, he said that he had only written one a year and another in the examinations. In his
standard nine year he had only written one 'composition' which consisted of a letter written by
the teacher on the board (I was present on this occasion), copied by the learners: 'she was just
telling us, just showing us on the board, you also do the same and that's how we did it'. This he
maintained was how he 'wrote' all his letters during his high school career.
The overwhelming impression from these respondents is that they wrote few essays and that these
essays were predominantly recounts or descriptions. The topics that seemed prevalent were topics
about journeys ('My Journey by Train/Bus'), accidents, important days in their lives, sports
events, frightening or important experiences, and topics like 'My School', 'The School that I
would Like', 'My First day at School' for descriptive essays. Kingsize recalls writing about
'myself, 'my dog and my school', and 'about what you want to be when you grow up'. One
respondent remarked in conversation that he had written 'My Journey by Train' each year for
three years. He added that as he had not ever been on a train he made a story up each year. When
I have mentioned this in workshops that I have conducted with teachers and adult educators, they
indicate that that particular topic is formulaically set on a regular basis across the school system.
There is no evidence of any of these pupils being asked to write an argument. Prof and Romeo
have experienced oral class debates but they were never required to present these arguments in
written form. Romeo recalls a debate against another school where only a small group of five
were involved in preparing the debate. In relation to issues of access to wide communicative
power through control over a variety of genres, it seems that these learners have been provided
with access to an extremely narrow range of genres. This will impact negatively on their
opportunities to participate in society. The complete absence of any writing of argument, for
example, would make success in tertiary institutions very problematic. Furthermore, these
students are not being provided with the scaffolded experience to move from everyday spoken
language and be apprenticed into the abstraction of specialised knowledge (Macken-Horarik
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1996) .
These conclusions are reinforced when one examines their experiences of writing in content
subjects. Most of their writing seems to consist of copying notes from the board. This was
corroborated by my own informal observations around the school and when I followed a class
from lesson to lesson over a week. Thulani speaks of his writing over a school day as consisting
largely ofcopying notes from the board, ' ...in History we are taught then given the skeleton notes
of the chapter and then the teacher asks us to make our own notes most of the time. I do notes in
History, Biology and Geography'. In standard six, seven and eight they did not write any essays
in history: ' we were just answering short questions'. In standard nine they were confronted with
an essay topic but 'we were not informed about how we must put our ideas, we just put it on all
scattered all of it not in a paragraph form ...our writing was like the notes from the board'. Gladys
reported that she had not written any compositions in Geography or History. Prof also reported
extensive copying from the board in Physics, Biology and Geography. He explains this as result
of a shortage of textbooks in the classroom and also in terms of a dependence on the teacher. For
example, the Geography teacher used to do her own notes and photocopy them for learners. Prof
stated that she did the notes because 'they propose how can the student do their own notes, but
the problem is you see the students were complaining they can't do that ... it's too hard, some of
us were saying yes we can do the notes, some of us can say no we can't, so the majority say we
can't so we end ofsaying okay the teachers have to do the notes'. In Geography learners were not
required to write an essay, 'we just go straight to the points the main points we have to do'. This
was confirmed in observations of other classrooms where in the Biology class, for example,
students walked into the classroom and immediately copied notes which filled the blackboard
across the width ofthe classroom. In the last fifteen minutes ofthe session the teacher explained
the notes . Both Romeo and Kingsize confirm this observation. Kingsize described the experience
as follows:
Hey, in Biology as you saw, we would have to write notes, then the next day the
teacher would explain the notes to us. We had to write an assignment - maybe we
would have to write about, explain this, in so many words. Or maybe we would
just describe - the parasite life cycle, you see.Then we would have to write it like
that.
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He used Biology as an example ofthe type ofwriting he experienced in other subjects - copying
notes from the board and using those to reproduce short answer 'assignments'. Gladys describes
her experience ofHistory as, 'I copy from the board and I, I read the questions, from that notes' .
Thulani's explanation for this seems to be centred around his sense of students' grammatical
inadequacies which he feels make textbooks incomprehensible: 'we must know how to place the
words that we might help the ideas, the meaning'. He also feels the teachers know what is
important for examinations and tests:
The book sometimes mentioned the things that are not very much important. The
teacher will give the notes because he know what the test needs. He will just give
the important things.
He is aware that this has serious effects on pupils' confidence and their ability to write:
That's why you may find that if you talk with the students he will take time to understand
what is being said because most of the time he is not talking he is first given the work, given
the work. When you done the work, given the mark, finish .
All the respondents describe their writing experience in other subjects as confined to writing short
answers to questions set by the teacher. Roka describes writing in science as 'describe experiment,
analyse its use' and in biology examination tasks as 'she will give us a diagram of a male
reproductive cell then we will label it and we will ask questions... '. When asked about his writing
experiences in other subjects Romeo used the example ofBiology: 'There was nothing, nothing.
You only write notes and the teacher will explain to us, then he will give us some c1asswork we
must do this, do that, we must answer these questions'. The same sort ofprocess applied in Prof s
experience of geography. Martin (1993a) and Macken-Horarik (1996) both emphasise the need
for factual writing to be explicitly taught from the early stages ofschooling. Martin questions the
practice in Australian schools often years of narrative/expressive writing followed by a sudden
and unsupported demand to write argument, literary criticism and other forms of more advanced
factual writing. He argued that this favoured middle class learners: those whose patterns of
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interact ion and access to reading enabled them to gain control over these genres without explicit
help . For learners from ESL and marginalised communities this sort oflearning experience would
be inadequate and would result in unequal access to tertiary education and emplo yment
opportunities. Thulani describes a similar sort of experience with the writing of History essays:
During standard eight and seven we didn't write essays , we were just answering
those short questions ... [in standard nine] while we were given the topic [of a
history essay] we were not informed about how we must put our ideas, wejust put
it on all scattered, all of it not in a paragraph form ... we had no idea what
strategies we must use . Our writing was like the notes from the board. We done
it and when she marked it she didn't complain that we used the wrong tactic to
write the essay .
The sort of teaching practices described by the pupils above indicates that they are not being
systematically inducted into 'dealing with texts which construct and disseminate knowledge' nor
with the way in which 'knowledge is built up and modelled through the language of the written
style'. Martin (1993b) would argue that science learners would 'need an understanding of the
structure ofgenres and the grammar oftechnicality' (202). Without this they are unable to produce
writing that would be ' respected' by gatekeepers of the discipline.
4.1.2 Textbooks and Literate Development
Interviews with teachers (Appendices 9-11) on this issue revealed a numb er of reasons for the
practice of reproducing textbooks in note form on the blackboard. First and foremost there was
a shortage of textbooks (in the biology class ment ioned earlier there were three textbooks
available in a class ofthirty). Secondly, many ofthe textbooks are inappropriate and inaccessible
for ESL learners, and a History teacher felt that by writing his own notes on the board he was
' translating' the text books and making them comprehensible to his learners . Dumisa, a science
teacher (Appendix 10), stated that 'you find yourself forced to do that because on their own
students cannot handle those textbooks, language inside there becomes a problem ' . Another very
interesting explanation was provided by a Geography teacher, who stated that this practice of
copying was a teacher strategy to deal with the heavy demands ofthe syllabus. Principals and the
inspectorate tended to demand written evidence that work was covered. The mos t expedient way
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to accomplish this, given work conditions, was to get children to copy from the board and thus
provide the necessary evidence that the syllabus was 'covered' . The teacher in question called this
,the-crunch- and-carry -on-method' descriptive ofthe treadmi11 process 0 f comp leting the syllabus.
It also indicated an awareness that though the work had been covered, not much would have been
comprehended. Bongani (Appendix 9) had another view ofthe relationship between the textbook
situation and notes on the blackboard. He stated that there was no shortage of textbooks at the
school, it was just that the pupils lost them because they never felt the necessity to bring them to
school. He stated that when pupils come to school they only carry 'exercise books, no textbooks.
Because the kids know you go to biology, you write notes, you go to geography, you write notes'.
According to him the books are lost early in the year 'because they do not have to carry them to
class' .
These comments by teachers have interesting parallels in the research done under the auspices of
the Presidents Education Initiative (PEI). Launched in 1996, the research component of the PEI
commissioned 35 research studies in the following areas:
• establishing best practices in the teaching of mathematics, science, or English with
particular reference to Curriculum 2000 .
• identifying difficulties in the teaching oflarge classes, multigrade classes or multilingual
classes and investigating ways of overcoming these.
• investigating the availability and use of learning materials .
(Diphofa, Vinjevold and Taylor 1999: 6)
The PEI research found that very few teachers are using textbooks in any systematic way even
when they are available. Teachers cited many of the reasons for this situation mentioned by the
teachers in this study, namely, that students are unable to read them, and that they are out-of-date
and inappropriate. On the other hand, the PEI research suggests that many teachers avoid using
textbooks because of their own poor content knowledge and reading skills. An added factor that
comes from this research is that systemic pressures, in the form of syllabus demands, the
bureaucracy ofaccountability, and overcrowded classrooms, push teachers towards strategies such
as blackboard notes to provide written evidence of work covered. Whatever the combination of
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reasons for the situation described in the PE! research and this study, the fact that learners leave
their textbooks at home because they are never required to use them at school indicates the extent
to which learners are deprived of literacy skills.
Genre analysts would argue that textbooks should serve as powerful models ofdiscipline specific
genres . They should provide the means for students to move from everyday experience to the
domain of specialised knowledge (Macken-Horarik 1996). What the respondents have
experienced does not provide them with this sort of experience nor does it enable them to work
independently with textbooks. Furthermore, as Thulani stated, this classroom process promotes
replication and rote learning without any reflective and developmental process involved in
writing: 'when you done the work, given the mark, finish'. Various researchers in South African
education have commented on the issue oftextbooks and their impact on learning and teaching .
Macdonald (1990a,b) commented on the effect of the sudden transition from mother-tongue
instruction for the first four years of schooling (with English as a subject) to English as medium
of instruction (MOl) in the fifth year. She calculated that on average in these circumstances,
children could develop an English vocabulary ofapproximately 800 words. However, the children
were faced with text books across all the different subjects which required a vocabulary ofaround
5000 words . They were thus faced with the onerous tasks oflearning a deluge of new concepts
in different disciplines and a new language at the same time. The learners did not have the
language skills to process and internalise new concepts. Langham (1993) confirmed Macdonald' s
findings. He found the gap between the learners' language competence and the language levels
demanded by the text books so vast that learners were unable to read the text books or manage
the tasks and exercises. The textbooks did not take the learners ' language levels into account nor
their frames ofreference. This meant that they did not provide appropriate mediating experiences
which would have enabled learners to move from their own knowledge and experience into the
new concepts that the textbooks were supposed to be developing.
In the face of these difficulties, Macdonald found that teachers resorted to methods that were
ultimately detrimental to the conceptual development ofthe learners . Classroom interaction was
dominated by teacher talk, chanted responses by the learners , rote learning and memorisation.
Macdonald saw the situation as self-perpetuating. Teachers resorted to rote learning and drilling
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because learners could not read and, because ofthis, learners did not learn to read effectively. The
result was a crippling neglect ofthe basic skills on which the future academic progress oflearners
depends, namely, listening, speaking, reading and writing. Vinjevold (1999), summarising the PEI
research into the provision and use of learning materials in South African schools, writes that
teachers either do not use materials, such as textbooks, or use them in a haphazard way. The tasks
'do not demand higher order skills and knowledge' and 'often do not engage learners in
progressively more demanding activities aimed at developing reading, writing and numeracy
skills' (184). In particular, Macdonald found minimal time spent on reading and writing. The
learners' LLHs indicate that this is a practice which permeates the whole system. The prevalence
of copying notes off blackboards, and the minimal writing and narrow range of genres that
learners experience, confirm Macdonald' s findings . They indicate that the problems set in motion
by the transition to English as MOl in year five without sufficient conceptual development in their
mother tongue and sufficient English language development are ones that learners carry with them
throughout their schooling. It also indicates that these problems impact on the methodologies
teachers' employ to respond to them.
The issue of the use of textbooks has important implications for the development of appropriate
and empowering literate behaviours in learners. Vinjevold (1999: 166-168) reports on research
in the Philippines and South Africa where students who used textbooks achieved more than
learners who did not. The research in South Africa reported more individual and group work, and
more involvement and motivation. Furthermore, the more the materials were used the greater the
benefits. In contrast, the situation described by the learners in this research indicates the extent
to which important learning experiences are being denied them. This will have a significantly
detrimental effect on their ability to process and produce texts and consequently on their chances
of success in their academic and working lives .
4.1.3 The Teaching of Writing
As far as the teaching of writing is concerned Thulani's predominant memory was of the
'teacher in class with a book oflanguage we will get and exercise book on top of
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the desk. We just read the comprehension. After that we just answer the question.
We will not be given maybe anything, maybe like a composition to make us create
things for ourselves. We usually depend on the books, depend on the teacher.'
He feels that they were 'not educated how to write a composition' , 'We just copy the composition
to see how composition appears. Afterwards we write the same composition in a test'. The overall
impression from Thulani's LLB is that teaching consisted ofvague general comments about the
structure ofan essay using an example from the board: 'They talked about [introductions] but they
did not make sure that we understand how to use it. They just talked. If then the teacher's work
is done. Okay finished'. As far as the teaching ofparagraphs was concerned it seemed to consist
ofthe teacher talking about an example on the board, 'the pupils just take the copied message then
the teacher will explain each and every paragraph what it is about'. Prof also spoke of teachers
writing something on the board, an example or 'some notes' and after explaining what is on the
board, instructing the learners to do the same thing on their own. With letters 'you have to take
this stuff that you have sawn on the board and you have to copy that as it is on the board and
you'll do your own letter'. With compositions, after discussion on the notes, the teachers say 'this
is the notes and you have to copy these notes ... you have to know them and learn them and
practise how to write a composition'. Gladys was taught that compositions should be in stages and
that compositions must not be written like a letter, 'each composition should have a topic and
what ideas you put across should be in line with the topic and then you write it sort of formally'.
Kingsize recalls copying letters from the board in primary school and reproducing them in
examinations or tests. In standard six, with the different types ofletters, he was required to copy
them from the board and then use those models to write homework assignments. He was also
taught how to plan an essay in standard six but there is little evidence that that sort ofteaching
was consistent through his high school career. Romeo and Roka both received some tuition in
planning an essay and building a coherent structure by modelling an essay on the board. Romeo
describes the process:
... you write the introduction ofthe topic, you introduce your topic. And she will
read to us the whole thing, the whole composition. Then she will tells us okay that
you see this paragraph here on the introduction of this topic I am writing about,
and the body, and the summary, now the conclusion of all you've said and done,
and there was it.
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While genre-based approaches favour modelling of texts they emphasise comparison across
genres to bring home to learners how different communicative purposes are realised differently,
each genre having its own distinctive beginning, middle and end. There is no evidence of this in
the learners ' experience. Given the narrow focus on narrative/expressive writing, these learners
will only acquire a formulaic notion of 'introduction, body and conclusion' with no idea of how
these might differ across genres nor of the functionality of that difference. For example, Romeo
was told that 'you must write about 5 lines not about 10 to 15 lines , they said that is not a
paragraph' . When asked why this was not considered a paragraph he answered, 'Because that is
like if you are writing 15 lines that's a full page'.
The learners in this study are also not made aware of the link between context and language and
thus between a genre and its linguistic realisations. My observations ofclasses and their exercise
books revealed a preoccupation with decontextualised grammar exercises. There were no
exercises that would encourage an awareness of language as a meaning-making resource as
proposed by SFG linguists. When questioned, learners reported that most of the teaching time
in the languages was taken up with teaching literature and grammar. Roka stated that teachers
taught literature and 'how to write, and also read language. I think language is what we did the
most '. It is interesting that when asked about what writing activities he experienced at school ,
Roka always mentioned grammar exercises first. In primary school, ' ... for instance a teacher will
write a sentence on the board then he would say, okay, let's do a negative form of that sentence'
and 'Also we did spelling, ya, abbreviations, also doing the opposites. We were given names and
write the opposite of that'. In high school what he rememb ered about language work was
changing sentences from direct to indirect speech and doing conjunctions. Prof, talking about his
experience ofwriting in standard eight, saw it as the same as standard seven 'because nothing was
new ... basically we were forced to stay with the language, we had to push the language' . In other
subjects there is no evidence of any explicit teaching around the relationship between language
and context to develop an understanding of the language for constructing reality in different
subject areas. These learners experience language teaching for the sake oflanguage teaching, and
not as a meaning-making resource at text level, for specific purposes and audiences, and across
all areas of the curriculum. In contrast, Macken-Horarik (1996 : 273) quotes a teacher to illustrate
her approach to the teaching of language in her science classes :
11 4
[I] explicitly model the language demands ofthe genre. I show them and tell them
how to do it; step one, two, three, etcetera. I show the connectors, the processes.
I am really down at language level. And then they have the means for dealing with
language on their own. They can deconstruct texts even in exams. The language
functions are there even in short-answer questions.
4.1.4 Assessment of Writing
The issue of language teaching is inextricably linked to assessment response strategies. It is
through engagement with the process of drafting-feedback-redrafting that learners can be made
explicitly aware oflanguage/context relationships. Macken and Slade (1993) demonstrated how
genre-based approaches enabled linguistically principled, criterion referenced assessment
practices to be developed, that could be used by teachers to respond diagnostically and
formatively to students' texts. The evidence from learners' LLHs indicates that they are not taught
in a way that would develop the idea ofwriting as a process of refinement. There is evidence that
learners experienced some modelling about basic essay structure (introduction, body and
conclusion) but this was too generic to help them with anything beyond narrati ve writing. Beyond
that learners experienced writing as a one-offprocess whereby the teacher determined the topic,
a draft was submitted and then returned with a summative mark attached. What little comment
there has been has focussed on surface errors such as spelling and narrow formulaic issues of
addresses and spaces between paragraphs. When asked what comments teachers made on his
written work, Profmentions vague comments such as 'it just be perfect, or others say you didn't
learn, or you didn't study your notes. Others say you've done a lot, it's quite right it's excellent
... English on there they just underline that and say that's not the right word ' . The only rewriting
he mentioned was corrections. Roka had similar experiences where if he made a mistake the
teacher 'just put a line on that' . The focus ofcomments was on grammar mistakes. In high school
the main comments that he remembered were about bad handwriting and the 'poorness of your
English' although he also experienced comments about structure such as 'you mustn't mix your
points'. In primary school Romeo remembers comments about the crossing of his 'Ts', writing
short and not long sentences, grammatical mistakes, and ordering of ideas. In high school he had
to rewrite grammatical errors. For Kingsize there was no rewriting: 'No, they wouldjust point to
the paragraph where you wrote wrong. They would say this is supposed to be changed to this, and
they would just correct it for you'. Perhaps the experience ofthese learners as far as assessment
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and response to their writing is concerned, can be summed up by Romeo, 'Aah they were not
encouraging. I have to say that' .
The learners' experience of assessment, as outlined above, does not provide them with the
scaffolded guidance they require to gain control of the various academic genres of schooling.
Because the whole writing process is confined to a single draft the comments on texts are severely
limited in their effect. As a result, teachers do not develop a collaborative relationship with
students, a situation exacerbated by large classes, nor are they able to provide specific strategies
which learners can act on to overcome communicative problems. The absence of explicit
linguistic and structural criteria on the lines developed by Macken and Slade (1993) further
constrains the ability ofthe teachers to make a meaningful contribution to their learners' control
of a range of genres across the school curriculum. These crucial issues of assessment will be
discussed in more detail in this chapter when data from teachers' interviews and matriculation
marking practices are examined.
4.1.5 Summing up of Learners' Literate Life Histories
The overall impression gained from this examination oflearners' LLHs is one that would support
Luke's (1994) supposition that 'achievement in reading, writing and affiliated schools subjects
is at least in part produced by inequitable and inappropriate teaching texts and assessment'(6).
Furthermore there is little in their experience ofwriting that would be affirmed by either process
or genre-base approaches to writing. What they experience does not give them confidence or a
sense of voice. Thulani's remarks constantly refer to a disempowering experience: 'we not
encouraged to write ... not taught how to be independent - create things for ourselves ... we usually
depend on the book, depend on the teacher'. Prof sums up the effect of copying copious notes
from the board with 'you can't do anything', while for Romeo 'For me I can say writing is not
good'. The writing process in language classes has been confined to either copying teachers'
essays and rewriting them in texts or examinations (a 'show and tell' process) or writing on a
narrow range ofteacher-determined topics. There is no evidence ofstudents experiencing writing
as a process nor of any teacher intervention in the different stages of writing as outlined by Coe
(1986), Zamel (1985) and Callaghan et al (1993).
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An analysis of their experience in language classes shows that they have only encountered an
extremely narrow range ofgenres consisting mainly ofnarratives and recounts. Their only venture
into other factual genres has been in the form of business letters. They have not been given any
explicit guidance in the structural and linguistic conventions of narratives or recounts nor of any
other genres. In content subjects their experience has been largely one of copying from books or
blackboards with no explicit apprenticeship into the task demands of writing in different
disciplines. While in one sense their experience has involved modeling, in that they have copied
essays and texts, it is obvious that it has an extremely narrow focus which does not provide
learners with the tools to explore writing for a range of purposes and audiences. Thulani, for
example, does not feel he knows how to write an essay for History or, for example, to seek
employment. 'We find a big problem how to write an essay because most of us don't know how
to write it ... we just put it in all scattered, all of it not in a paragraph form'. It is apparent from
the learners' statements that their school experience leaves pupils to 'pick up' writing by some
'osmotic' process (Martin 1989: 61). This means that the skills of writing in powerful genres are
being passed on selectively in the school system as a whole, and that this experience has severe
consequences in terms of what competencies these students can take into the marketplace of
further education and jobs.
4.2 Triangulating Data from Other Sources
4.2.1 Interviews with Teachers
In seeking an explanation for the experience of writing summed up above it is important to
investigate what teachers have to say about the teaching ofwriting in the school, and to examine
their schooling and their training as teachers. Interviews with teachers about their LLHs and,
particularly their training as teachers, provide a number of important insights into the writing
experiences of learners as revealed in their LLHs. Written LLHs from teachers indicated very
similar experiences to those recorded by the learners in this investigation:
In Primary school there was no free writing. From std four to std six we were
given copies of three letters and one composition. There was always one formal
letter for ordering books and two informal letters. One to a friend and another one
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to parents. We had to memorise these letters and be able to reproduce one of them
during the exams, same with the composition.
After a topic we were required to indicate a sort ofplanning ofwhich our teachers
did not lead us well in that aspect. One would divide a composition into
paragraphs any how. Logical strategies were not introduced. Most of the time our
teachers playing an active role whilst teaching. Some displaying their accuracy in
pronounciation. Even when you tried to interfere the teacher's responses were so
negative.
The first interview to be analysed is that ofLungisi because his LLH follows the most prevalent
pattern of the majority of staff members; from school, through teachers' training colleges, to
teaching in the school. Lungisi is a teacher at the school who has lived in this community since
early childhood when his family moved there from Soweto. He did his primary and secondary
schooling there except for his last two years when he went to another school because the
community school at that stage only went up to standard eight (grade 10). He subsequently has
taught there since graduating from teachers' training college. What is revealing is that as far as
the development ofwriting was concerned his school career closely mirrored those of the learners
interviewed. He remembers no extended writing in the primary school beyond the writing ofshort
paragraphs for Zulu and English on topics such as 'My first day at school', 'My school' , 'My
teacher'. In content subjects they only wrote short answers and filled in answers in blank spaces.
Their seemed little that was motivating about his experience of writing at school. When asked
,
whether he remembered any thing good or bad about his experience of writing at school he
replied: 'I can't say that there is this that I think it was good or that was bad, I was just doing it
... I thought I had to do it in order to succeed at school, so I was just doing it'. In high school the
range oftopics focused on narrative/descriptive writing, 'we were given some topics "The journey
by train" you know, sometimes things that even if you have never traveled on a train (laughter)
they give you that topic'. The process of writing in high school was similar to his experience in
the primary school: ' ... you were given a topic. Right here's your topic, got to write "My first day
at school", and the teacher would tell them that 'there is something called an introduction, in the
introduction you must do this and this and this and through the body goes to the conclusion'.
While this provided some sort of guidance to the structure of narrative genre Lungisi said that
there was little useful feedback after writing: 'we used to write these, submit them, get the mark ...
you just got the essay back and that was the end' and he found this a demotivating experience, 'I
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had not developed that interest in writing'. It was only in Biology that he experienced extended
writing ofa different genre, namely explanations ofthings like kidney functions. The teacher gave
them memoranda to compare to their answers and this provided some SOli of model for the
students.
Dumisa went to a teachers' training college for his primary teacher's diploma and then later
attended a correspondence training college to further his qualifications. In the former he
remembers assignments for all the different subjects but again he felt that feedback was
inadequate as they 'were focusing on the subject matter as such, not at, what can I say, writing
as such' and there was no chance to rewrite on the basis of comments. In the correspondence
training college lecturers provided comments and also provided guidelines at regional meetings.
However, what is interesting is the way he contrasts his university experience with that ofteacher
training. Lungisi came to study for a B.A. degree at the local campus and did two courses,
Learning, Language and Logic (3L) and Applied Language Studies (ALS) 110 which in different
ways focused on academic writing development. 3L focused on the general development of
students' communicative competence in an academic environment, including academic writing,
while ALS 110 was a course which adopted a genre approach to the teaching ofacademic writing.
Lungisi's comments on these two courses indicated a keen awareness of the difference between
his experience in these two courses and his previous experience. 'It's different from my previous
writing, you know maybe it's now because I'm now aware what is expected ofme, what type of
writing I must do, then I see the change ... I think ifIjust come here and do not do 3L I would be
having a problem that I wouldn't know that I'm having'. He felt that his previous writing in
teacher training was 'casual', and cited the process of redrafting after tutor comment on the first
draft in both courses as crucial to the development of his 'awareness' of academic writing task
demands. He stated that there should be courses like 3L and ALS for teacher training: 'I think if
you could take all the teachers that are practising now that are at schools teaching now, ifyou can
take those teachers teach them things like 3L, they will go back different teachers'. He stressed
that it was the 'awareness ofthe importance ofwriting' which was not part ofhis teacher training
expenence.
Mandla (Appendix 11), a senior history teacher, confirmed Lungisi's experience of teacher
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training. He had been to an elite black high school near Pinetown in Natal where he was taught
by English first language speakers. His comments on teacher training college are interesting in
that, with this schooling background, he found the work too simple: ' Suddenly I came to
where the college was taking care ofthe second language speakers and the assumption
- ---
was that all folks weren't really used to writing, so we were going back to the basics. It was quite
boring' . The types ofwriting they were asked to do, according to Mandla, 'would go back to the
basics , telling us how to write a narrative ... They would go for those simple ones, and they would
try and introduce us to discursive essays as well'. His criticism was that the work at the teachers
training college was too simple, and that when he came to study at university there was no link
between the types of tasks required at the two institutions. Thus it would seem that for many
teachers their experience of writing in the teacher training would be one that replicated their
experience of writing in school and would be characterised by limited feedback, little explicit
teaching ofthe task demands ofdifferent genres and a focus on content rather than communicative
effectiveness. Mand1a, commenting on teacher training colleges, stated that they were
... the worst case because they [teachers] come there with very little writing and
go to colleges, they get taught even less so and then they go back and teach our
own kids. I mean at the end of the day there will be a lot of people who are ill
prepared, and who are not keen to write.
This to some extent explains the practices described by learners in the LLHs. It seems that some
teacher training institutions do not develop teachers' literacy skills sufficiently for them to be
effective faci1itators of their learners ' entry into academic, or schooled literacy. Langhan (1993)
in his research into textbooks and their use in South African schools created a list of ' indictments'
for the situation he found . One ofthose listed was the teacher training colleges whom he indicted
for producing teachers who had little knowledge of: content subjects; educationally sound
methods of teaching and learning; and appropriate reading and writing skills (141).
Teachers made a number ofrevealing comments about the pressures that impacted on the teaching
of writing at the school. Bongani commented on the effect of poverty, stating that as one reason
why so little homework was done . 'When you come home, there 's no space where you can sit like
this and look at your book ... Even ifyou want to write there is no space to write'. This comment
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confirmed what one student said to me in response to a query about why she never did any
homework. She travelled a long distance to get to the school because of the political violence in
her area. The result was that she got up at about 5.30 am to catch two taxis to get to school and
then only arrived home after school at about 5.00pm. She said that because she was the only girl
in the house, she had to fetch the water, chop the wood, cook the dilU1er and wash up afterwards.
Only then could she start her homework under candlelight. Gladys also reported having to use
candles to read by.
Both Bongani, a senior English teacher, and Mandla spoke ofthe effect oflarge classes. Bongani
spoke of one year when he had five matric classes and one each in standard six and seven,
totalling, by his estimation, about three hundred pupils. Mandla said that this was a reason for the
lack of extended writing tasks, and the extensive use of short answer exercises, required by
teachers. Both teachers related this strategy to pressures within the system, echoing the sentiments
of the teacher who described the crunch-and-carry-on method as a means to satisfy authorities .
Mandla said teachers favoured short exercises because 'they can mark them very quickly, get
them back to the pupils, and then give them the next exercise. So with the authorities they would
be in the good books, but then pupils are going to lose out in the process'. Bongani, who was
exceptional in the school in that he required his classes to write at least one letter and one essay
a month, remembers a subject adviser criticising him for a lack of language exercises. It seems
from these interviews that the pressure teachers felt from educational authorities pushed them
towards the types ofexercises that would stall their learners' writing development in order to fulfil
syllabus requirements. Mandla highlighted another pressure oflarge classes, namely a focus on
the successful students at the expense of the weaker ones: 'You would then see that in practice,
in schools, with teachers attending to those who are showing signs of progress and then leaving
the rest'. This minors Martin's (1989) argument that schools tend to favour those that have the
best chance ofsucceeding, a case ofthe less advantaged students getting less and less ofwhat they
need and the more advantaged getting more. There will be more discussion about teachers'
responses to these pressures when syllabuses and teacher guides are analysed.
4.2.2 The Impact of Teachers' Response Behaviours on Student Writing
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Dumisa's comment on a lack of 'awareness of the importance of writing' and Macdonald's
finding of minimal reading and writing experience in the schools resonated with what emerged
from students' life histories, from my observations of teaching writing and from students'
discuss ions in dialogue journals. Students in the classes I taught showed little interest in
developing the skills ofwriting despite the high proportion of marks that the essay paper carries
in the examinations. In the 1993 and 1994 examinations the essay, on its own, counted for 70
marks out ofa total onoo for the whole English examination ofthree papers . My first experience
of this lack of interest in writing was when I took students through an essay writing process. I
involved them in generating ideas around their own topics through brainstorming and looping
activities, followed by selection of ideas and planning strategies. I then gave input and exercises
on essay structure and paragraphing. The students were then asked to go and write an essay using
the ideas and plans that had been generated. A week later when I asked for the essays to be handed
in, two revealing responses emerged. The first was that only four of the thirty four students in the
class submitted their essays. Questions around this were met with a general degree ofindifference.
In contrast to this, students showed a great deal more interest in comprehension exercises and
decontextualised, fill-in-the-blank grammar exercises. One student echoed the sentiments of the
class when she wrote in her journal: 'Why are you teaching us about paragraphs? Nobody is going
to ask us what is a paragraph in the exam'. They seemed to see writing essays as little more than
a grammar exercise rather than a meaning-making one. Their attitude seemed to be that, as long
as they could cobble together a basic narrative with as few grammatical errors as possible, then
that was all they needed to know.
The second response that emerged was that two of the students had changed the original essay
topics they had started with. It was interesting that they changed these topics to more conventional
topics similar to those mentioned as hardy perennials in other learners' LLHs - 'My most exciting
day' and 'The pen is mightier than the sword'. Discussion with the pupils indicated that they did
not feel they could write an essay on a topic oftheir own choice about something that interested
them. These attitudes indicate what the process approach would describe as lack of confidence
in their own 'voice', a rather crippling unwillingness to take risks. Zamel (1985) and Lindfors
(1986) provide some insights into the reasons for this and its effects on learners' written
communication. Zamel researched the way teachers ofESL learners responded to their students'
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writing. She found that the teachers in her study tended to view the learners' texts as ' fixed and
final products' (Zamel 1985: 81) and did not give the learners an opportunity to redraft their texts
on the basis of teachers' comments. She found that teachers established themselves in an
authoritarian relationship to student texts and applied uniform and rigid standards to their
students' writing. The result was that ESL writing teachers
misread student texts, are inconsistent in their reactions, make arbitrary
corrections, write contradictory comments, provide vague prescriptions, impose
abstract rules and standards, respond to texts as final products, and rarely make
context-specific comments or offer specific strategies for revising the text. (ibid:
86)
Under these conditions, students are likely to believe that what they want to say is not as
important as what the teachers feel they ought to say. This belief, coupled with responses which
focus on surface level features of grammar and usage, would reinforce the notion that form is
more important than meaning which would have a serious impact on learners' confidence in their
own ideas. Furthermore, it is likely to constrain learners' willingness to experiment with language
for fear ofmaking grammatical mistakes with detrimental consequences for the development of
their communicative competence. Coe (1986) and Spack (1984) emphasised the importance of
teaching writers how to generate ideas without worrying about issues of form and correctness in
the initial stages of the writing process, as this interfered with the communication process. The
response practices of teachers that Zamel identified encourage the idea of worrying about issues
of form from the outset. Coe also found that weak writers attend only to surface features of
writing and not to deeper issues ofcommunicative effectiveness. The response behaviours of the
teachers in Zamel's study are thus likely to place serious barriers in the way of the learners'
writing development.
Lindfors' (1986) work with a class of Zulu-speaking students in Kwa Mashu near Durban
reinforces Zamel 's findings on the effects of the response behaviors described above. In her
observations ofprimary and secondary schools in Kwa Mashu and Mpumalanga she found a great
deal of writing to be corrected and a total absence of communicative writing. She found fake
letters for the teacher to mark; information compositions about comprehension passages;
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decontextualised grammar exercises; and learners writing answers to teachers' comprehension
questions about each chapter of an assigned set book. She argues that an over emphasis on form
at the expense of a concern with effective communication of meaning restricts learners' ability
to develop communicative competence. Furthermore, it will result in learners concentrating on
avoiding mistakes and not on experimenting with language to communicate meaning. If pupils
write only what they can write correctly they are unlikely to develop the ability to use writing to
express beliefs, ideas, thoughts and feelings. As an exercise in communicative writing she
involved a standard six class in a six-week process of daily dialogue journal writing. She found
all the early entries written in simple sentences. It was only after a while when the learners
realised that she was interested in their ideas and opinions and that she did not correct their
grammar that they began to experiment with the language and to write more complex sentences.
She found that they began to take control ofthe communication and to determine the topics that
were discussed. The more they owned the communication the more complex their language
became. Lindfors explained their early reluctance to move beyond simple sentences as the result
of an emphasis on punitive marking of grammatical errors and of demotivating, inappropriate
writing tasks. Zamel' sand Lindfors' findings mirror what has emerged from the LLH interviews
with learners and teachers in this study. As Johnson (1991) argues,
This guidance is not a therapy, aimed at making students more competent in
producing clear and correct sentences, but a facilitative process, aimed at enabling
them to understand the process ofwriting and to make them full participants in it
(175).
4.2.3 Systemic Constraints: Examinations, Syllabuses and Teacher Guides
Examinations
When I asked Mandla about the reasons for pupils' lack ofinterest in writing and their preference
for decontextualised grammar exercises, he explained it as an emphasis on examinations.
What was important as far as a number of pupils were concerned, and as far as a
number ofteachers - not only teachers, also the subject advisers in the DET - was
exams. So all education was geared to was exams. Ifyou can learn something, you
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should come back and reproduce it without really thinking, that IS all that
mattered.
These sorts ofcomments, the attitudes displayed towards writing by students and their reports on
the response behaviours of teachers prompted me to investigate the ESL matriculation essay
papers and the criteria by which they are assessed. Public examinations have a 'backwash' effect
and exert a powerful influence on schooling systems and the teaching practice within them (King
& van den Berg 1993: 202,207). They can send powerful messages that filter down through the
education system about what is valued which will have a direct effect on what is taught and how
it is taught. To gain first hand knowledge of these examinations I marked the English second
language essay paper for two years. It is important to note that this occurred before education was
brought under a single department. As such I was marking the separate examination for African
ESL learners. Bonny Norton Pierce, commenting on the 1989 matric paper, noted that student
writing in the matric examination is judged almost entirely on grammatical rather than
communicative criteria (1990: p.7). Markers were informed that
The symbol to be awarded to matric candidates for their essay and letter is
'dependent on the use of language' .... Rewards for effective communication,
imaginative writing, and coherent argumentation are limited to a mere 8% of the
students' global mark of essay and letter (Ibid).
In my own experience ofmatric marking over two years, 34 out of70 marks were for vocabulary
and language use, a further 16 for organization, and 20 for content and these different elements
tended to be evaluated as separate entities (Appendix 12). This assessment practice is farremoved
from that ofthe genre approach which develops criteria for effective writing in different genres
along the dimensions ofgenre, tenor, field and mode. This creates a contextualised and functional
view of language as inextricably bound up with the purpose and audience of a text. Effective
communication of meaning is given relatively minor importance in the examination and, given
the filter-down effect of examinations on teaching methodology, it appears that there is a legacy
which would encourage teachers to focus writing classes on teaching decontextualised
grammatical structures. This would to some extent explain the attitudes to writing ofboth teachers
and students I have encountered. It is an example of the way in which the 'pressures of the
system' have shaped attitudes to, and conceptions of, writing. Thulani' s comments on the
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assessment and response practices ofteachers confirm this interpretation: 'we were not informed
about how we must put ideas'; 'we have no idea of what strategies we must use'; 'when she
marked it she didn't complain that we used the wrong tactic to write the essay'; 'the teacher will
comment about the idea that the ideas are scattered all over the composition but the solution how
to arrange those ideas will not come ...'. From Thu1ani's and other literate life histories it seemed
that comments focussed almost exclusively on surface issues such as spelling with a summative
'comment' in the form ofa mark at the end. There is thus little in their experience oflinguistically
principled, criterion-referenced assessment where comments were diagnostic and formative . It
seems students were given little guidance in the criteria for effective communication across
different genres and are thus denied access to language as a meaning-making resource.
Another important consideration in examinations is the range ofgenres that students are asked to
respond to in the composition examination. In the one examination (Appendix 13), using Martin's
(1989) categorisation of narrative and factual genres, the breakdown of the six essay questions
was as follows:
• one essay topic which could be answered either as an explanation or exposition
• one topic that required explanation
• four topics that were largely narrative. One of these four involved a character sketch and
another involved responding to a picture about, or description of, what pupils did to earn
money.
In the second examination that I was involved in the division was the same, one expository essay,
one explanation, and four narratives (Appendix 14). In their mother-tongue Zulu essay paper
students were given a choice of six rather ambiguous topics. The topics were a set of statements
without any direction words supplied to the students (Appendix 15). The translations for these
essay topics are:
a. The Habits of the Glamorous
b. An Honourable Alcoholic
c. An Unreasoning Community
d. Ideas of Birth Control
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e. The Mushrooming of Informal Settlements
It is difficult to categorise these topics, and it must have been difficult for students to decide what
was required of them. Only 'e' could be described as expository as it stands, with 'd' either
descriptive or expository. The rest could best be described as descriptive. In the English
examination what was illuminating was pupils' choices. In the 1994 examination, out of 2000
pupils I recorded, 1351 (67.6%) chose narrative essays. This indicates an overwhelming focus on
narrative writing. What was also ofinterest was that many who chose the expository essay, which
asked pupils to discuss problems of the taxi industry and suggest solutions, either turned it into
a narrative or a chronicle of problems. Presenting an argument around solutions was generally
poorly handled. As far as genre was concerned, the examination foregrounded narratives and the
indications were that pupils were poorly equipped to handle the task demands of expository
writing.
Other aspects of the examination were also a cause for concern, especially for ESL learners.
Candidates were given only one and a half hours to write both a composition and a letter. This
gives very little time for proper planning and would seem to encourage the view that essay writing
is a 'one-off process not requiring drafting, planning, reformulation and editing. This impression
was confirmed either by the total absence of any planning by students on a page set aside for it,
or by the very sketchy and unhelpful plans that predominated. This is reflected in Thulani' s
description ofhis essay writing strategy: 'Just write the topic and then write it right through, write
the ideas until I finished'.
The matriculation examination sends important messages to teachers about what they should be
aiming for. The message seems to be that essay writing is a hasty one-offprocess where attention
to form is most important and where a focus on narrative is sufficient. The content of the
examination does not encourage teachers and learners to engage with a variety ofdifferent genres.
Similarly there is little in the assessment instructions that could be described as criterion-
referenced or linguistically principled which would impel teachers and learners to engage with
the structural and linguistic conventions related to achieving different communicative purposes
effectively. This analysis provides some explanations ofwhy these students will leave school with
little control of genres that are powerful in society and why they see writing as of minor
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importance.
These conclusions are confirmed by an analysis of the internal examinations in the school. The
grade 11 English essay examination (Appendix 16) contains a choice offive narrative/descriptive
essays. In one and a half hours students are required to write an essay (50 marks), one piece of
informal writing (20 marks), and another of formal writing (20). Across a range ofother grade 11
subjects, namely, history, business economics, biology and geography, students were not asked
to write any extended answers at all (Appendix 17 for an example of a Geography examination).
Thus students get no experience ofwriting in the dominant genres ofthe different disciplines. The
dominant question-types are: multiple choice; fill-in-the-blank; identifying parts of diagrams;
matching columns; explanation of terms such as 'democracy'; true or false questions. The
consequence of this sort of practice is that these learners are not adequately prepared for the
demands of matriculation examinations, tertiary education, or the world of work. This is similar
to the situation described by Martin (l993b) where he described the syllabuses and textbooks of
junior secondary schools in Australia as providing insufficient preparation to cope with the
literacy demands of different subjects in the senior secondary school. The history teacher in the
school described how various constraints resulted in him providing copious notes for his pupils
to copy from the blackboard. He acknowledged that, as a result, when students wrote
examinations which required them to evaluate, explain or discuss, the students tended to write
chronological accounts in note form using the model provided for them in the classroom. This was
confirmed for me when I was asked to conduct writing workshops with standard ten (grade 12)
students. It quickly became apparent that they had no idea what these direction words (evaluate,
explain, discuss) meant and had not experienced writing for these purposes. They were thus ill
equipped to deal with the demands of the history examination topics such as:
"The Truman Doctrine and the Marshall Plan were two halves of the same walnut"
With reference to the above evaluate (my italics) USA policy in the period 1945 to 1949.
Syllabuses
English Syllabuses






the school is how official documents such as syllabuses and teacher guides position writing. An
analysis ofthese documents would indicate what role they provide for writing and what guidance
they give teachers around the teaching of writing. These would obviously impact on the way in
which teachers conceptualise the role of writing and would thus, in turn, affect the attitudes of
learners to writing. Johnson (1991) argues that the crucial role of writing in the development of
a critical literacy is ignored in traditional language syllabuses and also marginalised in initiatives
to develop an emancipatory theory of language such as the People's Education initiative of the
National Education Coordinating Committee (NECC) in South Africa in the late 1980s and early
1990s. He characterises traditional language syllabuses in South Africa as aimed at the
production of a fundamentalist functional literacy by an overemphasis on linguistic accuracy at
the expense of 'the creation ofmeaning and the expression of understanding' (178). As a result,
the importance ofwriting as a tool for effective communication and interaction with the world is
not foregrounded in South African schools. Johnson describes writing in South African schools
as characterised by:
• the production of isolated exercises based on a narrow curriculum;
• norm-referenced assessment which focuses primarily on surface features of texts such as
syntax, spelling and punctuation and not on 'different levels of text' (178);
a pattern of one-off, 'write-react' processes whereby the teacher allocates the task the time
frame for the task, and the mark to be allocated;
the teaching of writing dominated by a focus on grammar;
a belief amongst learners that their writing is 'good' when it provides the answers that the
teacher seeks which results in writing which attempts to cram in as many rote-learned 'facts'
as possible;
and a narrow focus on writing with the teacher as the audience, and a grade the only purpose
for writing.
Johnson found that even in the syllabus proposals of the People's English Commission (PEC) of
the NECC 'the central role ofwriting in achieving a critical literacy is neglected' (174) . The PEC,
in opposition to both the state education approaches ofthe time and to the liberal communicative
competence approach of the international ESLlEFL industry, posited the notion of language
competence as inextricably linked to the knowledge ofthe social and political context in which
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language functions. Thus the proposals for People's English foreground the importance ofmaking
learners critical users of the language. However, Johnson found that the emphasis was on critical
reading of texts while writing was given a far less explicit role. In the first proposal of the
People's English Commission writing is not mentioned:
People's English intends to assist all learners to understand the evils of apartheid and to
think and speak in non-racial, non-sexist and non-elitist ways (Saspu National, 1987:29)
Johnson feels that this neglect of writing in syllabuses indicates a lack of awareness of the
differences between writing and speaking as language processes. Writing is a far more demanding
and complex process, as the genre approach argues. If syllabuses make the assumption that being
able to think and speak in a particular way naturally results in being able to write in the same way,
they are likely to lead to neglect of explicit teaching of writing, and a reduction of the role of
writing in learners' school experience. It would thus be important to examine official syllabuses
and guides to teachers for an understanding ofhow the teaching ofwriting is presented. This, in
turn, would provide some explanation for teachers' and learners' attitudes and approaches to
writing.
The English syllabuses that teachers at the school had access to stress that they are based on
principles of communicative language teaching (Appendix 18). This is explained briefly under
general teaching approach as: creating a climate for communicating with 'interest, purpose and
enjoyment'; seeing language in relation to context (audience, purpose and circumstance); going
beyond syllabus specifications to foster pupil awareness of'the many kinds oflanguage and ways
of using them'; and a special emphasis on encouraging risk taking and experimentation with
language, and only correcting learners 'when their choice or use oflanguage is inappropriate'.
Under general aims it states that the syllabus aims to 'enable pupils to communicate successfully
for personal, social and educational and occupational purposes'. As far as writing is concerned
the general aims are to develop pupils' ability 'to write English appropriate to their purposes'.
Other general policy issues relevant to this study are remedial work and the allocation ofperiods
for different aspects ofthe syllabus. For remedial work teachers are urged to pay special attention
to errors arising 'from ignorance ofEnglish idiom'. Teachers should make note ofthese errors and
devise special exercises to correct them. The allocation of weekly English periods is suggested
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as follows:
Aural work (including listening comprehension and speech training)




General oral and written work:
Conversation







In the description of syllabus content the documents separate the different language skills into
aural, oral, reading and writing. The writing section states that oral, aural and reading activities
should form the basis of writing, and that work done in language study, reading, aural and oral
should be followed by regular 'written exercises'. What is meant by written exercises could mean
anything from sentence construction exercises, substitution tables, supplying of missing words,
phrases and clauses, through paragraph construction exercises to comprehension exercises and
guided narrative and descriptive essays. The content of the writing section indicates a building
block approach moving from sentence construction to paragraphs, to compositions and letters.
Included in the writing section is: practice in completing forms, comprehension exercises ,
assignments on prescribed books, spelling, punctuation, and a detailed list of language
components to be covered such as auxiliaries, pronouns, sequence of tenses etc. In fact, in the
section on writing, only three subsections deal with writing beyond the sentence level, whereas
there are thirty four subsections detailing grammatical structures and comprehension exercises.
No mention is made oflinking grammatical constructions to purpose, audience and circumstance
(genre) of texts as SFG and the genre approach would suggest.
Assessment and evaluation in standard seven (grade 9) divides the year mark into an oral mark
which counts 50% and the other 50% is made up ofa minimum ofeight tests over the year which
must be 'set on as wide a range of topics from the syllabus as possible'. The written examination
should consist of one two-and-a-half-hour paper in which a 'narrative or descriptive' piece of
writing would count for 50 (25%) of the two hundred marks for the examination. The rest of the
examination is made up of comprehension (40 marks); language questions based on the
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comprehension (30 marks); general language questions (20 marks) and literature questions (60
marks) . There is a curious discrepancy between what marks are allocated during the year for
extended writing and the marks allocated in the examination. There is every possibility for
teachers to interpret 'tests' as excluding essays and, given the findings ofthe research mentioned
earlier and my own observations and experience, it is more likely that these tests would be made
up of grammar and comprehension exercises, and tests on literature setworks. There is also not
provision in the syllabus suggestions for an accumulated mark for the year to be allocated for
extended writing as there is for oral work. Furthermore, there is little likelihood that much
preparation will be done for essay writing in the examination and this provides an explanation for
the practice mentioned in learners' LLHs of copying essays and letters from the board and
memorising them for the examination. It also suggests one reason why essay writing is not seen
as important by both teachers and learners.
Content Subject Syllabuses: Geography
Pre-1996 syllabuses from the content subjects of Geography, History and Science reveal an
implicit reference to the importance of control of genres specific to those disciplines . In the





To draw attention to unity and diversity in the world, and the resultant interdependence of
regions and nations.
To develop intellectual aptitudes and awaken "geographical curiosity" .
To develop tolerance ofattitudes by assisting pupils to recognise and understand the problems
oftheir own and other countries, and how local circumstances can influence man's [sic] ways
oflife.
In the specific aims there are two indirect references to writing geographical texts. These are:
•
•
To acquire a basic geographical vocabulary which will assist pupils to write explanations
clearly, correctly and precisely.
To explain the interaction of human and natural agencies.
The first specific aim foregrounds the acquisition of vocabulary as a tool for the writing of
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effective explanations, while the second provides no information or examples of geographical
explanations to guide the teacher as to what is required of learners. There is little to encourage
Geography teachers to focus attention on the structural and grammatical conventions of
geographical genres.
In the section on the exposition of syllabus content, which is divided into subsections under the
headings: general geographical techniques, climatology, geomorphology, population geography
and regional geography, the overwhelming focus is on the activities that learners are required to
do. There is no mention of how these activities are to be communicated, or the written genres
specific to geographical enquiry that learners need to be exposed to and gain control of. Under
regional geography there is mention of the need to do 'at least individual research assignments',
on topics such as 'The story ofrubber' , 'The wonders of modern transport', The Coffee industry
ofBrazil and the R.S.A.'. There is little information from the syllabus to guide the teacher on the
geographical genres which would realise the aims of geography mentioned earlier. As these
assignment topics stand they could easily be interpreted as requiring only descriptive and
recounting skills.
In the section on evaluation, the Geography syllabus has a class mark counting a third ofthe total
marks and consisting ofeight tests and the assignment(s). The examination, counting two thirds,
consists ofa 'compulsory section ofshort objective questions', a compulsory question on general
geographical techniques, and then questions on climatology, geomorphology, population
geography, and regional geography. There is no mention ofthe types of questions to be set, but
judging from the comments by pupils they were not required to do anything beyond short answers
and paragraphs. The examinations and syllabus thus do not foreground extended writing and are
likely to encourage teachers to focus on one word, one sentence, and at the most, single paragraph
pieces of writing. Consequently, while teachers are encouraged to involve learners in many
geographical activities there is little to support them in developing learners' abilities and expertise
to be effective written communicators about their geographical experiences. Prof's descriptions,
and my observations of his experiences in the Geography class, would confirm this assessment.
Wignell et al (1993) in analysing the discourse of geography maintain that it fulfils three
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functions , namely, observing and describing; grouping and classifying; and lastly analysing and
explaining. They summarise the geographer's task as 'observing, ordering and explaining the
experiential world'(136) and argue that the discourse of geography uses language in three
distinctive ways which correspond to these three purposes. Their analysis shows
... that the discourse of geography observes the world by setting up a technicallexis; that
it orders the world by arranging these terms into taxonomies; and that it explains the world
through the implication sequences of cause and effect (165).
While the aims of the syllabus described above imply these aspects of geographical discourse as
analysed by Wignell et al, there is no explicit reference to these discourse elements in the
syllabus, and the need for teachers to develop control of them in their learners. The way the
assessment ofstudent work over the year is described also mitigates against learners experiencing
the geographical genres that would enable them to communicate effectively in the field. This is
particularly important since Wignell et al emphasise that geography is about the
'interrelationships between terms in taxonomies' (165) but that, unlike the natural sciences, these
taxonomies are seldom made explicit: 'The relationship between terms has to be extracted from
the text. Thus the student has not only to find order and meaning in the natural world, but also has
to uncover the order and meaning latent in the discourse of geography' (165) . These difficulties
are further exacerbated when the emphases of both syllabuses and textbooks do not provide the
experiences that would enable the development of academic literacy in different disciplines.
Martin (1993) sees Australian science syllabuses as foregrounding doing (observing and
experimenting) and backgrounding written language experiences of reporting and explaining.
Furthermore, junior secondary syllabuses recommend writing science through science fiction
stories, personal reports, plays, poems and cartoons. This , he feels, is inadequate preparation for
the very demanding forms ofscientific writing required in the final two years ofsecondary school.
He also points to the danger of textbooks that, in attempting to make science more accessible,
background science literacy. By doing this they do not give learners access to the scientific lexis
that has developed in science to construct its alternative world view.
To rehabilitate literacy in science teachers and students will have to work towards a much
clearer grasp of the function oflanguage as technology in building up a scientific picture
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ofthe world. Technical language has evolved in order to classify, decompose and explain.
The major scientific genres - report, explanation and experiment - have evolved to
structure texts which document a scientist's world view. The functionality ofthese genres
and the technicality they contain cannot be avoided; it has to be dealt with. To deal with
it teachers need an understanding of the structure of the genres and the grammar of
technicality (Martin 1993b:202).
The geography syllabus described above also emphasises activities (doing) at the expense of a
focus on effective writing in the genres specific to the field ofgeography. The widespread copying
from the board across different disciplines mentioned by the students and observed by the
researcher indicates that textbooks will not play a role in helping teachers and learners develop
an understanding ofthe structure ofimportant genres nor with the grammatical realisations ofthe
communicative purposes those genres fulfil.
An example of syllabus which begins to focus more on the communicative skills related to a
particular discipline is the interim core syllabus and guidelines developed for geography in 1996
(Appendix 20). It presents the syllabus in a grid format with headings which beside the content
highlight 'concepts and generalisations'; 'skills, processes, attitudes, values'; 'objectives: pupils
should be able to'; and 'suggested methods' . For example, for the topic of global warming the
concepts and generalisations that learners would have to come to terms with would be 'terrestrial
radiation', 'pollution dome' and 'green house effect'. To explore this topic effectively pupils
should be able to (my italics):
• explain the concepts: green house effect and global warming
• state and describe the causes of global warming
• evaluate the impact of global warming on people, economic activities and ecosystems
• state/suggest measures implemented to control global warming.
This focus on these sorts of objectives highlights the type of things learners should be able to do
with their knowledge and what genre they will require to communicate their knowledge
effectively in the field of geography. The legacy left by previous syllabuses, examinations and
teaching practices would require a massive effort ofpre- and in-service training to bring about the
necessary changes in classroom practice. The development of curriculum 2005 in South Africa
with its focus on Outcomes Based Education presents an opportunity to build on the type of
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initiatives described in the 1996 geography syllabus but this will be discussed more fully in the
conclusions and implications of this investigation.
Teacher Guides
Another document available to teachers is a 'work programme' which provides guidelines on how
the teaching ofEnglish should take place within a 'scheme ofwork' (Appendix 21). It is divided
into 16 fortnightly units covering a total of 32 weeks teaching time. An example, the first unit,
is set out for teachers and they are instructed to follow the same pattern for each unit regarding
the division of periods and the approach. In the preamble before the description of a unit, the
document discusses literature study, remedial work, written work/homework, and tests and
examinations. It is interesting that written work is bracketed with homework and that the first
statement under this heading is that 'Oral work should occupy at least 75% of teaching time in
every period'. The second statement maintains that written work is best done as homework for
10-15 minutes a day and that frequent short exercises are most effective for teaching pupils 'to
work on their own and to think independently'. As far as marking of written work is concemed,
the document urges regular marking. Straightforward language exercises should be marked by the
pupils and, in a rather confusing statement, 'Paragraphs, accounts, reports, narratives,
descriptions, letters etc. should be marked selectively' (my emphasis). The overall message from
this sort of guide is that oral work is of overriding importance, and that written work is a brief
addendum to be tacked on at the end. The emphasis on short written exercises is certain to be
interpreted as mainly language exercises with no attention paid to extended writing.
The description ofthe first basic unit of12 periods indicates an attempt to develop a type oftheme
teaching. These units are linked to approved textbooks and they start pupils talking ' freely' about
pictures in the textbook and about the central theme of the chapter. The main language structure
of the theme passage is introduced and the guide provides a list of the language components 'on
which the work in the different units must be based'. The following is a summary of the unit:
Period 2:
Period 3:
Selected sentences from the theme passage are revised to illustrate the
central language structure of the unit and it is subsequently drilled.











This consists ofliterature study and reading where comprehension is tested
orally and defined tasks are set around the ongoing study of the setwork.
Assorted language exercises are done in relation to remedial work around
common errors that emerge from the previous work.
Dialogues based on the main language structure are introduced, memorised
and acted in the classroom. Pupils are the encouraged to produce their own
dialogues around the theme language structure.
Comprehension passages must be done every alternate unit, otherwise
general remedial language exercises should be done.
Literature study as in periods 4-6.
Oral discussions should take place based on the central theme of the
passage and the literature study. These will be preparation for the written
composition period.
The period for written composition is seen as the culmination of the work
done throughout the unit. The written work described includes:
• joining, extension, construction and completion of sentences
• arranging sentences to construct a paragraph
• short accounts, reports, summaries
• guided compositions
• short narratives and descriptions
• letters
• telegrams
• practice in completing forms
An analysis ofthese documents highlights a number ofimportant issues. The first issue surrounds
the emphasis on the communicative approach to language (CLT) in the syllabus. CLT is a blanket
term encompassing approaches that emphasise the importance ofinvolving learners in meaningful
communication. These activities should encourage learners to interpret, express and negotiate
meaning in different contexts with different audiences. It is premised on the notion of the need
to develop 'communicative competence' in a language. Communicative competence incorporates
a number of different competencies. These are:
• sociolinguistic competence (the ability to produce utterances appropriate to a particular
context);
• discourse competence ( the ability to produce coherent spoken and written discourse beyond
the sentence level);
• strategic competence (the ability to use every verbal and non-verbal strategy available to one
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to achieve a communicative purpose); and
• linguistic competence (knowledge of the grammatical rules oflanguage).
CLT therefore signalled a challenge to traditional and behaviorist approaches to language
teaching, as it foregrounded acquisition of a language through authentic experience rather than
learning ofa language. It also went beyond a focus on linguistic comp etence to a wider notion of
competence, incorporating communication that is appropriate in context.
There are a number of key features of CLT which will be briefly described here . They are that:
• learners are involved in activities which reflect real-l ife, authentic communicative situations
for real communication purposes;
• learners are more actively involved in communication while teachers play a more facilitat ive
and monitoring role .
Harmer(l991 :50) established a number of criteria for the design and implementation of
communicative activities which could be contrasted to non-communicative activities . These are
illustrated in the following table:
Non-Communicative Activities Communicative Activities
• no communicative desire • a desire to communicate
• no communicative purpose • a communicative purpose
• focus on form not content • a focus on content not form
• one language item • variety of language
• teacher intervention • no teacher intervention
• materials control • no materials control
A great deal ofconfusion exists around the meaning ofCLT and its impli cations for methodology.
The most prevalent misconceptions are that it means no teaching ofgrammar, and that the teacher
plays a background role. This stems from misunderstand ings about Harm er's criteria because they
only apply while the communicative activity is taking place . The teacher is still responsible for
preparing learners for the activity, for monitoring students during the activity and for post-activity
teaching. Both pre- and post-activity teaching would incorporate teaching and pract ise oflanguage
components relevant to the activity. As far as the teaching of writing is concerned CLT would
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imply a focus on writing for a variety of real purposes and audiences; the development of an
awareness of how context impacted on the grammar and structure of the writing; and certainly
would be accommodated by both process and genre approaches to the teaching of writing.
In terms ofthe purposes of this study the syllabuses and work programmes present an incoherent
message to teachers about the teaching of language and writing. On the one hand , the syllabus
aims and perspectives present ideas in keeping with CLT: the notion of developing
communicative competence for 'personal, social, educational and occupational purposes';
encouraging teachers to develop a risk-taking environment where pupils can use English with
'interest, purpose and enjoyment'; and emphasising the relation between language and context.
On the other hand, the way the syllabuses and work programmes are set out would provide
contradictory messages to teachers about the nature ofCLT. Firstly, the presentation oflong lists
ofdiscrete language components to be covered in the syllabus; the idea that the work ofthe units
should be based on a particular language component; and the repeated emphasis on recording
errors to be used in remedial language exercises, certainly foregrounds the teaching of grammar
in a way that is likely to encourage discrete, decontextualised language teaching far removed from
the criteria established by Harmer. Secondly, the lock-step approach suggested in the work
programme document encourages a hasty and superficial process which provides little time for
the development of a meaningful communicative competence especially as far as writing is
concerned. The allocation time for writing, both in the syllabus and the work programme
documents, does not provide time for teaching writing as a process of refinement, nor for an
exploration of genre conventions and the impact of purpose and audience on language and
structure. The fact that this sort ofprocess is to be repeated sixteen times every year creates fertile
ground for a demotivating, treadmill experience aptly described by a teacher as the ' crunch-and-
carry-on-method'. This sort ofprocess is likely to marginalise writing or reduce it to a hasty one-
off and superficial process. This message is further entrenched in both the work programme
document about time to be allocated to the different language skills, and in the suggested mark
allocations for year marks and examinations. In the work programme it is stated that oral work
should occupy at least 75% of teaching time in every period. Furthermore, writing is presented
as the culmination of previous oral, reading and comprehension exercises and this is likely to
suggest to teachers that writing is speech written down. There is nothing in the syllabuses and
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work programmes to suggest that attention should be paid to the distinct linguistic demands of
writing. In the suggested mark allocations, the emphasis on 'tests' in the documents for the year
mark would encourage language and comprehension tests at the expense of practice in extended
writing. It is revealing that provision is made for the development ofa mark for oral over the year
and not for writing. The fact that the writing ofan essay is demanded in the examinations without
much emphasis on writing throughout the year would further marginalise the importance of
writing. It would encourage the idea, in both teachers and learners, that the essay would be more
a test of grammatical correctness, rather than a test of using language to make effective meaning
in a given context for a particular purpose.
The teaching practices recorded in learners' LLHs, from interviews and conversation with
teachers, and observations ofclassroom practice, reveal little that would be considered compatible
with CLT. This is not surprising, given the confusing picture presented by the syllabuses and
work programmes as outlined above. Research by Ndlovu (1993) provides further insight into the
situation. He investigated the implementation of the communicative approach in the secondary
schools of one Pietermaritzburg circuit ofthe former Department ofEducation and Training and
found serious shortcomings in the process. His findings revealed that:
• there was no training of the appointed subject adviser in the approach.
• no seminars/workshops were conducted in the circuit to introduce the approach to teachers.
• the only documents the teachers received about CLT were the syllabuses and work
programmes and the departmentally approved textbooks which were divided into 16
fortnightly units as set out in the work programmes.
Ndlovu sums up the implementation process as follows:
Available evidence leads to the conclusion that the mechanisms designed for the
monitoring ofthe innovation, the provision ofneeded resources, the supporting ofteachers
and the dealing with teacher resistance to change or any other problem known to be
associated with innovations were equally inadequate (42).
These findings, coupled with the problems already outlined concerning the way the syllabus is
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presented, indicate clearly why writing is marginalised in both teachers' practice and in the
perceptions of the learners about writing.
Another aspect of the syllabuses and work programmes which would encourage 'crunch-and-
carry-on' strategies is the amount of bureaucratic clerical work and record keeping that is
expected of teachers. It is also interesting to note what is foregrounded in this process and what
picture this is likely to create about language teaching. In an addendum to the work programme
it is stated that the specific language components that are listed for special attention in each ofthe
16 units require ongoing attention throughout the year. These language components should be
recorded by indicating which period in a two-week unit was used to focus on the language
component. This is illustrated in the diagram.
Item Unit
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 I 1 12
Pronouns 2 3 7 2
Idioms 3 6 2
Antonyms 2 7 9 2
Proverbs 5 7 9
This exemplar diagram is followed by a list oftwenty-two 'basic language structures' for revision
and consolidation. Teachers are also given a work programme document where they have to
record the work done in each unit for each class under the headings: Comprehension; Language
study; Writing; Oral work; Literature; Other material; Tests/Evaluation. In addition teachers are
required to develop year planners, weekly and daily lesson plans for each class and subject. A
teachers file is supposed to consist of the following:
• Index
• Teacher's time table
• Summary of duties
• Subject policies (Departmental/Regional/School)
• Syllabus for subject
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• Work programmes for subject (one for each standard taught)
• Year planners
• Daily lesson preparation or Regional weekly planning sheets
• Mark sheets for tests and exams
• Current tests and mark memoranda
• End of Year Examination Papers - at least two previous years
• Textbook/stationery issue control files
When one considers that teachers in the school were teaching five classes and sometimes two
subjects this amounts to a considerable amount of paperwork. Commenting on the effect of this
on teaching, Bongani commented that many teachers ignored most of these requirements. He
chose only to use the work programme document and relied on his pupils exercise books for
evidence ofwork covered. His rationale for this was that the extensive paperwork took time away
from what he saw as the more important task of teaching reading and writing and marking
extended writing tasks. He further commented that teachers under him who followed the
requirements 'to the dot' ended up with exercise books full of grammar exercises and an essay
book with one or two essays and letters:
In three months the one language exercise book would be gone, and then the kids must
buy another one ... in three months you check a teacher's work, you know, and you find
the kids have only written one letter and one essay, maybe a narrative and a description -
one. And only one is marked halfway through the class and the other is still untouched.
There was not even a signature to say 'No, I did see it'. And that kills me.
These observations confirm what emerged from learners' LLHs and support the contention that
the way the syllabuses and work programmes are presented would encourage a focus on
decontextualised grammar exercises at the expense oftime spent on the development ofextended
writing skills.
4.2.4 Analysis of Students' Writing
The final source of data that is triangulated against the learners' LLHs is an analysis of student
writing. Two essays are analysed, namely, a narrative and an argument, which have been selected
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as representative of the writing of the learners in standard nine (grade 11) that I taught. The
writing is analysed in order to gauge how learners approach the different writing tasks to what
extent they meet criteria (Appendices 1 and 22) established for these genres. This provides insigh t
into what students have learned about writing for different purposes in the context being
investigated which can be related to what emerged from learners' LLHs and the other sources of
data used .
The first essay is a narrative where students were asked to write a story about 'Trust'.
At the time of this story I was a student in the University of Westvi lle in Durb an and my home is situa ted
in Johannesburg and we were living in a flat with my friend Lisa. She was a goo d friend of me I was
trusting her She was my best friend the person that we were sharing darkness sec rets with her.
I meet her in a uni versity her home was suituated in Bophuthas twan a. We were having boyfriend and they
were friend we meet them in a university they were nice guy s. They use to take us to cinemas, hotel etc.
The following month I decided to go home. While I was at home I phoned my friend and I found that she
was with my boyfriend Lindani but I didnt suspect anything cause I trusted them and Lisa was my best
friend she was the one that I tell my darkness secrets.
When I came back Lisa 's boyfriend told me that Lisa and Lindani are in love they are lovers and I didnt
belive it. It was like a dream to me. I thought he might tell me that he 's joking but he didnt.
At later I found that he was telling me the truth cause my friend Lisa fall in pregnant and my friend come
to me to make an apo logies of that. She said they were jus t make a secret love they never thought what
would happ en and she take all her things and she go back to her home. And Linda ni come to me for an
apo logies but I did nt expect that because he was going to be a father soon.
I was love Lisa and I was thou ght she love me as I love her but I pro ved that she was ju st pret end ing me.
I never have a friend which [ love, trust like Lisa.
In terms of the structure of narrative genre the student does provide a basic
orientation>complication>resolution sequence. The reader is given the setting and the
participants: two university friends sharing a flat and dating boyfriends who are also at university.
The complication of a love triangle is established leading to the disappointment of a trust not
reciprocated. As readers we are able to follow the activity/event sequence easily enough. Also
there is use of evalu ation to foreshadow events and create some expectation when the writer states
that she 'didnt susp ect anything cause I trusted them and Lisa was my best friend' . Other than that
the narrative is rather flat.
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This flatness it brought to light when one examines the text in relation to tenor. The writer has
written a narrative sequence without much effort to develop the subjective world of the
participants. The reader is not let into the character's motives or feelings except when she writes
that the news of her friend's affair with her boyfriend was 'like a dream to me' and at the end
when the reader is left with a sense of loss and betrayal. There are thus few mental processes,
comment adjuncts, rhetorical questions, direct speech or exclamatives in the text.
In the field dimension the writer does create a plausible world with specific participants
interacting with each other and the activity sequence is coherent in that we are able to follow the
sequence ofevents . However, there is little effort to develop and elaborate the physical details of
the world and the characters with varied, precise and discriminating vocabulary. The result is that
there is little to engage the reader's interest.
In terms of mode the writer has shown some degree of control in that he has used varied
beginnings to denote changes in the temporal sequence ofevents. The themes ofeach paragraph,
except for paragraph 2, signal a change in the time sequence which helps narrative along. These
are: 'At the time of the story'; 'The following month'; 'While I was at home'; 'When I came
back'; 'At later'. However, 'The following month' is confusing because no time is established
beforehand against which it can be related. There is evidence ofcontrol ofa range ofclause types
within a sentence, for example: 'While I was at home//I phoned my friend/land I found//that she
was with my boyfriend//but I didnt suspect anything//cause I trusted them...' ; 'When I came
back//Lisa's boyfriend told me//that Lisa and Lindani are in love... '. Besides these examples there
is a reliance on simple sentences or strings of clauses linked by 'and ' or 'but'.
Most students displayed basic control over the event sequence ofnarratives as the example above
showed. However, this student's narrative writing displays other features typical ofmuch of the
students' work that I encountered. Narratives were written as rather flat statements/recounts of
events with no control of the linguistic resources to engage readers in the thoughts, motives and
emotions 0 f protagonists in the narrative. Furthermore, the overwhelming impression of many
essays is that they are written as tasks for marks and there is little evidence ofleamer engagement
in the task. While this lack of interest could be attributed to the topic, the statements from
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learners' LLHs about their experience of writing and the assessment of writing lends weight to
the conclusion that learners perceive writing more as a grammatical exercise where the basics of
a coherent narrative are all that is required.
The second essay is an example of a student's attempt to develop an argument about how the
violence in South Africa should be ended through negotiations.
Ifwe want out country to be quite & peace we must come together as grassroots of this country . We must
find the cause of this violence which has gone. With many people most of them who are innocent and if
we are negotiating there should be all races of this country and our leaders if anyone of them talks
inflammarly we must not rush to insult or shout at him because that can lead us to the destination of
nowhere . We must sit around the table like one big family when they eat meal where there is acstsy at all
events.
When negotiating each and every organisation must contribute towards the necessities of South Africa and
pay homage to our leaders as they ususally do when delivering speech to their followeres, because they
tolerated all the difficulties they came across with. We must treat one another as we treat our brothers an
sisters . Even those who are bully or rude who want to have status by provoking leader of certain
organisation we must not start to point fingers at him or hit him because that will cause violence which i
hate it.
When we have finished our speech that we have descussing about we must shake hands to one another to
ensure that it very nice to be together as an inhabitants of South Africa who can make this country very
beautiful very attractive and our posterity may develop if we have passed away in our new South Africa
in the name of negotiations.
This student shows very little control of the structural conventions of argument. Firstly, there is
no clear thesis statement which expresses the point of view to be argued in the essay and which
sets the boundaries for the topic. The first sentence could be taken as the thesis statement but the
issue mentioned, coming together at grassroots level, is not developed consistently through the
essay. The rest of the first paragraph seems to argue that people should not react violently to the
inflammatory speeches ofleaders. The last sentence expresses the need for people to sit round a
table but exactly how this could be accomplished is not developed. There is no coherent
development of claims in support of an identifiable thesis. The second paragraph introduces the
notion of negotiations, but negotiation is seen as paying homage to leaders and there is no
coherent link between these two propositions. The second paragraph repeats the idea of not
reacting violently to provocative leaders. There is no conclusion to the argument that links back
to any thesis or previous claims, there is a jumbled list of cliched calls to work together without
presenting any argument for why these things should be done and how they could be
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accomplished. In short, a weak argument.
As far as tenor is concerned the writer makes no use of any linguistic resources to try and create
an impression of being objective. Use is made of personal reference 'we' and 'I' and there is
strong modality ('must') employed throughout the text. The overall impression created by the
language used is that this is speech written down. It is a highly 'verbal' text with a high incidence
ofconjunctions: 'if', 'which', 'because', 'when', 'and'. In the field dimension the writer does not
use language which elaborates on information and does not use means other than conjunctions to
establish reasoning relationships. There is no evidence of an awareness of the appropriate
vocabulary related to the issue of negotiations. It is in developing a context-independent text
(mode) that this student fails dramatically. There is no evidence of text and paragraph themes
which are coherently developed nor are there clause themes consistent with the purpose of the
text.
This essay displays all the problems that most students faced when confronted with the genre of
argument. The evidence from their writing points to vague generalised injunctions to write an
essay with an introduction, body and conclusion without any idea of how different purposes for
writing will create texts with different beginnings, middles and ends in keeping with the purpose
ofthat text. This text confirms what many ofthe students have stated about having no idea ofhow
to put an argument together and clearly indicates that these genres are largely ignored and that
little explicit teaching occurs around them.
4.3 Summary
This chapter has attempted to provide a picture of the teaching of writing in a particular school
and an analysis ofthe factors that have shaped it. It has done so by providing insight into learners'
experience ofwriting in the school through their literate life histories. These have revealed what
types of writing they have been exposed to, how these have been taught and assessed, and what
knowledge, skills and attitudes learners have developed around writing as a result. A deeper
understanding of the factors that have shaped the pupils' experiences has been provided by an
analysis of the contextual constraints operating on teachers, and how these impact on their
attitudes to, and teaching of, writing. This has involved an investigation into teachers' training,
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of examinations, syllabuses, and other official documents, to provide an explanation of the
outcomes revealed by the learners' literate life histories. In this way the chapter has attempted to
provide 'a descriptive and interpretive-explanatory account ' (Watson-Gegeo 1988: 577) of the
teaching of writing in the school. What remains is to draw conclusions from these findings in
relation to the criteria established in chapter 2, and to analyse the implications for teaching,





Many of the conclusions have already emerged in the findings and what follows will be a
summary of these using the criteria developed in chapter 2 for writing programmes that could
provide ' equality ofaccess to cultural and economic resources' (Luke 1994: 47). The conclusions
are:
• That there is little in the writing experience of learners in the school that could be
recommended. Students have little sense of, or confidence in, their own 'voices' and are not
provided with confidence-building experiences. The whole process ofwriting is devalued to
an exercise in correct grammar which severely limits the development of learners' written
communicative capacities. Learners' are focussed on the production ofgrammatically correct
texts which has been shown to limit learners' ability to develop an understanding oflanguage
as a meaning-making resource.
• Learners in the school have no sense ofwriting as a process and are not exposed to different
strategies for the refinement of texts. They experience writing as a one-off process that is
produced for a single audience, the teacher, and for the purpose of getting a mark based
largely on the correctness of their grammar. Furthermore, like the schools researched in the
PEI, they do so little writing that their chances of developing appropriate literacy skills are
severely limited.
• They also experience a extremely limited range of genres and are confined to
narrative/descriptive writing through most of their school career. This applies across all
subject disciplines where pupils' experience is largely confined to the writing of short, often
single word, answers to questions. They are thus deprived ofthe opportunity to communicate
effectively in the specialised domains of educational learning. Where they are required to
move into expository writing, for example in history matriculation examinations, they are
inadequately prepared for the task. All this negatively affects their chances in school and for
inclusion in tertiary education or the world of employment.
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• The narrow range ofgenres that learners are exposed to also means that they are not explicitly
taught about the relationship between the social purposes of texts and their conventional
structural and linguistic realisations. While there is evidence of modelling texts, this has a
narrow application and is confined to a generalised and formulaic notion ofstructure. Students
are not taught about the relationship between contextual factors, such as field, tenor and mode
and how these systematically impact on language choices. The result is that learners are not
sensi tised to the differences between speaking and writing. In Macken-Horarik ' s (1996) terms
they are being confined to the domain of the everyday and not 'actively apprenticed' (272)
into the field of educational, specialised knowledge. Bernstein (1996) would see this as
'unequal distribution of recognition rules' (32) , and because they are unable to produce
authoritative communication in a particular discourse, they do not have access to realisation
rules.
• The assessment of writing in the school can be best described as arbitrary and falls far short
of the linguistically principled and criterion-referenced practices developed by Macken and
Slade (1993). The only criterion which seems to be uppermost in the minds of the learners is
that of grammatical correctness which stems from the emphasis on grammar exercises that
permeates the teaching oflanguage. The approach to language teaching that emerges from the
findings is a traditional approach characterised by decontextualised grammar exercises,
copying, and revising or completing illustrative sentences. These assessment practices reflect
the backwash effect of matriculation marking practices that foreground grammatical
correctness at the expense of linking language for effective meaning making.
• Students do not experience sequenced course content which is based on an understanding of
the interface between the domains of the everyday, the specialised and the reflexive as
conceptualised by Macken-Horarik (1996). Learners are largely confined to the idea ofwriting
as speech written down and this inhibits their ability to enter the discourses of educational
knowledge and limits their chances of success in public examinations. Their disastrous
matriculation results over the years bear testimony to that. This situation also impacts
negatively on their ability to participate in the worlds of tertiary education and employment,
let alone to act on them . Macken-Horarik's thesis that learners' ability to engage in reflection
and critique (the NLG's Transformed Practice) is dependent on 'how well they have engaged
in the field as a specialised domain' (249), is borne out in the findings from this research.
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Students are inadequately inducted into literate knowledge and this is largely because their
teachers have not been adequately inducted themselves. This is manifested in teachers'
unwillingness or inability to use textbooks and results in learners' writing experience in
content subjects being largely confined to copying teacher-generated notes from the board.
Teachers' descriptions of their teacher training, coupled with the findings of Macdonald
(1990a.b) and Langhan (1993), indicate clearly the basic problems that exist in this area.
Related to this problem is that ofinappropriate textbooks which force teachers into translating
the textbook in note form for their learners
• Systemic constraints in the form of syllabuses, teacher guides and large classes play an
important role in shaping teachers' practice in the teaching ofwriting. Syllabuses and guides
send contradictory messages to teachers about communicative language teaching which some
teachers interpret to mean filling students' time with grammatical exercises. This devalues
writing in the eyes of the learners who internalise the idea of writing as an exercise in
grammatical correctness. The heavy bureaucratic demands made on teachers, coupled with
large classes, reinforces these practices to the detriment oflearners' literate development.
The overall conclusion that can be drawn from this is that learners from this school have not been
provided with experiences that would enable them to develop control of a range of important
genres. The result ofthis is that they are unlikely to develop control ofeducational discourse, with
serious consequences for their life trajectories beyond school. In Christie's (1989) terms , this will
not enable them to participate effectively in the world of further education and employment, nor
will they be able to act on their world in terms ofbeing able to bring about signific ant change in
their lives. The findings demonstrate the validity of Luke's (1993) statement that differential
achievement in reading and writing can, in part, be produced by inequitable and inappropriate
teaching, texts and assessment (6).
5.2 Implications for Teaching, Teacher Training and Further Research
The central implication for teaching that arises from the conclusions is the reevaluation ofthe role
and status ofwriting in the curriculum. This will involve issues ofclassroom pract ice, syllabuses,
curriculum change, textbooks and pupil/teacher ratios.
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• Macdonald (1990a,b) indicated that pupils in many schools experienced little reading and
writing, a finding corroborated by this research. The centrality ofwriting in the development
of higher order skills has been emphasised by many of the commentators mentioned in this
research (Vygotsky 1962, Bernstein 1996, Macken-Horarik 1996). Cazden (1994) reported
on the improvement in the matriculation pass rate of pupils at the Educational Programmes
Centre (EPC) in Johannesburg from 76% in 1991 to 96% in 1992 and more than 30
distinctions in English in 1993. The EPC director attributed this success to an emphasis on
writing:
The only thing [different in the last two years] was the students were directed through
writing. We were brought up to believe, and honestly believe, that writing is not our turf
at all ... We are of the oral tradition and I believe that thousands of kids that fail the 12th
grade fail not because they haven't put in sufficient work to enable them to pass; they fail
because writing is not in their culture, as they are not able to write as lucidly as they want.
(173-174)
Cazden summing up her experience of the programme stated that through 'many, varied
writing experiences, EPC students become able to write what they know on the matric exam;
and they come to believe in themselves as writers and learners' (174). These experiences and
this belief was missing in the pupils interviewed for this research.
• The 'rehabilitation' of writing in the classrooms will require changes in a number of areas.
Syllabuses will have to explicitly state the central role ofwriting and provide clear guidelines
for teachers as to how this might be accomplished. This research suggests that genre-based
approaches would be most appropriate in the South African context. It explicitly foregrounds
the interface between the specialised domain ofschooling with learners' primary discourses
on the one hand, and the multi generic world of work beyond the classroom on the other.
Programmes would thus have to validate learners' own discourse practices (Stein 1995 ),
develop their confidence in their own voices, and provide explicit teaching across a range of
genres in different subject disciplines. As Martin (1989) has also suggested, learners should
experience writing in a range of factual genres early in their school careers to build their
capacities to communicate effectively for a variety of social purposes.
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• If writing is to be effectively rehabilitated in the curriculum then these changes must be
unambiguous and well supported in terms of teacher development. Both this research and
Ndlovu (1993) have illustrated the dangers of contradictory syllabus and teacher guides and
inappropriate implementation ofcurriculum change. It enables teachers to maintain practices
that hinder the literate development of learners. It also builds resistance to change. There is
already evidence ofproblems with the implementation of Outcomes based Education (OBE)
in South Africa as reported in newspaper reports (Natal Witness, January 12,2000) the PEI
research (Taylor and Vinjevold 1999: 273). Conversations and meetings with a language
project coordinator working with teachers on the implementation of OBE have confirmed
these reports . Teachers have become confused by an over emphasis on difficult concepts such
as 'range statements' and have lost sight of the major issue of developing lessons and
activities that achieve the desired outcomes. The PEI research states that 'most teachers
continue to teach as they did before OBE, the only difference being the recording of
assessment under the new curriculum' (ibid). As one of the key outcomes of the new
curriculum is the development of learners' literate competence it is important that this
opportunity is not lost in confusing curriculum design and implementation.
•
•
The proVISIOn of appropriate textbooks across different subjects which exemplify the
approaches mentioned above must be a priority. The prevalence of copying from the board
in the absence or non-use oftextbooks in the school is obviously detrimental to the learners'
literate development. The PEI research indicated the importance of textbooks and teaching
materials in the development of higher order skills and the knowledge base of learners.
Macken-Horarik (1996) has indicated the importance of a knowledge base for the
development of reflexive and critical social literacy.
Assessment practices must be reassessed and revised at all levels of schooling and across
disciplines. A linguistically principled and criterion-referenced model for effective assessment
has been described in this research (Macken and Slade 1993). It enables explicit criteria to be
developed which enable 'writing to be evaluated against a background knowledge of the
purpose and context of a text' (211). In addition, Gee states that in order to help non-
mainstream students to gain access to secondary discourses, attention should be focussed on
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the development of wider and more humane concepts of 'gatekeeping' (1990: 157). This
suggests that assessment practices would need to validate the discourses of all the
communities represented in the classroom. Stein (1995, 1998) has provided some examples
of how this might be accomplished in the South African context.
• The implications described above will, in turn, have implications for both in-service and pre-
service training ofteachers. As mentioned before, the conceptual knowledge ofteachers needs
to be developed to enable them to: use textbooks and learning materials appropriately and
effectively; develop students' literacy competences in different disciplines; and provide
explicit guidance into the linguistic and structural conventions ofa range ofgenres. Teachers'
own literacy competences need to be developed in order for them to provide adequate models
for their learners.
• Lastly, large classes have been shown to have an extremely negative impact on the quality of
literate development in the classroom. The adequate supply ofappropriately trained teachers
is crucial ifthere are to be equitable outcomes in our classrooms. The impact ofredeployment
and retrenchment has meant that teachers are teaching in areas they are not trained for. This
and other research has indicated the detrimental effect of this on the ability of teachers to
induct students into the literacy requirements of different subjects.
• A major implication for further research that emerges from the findings is research into the
interface between community literate practices and that ofthe educational system on the lines
ofthe research done by Heath (1983). This would enable a clearer understanding ofhow this
interface can be equitably managed to enable community practices to be validated at the same
time as providing appropriate bridging experiences into the domain ofeducational know ledge .
This process has been shown to be crucial to the development ofcritical social literacy at the
other end of the continuum.
This research has painted a picture ofa school environment that is likely to be found across many
schools in the South African context. It provides a picture of pupils involved in learning
experiences that will have a significantly negative effect on their life trajectories, their chances
ofemployment and their participation and power in society. Heath and Branscombe (1985) write
about a similar situation in the American education system, where children deemed mentally
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inferior were only allowed to write in single words or short phrases, and not in paragraphs or
essays . They commented that,
Schooling had in essence denied writing as a form of communication to these
students; in many ways, this extended denial of a channel of communication by
an institution is analogous to the severe and extremely rare cases of parents who
shut their children offfrom verbal and social interaction at birth, and prevent them
from learning to talk (p.225).
The consequences of this sort of scenario in our context is that ESL students in many schools are
increasingly deprived of the experiences and interactions they need to develop their literacy
competences adequately. This ultimately creates inequalities within the education system with
detrimental consequences for second language students. My research indicates that this inequality
is evident in the development of writing where both the content, teaching methodology and
assessment practices in the classrooms are depriving students of the opportunities to develop
control across a broad range ofpowerful and important gemes. As far as a critical social literacy
is concerned there is little to suggest students are developing 'the capacity to use text as a means
for learning and decision making...or to use text to...critically assess and influence their
positions..' (Luke, 1994, p. 7). The last word should belong to one of the students, Thulani: "We
know a little about writing' .
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Appendix 1: Criteria for Effective Narratives
Evaluation Questions for Effective Fairytales
Is there a clear Orientation which introduces and creates a context and participants?
Does the story give the reader a definite sense of moving towards some endpoint whereby a
problem /confli ct (Complicating Action) in the experience of the characters is resolved
(Resolution)?
Does the writer use the optional move of Evaluation effectively to foreshadow events and
create expectations/tension in the reader?
3.







Does the writer make the participants and thei r action alive and real to the reader? Is the reader
able to identify with the participants?
Does the writer develop the participants by:
- the use of direct and indirect speech to reveal the thinking, feelings and motives of
the characters (mental processes)?
- use varied and explicit vocabulary to indirectly comment on events and actions?
- create a sense of characters' responses and motives?
- use imagery, rhetorical questions, repetitions, exclamations to build suspense,











Does the writer build up the reality of the situation by sequencing events properly and creating
specific people and events (use appropriate vocabulary to describe ' doing ' [material]
processes)?
Does the writer use varied, precise and discriminating vocabulary to describe different action
that enhance the story e.g . ' squeezed' instead of ' held '?
Does the writer use discriminating and evocative vocabulary to describe the thinking (mental)
and doing (material) processes of the participants?
Does the writer build up a picture of the situation clearly by the use of prepositional phrases
(through the woods , under the bridge) and adverbials (suddenly,frantically,fearfully) .
Is the past tense used consistently?
Does the writer use language that extends, enhances and elaborates on information using a
range of linking words to link sentences, clauses and ideas?
Has the writer created a context independent text for the events of the narrative by: using
varied sentence beginnings to denote changes in the temporal sequence; and using a range of
cohesive devices (conjunctions, repetition, synonyms and reference items [she, he, the, this.
those]?
1
Appendix 2: Literate Life History Questions
What has writing been like for you from the time you first remember until the present?
1. What do you remember about writing before you began school? Who did reading and
writing around you? What kind of reading and writing did you see happening around you
in the home and for what purpose was the reading and writing being done? How did you
learn to write? Did anybody in your family, or around you, help you learn to read and
write? Did anybody read or tell you stories? Can you remember any of these stories?
2. What was writing like for you in the primary school? High school? What sorts of things
did you write about (topics, different kinds of writing)? What did you feel about those
writing tasks? How many extended writing tasks (essays, letters , reports etc) do you
remember doing per year at primary and high school? How were you taught to write these
different tasks? How did teachers respond to your writing? How did you feel about their
responses? What did you do with their responses? When was writing really good for you
in your educational experience? When was it really bad for you? Can you give explain why
these experiences were good or bad?
3. Can you remember the whole process of doing a writing task in school from the time the
teacher presented the task to the time you handed it in and got it back? What role did the
teacher play? How did you go about tackling the tasks? What was the process like for you?
When was it rewarding/exciting and when was it bad? How did other people help or hinder
that process? Try and do this for both primary and secondary education.
4 . Did your parents or other family members help you with your writing during you school
years? How was that help given and how did you feel about it? Did anybody else help you
with your writing (neighbours, relatives, friends) and how did you feel about it?
5. Where did you live and what were your schools like? What impact do you feel your
schooling and where you lived have on your writing development? Where did you do your
writing while you were at school? Did this place affect your writing positively and
negatively? Explain.
What is writing like for you right now?
6. What kinds of writing do you do now and for what purposes? Write about a typical day and
how writing fits into that day.
7. Some people say that writing is uncomfortable even distressing for them. Is this ever true
for you? When? Why?
8. What would a picture of you writing where you live look like? Where do you write , when,
how, with what? Do you find it a comfortable place or not?
9. What makes writing easy for you? What makes it difficult for you? What do you worry
about when writing? Do you try and work out what people want when you write?
What sense do you make of your experience with writing?
10 Thinking about your past experiences of writing (especially your educational experiences)
what things come to light? What things strike you as very important/noteworthy in your
development as a writer?
11 What things are important to you in life? How does writing connect with what is
important?
12 When you reflect back, what do you realise about schooling and its effect on you as a
writer? How has the experience of writing in school been good/bad/exciting/
boring/distressing/demotivating/motivating? To sum up , what things so you feel promoted
2
your writing development and what hindered it?
13 Is there anything important that has not been covered by these questions?
3
Students' Literate Life Histories (Appendices 3 - 8)




T We were not encouraged to write even composition, not taught how to be independent, how
to write a composition. We just copy composition to see how composition appears.
Afterw ards write the same composition in a test. We are not educated how to write a
composition. If you say we must write the composition. If you say we must write the
composition you will see we have a problem ... are not educated how to write it. We will just
want to draw the ideas before we write. We are not fully independent i how to write our
things, create things for ourselves
T. They talked about [introductions] but did not make sure that we understand how to use it.
They just talked, if then the teachers work is done. a.K. finished . Ya. They taught us
[paragraphs] but it is taught, ifthe example is given the pupils just take the copied message
then the teacher will explain each and every paragraph what it is about. Most children will
ignore that, the teacher will just say 'you understand?' and the few people, maybe four, will
say 'yes , we understand' .
T In the letter we used to be given a topic to write about the topic. We wrote to friends .
R. Did you write a composition on your own?
T. Ya, we used it, if we came back here's a topic 'How was the holiday?'
R. What types of comments were made on your writing?
T. No. only marked, given a mark if address good, organisation is good. If paragrpahs are
separated it would be the mark for that.
High School
R. What types of letters did you write in high school?
T. Business and informal letters .
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R. What comments were made about your letter?
T. No comments, just a mark.
R. What compositions did you write in Standards six, seven, and eight?
T. On birthday parties, trips.
R. Did you write about a debate?
T. No.
R. How many compositions did you write?
T. We write one composition and write one composition in the exams , two compositions.
R. What teaching about how to write did you get?
T. We know a little about writing. The teacher in class with a book oflanguage we will get an
exercise book on top of the desk. We just read the comprehension. After that we will just
answer the question. We will not be given maybe anything, maybe like a composition to
make us create something for ourselves. We usually depend on the books, depend on the
teacher.
R. Why do you copy notes from the board?
T. We copy because we can 't put information on the head. We must know maybe to place the
information. Like in the English sentence the first thing we must know is how to palce the
words that we might help the ideas, the meaning. The children most time the don't
understand how to write in maybe like a sentence, how to put a thing in a sentence in an
understandable way. That's why you may find that ifyou talk with the students he take time
to understand what is being said because most of the time he is not talking he is just given
the work , given the work. When you done the work , given the mark, finish.
T. In history in those essays we were not told how a history must be written. During standard
eight and seven we didn't write essays , we were just answering short questions ... [In
standard nine] while we were given the topic [ofhistory essay] we were not informed about
how we must put our ideas, we just put it all scattered, all of it not in paragraph form.
R. Why did you do that?
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T. We have no idea what strategies we must use. Our writing was like the notes on the board.
We done it, and when she marked it she didn't complain that we used the wrong tactic to
write the essay.
R. What sort of comments did the History teacher put on your composition?
T. Just spelling, just to comment about spelling. No other things.
T. During standards six, seven and eight I didn't know that the idea must be planned according
to the events that occurred. I thought if you are writing a composition you just write. If the
idea you have forgotten to write it at the top, it is alright to put it on the bottom. The teacher
will comment about the idea that the ideas are scattered all over the composition, but the
solution how to arrange those ideas will not come because she will think that I was sort of
lazy during my writing, but the knowledge of how to write it was not advised.
R. What sorts of writing do you do during a school day?
T. The notes are very much and in History we are taught then given the skeleton notes of the
chapter and then the teacher asks us to make our own notes to most ofthe time. I make notes
in History, Biology and Geography.
Second Interview with Thulani
T. It was in a assignment that we were going to go home and write it and bring it back to
the teacher to be marked. Whey we were given this topic we were not informed about
how we must put our ideas. We just put it on all scattered write it in write all of it not
in a paragraph form. We just wrote all the information from A up to Z not in the
matter of a essay. All right.
R. Now why did you do that?
T. We have no idea what must what strategy.
R Was your writing like the notes from the board?
T. Yes.
R. Was it?
T. Yes. We do, we done it when she marked it she didn't complain that we used the
6
wrong pattern to write the essay and then when our when we get on to the other
teachers like the English last year okay we were told that how to write a essay and
then we know that we were wrong but the teachers don't get it right all the time .
I thought that if you are writing a composition you just write if the idea, if the idea that
you must that you have forgotten to put on top it all right if you put it on the bottom.
R. So you didn't know you just put ideas as they come to you?
T. As they came. Yes if we were to write a composition there is no plan how I can
arrange the ideas but I would take the pen to the exercise book and write the ideas and
try to remember them as they come and write it and write it until I finished.
R. So what you are saying you didn't wit and plan something you just wrote you were
given a topic . What did the teacher say? Just here is a topic write a composition?
T The teacher will comment about the ideas that are scatter all over the composition but
the solution how to arrange those ideas will not come because she will think that I was
sort oflazy during writing of that composition but the knowledge of how to write it
was not in my head .
R. But writing down ideas and things like that you are saying you actually like that you
don't like it when you don't know how to do it but are you saying now you know
more on how to do it.
T. Yes . Yes I have information how to plan the writing I enjoy more writing than the past
because in the past I didn't know how to write the composition that's why I prefer to
write the poetry than writing the compositions/letters and something like that.
R. So you find writing poetry easier?
T. Easier because you just write. Just write.
R. Why do the teachers put the notes on the board. Why do they not just say use the
book? Or make own notes or something?
T. Book sometimes mentions the things that are not very much important.
R Mmm... So?
T The teacher will give the notes because he knows what the test means. But the
important things in the writing. Ifwe writing on the book the exercise book will be
finished in 6 months. But if the teacher makes the notes for use we
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R. O.K. in a day at school you are writing notes from text books . What other writing do
you do at school?
T. Other writings.... like?
R. Now you 've got English, History, Biology and Geography.
T. Other writing only a fake as we are studying literature. On that literature the teacher
will give us the questions on the questions so that student must write the answers yes
so that the teacher will know each student each will know how to or she understands it
for the literature.
R. So it is short questions on the literature?
T. Yes.
R. O.K. And in English and Zulu What other writing do you do there?
T. Some compositions.
R. What do you do in Zulu?
T. In Zulu we do the words for the Biology how the words are pronounced all that and
we do composition letters and the invitation cards and the ..... what is it called in the
meeting.
R. Minutes of a meeting.
T. Yes, minutes of the meeting. So how many until standard 8.
R. You hadn't done many compositions in Zulu. You had done mainly letters.
T. Yes, we write letters but the compositions maybe in the whole year we will write two
compositions.
R. In standard nine?
T. Standard nine I think we wrote maybe two.
R. And this year?
T. This year we haven't written.
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R. How did you know how to organise your essays you said you know when you writing
it wasn't a problem you knew how to organise that is 1,2,3. Now where did that
come from?
T. It came from the teachers we were told how to organise like this like a spider diagram.
R. So you using that as part of your plan.
T. Yes.
R. a .K. Now are you saying that last year is the first time you were told really how to
orgamse an essay.
T. Yes . I know it last year, from last year.
R. Now you said that first one you got last year. You didn't know how to write that
history essay. Did you not enjoy that?
T. I didn't enjoy it because that created the confusion because I will write the assignment
and finish the assignment. When the assignment I had finished I know nothing about
the assignment. So the teacher will ask the question and after he ask I iwll not get the
answer.
R. You first learnt to arrange points round topic in spider diagram.
T. It was hard because the topic I just write the topic on the sheet write topic and then
write right through write - write the ideas write until I finished.
R. Where did you get those ideas from?
T. Ijust remember then others I did not remember Ijustjump over them continue I don't
know.
9




R. Ah, oh, okay impatient yah, okay, so let me from there ask what do your parents do [
what did your mother do, did she work anywhere and your father what. ..?
G. But now they don't work because of attacking.
R. Ah the violence, okay.
G. And our life is so very bad in those times because my father is very old. He is just using his
pension money to help us come to school and, what can, what and to buy groceries
something like that, it is very difficult for my life. I don't enjoy this because sometimes I
don't have a chance to come to school because of shortage ofmoney, sometimes I have and
we live in a very big what place.




R So at night there is nothing you can use to read by?
G We use candles.
R. You use candles okay, okay, alright. So let's go back in your early days. You saw your sister
reading and writing, you saw her writing as well and wanted to learn to write.
G. Yes.
R. Okay, but now you didn't see your parents or anybody reading or writing.
G. No
R. No?
G. My parents are not educated.
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R. Good (sic), now when you were at primary school what reading did you do in the class
can you remember, did the teacher read to you, did you read on your own, what
happened?
G. I can say she read.
R. Did the teacher read books to you, did the teacher read stories to you?
G. Oh yes, she he read stories for us in Zulu and in English
R. And in English as well?
G. Yes, maybe I was in standard three.
R. Yah, standard three you would have started. Okay, did you do any reading yourself?
G. Yes
R. Where did, what did you read?
G. I read a story about the girl whose name was Cinderella.
R. Aha, so if you think in primary school how many books did you read on you own? Can
you think, did you read a lot you think? Ten, five what? Can you remember?
G. Maybe three or four.
R. You don't remember. Okay. Now writing how much, what writing did you do in Zulu?
What things did you write in Zulu?
G I write about my life and my future and my problems, yes.
R. So that's the writing you did in Zulu?
G Yes.
R. Okay. Did you write letters in Zulu?
G. Yes.
R. Okay. What sort of letters - friendly letters, letters to friends, aunts, what?
G. Yes.
R. And in English what did you write?
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G. [inaudible]
R. Did you write any essays, did you write about your life or did you write any letters in
English in primary school?
G. No . I write my my own letter in Zulu and in English.
R. You translate them?
G. Yes, translate it and [inaudible] not the [inaudible] what [inaudible] not at school, at
home and ...
R. So you just did it for yourself?
G. Yes .
R. Not for school, the school didn't ask you to write those letters?
G. No .
R. Okay, so you didn't do, you didn't write any letters for school?
G. No .
R. Okay, you didn't write any compositions in English for school. In primary school?
G. I did.
R. What can you remember?
G. Mmm, it was so many.
R. There were many.
G. Yes .
R. Ah good. Can you just some just remember any type, was it was a letter, about a story or
was it stories you wrote? Did you have to ask to write stories?
G. Not stories, just a composition about myself, about my school.
R. Mmm, so your letters your composition was describing things, you were describing
yourself? You were describing, talking about your school?
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G. Yes
R. Ah, okay, alright ... mmm ..
G. And about the journey I'll never forget.
R. The journey I'll never forget?
G. Yes.
R. Now did you write about a real journey or did you make up one?
G. I write about the real journey.
R. What was that journey?
G. Journey to [inaudible] to [inaudible] in ...
R. Mmm?
G. Yes, for netball games and football games.
R. Okay, so did you enjoy that writing?
G. Yes .
R. Do you enjoy writing?
G. Yes I enjoy it.
R. Why do you think you enjoy it, what makes you enjoy it?
G. I want to write every time we, we ... sometimes when I at home I think ofsomething that
had happens before, then I keep on writing that thing .
R. Oh, okay. So do you travel everyday now?
G. Yes.
R. So what time do you leave home?
G. In the morning.
R. Yah .
G. Ah, six 0 ' clock.
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R. Six o'clock. And the time you get home?
G. Maybe quarter to three, quarter past four
R. Quarter past four.
G. Yes
R. Okay, okay. Mmm, now what, when you started in standard six was there any ...?
Alright, if you think from standard six up to now, what writing have you done? Try and
think about what writing you have done in Zulu, what things have you written about?
G. From standard six?
R. Yes, when you wrote 'this journey I'll never forget', when was that?
G. I was in standard five.
R: Okay, so what writing have you done in high school? Can you think ofthe things you 've
written, what compositions letters have you written?
(Gladys confers with translator in Zu lu)
T. They did them on reports on things they had read from books.
R. Oh from books. Okay, have you ever written something like an essay on ... I saw a topic
on the board yesterday 'Lobola should be paid, Lobola should not be paid'. Have you
ever had to write an argument like that?
G. No we didn't.
R. Oh, okay. Now that, so now in Zulu or English you've only written things like reports,
okay, and letters?
G. In English.
R. Yah , and in Zulu, what have you written? Did you write friendly letters, letters to friends
or to relatives or did you write to a ... did you write to aaaa say ... a ... a company to say
I don't like what you sold me , or something like that?
G. No .
R. None of that.
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G. I' ve written letters to my friends only.
R. Were those your own letters?
G. Yes .
R. Not letters the school asked you to do?
G. No.
R. Okay, now lets forget about school for a while. What writing do you do, you say you
write a diary, that's your own thing ... you write some things. Do you do any other
writing, you write letters to friends?
G. Yes.
R. Oh, what other writing do you do for yourself, anything else? No? It doesn't matter if
you don't, I just want ...
G. Nothing.
R. Okay, and now reading in the high school since standard six , have you done, been able
to do much reading?
G. Ah, you know in school my mind is so ... I don't know what is it maybe '" I don't know
what is going on. I keep on ... I can say I'm just lazy these days, I don't know what is it
R. Now you say it's this school why ... what's happening?
G. I don't know why ... maybe it's high school ... I don't know ...
R. Okay. Now in your other subjects - what other subjects do you do? You do history and
Biology.
G. Yes.
R. Ah , what else?
G. Geography.
R. How much writing do you do of your own ? Do you do any writing for those subjects or
do you just copy from the board, or what do you do?
G. I copy from the board and I ... I read the questions from that notes.




G. That say history, and I read that notes and I [inaudible]
R. You answer questions that the teacher has set?
G. No. I do my own questions and I ah ... I keep on reading when I understand and what
what is it talking about, then I answer those questions [inaudible]
R. Okay, now I want to ask you now what, how teachers taught you how to write
compositions or anything when they were teaching you in Standard six or standard seven
or eight, nine. What has happened, what have they said to you . Did they teach you how
to write compositions?
G. Yes, if! can remember she said compositions should be ...
R. Say it in Zulu if you want to .
(Gladys speaks to translator)
T. She was doing it in different stages [inaudible] organised each and every part of the
[inaudible] one main idea.
G. They said ifyou write a composition you mustn't write it as a letter ... you must write it
(speaks to translator)
T. Each composition should have a topic and what ideas you put across should be in line
with the topic, and then you write it sort of formally not like when you write it casually.
R. Okay, okay. Now in your other subjects have people, are you writing any compositions
in other subjects? In history aren't you writing compositions?
G. No
R. Okay, in Geography or anything like that?
G. No.
R. Just a question. You said you were lazy about books, are you able to get books from
anywhere to read?
G. Ah, yes at my old school
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R. What, when you go home you can go and get books there?
G. Yes.
R. Okay, now you don't do that anymore?
G. (laughs) No .
R. Well maybe you should think about doing that. Let's see, we've talked about what's your
early life, we've talked about high school. Okay, mmm ... so you are saying to me that
you still enjoy writing, you like to write?
G. Yes .
R. What would you like to see happening in school about writing? If you were to teach or
if you were to tell the teachers what you wanted, what would you say?
G. (laughs) I don 't know how I, how can I say to be done.
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Appendix 5: Extracts from Interview with Prof.
P - Prof
R - Researcher
R. ... and in the community around you did, did you see lots of people around you using
reading and writing or not?
P. Especially in my community. I started Harding, you see that area it's a rural area and
people are not interested so much in reading and writing. They just do that or because
there is a purpose to doing that [inaudiable] they don't just do ... or maybe you can't get
a person busy there reading a novel ... ahh ... when they want to write maybe they've got
a problem there and in the past era they didn't get enough time to learn, they just go to
anybody that can read and write and say, ' Could you please write for me this letter?', and
that person will print what he or she wants to say. And that person who is given that job
to write that he will write that, and after that that will be the end of of of a learning.
Today they don 't, especially in the rural areas, they don 't see that there is a purpose of
of of learning, they just thing this is a wasting of time.
R. Yah, okay, so now let's just go back to primary school. Now you were saying that
teachers taught you basically how to write, to write the vowels and that sort of thing.
Now I want you to think back to your primary school ... mmm what types of writing did
you do in Zulu and in English, can you remember?
P. Okay, I will just little bit remember, like, ahh in primary school we, we were learn ahh
they taught us how, how to write to write a friendly letter, and they have taught us how
to write a composition and ahh what else? They have learnt, they have taught us how to
to write a letter, I mean a telegram, a letter and that was the end of of that.
R Alright, now how did they teach you this?
P Well, they used to say okay now we have to do this on the board, and say you have to do,
you have to copy that on the board. After that they give you a certain statement that you
write a letter that goes to so and so, and it 's a kind of a letter that you have to state they,
will state on the board that you have to write this kind of a letter.
R. Okay, so what types of a letter? You wrote a friendly letter.
P Ahh it's in between a friendly letter, a telegram or you write a composition.
R Okay now what types of compositions did you do? I mean what sort of topics?
P. Ahh sort of topics like 'the day I will never forget in my life' , ' my my first journey to
Durban', and ahh ...
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R. Now did you write that even though you hadn' t been to Durban?
P. Well , you see at that time even if you didn't go to Durban but you were supposed to lie.
R. To make up?
P. Yah, yah to make it clear that you can do this.
R. Yah, okay, so ifyou look back on your primary school up until standard five, how many
compositions did you write in English? Okay, well let's start, how many compositions
did you write in Zulu? Now a lot ofstudents that I've spoken to said well in the primary
school when they wrote a letter in Zulu they wrote the same thing in English, they wrote
a composition in Zulu, they wrote the same thing in English. Is that right?
P Well it's ... where the school that I work it's different, like you see in my school where
I was schooling in primary, like per year, because I started to write at standard, standard
three, and per year we used to write about four composi tions.
R. Per year?
P. Yah, per year, Four compositions three letters ... after that maybe one essay .
R. What's the difference between a composition and an essay?
P. Well you see what I say I'm getting to the [inaudible] like, okay, you see what they
taught us is they say, okay, the essay, the composition especially, they've got those rules
like you have to go one. The essay when you write the essay, you can put it as how you
want things to be, or you put things as how they, we be by your arguments, like when you
put a speech in a way of writing this paragraph.
R. You mean in an essay it's like [inaudible]
P. Yes.
R. So what topic would you write in an essay?
P. Like as others said in English, well, 'the school that I like'. You see you have to put some
arguments and after that you put some, some examples and you put some facts around
that yah. And after that maybe a composition is like you want to analyse something and
you go straight to that, and you don't put any fact or arguments on that, yah.
R. So a composition is seen as more of a story?
P Yah.
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R. Okay, alright, so you would say in Zulu you write four compositions a year and, say,
three letters?
P. Yes three letters .
R And in English also another four, or what?
P. In English it was maybe three letters and two compositions.
R. Two compositions, okay. Alright, that was a fair amount of writing over you primary
school year. Okay, no ... when you came to high school here what happened in terms of
essay and letter writing?
P. Okay, when I came to school life was sensible, no difference from primary, 'cause when
I came to school I was told to be responsible and when I've given that work I have to do
it at that time. And they had taught me to write some special essays where you have to
go and research before you write. And we used to write some letters, just the letters were
the same as primary, but when you wanted to do a composition or an essay you have to
go and do some research to the different people, and after that you have to write your
essay. And what I've learnt again is how to write a dialogue, this is what I learnt and ah
I've learnt how to write a debate. When you want to do a debate here what do you have
to do, like you have to go and do the research, like if if! give you a topic say' a man is
better than a woman', or maybe if! say 'a man is not a man without a woman', so then
if! want to do that, the argument with that, I have to go and do the research both sides,
the mans and the woman's, and I come back with my facts. And I'll see to my opponent
what they will say.
R. Now you're talking about debates, talking about opponents. Now did you speak the
debates or did you write them?
P. Well I've done a debate once I was doing standard seven, yes, I was doing standard seven
when we got a talk . That was saying 'a man is not a man without a woman ', and I made
a mistake in that, though they told me cause I had done some research on [inaudible]
side, and I came back with that, but I've tried and it was more difficult because I didn't
do my research properly, yes.
R. Okay, so now when you are saying debates did you actually write essays or compositions
that with a debate in ...
P No I was just taking the main points and I would work on them step by step . I was not
just writing.
R. But now was this an essay topic that was just set, or was it to prepare for an oral debate?
P. It was, it was you see no, I was just giving you an example for that topic, but the topic
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says 'a man is not a man without the woman', it was a debate topic.
R. Okay, so you haven't actually had an essay topic where you had to write a composition
saying argue for this point?
P. Yes.
R. You haven't had that.
P. No, no.
R. Okay, so how many essays have you written in Zulu and how many in English in the year
since you' ve been in [school X]?
P. Probably, in Standard seven I when I can remember properly I've made we ... two essays
in Zulu, and in English it was only one. After that I don't remember.
R. And the letters?
P. The letters were quite a lot 'cause it's about six or seven letters.
R. Okay, and in Standard eight?
P. Standard eight, nothing. It was just three, because nothing was new, we just stayed at the
[inaudible] ... basically we were forced to stay with the language, we had to push the
language.
R. So you didn't do any, you didn't write any compositions?
P. If! do remember, let me think, in Zulu we done two compositions two, two and none
essay, and letters, how many, it was about three letters.
R. And in English?
P. In English, we've done only one letter and two composit ions.
R. Okay, and in Standard nine?
P. Standard nine we had, we had, two compositions, one essay and four letters .
R. Is that across both, in English or in Zulu?
P. Both.
R. Okay, both. Alright, so that gives me a picture ... now how were you taught to write, what
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did the teachers tell you about writing? How did you know ...?
P. When they going to do their lesson on that you'll find when you get to the class to attend
you just find it they wrote something on the board and ahh after that they will try start to
try to explain what is on the board. After that they will say okay now you to do this by
your own, by your own. Just maybe they will say get your own your own title and you
start writing if it is a compositions. If it is a letter they will say you write a letter, maybe
you write an informa11etter to anybody that you can write to but you have to take this
stuff that you have sawn on the board and you have to copy that as it is on the board, and
you'll do your own letter.
R. Okay, and when you write a composition what do they teach you about writing a
composition?
P. Okay, when we writing a composition then they used to give us some notes and they go
on those notes. There are just some points on how to write a composition and they say
okay this is the notes and you have to copy these notes. After that you have to learn, you
have to know them, learn them, and practise how to write a composition.
R. Okay, now when teachers marked your stuff what comments did they make on your on
your essays, what did they say on your essays?
P. They just ... when they put some comments they will just say maybe it just be almost
perfect, or others they say you didn't learn, or you didn't study your notes. Others they
say you've done a lot it's quite right it's excellent.
R. But then if, what if they ... did they mark anything, say underline anything, or whatever.
P. Yah, they do that like when you put some [inaudible] English on there they just, they just
underline that and say that's not the right word, and when you are using maybe a
difficult English word where you have to use to get the dictionary, they have to underline
that and say you have to get a similar word for this word.
R. Mm, right. Now what did you do when you got an essay back, did you have to do any
corrections or things like that? Did they ask you to do that or did you have to rewrite
anything or whatever?
P Well, on that it would depend to the teacher how the teacher worked, like if the teacher
just says you have to do a correction for that, we're gonna do that. But ifhe says no you
proceed, gonna proceed, it depends to the teacher what he or she says .
R. Alright now, where do you write when you're at home? Do you have a place ofyour own
that you can sit and write?
P. No, Ijust sit in my room.
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R. You've got your room, okay
P. Yah, I just sit in my room, but the problem I just lie on my bed. I have to write when I
lie on the bed 'cause I don't have a table where I can [inaudible]
R. A desk or something. So you don't write in the kitchen or the dining room or something
like that?
P I can do them in the dining room, but the problem you see people we are a five bedroom
house so then it's [inaudible] when I can do that.
R. Have you got a room on your own?
P. No, just in that one room .
R. So that's your room?
P. Yah.
R. So you don't share it with anyone?
P. I share it with my brother.
R. Oh I see, okay, so your brother has to keep quiet?
P. Yah, or maybe you have to go and watch TV.
R. Okay, now just the other thing I want to know, when you are in other subjects what sort
of writing do you do in the school. I mean I see you here and you copy from the board
a lot. Does that happen in other subjects?
P Yah, in physics too.
R. You copy from the board .
P. Yah you copy from the book. Like we have a problem, like we have a shortage of
textbooks.
R. So it's because of that shortage that you have to do a lot of your writing as just point
form.
P. Yes, yes.
R. Now you see I see you working with an earthworm. but you never sit here and cut an
earthworm open.
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P. The problem is in that as people [inaudible] we have to show the teacher that we want to
see how it works. The problem is, yah, we learn it with the earthworms but if we don't
have, if we want to see the internal part we can't see because we don't have enough
[inaudible] to do that.
R. Enough?
P. Enough of a policy.
R. Okay.
R. Like equipment, microscopes and that sort of things.
P. Yah.
R. We just have to theorize.
P. Yah. I was just thinking my thinking my daughter is in primary school and they were
cutting open the fish to see all the different parts. So I thought that would be nice if you
could do that with the earthworm, then you could understand it more, hey?
P. Yes.
R. So now you don 't use a textbook to study, you use your notes from here , so you spend
a lot of your time writing in the subjects from the board.
P. Yah, we spend a lot of time copying from the book, and after that teacher have to stand
in front of us and explain.
R. So you also do that in Geography. I noticed that you had some notes but you tend to seem
to have ...
P. But in Geography it's a bit ofa difference because our teacher used to do some notes by
her own, and she will photocopy that note and give us, and we study them on our
[inaudible]
R. Okay, I see, so the teacher's doing the notes.
P. Yah the teacher's doing the notes 'cause they propose, how can the student do their own
notes? But the problem is, you see, the students were complaining they can't do that they
can't do that, it's too hard. Some of us were saying, yes we can do it, some of us can say
no we can't. So the majority say we can 't, so we end up saying, okay, the teachers have
to do the notes.
R. So yah, and that has happened right through your high school, notes like this for your
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other subjects? And you don't, I've noticed you don't write long sort of bits of writing
in your other subjects, you don't sort of write a Geography essay? You just write short
answers, fill in the points at the map or that sort of thing.
P. Yes, yes it's like in Geography we just go straight to the points, the main point that we
have to do, we just summarize. Like we don't give that lot ofnotes that we have to write
so many notes, we just do a page or two pages.
R. Yah, you see this is a problem because you people leave here and you arrive at University
and they say write a History essay, write a Geography essay.
P. You can't do anything.
R. No, there 's no experience of that.
P. Yah, what I say is at this time we can't blame anyone, we can't say it's apartheid era now
we can say just it was a problem that we were exposed to such things like to know how
to do your notes on your own. The teachers, another side we can blame the teachers to
spoil us because they knew how to work and they supposed to give us the work that
they've done in their colleges and in the different [inaudible] where they learn how to
teach.
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Q. Wh at types ofwriting in primary school did you do in Zulu? What things did you write?
R. We write the letter. The first thing in Zulu for me was to write a letter. In standard four
when the teacher told me to write a letter.
Q. So, in Zulu? That's the first bit of writing you did?
R. Yes .
Q. O.K.
R. But on the same year we did write the English letter.
Q. O.K. So you wrote an English and Zulu letter.
R. And after that when I was finished of! was doing of writing a letter, then he told me to
write any story about a thing I saw outside the school - then to write a full page.
Q. So that was a composition?
R. Yes.
Q. So that happened in standard four.
R. Yes .
Q. So before that you didn't write any letters or compositions in English or Zulu?
R. No , we didn 't.
Q. So then in Standard four how many letters did you write, in Zulu?
R. It was too many, maybe 5 of them.
Q. Five? And in English?
R. The teachers not very, he was lazy, maybe write 2 or 3. I don't remember.
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Q. So what sort of letters were these?
R. I was writing a letter to my father telling him to give me a money for buying shoes.
Q. O.K. That kind ofthing. And the compositions? You said were one about any story that
you saw and is that what you wrote, sort of stories?
R. Yes.
Q. So in standard five was it the same thing? Or more or less or what?
R. In standard five we write a telegram. He wanted to tell us how to write a telegram.
Everything we did , do a telegram in Zulu we also do it in English.
Q. O.K. In standard five how many letters and compositions did you write?
R. It not letters, we write about 3 telegrams. The telegrams were new to us.
Q. O.K. and compositions?
R. Compositions, we write maybe two.
Q. Two in English, two in Zulu?
R. Yes.
Q. OX. So what happened when you went to high school now? You went to high school ,
were things different? What was different?
High School
Q. So now, when you got to high school, what sort of writing did you do in English and
Zulu?
R. We started, we learnt about how to write a letter to order something to order a books or
order a groceries.
Q. Oh a type ofbusiness letter (R . Yes). O.K. How to order something, O.K. And how many
did you write?




Q. So one letter in standard six and in English and in Zulu?
R. Yes.
Q. And Compositions?
R. Compositions? Write too many of them, too many, maybe it was about eight. Four in
English four in Zulu. Ifyou write about 'my school' in Zulu you write about 'my school'
in English.
Q. a.K. So what were the titles? 'My School'. Can you remember any others?
R. 'My school', 'my journey by bus'.
Q. a.K. then, so what was different in standards seven and eight? Was it the same type of
thing, or were there big differences?
R. It was same like we are doing herein. We are writing a business letter, letter to a press.
We did letter to a [inaudible]
Q. And compositions? How many have you written this year?
R. This year we have written in Zulu, we have written two compositions.
Q. a.K. so compositions in class or in an exam or what?
R. In class.
Q. a.K. All right so two in English, two in Zulu?
R. Yes, two in English, two in Zulu.
Q. a.K. Now what type ofwriting were you asked to do in other subjects, especially in high
school? What sort of things were you asked of write? Do you have to write paragraphs
or do you just write short answers to something or what?
R. In Biology? There was nothing, nothing you only write notes and the teacher will explain
to us, then he will give us some classwork we must do this, do that, we must answer these
questions.
Q. To go back to English and Zulu. How were you taught to write? What would people say
to you when you had to write a letter or composition? How were you taught?
R. The teacher told me that if you write a letter to your mother you must write the address,
the address where you are then when you write a date, then write your mother's name.
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You do say 'dear my mother' or 'dear father'. Then you write an introduction and then
tell them what you why you write this letter. This letter is about this and this, and then
you conclude that you. If you musn't write your surname because your mother will
already know.
Q. Now how have you been taught to write a composition?
R. They told us that ifyou write a composition your points must be in order, you must write.
You talks about what was happening inside the classroom you are writing about the
school you are talking in the paragraph, in the second paragraph you still talkingabout in
the outside, inside the school. When you are talking about inside the classroom you must
talk in the first paragraph, inside the classroom. In the second paragraph you must write
about outside the classroom.
Q. So what is a paragraph to you? Why do you write a paragraph? What does it do in the
essay?
R. I write a paragraph, I talk about this in this paragraph. a.K. in this paragraph I will show
that , after that I will, ifthere is need to be a solution. Told us that you must write about
5 lines not about 10 to 15 lines, they said that is not a paragraph.
Q. Why is that not a paragraph?
R. Because that is like if you are writing 15 lines, that's full page. That you don't see now
when did he there people put full stop in.
Q. I was just thinking back to the compositions in high school. What sort of topics did you
write on?
R. It about 'my first day in the school ' . Talking about when I arrive here in the morning,
when I was meeting for the first time with my class teacher. Talking about your friends
you met in school, then I wrote about what difficult thing that I encountered in the school.
Q. a.K. What other topics can you think that you have written in high school?
R. I can't remember.
Q. Where they mainly things like 'my school' or 'my journey by train' or 'myself, or were
there things like argue or making an argument or making a debate between urban life or
rural life or something like arguing for abortion or against abortion or something like
that?
R. When we do that it will be the boys against the girls. We will sit in sections, sit inside that
section. He will make point one, then you will say your point, then other one will
say his point. Eventually we debate, but we don't write that thing.
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Q. O.K. So that's an oral debate? Yah? So you didn't write anything about it? Okay. Al
right. a.K. Did they mark your grammar then your language and say this is the wrong
tense or anything like that?
R. Yes, they do that, in English. But in Zulu they say they will look that my composition
is in order. I write it as my teacher told me to do it. Yes, the tense, or punctuation or
something like that. Yes.
Q. So now, what do you feel about writing, do you feel it's a good thing to do, do you worry
about it or what?
R. For me I can say writing is not good.
Q. Why?
R. I don't like to write something, even my teacher told me write two pages, two pages of
composition. That will be a difficult thing for me to do.
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Appendix 7: Extracts from Interview with Roka
R- Roka
Q - Questioner
Q. What would you say about education here?
R. I think that the teachers are trying their best. The problem is with us as students because
I don't think teachers are the ones who tell us that okay, you mustn't attend class, you
must be absent, because what you find is that when a person is being tried to be
disciplined then he or she will just say this and that swearing teachers writing, writing
everywhere. Writing, swearing teachers and all those type of things and some are even
writing on the walls.
Q. So why do you think that happens here?
R. I think because they are not strong to obey. We don't have rules in this school.
Q. Okay what do parents think. Don't parents play a role?
R. They do play that role but not that much. Not that much. When the meetings they come,
they sit together with teachers, governing body, SRC members of the students then they
try to come up with a solution. Okay, they do that in a meeting, but when it is here in
school they don't do nothing.
Q. Okay, dialogues in English?
R. But we did it practical. We did not ah write it, we were just making oral.
Q. Okay. Right.
R. Letter to your friend telling him or her that, OK, during holidays I will visit you then after
you came back from there how you felt, how she, ah, treated you like when you were by
his or her.
Q. Now these letters you are talking about were these in English or Zulu?
R. English.
Q. Compositions?
R. Ah, the way they taught us these, a teacher will just write his own compositions giving
us a picture how it must look like. Then he will ask us just go home and write about 'my
township' as she has wrote on the board.
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Q. Did she also write ' the township ' on the board?
R. No, she won't write "my township", she was just giving you the structure. You must
follow .
Q. Okay, what was that structure? What can you remember about it?
R. Mm , it was on the middle ofthe exercise, the page you write the introduction ofthe topic
you introduce your topic. And she will read for us the whole, the whole composition,
then she will tell us, okay, that you see this paragraph here on the introduction of this
topic I am writing about, and the body, and the summary, now the conclusion of all
you' ve said and done and there was it. 'The worst accident that you have ever come
across' and she was correcting us, telling as how we should have wrote that and they
always told us we musn't ask from the elders and we musn't try rush, we can see how far
are you marked.
Q. All right, did they say anything about, aah , you know ' this was interesting ' , 'I enjoyed
what you said ' , that sort of thing?
R. Aah, they were not encouraging, I have to say it.
Q. Okay, so now I am getting this right, for standards three, four and five you wrote four
essays in a year or four things it could be a dialogue it could be a letter, it could be a
composition.
R. Yes.
Q. So that's in Zulu. All right what happened in English? What did you write in English in
that time?
R. The same thing that applies to Zulu. What I noticed was that teachers here in [school X]
they were teaching just that same way. No teacher will say 'this teacher is good' is good
' also the other one is good' . They were just doing the same thing in my standard, I don 't
know in other standards, but as far as I was concerned.
Q. So you are trying to say that every year you did the same thing? You were taught the
same things about compositions, about writing?
R. Ya, in standard four in Zulu I will be taught the same way that as I have been taught in
English. It will differ that the languages are not the same but, if you can translate what
is written in English to Zulu, you will find that these are similar things.
Q. So how many, how many bits of writing did you do in English then?
R. Also we did spelling and abbreviations, also doing the opposites, we were given names
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and write the opposite of that and that.
Q. You remember being taught more grammar than writing?
R. Ya .
Q. So the writing, composition, you wrote many?
R. Compositions?
Q. Yes.
R. Mmm... four about four the same sort ofthing - yes the same. Or could be a composition
be a letter, a dialogue, that's one term approximately. One a term.
Q. And the way they commented on your writing. You know, what sort of comments they
made, was it the same?
R. You know I have to say this . What they commented about was only the bad handwriting.
Q. The bad handwriting?
R. Only as far as I can remember.
Q. But you didn't write anything?
R. Ya, she was telling us, showing us on the board, and then you write she is writing on the
board you also do the same and that's how we did it.
Q. How many did you actually write yourself? That's what I want you to think of.
R. In lower primary or primary?
Q. No , in high school.
R. Oh, in high school. One.
Q. One a year?
R. Ya, that I wrote by myself. Okay, I can say two because the one you write during exams.
Q. Okay, exams is the one.


















Now, then I am saying you writing something it could be a letter or a dialogue or what
was it, a real composition like, ah. 'my pet' or something like that?
Ya, it was something like that.
A real composition?
Ya.
So you write one composition a year and how many letters. Did you write any letters?
Two, or three letters.
That you actually wrote. Three letters a year?
Ya, not actually you, ah, you were taught to write. You were taught how to write three
letters, a business letter, informal letter, formal letter.
And you didn 't actually write them, you were just shown how to write.
Ya, this how you write it. You didn't write it on your own and show it to the teacher.
And what sort of topics can you think of that you wrote?
Ah, ' that day 1'11 never forget' and 'the journey by train' and, ah, 'the accident' and
'the school that I would like'.
When you wrote a composition, what marks or what comments did teachers make on the
compositions that you wrote. What did they mark? Did they make any comments or did
they underline?
Ya, here in high school they make some comments about your English, the poorness of
your English, the way ofhandwriting, because they always tell us about handwriting. We
will have a problem if your handwriting is not clearly seen because you find that during
your matric, when they are marking there in Pretoria, you may get that there is someone
who can't tolerate bad handwriting.
Okay, so they didn't say, did they say anything like 'I think your ideas are good' or ...?
Ya, they did that, they did that. They told us you musri't mix your points. Say you are
given a topic ' my school ' you must first do a mind map. You write 'my school' you write
a circle then you write under part topics. In school I will write about teachers, pupils, ah
pupils' behaviour. I will talk about classrooms, talk about this and that in school then you
divide into sub-topics, and then your first paragraph must be about teachers. The second
must be about pupils, as you did on your mind map.
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Q. Okay so they were teaching you something about structure ofan essay. Okay, but it looks
like you didn't write anything like a debate or argument.
R. No, we didn't. We did that orally. But no, I can't say we did orally because I was also in
a debate when a school from Empangeni came to visit here. Then we were chosen to
debate about a rural life and urban life.
Q. If! looked at English and Zulu writing, you didn't do many bits of writing, so is most of
your teaching about grammar, at least your teaching in English? What did they teach you,
do they teach you about literature and things like that?
R. Ya, they taught us literatures and how to write and also read, ah, language. I think
languages is what we did the most.
Q. So what sort of things do you do in language?
R. Mmm... You are given a sentence and they say you must change to direct , indirect speech.
You sometimes you deal with conjunctions.
Q. Okay, so you do exercises, language exercises?
R. Ya, language exercises.
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Appendix 8: Extracts from Interview with Kingsize
K - Kingsize
R - Researcher
R. So the first experience you had of reading and writing, was when you went to primary
school and a lot of that has to do with your sister and the teacher?
K. Ja, and I can say writing English, again I went to Wartburg Indian school. When I first
went there I didn't know how to even read English or write.
R. What age was that again . What standard was that again?
K. Second year.
R. Okay; right they were doing everything in English?
K. Ja, they were doing everything in English, but we were learning not difficult words, like
mother , cow, window and I had a friend there, he was an Indian guy, he seemed to like
me, then he helped me where I don't understand.
R. So did you, after school, spend time with that friend of yours?
K. Ja, I visited him at his home, at his home they were buying some vegies, so when I visited
him we played bicycles, swim in a pool because they had a pool, but in a weekends. So
when I shifted from Wartburg, he was crying and I cried too.
R. Well that's sad. Ja, so those people welcomed you in their home and made you feel at
home?
K. Ja, when I was with them I had everything, they did not treat me ... [inaudible]
R. So you have no contact with them any more?
K. Ja, I've just come to Bishopstowe. I was, I knew something when I was there, I knew
everything. I wasn't like in Wartburg I didn't know how to write.
R. So, okay, class one your teacher seemed to be very kind to you there, she helps you, the
teacher in the Indian school?
K. The teacher at the Indian school , she was shouting at me because I did not know nothing.
la, but she was shouting at me. I had a nice friend that was sitting near me, we were
sitting together and when my teacher's shouting at me, he will explain now, don't do that
to him because he is like this, like this, but when he's explaining that, he was small, we
were small too. The teacher will shout at me and say don't talk, you can't talk to me like
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that.
R. So ifyou think ofprimary school now, think back over the whole ofprimary school time
what sort of things did you read? Were you able to read? Did you get your own papers,
magazines or anything like that?
K. You see, in standard one, we learnt to write just a letter to your parents.
R. Now, how did you learn? Did you actually write one or what?
K. Our class teacher, because it would be difficult to write one, she wrote it on the board and
we copied it and we had to re-read it. When it's test time or exam time we would write
the same letter to see if we understand.
R. Was it in English or Zulu?
K. It was in English if I remember.
R. And in Zulu, what sort of writing and reading did you do in Zulu in primary school?
K. In Zulu we did write a letter in Zulu, but it wasn't difficult as English, you were in Zulu .
He gave us topics, and showed us how we were gonna write it, then we did that. In exam
we wrote a different letter from this one.
R. So let's think back at the primary school, how many letters did you write in Zulu from
standard, grade one, or when you started writing at Zulu from standard one? How many
did you write in standard one, a year?
K. Just one per year and one composition, and you only wrote an English about myself.
Didn't go into details like, my name is mmmmm, I am mmmm in this school and all that,
and at last, when you are concluding, you write what you wanna be when you are old.
R. So, let's say you write approximately one composition and one letter a year in primary
school, in English?
K. Ja, in English we only wrote, we were comparing those two languages. Whatever we did
in Zulu, we had to do in English, we wrote about 'myself' in English and also in Zulu
too.
R. So, now you have spoken about one topic about 'myself', what other topics did you write
about, can you remember?
K. We wrote about 'myself and about 'my dog'.
R. Did you have a dog?
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K. la, I had a dog. My friend gave me a dog, it was a small puppy. He gave to me I didn't
know what was the meaning of the name but I just called it (inaudable).
R. So what were other topics? 'My dog' and... ?
K. It was 'My dog' and 'My school'.
R. So, now when the teachers mark your stuff, what did they do? What did they mark, what
did they say on your essays?
K. Hooo , especially me, my hand writing was not good. When they were marking they all
said I must write properly. I didn 't finish words when I was writing I,just I, in Zulu you
have to write 'I' and put a dot. I didn't do that - I just write '1', and didn't put a dot.
That's why they did that to me.
R. So the teachers would say things about your grammar. You know, like this is the wrong
tense,or. ...?
K. Ya, but they seemed to like my English, especially my English, they liked me because
I was trying my best.
R. So can you remember what sort of things they said on your ...?
K. In primary?
R. Ya.
K. Ya, I can remember my teacher in standard one wrote a letter to me. In the letter he wrote
that my mother had to read with me. You see, I like playing in the classroom. I don't
concentrate on the subject. But I was passing. I don't know why. Look, Mike, I'm stupid ,
I don 't know what they wrote here, but I took the letter. She wrote that my mother must
hit me, but she said I must'nt open this letter. I took the letter to my mother, she said I
must stand here, and I stood. She read the letter, she just grabbed me, hit me. I didn't
know what happened.
R. All right, and so, reading - what sort of reading did you do? Did you read only books at
school , did the teachers read to you, you know - what sort of reading did you have?
K. When I was at school we had no books. Well we had some books, in primary - especially
in primary - we had to be a group, maybe five people in one group . When we would read
about the clever dog, I remember that topic. The clever dog was chasing the mice if they
want to eat the [inaudible]. Ya, that's what you read about. Ya, and 'Animal Farm ',
'Animal Farm'. Ya, that is a political book , but the characters are animals .
R. Ya, I know that book. When did you study it?
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K. In standard three.
R. In standard three! I studied it for matric. Ya, and you study it at University here.
K. Ya, but our words were not difficult, but I've seen it now at high school, ugh, the words
are now difficult. It was just written....
R. So did the teachers read to you a lot, or were you asked to read in front of a class? Did
you do any reading on your own at home, or anything like that?
K. In school our teachers would stand in front ofthe class with her own book, and then they
would tell us to read. After just reading a paragraph, explain, explain for us you see, these
words, in Zulu, especially in English, I'm talking about in English, they would explain
to us in Zulu - the words mean this and this. In Zulu we had to read ourselves. You see
in Zulu it was difficult. If you couldn't read, the teacher would chase you outside, stand
about fifteen minutes outside. They would shout at you, 'You can't even read your own
language! ' .
R. Now what happened when you came to high school- you came to high school here? Now
in terms ofyour thinking about your reading and writing, what sort ofwriting did you do
here? Let's look first at how many essays and letters you wrote a year.
K. Here in high school? Well in standard six I think we wrote three letters .
R. And what types of letters were they?
K. The first letter was a letter to your parents and the second letter was a business letter, and
the third one - what was it about? No we wrote two . Oh, it was informal, we wrote
informal letter and formal letter, and then we wrote the business letter.
R. Now did you actually write the letter, or did you copy it from the board? What happened?
K. In standard six we first copied them from the board, and then we went to preparing letters .
Then our teacher would give us homework and a topic: who we were writing to about
what, and we would do that.
R. So you wrote on your own then ....?
K. Ya, but hey, my results were really embarrassing.
R. And in Zulu ?
K. Ya, in Zulu we wrote about two letters.
R. So that's two letters in Zulu, two or three letters in English. And compositions, essays?
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K. Ya, we wrote composition essays in standard six, which was my school. That's where I
learnt that if you write a composition you have to understand a topic, then choose some
topics, and write the compositions. That's where I learnt that.
R. So you were taught that in standard six - planning an essay?
K. Ya, we were taught that in standard six.
R. So you wrote the one topic 'my school' in English. What sort oftopics did you write in
Zulu? Can you remember?
K. Ya, in Zulu we wrote about, how can you say? 'What do you want to be when you are
old?' We had to say my name is this and ...
R. Now that sounds very similar to what you did in primary school?
K. Ya, it sounds similar. In Zulu we wrote many compositions. Eight in standard eight. We
wrote business letters in Zulu, you see.
R. All right now, if you think back over your high school career, how many letters did you
write a year in Zulu, and how many letters in English? Anything you wrote.
K. In Zulu? We wrote two a year in Zulu, and three in English.
R. And the compositions, essays?
K. Last year we wrote about three compositions.
R. Was that in Zulu?
K. It was dialogue.
R. All right so you wrote a dialogue. What sort of topic was the dialogue about?
K. Oh, it was just like, I was chased from school, and my mother asked me, why were you
chased from school? And I explained it.
R. So every year you've done something like a business letter, an informal letter, and a
formal letter. Okay, what's the difference between a formal and an informal letter?
K. Ya, the difference between a formal and an informal letter is that the formal letter has two
addresses, and the informal one has only one address.
R. Now I was watching the other day in class, the teacher said this is how you put the
addresses, but you didn't write the letter. Now how many times did you actually write
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letters, or were you just told how to write them?
K. Oh, you saw her telling us how to write the letter? After he told us that he said okay,
homework he said we must choose our own topic, then we must write the letter about
that.
R. To the editor or whatever....
K. Ya, he said we must write the letter to the editor, about your own topic.
R. Okay, now if you look at it you've been about four years in high school, you've probably
written about eight compositions in English, and about eight in Zulu. Is that right? And
then you've written about eight or twelve letters in each language. And some of that
writing would be a dialogue as well - so you wrote dialogues in Zulu and in English?
K. Ya.
R. Okay. Now, when teachers marked your stuff what did they say about you, what sort of
things would they say on your essay?
K. We've done a dialogue in a group. Not each person was writing . We were in a group of
about four. Then, when it's your time to write, you take your own page and write your
speech and then give it to another one in your group, you see Then he writes his speech.
R. So each person writes something....
K. Ya, then when we've finished writing that, we would stay together and read and correct
each other. If there's a mistake somewhere then we correct it. That's how we did it.
R. But now when you hand in an essay to a teacher, what happens to it?
K. The teacher had comments mainly about one of us. Like I would ask a question and he
misunderstood the question, then he would answer with the wrong answer. Then our
teacher would say 'why did you answer it' because he asked this ....
R. So then what types ofcomments did they make on the essay? Did they say anything, like
this is bad grammar, or 'your tense is wrong here', or 'I like what you're saying', 'I think
this is an important idea', or what?
K. Our speech was excellent, I can say that. Or just my speech was excellent. But they say
hey, our tenses we miss ....
R. So would you have to do corrections then - rewrite a sentence or whatever?
K. No, they would just point to the paragraph where you wrote wrong. They would say this
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is supposed to be changed to this, and they would just correct for you.
R. The teacher corrected for you?
K . Ya.
R. Now in your other subjects, what sort of writing did you have to do? Did you ever have
to write a long essay in history, or did you just write paragraphs, or was it short answers?
What sort of writing did you have to do?
K. Hey, in Biology as you saw, we would first have to write notes, then the next day the
teacher would explain the notes to us. We had to write an assignment, maybe we would
have to write about, explain this in so many words. Or maybe we would just have to
describe the parasite life cycle , you see. Then we would have to write it like that.
M. So that would be a short bit of writing that you would do?
K. Ya, it was quite short, but difficult.
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Teachers' Interviews (Appendices (9 -11)
Appendix 9: Extracts from an Interview with Bongani (English Teacher)
B - Bongani
R - Researcher
R. Now out of a class of 30 - that was my first experience - four wrote an essay . Two of
them had changed the topic that they had started with, that they had obviously liked, and
I don't know whether they felt they couldn't write on the topic that they wanted to but
they changed it to something like 'my most exciting day ofsoccer' or 'the pen is mightier
than the sword'. So I only got four ofthem, and I found an incredible lack ofenthusiasm
for writing, or interest in it. And what I found from students was that they loved doing
grammar exercises - fill in the blanks and do this and do that. What explanation would
you have for that?
B. Ya, that is also what I experience Mike. It's basically because kids, right from primary
school up to secondary, the skill for writing is not developed. The skill for thinking is not
- it's like, Mike, if a child can't [inaudible] look at that picture; what thoughts does it
provoke in your mind, you know? That's how they were taught, that's the teacher, says
well fine, it's a man and a woman. They are never given a chance to develop that
thinking; what are they doing there? Where are they going to? What might they be? You
know, so now, in terms of writing, that lacks very much, so they had no enthusiasm for
writing Mike. Ifyou gave them something to write, they would do it, but they would hate
you. But they would pretend they like you. That's why you got four writing out ofthirty,
and others come with excuses.
R. So you would say that children have been taught almost not to take risks, not to, they just
wanted to rote learn and do those easy fill in the blank exercises.....
B. That's what the teacher gives you - homework to take home, and bring it back. As long
as I have written something the teacher will be happy. You know that attitude - as long
as it gets in my exercise book, I won 't get in trouble.
R. Now that's another question. This is something that has come up - a lot of punishment
is associated with writing, which would seem to me to have a negative, would create a
negative association with writing.
B. The only time they talk about writing is 'Oh, if! don't write, then there's this ... ' , so the
association is developed at the expense ofteaching the writing technique, you know, to
the child. And another point Mike could be, you know, mostly with black kids - you
know this, you've taught at [school X] - once you get out ofschool, you're out ofschool ,
it' s finished . When you come home, there's no space where you can sit like this and look
at your book ...
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R. Ya, absolutely, this is what I found, the space for writing .....
B Even if you want to write, there's no space for writing....
R. Ya, no that's true, I mean that's an issue, an issue that has come up again and again in
what I've come across.
B. And mostly in other homesteads, even if there is space, either they are selling liquor, or
they're selling this , dagga, or that or that. So when you come home, school is finished,
there are home chores now - there 's somebody buying now, you know ...
R. I remember one girl wrote in her dialogue journal. I wrote here and said 'why don't you
do any home work?' You know she was one of those refugees from the violence so she
travelled a long way to get to [school X], and she said; I catch a bus, I get home at four,
five o'cloc and because I'm the only girl, she said, I have to go and fetch the water, fetch
the fire wood, make the supper, clean the dishes, and then there's no electricity and it's
eight 0' clock at night, and she's dead tired - she's been up since 5 0'clock in the morning.
Ya, I mean you can understand all those sort of things.
B. Ya, but then Mike, we shouldn't understand that that 's the end ofthe story. There are kids
who when they're out of school, when they get home, they have everything they need to
have to prepare their schoolwork, you know. There's quite a number.
R. You see, one of the things - comment on this - because I think it's actually confirming
what you're saying. The one girl wrote to me in her dialogue journal and she said: 'why
are you teaching us about paragraphs, nobody's going to ask us what is a paragraph in
the exam?' and she was the one who was complaining. And I thought hell, I'm teaching
them these skills ofwriting, and she was saying, hey, that's nonsense, just give us these
grammar tests, that's what we want. So it seemed to confirm what you were saying -
people are brought up to fear writing, people throughout their schooling just
concentrating on, or seeing language learning as doing grammar exercises. And I came
to the conclusion that many teachers and the pupils felt that so long as they could write
a basic story that was fairly grammatically correct they would pass . That was their
attitude to writing, which is very different to your experience.
B. Ya, what is why most of the kids I taught, I tried to drag them away from that thinking.
I taught it the other way around. 'Cause I remember one time I said to the kids 'please
[inaudible]' so she [subject advisor] came to school and said 'right [inaudible]. By that
time I had quite a heavy load - standard ten, A, B, C, D, E - five classes in standard ten
and I was doing standard six and seven. Okay, so I taught about 300 and something kids
- that's about half the school. So when she looked through the matrics' books, she said
'Ya, I don 't do a lot ofthat'. 'But just check how many letters these kids have written,
how many essays these kids have written, how many tests these kids have written,
scheduled tests and impromptu tests, and see how many of them are marked '. She took
her glasses off and she looked at me. And I said 'no, check'. You know, first she thought
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I collected books from, you know, the good kids. I said 'no you can go to very class. I
told them to bring all their English exercise books, so you can take from any class from
any child'. Because my work they always did. So she said 'no, ya, this is right', and she
wanted an explanation as to why. I told her the same thing. I said that my experience is
that kids will do your work up to your satisfaction as long as you provided them with
blank spaces. They would fill them in even two words per space . But if you gave them
something to sit down and think about and write and be creative, you get [inaudible] And
she said 'no, I think you're right', and she was quite happy. She wrote a very good report
about that.
R. That gives me a lot of useful insight. How did you as a teacher feel about all the things
you understood in here (we were looking at teacher guides on work programmes)? From
what I've gathered you had to .... let me remember these things. Your work programme
- sixteen ...
B. I know, I know, I know . This I don't even have to look at - I know it. So then you had to
fill in this thing, this thing about what language things you did, thenyou had your weekly
lesson planning, then you had your [inaudiable]. So now you filled in that, you filled in
that, you filled in that. And that's it, and you ignored the rest. Ijust did that only. I filled
in once throughout the year. And then the following year there was the inspector.
R. Yes, yes I met him. I know him.
B. I quarrelled with the inspector. I told him; 'Peter, go to hell- I'm not going to fill in these
things. Ifyou want to write a report on that, chase me out of this school please do so. But
what I want you to check and acknowledge, just check the quality of the work I teach
these children. Check the results these children get. Because you know what Peter
wanted? Peter wanted to check this, this, this, that, that, that. Take a child's book and
then check the date here, check the date here. Check your work programme, check what
the rules say. I told him you know; 'I'm sorry, but you can go to hell.' So there Mike, I
hated doing this .
R. What were other teachers' reactions to this? And this was English, was there a similar
thing in other subjects?
B. Yes.
R So history was the same thing , geography ....
B. Yes, imagine Mike ifyou were teaching. Your work programme says six to ten. So, you
were doing standard six and you were doing standard eight and ten .
R. And you've got this unit that took two weeks. Did anybody ever follow those units like
they said they did?
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B. Not to the dot. I mean you could plan it - like this thing here. Attempting to plan for the
whole year. Ya, a basic plan for the whole year - period one, period two, period three. I
mean you could plan for the whole year, and teach for two weeks in six months.
R. But it seems to me that what they're asking here is just too fast. In two weeks you've got
to do this that and the next thing.
B. Ya, the units consists of so many.
R. There we go - comprehension, language study, writing. Now, in terms of writing, what
struck me is that they always put writing right at the end. I mean when you look at their
description ofwriting, most ofthe stuff, about writing is about grammar, look there that's
all grammar. Then there's sentences, paragraphs, narratives, descriptions - this is standard
seven - and letters. So it seems to give a message to teachers that your focus of your
writing is about, must be grammar, and not about writing. I mean, how did you feel?
B. Let me tell you Mike, it's a very good point. When (anonymous) became subject adviser ,
so she was teaching at Sukuma and I was teaching at [school X]. So, we used to attend
workshops together. Suddenly she's the subject adviser. When she came to [school X]
must have been when I was subject head - so there was quite a bit of quarrelling. And
then they say now, ya, but you are the head of the subject, and you 've got nothing to
show what you are doing , I'm very disappointed. So she wrote a very bad report about
me, and then I got the position. I said, 'I don't want the position.' [inaudible] carry on,
because I know you know, what it's like [inaudible]. So then, there were three teachers
who followed the syllabus to the dot. I said to them 'bullshit'. Can you see, you know,
like this exercise book, in three months, the one language exercise book, would be gone,
and then kids must buy another one. And the parents complain 'We don 't have the money
to buy these things'. The school would supply them at the beginning of the year, but
when the term ends I mean the first quarter, when the first quarter ends she would ask
them to bring another one, so the parents would complain. Ya, but none of the teachers
would do that. And then I looked into the problem and I said to her 'why are you always
getting into probl ems with the parents at the end ofeach quarter?' And then I discovered,
oh it's the number of language exercise books that she does .
R. And the writing?
B. Ay, lots of writing, lots of writing.
R. No, no I mean writing essays. Lots of writing oflanguage, but not essays .
B. Essays? Like bit, little bit, you knew. Like in three months Mike, you check a teacher's
work, you know, and you find the kids have only written one letter .
R. Well this is exactly, I was coming to this ....
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B. And one essay, maybe a narrative, and a description - one. And only one is marked
halfway through the class the other one is still untouched. There was not even a signature
to say 'no, I did see it' . And that kills me.
R. Because that's what I found, you know, I mean talking to the kids, they spoke about their
primary school, high school, and generally there was very little experience of extended
writing. They said, one of the things they used to do was write down an essay, learn it,
and it was asked in the exam. So they did two essays half year, four essays.
B. And you know, one of the two would be asked in the exam.
R. Ya, they learn one, and they do it in June, they learn another one and they do it in
December.
B. Ya, so you find a thick book like that, on the school, and it is just a waste. The whole
book is a waste. They haven't done essays.
R. I see. The other thing - when I looked at the school and looked at what writing they were
experiencing in other subjects, and a followed a class around for more than a week, now
they spent most of the ir time copying these summarised sentences from the board. I
remember walking into a biology class. These kids would walk in, say hello, and then
they sat down, wrote for 30 minutes and then 10 minutes before the end the teacher said
'stop' , and she explained. Now this was the cross section of the earthworm. A couple of
questions rose to my mind: Why wasn't there [inaudible] . But I mean they only had three
textbooks in that class - so that's one reason ....
B The question I wanted to pose to you Mike, did you ever notice how many kids came
[inaudible] ?
R. Ya.
B. Others just carried exercise books, only, no textbooks, because the kids knew. You got
biology, you write notes, you go to history, you write notes, you go to geography you
write notes . But they know the English teacher wants the book, the book ofthe day , and
the Afrikaans teacher wants the book, the book of the day, but the rest of the teachers
don't mind you carrying the book. That's why at the end of the year when we must
collect books, you find four books out the four hundred we gave out. The others were lost
in February right at the beginning of the year because they did not have to carry them to
class.
R. In essence it seemed to me that what the teachers get from English syllabuses seems to
say, if you look at it, overwhelmingly, some of your teachers have interpreted it as
language exercise. And it seems to me that children right from primary school have
almost been initiated into the belief that doing these language exercises is the way to
learn language. And that's why writing suffers. And that puzzles me, because ifyou look
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at a matric exam, writing an essay is quite a big chunk ofthe mark, writing a good essay.
B. But we were looking at an institution similar to the one you have just related and we were
looking at the allocation of marks in an essay. You look at the content, which should
carry a thick chunk of the marks, and you look at the language, language carries a lot of
things , spelling, this that and the next thing. But they seemed to allocate a lot more
marks on language than on content, so if a child scores on content but is weak on
language, then they automatically fail the child. But if a child is very good at language,
but has nothing on content, they automatically pass the child. But then you're passing
nothing.
R. I mean Jabulani felt, in conversation, I still have to interview him, but he said look you're
caught. These kids don't even understand the textbook, but then, because they've been
copying from the board, when they're asked to write an exam they write in point form,
which is tragic.
B. Ya, I think Jabulani's right. You know with our kids, they look at the history paper and
they 'Oh God', just before he or she opens the paper.
R. Because there's very little reading material in their homes, a lot of their parents are
illiterate, so they have no history of that behind them.
B. Ya, and a lot ofthe teachers themselves won't encourage the kids to read, and more than
that the teachers will write notes - to make it easy for them - just write notes, so it's just
notes, and not the use ofthe book. Like I was saying earlier on. The teacher would write
the summary of the notes and say chapter so and so page 26 paragraph 9. So the chap
would write the summary ofthe notes, come to the paragraph and think 'oh', [inaudible].
Now when it comes to the examination the question comes, 'oh by the way - Stalin's
policy' .
R. And they start from the date and they just go through.
B. Ya, and you expect them to write that much, and they just write this much, because this
is what they got from the teacher's summary on the board. One point you just mentioned
is that remedial work - we did not deal with that, but you mentioned it. There was
emphasis on remedial work. But what interested me was how can [inaudible]. That I did
remedial work with these kids when I have not given them anything to write - so what
is remedial there?
R. That's a good question.
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Appendix 10: Extracts from an Interview with Dumisa (Science Teacher)
D - Dumisa
R - Researcher
R. Okay, alright. So going back, let's look at particularly at the kind of school ... mm ... if
you think back to your learning and doing ofwriting, did you, how did you find writing?
Were you, did you feel positive about it? Did you feel it was difficult? Can you
remember anything really good or really bad about your experience of writing at that
stage?
D. Ah I can't remember something bad about it, ahh I was just doing it, I can't say that there
is this that I think it was good or that was bad, I was just doing it. You know I thought
I had to do it in order to succeed in school , so I was just doing it.
R. So now what type of writing did you do in the school, say both in Zulu and in English
and what types of writing were you asked to do?
D. We asked to do what we what was called compositions.
R. Yah.
D. Write stories you know, besides all these other things [inaudible],and all these things but
writing we given some topics 'the journey by train', you know sometimes things that
even if you have never even travelled on a train (laughter) they give you that topic .
R. Okay, so I mean how much writing did you do? I've been, you know, I've been doing
some other interviews and some of the pupils spoke about doing very little. How much
writing did you do? Now you're a different generation to them, I might be .,. You know
if you're thinking about say in your primary school , how many compositions did you
write in, in, if you remember a vague number in, ah, in Zulu and how many in English
etc? I mean it might be very difficult for you to remember that far back, but if you do?
D. Ah, I can 't remember exactly but were doing some writing?
R. Would you say you did about three or four compositions a year more less? You can't
remember accurately?
D. I can 't remember accurately, but three, four, five somewhere there .
R. A year?
D. A year.
R. Even in the '" when did you first write anything lengthy in English?
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D. Standard [inaudable] by length, about how much?
R. No, I'm saying about a page of extended writing you know, as apposed to writing three
of four lines of something. Sort of that you were given, okay, go away and write this.
D. At secondary school level?
R. At secondary level. And so what writing did you do in English in Primary school?
D. Yah in primary school we used to write some short paragraphs.
R. Okay, okay, and what type of topics ,can you remember? You spoke aboutjoumey by
train .
D. Yah, 'my first day at school', 'my school', 'my teacher' . We were given those sort of
topics .
R. Yah, and in your Primary school, in the other subjects, were you ever given say writing
paragraphs?
D. Yah.
R. On what sort of things?
D. It was Zulu.
R. Oh in Zulu. Okay, then the other subjects like history and geography in Primary school?
D. No.
R. You would never write anything?
D. We would never write anything in those subjects.
R. It was just short answers and things?
D. Short answers, filling in, and all those things, not something big.
R. So okay, if we move onto high school, and I want you to try and remember how you,
what did teachers say to you about writing [inaudible]? What did they, if you can
remember anything in particular, maybe there is some way that they taught you that
seemed to be fairly similar or maybe someone taught you something different? How did
the teaching of writing happen?
D. Ah, I think it was quite similar in that you were just given a topic. Right here's your
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topic, got to write 'my first day at school'. And you will say there is something that is
called an introduction. In the introduction you must do this and this and this ... go through
the body goes to the conclusion, that was sort of something similar.
R. How did they go through it, I mean when they saying how we introduce it? This is the
sort of thing I am interested in ... ah ... you know. This is an introduction, what do they
say in an introduction, how did you have to write in an introduction?
D. Yah, but they explained, you know, saying an introduction you've got to consider how
the reader is going to read this, you know, explain what an introduction is and these
things. But I'm afraid there was not much feedback after writing those things, you know,
we used write these submit them, get the mark when we were given back , you know, just
like that.
R. You were only given the mark, what other comments were there?
D. Very few, ifthere were any.
R. Very few. So after that you just got the essay back and that was end?
D. Just got the essay back and that was the end of it.
R. Okay, did you do did you do history or geography? What subjects did you end up in
Matric doin? I'm just trying to work out the sort of writing demands that would have
been placed on you.
D. In Matric I was doing Biology, Physics and Mathematics.
R. Ah, so you didn't do any of those other ones. Yah. so okay, say in Biology or Science,
what sort of writing did you have to do?
D. Ah, a lot of it was in Biology. We used to be given essays.
R. What sort of essays?
D. Ah things like kidney functioning, how did the kidneys function.
R. Ah, so you would actually describe the function, it was more like an explanation of
something. Okay, so ... ah ... did that happen in the senior high school or the junior high
school?
D. Senior high school.
R. Okay, so in your content subjects in the junior high it was more, shall we say, in the
subjects it was more, it was a lot of ...?
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D Inthe content subjects there was not much writing.
R. It was still shortish answers?
D. Yah.
R. Okay, alright. Now I don't know, there's something I want to ask you a little bit later in
terms ofyour teaching at [school X], but one ofthe things I've noticed a great deal in the
school is a lot of copying, students spending a lot of the time copying notes from the
board . Did that happen to you a great deal?
D. Yah. that happened .
R. What to you were the reasons for that when you were at school?
D. Ahh, I don't know , I don't know what the reasons but it was a lot of ... in all my
schooling years that was what was happening.
R. Now what I've noticed a lot in some of the schools ... did you have a shortage of
textbooks when you were at school?
D. Yahalotofit.
R. Okay, so in other words, the teachers might have been doing it in order to, that you
actually create some sort of textbook?
D. Yah.
R. So your, your ... you had a big memory of doing lots of notes, of copying of notes that
the teacher had written on the board?
D. Yah.
R. Okay, okay, alright. Mmm ... so if we now look at your teacher training, you went to
Indumiso. Now I'm wanting you to, to sort of think back and ... what was done there
about writing , teaching you as a future teacher ofwriting, what did, can you remember?
D. Organization [inaudible] ... on the content of your, of your thing.
R. Okay, and then what did you when you got an assignment back? What happened with
that, did you do anything with it, did you ... was it just something that you took in? Did
you rewrite it or ...?
D. You just have to take it, read the comments , you know, all those things .
S2
R. Okay, and now you went to that correspondence teachers ' training college. Ijust want to
talk about that for a bit. Mmm , now there obviously was a lot of writing [inaudible], all
the time. Was that essay types or short answers or what type?
D. Essay types , short answers for [inaudible]
R. Okay, now what did you feel about that whole process of writing there? Did you feel it
was any better, or any different or, mmm, because it was correspondence, did a lot of
things the way you related to your lecturers change a great deal?
D. No, it was just the same thing you know, writing, getting some information from things,
write down, submit it, comes back, reading the comments and all these things.
R. Okay , so there was no teaching about how to go about it, mmm, in any way?
D. Mmm , there were what was called regional meetings, one in a semester. So you had to
attend those regional meeting where problems that you have and, ahh, the lecturer
concerned would give sort of guide lines.
R. What did you feel about teaching in [school X] what is your impression there?
D. Ahh, I don't know where to start (laughter). You know when I went there I felt I had a
duty to do and, ahh, I must say I was a little bit disappointed
R. What were you disappointed at?
D. Ahh, the way, I think kids didn 't see the importance of, you know , coming to school and
all those things .
R. Yah, I noticed that quite a lot. After lunch there was a huge drop in your numbers.
D. Which worried me a lot.
R. What do you put that down to? Why is there at this stage in people, like [inaudible] have
you got any sort of explanation for that?
D. Ahh, I may be wrong but I think it goes back to the community, the people themselves,
the parents. It seems they just don't care, you know. Wakes up in the morning, goes to
work where he is working and he doesn't care whether the child goes to school. What
was being , what was happening at school, you know all those things. You call a student,
I mean a parents meeting you don't even get a quarter of the parents that are supposed
to come.
R. Yah, now what did you find in teaching Standard six students, standard six and seven in
Science? Now you would be in a sense teaching them how to write in science, now what
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did the syllabus require you to do in that, in terms of their writing? What requirements
were there in there syllabuses?
D. Well the syllabus would just give topics that had to be dealt with and in the end stated
that there should be a lot of writing to give it to the pupils . And you find that you get a
problem there because their writing skills, you know, how to ... physical writing, they had
a problem with that.
R. So actuall y the whole question of [inaudible] is still an issue?
D. Yah, that also a problem. And another thing which becomes a problem is that the medium
of instruction it was English, they had to be taught in English, whereas the only situation
where they find themselves having to communicate or do anything in English is in the
classroom. Once the school is out, you'll never speak English again until the next day.
R. So in terms of, ofthe type of, what type ofexercises did you give the students in writing,
how did you do that, given those problems you talked about?
D. Yah, given those problems you know there were ... I used to do some worksheets, mmm,
sort of give them exercises from the worksheet. They wouldn 't write some paragraphs
or essay, we just fill in those words missing words, signs true, false and all these things.
There was not much writing as such, to write paragraphs and all those things.
R. Yah, ahh, I have another question I 'm just trying to remember what it was ... it was
something ... ahh ... while you were talking I thought of something else so it interrupted
the, the question I had before ... amm '" yah, so it was worksheets. Oh yes, it was ... now
what was the situation ofthe students you taught around textbooks?
D. Yah when I came, I don't know, fortunately textbooks were there , they were there and,
ahh, I made them to buy those the worksheet ... so we used to raise some funds and buy
these worksheets, and each have a copy.
R. Did you feel that you that your kids had to do a lot of copying offthe board? Did you feel
you had to do that?
D. With the presence of these set worksheets I didn't see any need of making them copy a
lot, but occasionally I used to give them something.
R. So what was it about the setwork, work, workbooks that allowed you not to have to give
notes like other teachers felt they had to?
D. It's, amm , these worksheets have got, you know, facts of the subject matter you know,
it's a worksheet that can act as a textbook sometimes.
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R. Okay, alright. Now if you look at the textbook that you had there , do you think the
children could have handled that textbook on their own?
D. Ahh no.
R. So you think the language is too ...?
D. The language would be very difficult.
R. This is one of the reasons some of the teachers like DJ gave me, that he said , you know,
the students couldn't handle the textbooks so you were actually summarizing and
simplifying it. It was the other reason besides the fact of the shortage, you were
summarising and simplifying and he felt he was forced to do that under those sort of
circumstances. Would you agree with that?
D. Yes I agree with that , yes, you find yourself forced to do that because on their own
students cannot handle those textbooks, thelanguage inside there becomes a problem.
R. Yah.
D. So you had to simplify it, you know, put it on the board so they can just copy it.
R. Okay, mmm, how do you feel about writing now, you've obviously now gone, come to
University, you've been doing a lot of writing, I mean teachers' training college,
university. Let's just finish off there. What do you feel about writing in the University?
Are you finding it a change, a difference from your previous writing experiences?
D. Yah there is a change. It's different from my previous writing, you know, maybe it's now
because I'm now aware what is expected ofme, what type ofwriting that I must do, then
I see the change. Academic writing, and you know that writing that we used to do,
maybe, I think it's the awareness that has you know ...
R. Okay, now you did 3L [a first year academic development course] didn't you?
D. Yes.
R. Now what did you feel about .what you learnt through writing there?
D. I mean 3L, it's one ofthe courses, it is the course that really helped me, otherwise I think
ifIjust come here and not do 3L I would be having a problem that I wouldn't know that
I'm having.
R. Okay, so what about the 3L course was , was useful to you? I mean was there anything
particular about that whole process that you went through?
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D. I think it was, ahh, the thing that I can pick up, you know, I used to do writing but my
writing was very, what can I say ... casual. It was not writing academic writing so 3L
helped me there.
R. Now in 3L you, your essay was marked and then handed back, and you had to rewrite.
What did you feel about that?
D. I think it was a good thing because otherwise if! had to write it and submit it, it comes
back with no ... looking at it again I wouldn't know where the problem lies.
R. So if, if you think back to your school experience now, and the University, and what's
happened now what do you feel? I mean you, am I correct in saying that your experience
there didn't help you much in terms of writing for this particular context?
D. Yah, yah.
R. Okay , mmm, what do you think needs to, what do you feel needs to change in the
teaching and learning of writing in schools in order to, to prepare people better for the
demands that are placed on them outside?
D. Ahh, I should think for, in the teacher training there should be courses like 3L or a little
bit of Applied Language Studies.
R. In Applied Language Studies you focussed on genre analysis.
D. Genre analysis, yah.
R. So that might be important, and that needs to be transferred into the schools, that sort of
thing?
D. Into the schools, yah, I think it is very important. Teachers should be aware of these
things because, you know , I think if you could take all the teachers that are practising
now that are at schooIs now, teaching now, if you can take those teachers, teach them
things like 3L, they will go back being different teachers.
R. Yah, so in other words you are saying something like it would be important to, to get
teachers to develop their own writing, in a way, because then they will go back and
would influence, in some ways , the writing they do in the schools?
D. And have, you know, just the awareness of the importance of writing. You know those
things are not done to, in the teachers' training colleges .
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M. I struggled the first year at Indumiso, but then from the second year onwards I had done
well enough during the first year to get these bursaries to see me through the two years
there. Ya, but then again, ya, it was going to be a different sort of experience from
Marionhill. We were going down in a way, because there was a lot being done at
Marionhill. Suddenly I came to Indumiso where the college was taking care ofthe second
language speakers, and the assumption was that all folks weren't really used to writing,
so we were going back to the basics. It was quite boring. I think I was somehow a bit lazy
if you come to think of what we were doing at Marionhill. Because suddenly the work
that we were doing was too simple, too boring, not challenging that much, but then ya,
but then again.
R Ya, this is the important thing, because I spoke to Dumisa about his experience, and he
said, well, he found the teacher training college writing very similar to school. He did his
assignments, he got very few comments, and that sort ofthing. Was that your experience?
M Yes, it was something like that. There were a few good teachers again, there were good
lecturers at Indumiso - one was Michelle Taska. She was [inaudible] at the time in
History. She immediately spotted out, I mean some of us could write, because I
remember it was a first that way, and she mentioned in class, if you want to see how an
essay is written - whether it is a narrative or a discursive essay - get hold ofJabulani' s get
hold of Denis' s, and uh, and I said goodness me, I was just writing because you know,
I was used to writing and everything. I didn't know it was going to be an example
because other people were struggling. And one can understand, can appreciate their
dilemma, because they cater for people who are coming from school, and they are trying
to bridge that, and to a certain extent they were being [inaudible]. Now for some of us
who were coming from a good school like Marionhill, we were finding the work too, too
simple. And boring at times. I mean to a point where you'd - I remember in a lot of my
books, ya, I lost a lot of them in Mpumulanga. I used to draw a lot of pictures on my
books, and that tells you I wasn't concentrating on what they were saying, I was not
listening, and drawing pictures instead because.
R So what types of writing did they ask you to do then?
M Yes, they would go back to the basics, telling us to write in narrative, how to write in
narrative, then we would go for that. Surely they were not giving us examples, I mean
model answers. They would go for those very simple ones, and they would try and
introduce us to discursive essays as well, where you're argumentative, or where you start
coming up with an argument. And this was going on gradually over a long period oftime.
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And of course a lot oftime was spent, I mean, on how we should be teaching these sort
of methods as well. I mean that has always been my criticism of the college.
R Okay, so you' re saying that the types ofwriting didn't extend you, you thought you were
going back to basics. The comments on your writing, you know ....
M Ya, to be quite fair with them, um, Michelle used to comment a lot. Ya, they were making
fair comments, a great deal ofthem. And obviously as I say for Michelle Taska, she used
to do a lot of that. There was a an old lady as well, was quite a good teacher, an English
teacher. Um, there was another old lady, she was very good as well, she left very early
because she was almost at a retiring age when I came to the college. They used to
comment a great deal , but again they would always bear in mind that they were dealing
with these students that were coming from your formerly disadvantaged schools, and
to a certain extent they would be satisfied with what you're doing and then try and
concentrate on what other people were doing . There were these times that I would get
bored because we would get involved in an exercise, I would give all the answers, and
at the end of the day, I would sit there because other people were trying to struggle, and
get along with that. Ya, and I mean , I felt ya, by the time I came to University, I had just
gone through a lot ofbeing lazy again. I mean you get pushed all the way at Marionhill,
and then you work for two years and go down like that, and then suddenly you come to
University again where you are demanded to do something, ya.
R So there wasn't much link between what you were asked to do at Teacher's Training
College and what you were asked to do at University?
School Eperiences
R All right, I would like to get on to your experiences at school now, and I want to sort of
pose questions to you from my experience, okay? Okay, let's start with one question that
arose out ofmy experience. I found kids not interested in writing, you know, I remember
going through, I helped them brainstorm ideas, showed them how to plan, and I said
okay, now we've gone through a whole lot ofperiods on this, now go off and write your
essay . They chose their own topics, they did all that, and I remember I had a class of
about 35- only four people came back with something written.
What is your reaction to that? Why would kids ... and you know , the other thing that came
up, they seemed to love grammar, these little grammar exercises. They got quite excited
about that, as if this was how they were learning writing. Now , how would you explain
that?
M It is the emphasis on examination. Ya, I mean a lot ofteaching in high schools ... I'm not
sure what has been happening now, I mean I' ve not been a school teacher since '95 - but
my experience from 1993 to 1995 was that a number of people would focus on exams _
what are we going to be required to write during the exams, and um, whether they learnt
anything didn't matter. What was important as far as a number ofpupils were concerned,
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and as far as a number of teachers, not only teachers, also the subject advisers in the
DET, was exams. So, all education was geared to was exams. If you can learn
something, you should come back and reproduce it without really thinking, that is all that
mattered.
R Okay, so you're saying there's quite a legacy behind that. That the sort of messages kids
have got throughout their schooling, is learn and memorise for the exam?
13. Learn and memorise and reproduce. For as long as you can, you know, just like a parrot ,
come back to the answers. You know ofcourse it was reinforced by the subject advisers.
I remember when I came to [school X] in '93, the school principal at the time said to me
he would like to give me the standard ten for History. And I think I had the standard
nines for English because I had been there for English for quite a number of years. So I
did standard nine and ten, and the subject adviser came to school. I was trying to teach
them to write paragraphs, essays and everything, and he said to me have you ever taught
history before? I looked at this chap, I mean I was having an honours degree anyway
from UNISA, so I had taught history at Elandskop before that, and English ofcourse. My
English advisers were wonderful in '87 for a school like that, where I taught first. And
I looked at him, and I said, 'Yes, I've taught history before', and he said, 'Do you know
what you require in the exam?'. I said, 'Unfortunately each time I applied to go to the
marking centre I was turned down,' He said, 'Well then, I'm not sure, I'm not happy with
you teaching history to standard ten.' I said, 'Well I didn't know that the subject adviser
decides because we've never been to the centre.' And I said to him 'Well unfortunately
I'm a ten teacher already, what exactly do you have in mind?' He said, 'No, we expect
people to reproduce, because our marking is point, point, point. They don't look at how
sentences have been constructed, whether there is any argument that makes any sense,
they look for points' .
And um ya, I mean ofcourse I had a few very good students who were saying to me for
the first time they were all of a sudden coming across paragraphs and writing essays in
standard ten. They had never been exposed to this kind of thing before that. They did
quite well , fair enough, I mean in standard ten at the end ofthe year, although I mean ya,
the class was struggling, the bulk ofthe class was struggling, and few ofthe students did
work. And, then the following year I had to give in to the teacher that was favoured by
the subject adviser. My criticism immediately, she could not teach them to write, she was
making them copy from the board. She had been to the examination centre so much that
she would take the model answers that they were given at the examination centre and use
them to teach the pupils - the pupils were sent a copy. And all the students suddenly
switched from a higher grade teaching, I mean exams, to standard grade, because all they
were supposed to do was to reproduce and not write essays, not write arguments. With
English it was a different story because [inaudible] was doing that. I wasn't exposed to
standard ten teaching, but what I started doing with, was to start teaching free writing,
paragraphs and things like that. And then again, like your experience, the students
wouldn't trust it. They thought ... ya, I remember at one stage they called me a slave
driver ofsome kind . I wanted them to do a lot ofwriting. Why should they do the writing
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all the time - it doesn't matter? As far as they were concerned they should learn what they
are going to be expected to write in the exam.
R Ya, um, what was the other question I wanted to ask you about school. Okay, that last
point, about the amount ofwork done. I think what I noticed in my interviews with kids
is that they hardly do any essays, and I've looked at exercise books, and I've seen that
there are absolutely no essays. The one's copied from the board obviously, and that's the
essay. How do you ...?
M You know this was still the experience at [school X] as well. I mean we were making that
point earlier on. Ya, it was quite common in [school X]. I remember I spoke to Bongani
who happened to be a senior English teacher, and I was in standard nine, and there was
in standard eight - a very good teacher, but very busy with the unions. Ya, people weren't
giving pupils enough written exercises because marking essays was a lot of work , and
then teachers would then give them very few because they demanded, I mean, they're
expected to teach them somehow, they should be having them somehow so they did some
essays - some writing. But otherwise these teachers were to choose in high schools,
because of the big classes, they would choose not to ....
R Ya, there would be a lot of short exercises, fill in the answers - that kind of thing.
M Ya, ya exactly. Because then they can mark them very quickly, get them back to the
pupils, and then give them the next exercise. So with the authorities they would be in the
good books, but then the pupils are going to lose out in the process . Because if you take
in the essays and do thorough marking, say you teach three classes . I remember in
standard nine I used to have three classes or four classes and you took one of them from
me. But, if you teach say, yours was the smaller one as well, comparatively speaking ...
R The one class I had was a small one.
M Ya, it was an accounting class and there were very few. Otherwise if you go to the ones
that were doing history and the ones that were doing science, classes would be quite big,
quite big.
R My class was about 35, your guys were around 50.
M Ya, 50, 58. I think I had 61 it was, 58 in another one, then the other one was 65. Quite big
classes. Ya, so if you were to mark that and be very thorough, usually teachers would
refuse to do that. I remember we used to have meetings. Meeting after meeting, and of
course the worst was that you had to be [inaudible]. They would start putting pressure
on me, saying 'goodness me, you must start teaching our pupils to write' . I remember
with exception, where this one young pupil, in standard eight, who wrote for a
competition with Nicro , and got number two from our school. I think the winning essay
was from one of the schools in [inaudible]. She was writing about drugs, and how drugs
had messed up the townships. It was a beautiful essay. I remember I offered to type it.
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She wrote it by hand and she was also a brilliant student, coming from a very poor
family. I think her mom was a domestic worker, and not so much [inaudible], but a very
keen reader, and having friends ofthe family where the mom was working. I mean these
young kids as well, and she was writing quite well. Then you would have pressure like
that. Those pupils who are doing bad, and a few ofthose that are doing like that, but then
the rest would then be neglected as I was saying earlier on. You would then find that in
practice, in schools, with teachers attending to those who are showing signs ofprogress
and then leaving the rest. And then ofcourse responding to the pressures, like she spotted
this thing at Nicro and wanted to enter the competition. I encouraged them to start




Appendix 12: 1993 Matriculation Essay Paper Marking Memorandum
~ .
NOVEMBER 1993
ENGLISH 2ND\LANGUAGE H.G. MARKING MEMORANDUM
PAPER 1: FULL -::-TIME AND PART-TIME
INTRODUCTION
./
The following quidelines refer to the marking of both the
composition and letter or other short piece of writing.
A holistic approach to the evaluation of writing will be
used i.e. examiners will base their judgement,on their
impression of the whole compo s i t i on l l et t er , The comp o si «
tion or letter will be judged on its communicative effec-
t iveness.
To help examiners in their evaluation a marking profile
contajning 4 component scales has been provided to help
focus the read~r's attention on important aspects of
composition writing.
I I. MARK ING PROCEDURE
1. Each composition will be marked ,by two different .~':
markers unper the same Senior Sub-Examiner, or two
Senior Sub-examiners under the same Chief Examiner!
Deputy Chief Examiner. This pro~edure will be followed
until the Chief Examiner is satisfied that markers are
using similar standards.
2. The first marker will mark only the composition.
The second marker will mark both composition and letter!
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short piece. Two quick readings of each p iec e of ..-!. ;
writing are expected from each marker at this stage.
(a) The fI~st reading will be for an overall impre-
ssion concentrating on · f:the~'message. The
examiner should ask himself/herself questions
about the writer's ideas and how well they are
developed and sequenced to convey a comple~e
picture. Marks should then be allocated under
eontent and O,rganl sat ion finding the descriptors
that best describe the writer's success. A score
should be determined for each component to reflect
these d esc r i p t or s and be recorded on the top left
corner of the script as follows:
' ..~'"
c = o :::
(b) The second reading will be to decide on scores for
the remaining two categories:
Vocabu1a~ and Language Use. The examiner must
decide if the vocabulary and men i pu l e t i on of
language work effect ively to convey/the intended
message without distortion or loss of meaning.
J .
T~e marks for the two categories should also be
reflected alongside the marks for content and
organ i sa t i on •
(c) · Ma r k s for the 4 categories should then be added
up and the total mark transferred to the outside
cover of the scripts.
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3. Scripts that have been marked by two markers will be
passed on to the Senior Sub-examiner. Where the
composition marks differ· by more than 10. The Senior
Sub-examiner will remark both composition and letter.
The two marks closest to each other will then be
averaged.
GENERAL
1. Examiners should not be afraid to award high marks
for a well-written answer or to fail a weak candida.te.
2. Where a piece of writing is completely i rrel evsuit , a
o should be given for content.
Where only a section of it is irrelevant, the mark for
. ,
content should be adjusted accordingly. e~g. If half
the piece of writing is irrelevant, a mark should be
given out of half the total mark for content.
3. In the case of a LETTER, one mark should be deducted
for each of the following if omitted:
(iJ Aqdress/es of sender/recipient
fi i l Th.e~ da t e
[ i i i l A sui tabl e conc1usi on
(iv) In the case of a business letter, if the candi-
date uses a heading, it mast come after the
Dear Sir not before.
;".
NB It is not necessa~ to use a heading - it is
opt i onal •.
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Each piece of writ ing is given fou r marks - one each for content, organisation, vocabulary and language use,
with maximums of 20, 16 16 and 18 respect ively fo r the composition and 8, 7, 7 and 8 for the letter or other
task .
, ;
A B C D E F G H
Composition 70·56 - - 55-49 48-42 4\ ·35 34·28 27·21 20·\4 IHI
Letters 30,24 23·2 1 20-18 17·15 1~12 11·9 8-6 5~
:9fJ @ I~ 1\· 10 db ® ' 5-4 ~CONTErolT 7-6 cb 4· ·2 CD
, Depth; substance; impressive meaty. some adequate insubstantial thin shallow empty,
knowledge s..~l\ft ·v(. substance
Interest; originality; rivetting stimulating intetestir:i1 a glimmer predictable ' trite dull ' void
" ins!lht inane
" ORGANISATION
~, 0? 10 9·8 7-6 S 4-3 ~cB? @;> eIj' cBJ Qb 1-,
Coherence; Iluency impressive clear & quite some some confusing pretty I
obvious fluent coherent 'lapses confusion meaningless ---?
:
Cohesion obvious present some few no markers ' no markers no markers wrong
" markers markers" markers
,
intelligent well main ideas signs of loosely disorganised incoherent
"
Structure; too





-, -Introduction" skillful good sensible some unhelpful faulty;




~ FD ~ 9·8 16 5 4-3 ~" , ~ CD ®;
Range; depth; aptness; exceptional very good good average weak poor dismal nothing
~ sophistication there..;
"
appropriate acceptable some lapses inappropriate unacceptable no idea atRegister spot on --;:>
all
Word Conn faultless minor fewerrors someerrors poor control even worse mangled ' --?
lapse!s
LA.'>GUAGE USE 18·15 (?3 ~
10-9 8 (D 5-4 ~~ ® ~ (i) 2-
;
Sentence structure variety used variety simple, several major no idea, some
: ' effectively used well complex. used well; errors errors ~~itJ..~ used weil no complex! -~faulty I,
. ~ .
complex" ,
~ Errors virtually few some errors several frequent dominated errors4 error free l' serious but meaning errors errors; by errors; render it ~
"
errors clear but meaning meaning meaning meaningless
; a .K. affected ' obscured
t
It 1s not possible to pay full attention to both content and expression at the same time . Each piece of
writing must therefore be read twice holistically aod quite rapidly both t imes.
Marker responses to key features of wr iti ng under all four head i ngs shou l d be shown in red us i ng symbols in
conmon use such as a tick for approval, a question mark for puzzlement and t for an error of language and
so on. '
3. After the first reading give marks for content an,d organisation and after the second reading for vocabulary
and l anguage use . Write these marks top right on the f irs t page of each sectfon and transfer the total to




Begin each section on a new page.
Read all instructions carefully at the beginning ,of each section.
NB - This question paper consists of TWO sections. '
Use the pages marked R()UGH WORK in your answer booklet to plan
your essay and lettet or short piece of writing. It is important
to do , this and write down the ideas you want to use in your essay




Racia) prejudice exists all ,.over the world in 'iarying degrees. Write an
essa:h1etalling reasons .fo.r ;ts~rs~~_~sti~~ w~in which it
can 'be lessened,
Many ,of your friends ',andclassmates come from tr<!ubled homes because of
parents or relatives 'who are addicted to alcohol or t'o 'other kinds of
. dru gs , Write SneSsay- on .what you see as the dangers of drug addiction.
• . U/ 1.1I.",\).t'I' ri ~.
, Ca:ndl&~ will ~: ~~~ISED for i1iiliidis~ntniiliite:iJse,6f ~apital
letters.
, " Write .down only the number of. your answer in the middle of the ,page ,
:, e;~.QUFsrION I. A title is NOT required. ' ;" ' '
f. '
2.
· , \ }i~,[Wriie NEATLY AND LEGIBL.Y and only BETW:EENtheJilargins.,
Write one 'of the foUowing compositions. 300 to 400 words in length , '
(approximately Ilh to 2 pages). , You are adviSt'id to spend' about 60 '
minutes on thiS section.
i , Imagine that you had a previouSlife: :ii). ,soine~ther caMtO' during an
earlier period in history . ' Describe c~ly;who yinr ~re arid what life
was IDee. ' , , ' ' ,
:.:::jj i . ';~"" . " ." "
,; ')) ;/ "Write anarrative essay on "The 'day when-everything went wrong."
:~}'\::i ':' , '; , , ,f : , , " , ,
5: ::,' ' Wqt~ an essays"et~lilng the character of, the one personwho, in your
':/ ': :. :'':~pwi~, has had the greatest' inti~e~e on ~ou. ~'Gi~e: :th~ person'~ ' name
~, ', ':lind'~~'be 'hiinlher ' at .~oriJe and ' at work. El~borii.t~ ' as much as possible
~' , " "when descnbing hisllier .major personality 'traits. ' Explain how he/she













ADMINISTRATION: HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY
TIME I It HOURS
REPUB~IEK VAN SUID-AFRIKA
REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA
DEPARTEMENT VAN ONDERWYS EN KULTUUR






























6. : The enclosed picture shows one of the many things students do to earn
some pocket. money. Use i,t to write an essay on the topic. 'You rnay
choose to ten '8':story 'or todescn'be the various things that students
do to earn 'money. (See page 3.) , (7~i
QUESTION 6
SECTION B
LETTER OR SHORT PIECE OF WRITING
,8. FORMAL LETTER
Answer ONE of the following questions in approximately 150 words
(Le. about three quarters of a page). Begin your an~on a new




. , ..~ ..
' ., . .,. ,...
.' ..~ .'
ListenWgto the obiti1aries on the radio yestefilily jiciu ~eard:·the
following annoll.{lc~ment: , , ' . .' ,;\,
. . .«:
"Vuyo C. Hloph~, '~'teacher at Sun HighSCh:;' ,(yoursbhobl) dl~d >
yesterday 'at age.40, ' at his home, after along illness. He ~ survived ; .
by his wife, TJ:1ato,and two sons. He will be buried at Avalon Cemetry
on Saturday 20th November."
INFORMAL LETTER
Elections for the SRC are 'soon to be' held at your school.
Write a .letter to the editor of your school magazine detailing very
,clearly what ,qualities you think an SRC president should have to be an
asset"to the school.
Write a letter of sympathy to Mr Hlophe's wife, expressing your shock at
the death of so young a teacher, who was also one of the most popular i
. Std 9 and Std Io teachers at your school.
7.




9. SHORT PIECE OF WRITING
Write a description of what yousee in the following picture. Use as
many descriptive words as possible to make the picture come .alive.
Do DD! tell a story. :
TOTAL FOR SECTION B: [30]
TOTAL FOR PAPER: 100
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SECTION A: COMPOSITION
, This question paper consists of TWO sections.
Begin each section on a new page.




"BelUiti:is in the eye of the ~~oider. ""'" .
Wri~;~essay inspired by this pro~eib.: \ "
, .',",'
Describe an incideni from your childhood that means a lot to you - one
that you will probably tell your own children about. . Jncluoe deiairs so
that your reader willbe .able to picture the incident just as you .=:t il"" : ''' '' ", <! , ;
"~ce,when ' I was little,
".:'
, . ,
Write :1l4\:eSSaY on the division of labour by sex in the African
co~#ltY. Yotiwill. am~ngst other AAh8'&; need to compare and contrast
ther9~~~ and responsibilities of the cliffe'rent sexes,
" l " . • . " .
..~ \':, " :. . . . " . . .
The ~us taxi service seems to be ~~Y'sanSwer to Africa's growing
~:problems. ' There ate, howe~~;~ numerous difficulties .
assoc~t.;d with it. Discuss these problems, and suggest possible
solutions to improve conditi~zis for its users.
You ~~ve entered a story-writing competition and you have been given
pietu#,;;~ to create your storyarou~~ ;'Write your story.









ENGLISH SECOND LANGUAGE HG
(FIRST PAPER)
MARI<S: lOO
Read all instructions carefully at the beginning of each section.
Use the 'pages marked ROUGH WORK in your answer booklet to plan your
essay and letter/paragraph. It is important to do this and write
down the ideas you want to use in your essay and organise them
BEFORE you .start writing your final draft.






I. "You have only one and a half hours for this ,paper. Remember to read
the instructions carefully. You ~y start writing."




Write one of Ihe following compositions, 300 to 400 words in length
(approximately l lh to 2Ipages). You are advised to spend approximately
60 minutes on this section.
Write down 'only the number of your answer in the space provided






































Appendix 15: 1992 Zulu First Language (HG) Matriculation Examination (Paper 1)
JOINT MATRICULATION BOARD
GEMEENSKAPLlKE MATRIKULASIERAAD
MATRICULATION EXAMINATION, NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 1992
MATRIKULASIE-EKSAMEN, NOVEMBER!DESEMBER 1992 .
N0007(i)/92
(2 pp.)
ISIZULU ULIMI LOKUQALA, IZINGA ELIPHEZULU: IPHEPHA LOKUQALA
. ZULU FIRST LANGUAGE (HIGHER GRADE) : FIRST PAPER
ZOELOE EERSTE TAAL (HOERGRAAD) : EERSTE VRAESTEL
(Amamaki!Marks!Punte : 100)
(Isikhathi!Time/Tyd : 2* Amahora/HoUIs/Uur)
QAPHELA: Abahlolwayo bayaxwayiswa ukuthi bayokwemukwaamamaki uma benza
umsebenzi ngobuvamba, noma kambe amaphutha ekwahlukaniseni amagama,
noma ekusebenziseni izimpawu zokhefu ngokulindelekileyo, noma
ekwahlukaniseni izigaba zendaba ngokufanelekileyo, noma ekupeleni amagama
ngendlela emisiweyo.
ISIQEPHU A




b Umhlonishwa Oweqiwa Wukudla.
c Umphakathi Onengqondo Erne.
d Lixhoshwa Kanye Lesabe.




ONEESSAY - SECTIONA (SOMarks)
ONE INFORMAL WRITING - SECTIONB (20 Marks)





























1. ThereareTHREE Sections in thePaper.
SECTIONA - ESSAYWRITING
SECTIONB - INFORMAL WRITING
SECTIONC - FORMALWRITING




ChooseQm Essayfrom theones givenbelow. Your Essayshouldnot be JOOre than 300
words. Writedownthe number andTitle of the Essayyou choose.
1. : You consideryourselffurtunateto be livingin SouthAfrica, when you think of
everythingthatthecountry has to offer its people. Write a Compositionwith the
fullowingTitle:
'THESETInNGS MAKE ME PROUDTO BE A SOUTHAFRICAN' [SO)
J.
2. Write a storycontaining thewordsbelow. Alsoprovideyour story with a suitable
Title.
'WHEN I SAWTIIEM LEANING AGAINSTTHE WALLWATCHINGEVERY
MOVEI MADE,I KNEW THERE WASGOINGTO BE TROUBLE'... [SO)
3. You haveobservedthe marriagerelationships ofdifferent people around you. You
have definite ideas about the kind of relationshipyou would one day like to have with
your marriagepartner. WriteaboutYour ideas. The title ofyour Essay should be:
TIlE IDEAL MARRIAGE [SO)
4. Writean Essaywith the fullowing titIe: - ~ . - .
IMPORTANT THINGSABOUTLIFETIfAT I HAVELEARNT.
S. Writea storybeginningwith thewordsbelow. Provideit with a Title ofyour own.
'I DIDNOTREALISEHOWEASYIT WASFOR SOMEONETO BECOME
ADDICTED'
SECTION B - INFORMAL WRITING
AnSW<I' lIIl!y ONEQuestion(150 words)excludingthe Address,Salutation,Ending)
1. At your schoolis a fellowpupil who is makinga lot ofmoneyafterschool boUIS. As
you reallyneed money,you talk tothis personabouthissuccess. Writeyour
CONVERSATlO~IALOOUE. [20)
2. A friendof yours is thePresenter of A YouthProgramme on Radio or Television.
Write to HlmIHer suggestingtopicsfur Phone-inProgrammesofshows. Give .
reasonsfuryour suggestions, [20]
3. You havea very urgentandimportant matter thatwon't allowyou to attendyour
friend'sparty. Because you do not want to hurt yourfriend's feelings, write a short

















a) Whatpressure system existsat B7
b) F isa--,-' front.
c) Xrepresentsa -- (two words).
Descn'be the weather cbaiJges that will occurat G. 8nd D, whenthe cold front
passes over,
e) Whatfeature is indicated~Y?
t) Describe theweather at Upington.
.!'t .
i .9 Thetemperature at which conden,sstion takes place is the -- temperature.
a) Maximum b) Dewpoint
c) Minimum , d) High
1.10 The zone at which thetwo air masses Le.the warmsubtropicalair andthe cold polar
air meet is the:
a) tT.C.z. b) Occlusion
c) Polar Front d) Mid-latitude
1.11Themistral windIsan example ofa .... :.. ,
a) Tertiarycirculation b) Landandsea breeze
c) Tropicalcyclone d) Depression '
1.12Monsoons havetheiroriginin thetemperature c:Iiffurences between:
a) Landand,loweratmosphere b) Landand sea
c) Mountains and lowlands d) Seaand upper-atmosphere [24]
QUESTION2
2.1 Explain what thefullowinggeographIcal terms mean;
a) Geostrophicwind b) Front
c) Isobars d) Pressure GradIent
e) CoriolisForce (IS)
2.2 Givea geographical term fur each of thefullowing;
A) Thewannair and cold air meet andmergeto form a singlefront.
b) A measurement unit for atmospheric pressure(which hasreplaced millibars).
c) An outflow ofair.
D) The coolingofair at therateofl(C per loom.
e) A low pressuresystemaround whichair rotates~ (5)
2.3 a) Name thethree highpressure systems(belts) whichlargely influenceSouth
Africanclimate. , " .1
, B) Draw a well-labelled diagram to illustratethe formationand development ofa
mid-latitude cyclone.
. f OR ,
C) Draw a cross-section through a coldfront. (15).
QUESTION3
Studythe synoptic weathermap (940114)and answer the questions that fullow:
GRADE: 11
GEOGRAPHY
1.1 The measurement pressure unit is:
a) Mlllimeter ' b) Isobar
c) Hectopascals d) Barometer
1.2 When atmosphericpressure readings are plotted on a synOptic weather map, they are
~ed~m=of ,
aY Isohyets' b) Isobars
c) Millibars , " d) Maps
1.3 On South Africansynoptic weather mapscontours ofthe --' - surfilce is used.
a) 1 500m b) 1 012 hPa
c) 1 200 d) 850 hPa
1.4 The difference in atmosphericpressure is known as - . -
a) Divergence b) Pressure gradient
c) Geostrophicbalance d) Hydrostatic balance
1.5The- force causesa change in thedirectionofall winds on thesurfiIce of the earth
a) Coriolis . f i b) Pressure gradient
c) Rotational ' d) ,Airpressure ,
1.6 The fullowingare examplesoftertiary circulationsexcept one. Whichone is it7
a) Land and sea breezes b) SouthAfrican berg winds
c) Tropical cyclones ' d) Chinook
1.7 Winds which resUlt from the flow of'cold air under the influenceCifgravityfrom
higher to lowerregions are often referred to as --- winds.
a) Topographic b) Valley
c) Winter d) Katabatic
The wet adiabatic lapse rate is:
a) O,6stC per lOOm b) ItC per lOOm
c) O,stCper lOOm d) stCperlOom
N.B. THIS QUESTIONPAPER CONSISTSOF 3 SECTIONSVIZ.
CLIMATOLOGY. GEOMORPHOLOGY ANDECONOMICGEOGRAPHY.
EACH SECTIONCOUNTS 80 MARKS. YOU ARE REQUIREDTO








































































HIGHER, STANDARD AND LOWER GRADE
SA'l'NDARDS 8,9 .AND 10
IMPLEMENTATION DATE: STANDARDS 8 AND 9: JANUARY 1995
STANDARD 10: JANUARY 1996
INSTRUCTIONAL OFFERING: INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMME:
lfAtm ~ STANDARD ~
ENGLISH 2ND LANGUAGE 121172508 STANDARD . 8 (HG) 608 '
ENGLISH 2ND LANGUAGE ,1 21 2 7 2708 STANDARD 8 , (SG) 608 ,
ENGLISH 2ND LANGUAGE 121372608 . STANDARD 8 (LG) 608
ENGLISH 2ND LANGUAGE 121172809 STANDARD 9 (HG) 609
ENGLISH 2ND LANGUAGE 121273009 STANDARD 9 (SG) 609
ENGLISH 2ND LANGUAGE 121372909 STANDARD 9 (LG) 609
ENGLISH 2ND LANGUAGE 121173110 STANDARD 10 (HG) 610
' ENGLI SH 2ND LANGUAGE 121273310 STANDARD 10 (SG) 610
ENGLISH 2ND LANGUAGE 121373210 STANDARD 10 (LG) 610 ·
S Y L LAB U S
1. PRINCIPLES
1.1 This syllabus is concerned with English as a means of
communication in our multi-lingual society. Pupils whose
'mo t h e r tongue is not English may fall into one or more of
the follo~ing groups:
(a) those for whom English is a second 'l angua g e , because
it is used frequently in .their social environment
(b) those for whom... English is virtually a foreign
language because they have very little ~ontact with
it in their daily life
(c) those for whom English is a medium of instruction.
It is obvious, then, that pupils' . needs and the
strategies available to teachers · may vary greatly from
area , t o area.
1.2 Communicative language teaching uses the language skills
Which pupils already ' possess as the basis for further
development~ Consequently, teachers will need to assess
with care' what kinds of preparatory work their pupils'
will ,n e e d in their learning of ' English as a second ,
language. The foculI should be on the pupil as learner:
starting from where pupils are, rather than from an
idealistic notion of where they ought to be,
1.3 The multilingual nature of South African society has led
to variation in English , vocabulary, syntax, accent,
stress and intonation patterns. Such variations should
be acknowledged in the teaching and assessment of English
as a subject. Using language eff-ectively (that ' i s ,
language which is appropriate in terms . of context,
audience and purpose) should be valued more bighly I:hari





1.4 The development of language and thinking skills are
inextricably linked. It has been postulated that it is
through the use of language that children take. control of
their thinking and create their ' own universe of
understanding. Language, both the hOlDe language(s) and
any additional language(s), therefore, has a fundamental
role to play in the ,who l e process of cognitive
, d e v e l o pmen t . This role has to be acknowledged not only by
the language teacher but also by all other teachers,
irrespective of which subject/s they teach. The adoption
of a language-across-the curriculum pOlicy is of great
benefit in this regard.
1.5 Language learning is a complex process, usually involving
the interplay of listening, speaking, reading . and
writing, and sometimes of deliberate investigation of the
structure of the language ; In communicative language
teaching, these·four skills are integrated in purposefu~
activities, for example, pupils are asked to listen in .
order to speak or write; they are asked to speak in order
to ' clarify and comprehend ' something heard or read, and so
to respond to it in writing. Therefore, although this
syllabus is detailed under various headings, it should be
read as encouraging· an appropriately integrated and
interactive approach to language teaching. Every English
lesson should, therefore, aim to involve the interplay of
more than one skill in the 'performance of tasks required
wherever this is possible.
3 • . GENERAL AI:Ms
4. SPECIFIC AIMS AND ACTIVITIES
For convenience the language content which follows is
listed under separate headings, namely listening,
speaking, reading and writing. However, ' teachers are
encouraged at all times to design activ.ities in wnich
they work towards integrating as many of these skills as
possible . ' .
4.1 Listening
Listening skills cannot be developed in isolation.
Rather, they should be developed in conjunction with ' the '
other skills, e.g. listening to what is being said, read
or broadCAst.
Throughout the junior secondary phase considerable stress
should have been laid on an abili ty to understand ' the
native speaker of English and to speak the language in
such a way that communication is effeotive. These
objectives should be developed even further in the senior

















to foster , in . pupils a desire , t o learn English, and to
assist' them to meet the challenge of living in a
multilingual environment
to help pupils listen with accuracy, sensitiVity ' and
critical discrimination
to help pupils speak English clearly, fluently, rwi th
confidence and with sensitive awareness of audience in a
variety of ' situations and for a variety of purposes ..
to guide pupils towards reading with
comprehension, enjoyment and discrimination.
to develop pupils' ability to write English appropriate
to their 'pur pos e s . '
to promote pupils' control of English through A knowledge
of its structure and ·usage
to develop pupils' ability to process information in
different ways, depending on the type of discourse and
the context in which it occurs, with a view to improving







, , 3 . 6
GENERAL TEACHING APPROACH
The approach . recommended in this syllabus is based on the
principles informing communicative language teaching. he
extent to which this approach is adopted will depend on
the varied circumstances and target groups. ,Howe ve r , the
following features of communicative language teaching are
offered as a general guide.
Teachers should create a climate within which pupils can
use English with interest, purpose, and enjoyment. In
addition, language should always be seen in relation to
context : . i.e. to purpose, audience, and circumstance.
Teachers should use the: opportunities which COlDe their
way to foster their pupils I awareness of the many kinds
of language 'and ways of .us i ng them, even though ·t h e s e may
not be specified in the syllabus. ' Further~ore, they
should encourage them to experiment · across .t h e range,
correcting them only when their 'choice or use of language
is inappropriate.
. 2 .
Teachers should use "ha opportunUies which come their way to fostar ' "heir
pupils' awarsness of tha many kinds of l_uase and way. of using toham, even
"hough "hese _y not be specifiad in the syllabus. Fur"hermore. "hey should
encourage "ham to experlmen" across "he range, correc"ins "hem only whan "heir






It is only for convenience that the objectives which follow' are 1lsted under
aural, oral, readins and wriUns . Teachers ara encourased . to desisn acUviUes
in which tbey work towards realisins several objacUves, perhaps from different
sections, at the same tlme .
2. Bnalish across the curriculum
A. PIRSPICT:IYIS AJIIi ADlS
1. Perspect!ves
This syllabus la concerned wi"h Bnalish as a ....ans of c..-micaUon in our
allU-lin&ual .socie"y. Pupils Whose lDOtoher_"onaue is no" Bnalish may fall in"o
one or more of the following sr<'i1ps:
those for ' wh08l Bnalish is a second lansuase, becausa U la used frequenUy
in their social environmen"
those for whom Bnsll.sh is virtuallY a foreisn lansusse because they hsve
very litUe contact with 1" in their daily Hfe
those for whOlll Inslish is a lledium of instrucUon. ·
3.
Where pupils have In&lbh as a llediU1ll of instruction, it is biShly desirable
"bat schools should adop" an InS1lsb across the curriculum policy. As one
feature of this the 1ln&llsh teacher should be invUed to use material frOlll
other' subjects in developins comprehet\s ion , note-takina and writins skills.
R8lIledial work
Persistent errors, arlslns in many cases fr08l isnorance of Bnalish idiom, will .
be encountered in 1111 classes. Special a"tention should be given to sucb
arrors . The teacher should IIl8ke a nota of all tbe IIisbkes whicb occur
frequenUy in the oral and written work of .h is class, and should devise special
exercises to correct t!lea.
Remedial measures will achieve little or nothins , however, unless the lansuase
to whicb the pupil listens is acc.,pbble and idiomatically" correct, and it DUst
therefore be tba constant endeavour of tbe bacber whose IIlOther-"onsue is no"
InSlisb to improve his cOlllll8nd of this lansuase .
It is obvious, tben, thst pupils' needs and tbe stratesies avallable to
"ea.chers ""'1' vary greaUy fr08l area to area r but in all cases the In&lish
proSr...... IDUSt "Uness to "he usefulness of ·t he lanauase, IIl8kin& puplls a""re
of its importance for thair-personal, aocial and intellectual develop""",".
Languasa laarning is a complex proces. , usually involving "he intarplay of
liataninil, .peakinr;, raadins and wriUns, and .0...Umas of dalibera"e
inve.t.igaUon of the .truc""re of "he languase . This .yllabus is datalled
under various heads, but i" should be raad as ancourasins an appropriately
in"asrstad and interacUve approacb to lanauase teaching.
4 . Adaptation of material
AlthouSb the :iyllabus bas been drawn up to &lve as _cb · suidance as possible,
the teacher 'shoul d r ........ber "hat the pupils do ' not all sr_ up in the s_
environment.. The work ' must tberefore be conltantly suppl_nted and modified
by tbe teacher in order loo adapt it to the pupils' needs. The examplee given
serve Bierely ss an indication of what is intended. The syllabus lays down the
minimum tha" should be accomplisbed, and brisht pupils sbould not be held back








5. . AllocaUon of periods
In order to make tbe beot use of the ti.... available it is SUBSested that the
....kly In&lisb periods be allocated accordinato the Collowins pattern:
Aural work (includins listenins comprebension and
speech training>




All th8 over-riding aim of tbis syllabus is cOl1l1UTlicaUve compe"ence for
personal. Boeial . educational and occupational PUl"POSe.S. it alms :
Aims
2.1 to fo."er a desire to learn In&li.b, and . "0 assis" pupils to mae" the challense
of living in a ...Uilingual environment







loo help pupils speak sccapbble llllli.b clearly, fl';enUy and witb confidence
to SUide pupils t .....rd. readina witb increesing comprehension and enjoyment
loo develop pupils' ability to wrUe Bnglisb appropriate to their purpo.es
to prOlllOte pupils' con"rol of 1ln&lish throuSh a knowledse of 1". structure and
u··se.
General oral and written .... rk
Conversation ]
Oral preparation for written work
wr~ttan .... rk .
This basic pattern has been outlined in order to indicate the relative
""igbtins of the lIl8in sections of the syllabul, but teachers should be flexible
in their approach and are free to adjust the allocation to meet the partiCUlar
needs of tbeir 'pupils .
B. POLICY AIlD OBJECTIYIS DPOSITIOI OF SYLLABUS COIITIlII1T
1 . Taachflr. ....t. create a climate within which pupils can UBe BnSlish with
in"ere.", purpose, and enjoYmen" .
1. Aural (tbe listenins skill>
However lansuase is used, U should be .een in r elaUon "0 con"""" : La. "0
pu~ose. audience, and circumstance.
Pupils ...st be exposed to a variety of listening Ictivities which should
include at laast the followins:




chapt.el' and pal'agl'aph headinga
indentation, . italics and bold pl'int.
footnot.es
t.o ......pond t.o t.he feat.ul'as lIhich show t.hat. a Wl'itel' is:
int.t'Oducing 01' developing an idea
emphasising a point.
ehanging ·aline of t.hoUght.
dl'awing a conc lusion
lIB: Ol'al prepar~Uon 1IlI1st· precede th~· Wl'iUng of any e~aay·.
Topies should be earefully chosen t.o pl'ovide fol' a l'aDae of interests
and abilities. Teachel's .shoul d refrain from set.ting stereotyped,
hselateyed t.opics, e .g. A journey by train. A picnie, A visit to the
%00 .. .
By using .uit.able sU...li the teaeher should encourage imaginaUve
Wl'it.lng.
. .
Due emphasis .hould be laid on eleal' and logical arrangement of faet.


















1IlIlin point.s fl'om IRJPPOl'ting argument.
st.at.emenh ft'Oll examples
t.o skill a t.ext ·t.o get. t.he gist. of it
t.o scan a t.ext. t.o eict.l'Bct. infot'llllltion on ·a part.icuiar t.opic
t.o distinguish bet.we~n, and respond t.o, literal and figul'at.ive language, as it
oeeues in their not'llllll reading ..
t.o reeognise t.he dif·ferences in t.hedemands made .on them. by the style and
organlaation of t.he t.exts t.hey have to read (e. g . short stories, poems,
advertisements, t.ext books, cartoons, diagrams, applieation fot'lllll)
to follow and extend theil' individual intel'ests by l'eading a vadety of texts
of t.heil' own choiee.
Wdting
01'S1 and aural work and reading should form t.he basis of Wl'iting.
WOl'k dealt with in language study, reading, aural and oral work should be
followed by regular Wl'it.t.en exercises.
The sent.ence
joining, . extension and const.roction of sent.ences;
cOlllpletion of sentenees: IRJpplyingllissing words. phrases and clau.e.;
continUed ".e of IRJb.titution tables t.o constroct a sedes of sentences of the
s_ pat.t.em.
Paragrsphe and short passages
further WOl'k fon arr_ement of septence in logical ordel' t.o train pupils in the
const.roctionof a paragraph; .
further practice in Wl'iting paragl'aphs;
the wrltlna of short accounts, instl"Uctiona, Suunaries. · notices, telegrams and
entdes in diaries , integrat.ed llberever possible with language work;
guided cOlllposition. including 01'S1 and ·Wl'itten pracUce in the use of specific









Let.ters : .imple inforaial and formal letter., with empha.is on bot.h form and
content. .
Fo...... l let.ters should be limited to order.; enquides for infot'll\SUon, and
applicaUons for employment.. . . .
Semi-formal let.ters (e.g. a let.tel' of thanks to an employer) should be
int.t'Oduced at t.his stage.
P1'Sctiee in eoq>leting forms, e .g. application forms, fo...... for depositing and
wit.hdrawing money, fot'll8 for opening e savings account..
Comprehension
COIIIprehension exercises : t.he teaehing end testing of comprehension should be
ba.ed on .entences and passages of varying length (250 words IlBXlmum).
Spelling
Thia ....t be . taught. orally and vllRJSlly in · cont.ext _revel' po.sible, and
te.t.ed in dictated sent.encea 01' passages, previoualy pl'epared . Care ...t be
talcan t.hat the pupil knows tha .... anings of the word. that. he is t.aught to
spell. These words should form part of t.he working voeabulal'y of the pupil at.
t.hls stege. . .
PunetuaUon
Continued at.tention ...st be given t.o punctuation so thst. pupils are able t.o
punctuat.e skilfully and eonsistently in order t.o cladfy ll8aning. Pupils '







t.he ' que.Uon mark
the apostrophe
bl'acket• •
.The teaching of punct.uation · should be relat.ed to l'eading and langual\e · study
lessons. .
88: Pupil....t. be taught. how to plan, draft, revise and polish their WOl'k.
llegular a.signment.s .hould be .et. oR t.he pl'e.cribed booka.
Language .t.roctures and usage
1.anguage ·...t be studied es it la actually used in speech and Wl'iting; the






,"IIan, of the "o..ld'a fundam.ntal p..obl.... - the , ..owth end distribuUon of
wodd populaUon; the ad.quac, of fooel auppU•• t: the allDlflcance of sp ...ad
'of dlo.... ; Indu.triaU.aUon and , .tanda..d. of livlns, fo~ .xampl. - a...
aosenUally ,.o,eaphlcal In cha..act.... and , the ,.os..aph, t.ach... la .in a
unlque poaltion tD .help his pupU. and the comrounlt,".
I, ~ I :••P.E~,EIl;AL" REHAJ(IlS 01 SYI.LAllUS
~ ' ; ' . Y t • . : : .
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rha da, ef the "chalk .nd talk" t ••eh.~ h.. p d and .. th. _h..la,
p~..t1eul.d, In th••e .'labu.... 1••".,. f ..... tha ri..Uon· of the 1.("1.
boCl,of " fac~. of. a...U ....yllabu.e. toward. the ,.UDd tandlns of coneepta
b...d . on a 'mall numb.,r of ,or da..ec1 facta. rha , teach.r b.cDm•• _r. the
~bltect Df nlrISful , l earnl n, · . itu. tion. · "lth the , ult.lmate soal of
provldlnS .nd mana,lns lIlO.t of the re.OUre.. ;,.ee....., for · pupU. tD l.am
18rsl1, tbrou&h their own initiativ. , ; ancl , efforta , ~, but ablaT' uncler tbe
lu1d1ns ~oun.el of the teaeher. . J ~ " _ · :;, r · "'i ', ' , ,, ., ; , "
'l1:> be aDle to do justice to the.a a,Uabu.aa It la vltd that teeeher••<tulp
th....alv.. p..op.rl, In tha aeademlc:., ••".. . rhe, : .... .arneaU, advlled to
con,ult'th~ booka of ref.~.nee 11.tad In tb. Departmental Book Li.t, but eore
than that '- to ..emaln .tuelentl and ...k. it thair d.dlcated , ta.k LD keep
th....elv.. ab..... t. of "a" davelopmanta In the au1>j.ct.." rha Ceosraph, of ,t he
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the .t.ted d... of the syllabus and the
• t ......d. . ro ob....all, .ff.cUv•• te.chln,
b. adju.t.d tD th••ehola.Ue l.vel of the pupil. "ith parUeular ...f ...ene.
to the ne.da of diff...entbteel edueeUonl . i
81".y. b. , fDeu••d on the l_.diat••lm of th. le••on;
be p..aetlcall, r.l.ted to the pupll, ' exp...lence of life Wherever possible;
.ti..,late and ,p..omot. pupil pa..ticipation, and eon~ribut. , to the Dpenlns of
"ld.r ho..lzon. for the pupll;
Kethod.
; • ; , : .,. t ~ f; t :~. # . • ~.
"'ke p..ovislon of ..esular aupervlaion of pupil,' ;'ork.
rh. CID.. ...laUonshlp ·bet....n
teaehln, app ..oaeh.. .hould , b•
...thod. ahDUld:



























, The vondar. of modern transport (or communicallon.);
• .fq' . : ;".!.· )0 (Fotd&ll;' srn~pt1c charts and other iDeteotolosical d.ta) ..•. .' :'" '
3. S ~ IleatlUlr Bureau
priv.te 8.S Xl93
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. .•:, '" • " ," .' .z ' · . . 1 . ~ : " f • • I ; I t ' ~
. population;
The · coff.. -'ln 4u s t.t7 of ·,Brazil and t.be a.s.A.. (6)
.••. • ~ . . ~ . ."'! ,.
..
1 , 0 , I ',(:,,' , 11'
r "1 of , . ~ ' " ,
(180)
Thla 8l8rle is then comblned vlth an a.xamln.Uon ...d: of 200·, &ivins a final
...rle of 300.
Tbe .bove .re ..~relr ex_le., Tesehar. should &ive pupil••
wide cholce for the s.lection of tople. ""lch inte....t th_.
1. A rear marle In G.o&r.phy la .rdved .t by obtainln& the tot.ill of .t le.st
eliht class test.. (B.ch leat, of 30 mlnute. duration. ....t eount 50
"",rle.). to this, .dd the Nrks stlsined for ' the ••d&NIl8ntCa) and convert
the irosa total 8l8rle to count out. of 100.
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Pdv.te B.& X212 ,I
PUtOIIA
rod. ' Ql' ...-t
(The U&uru in br.cbh lri4ie.te the .pproxlm.te number ' of pet'1oc1. to be devoted to
C. UPOSItIOII or SYLLABUS COIITEHT
~ :1.' : ' . ~ H ' " ' ;.~,,~
2. The examlnation psper (2 hour.) vill consist. of the foUovln&:
each · section). : ':'J ; t·'. .: ', - 1" t i . .. " ~'~l
;" )."'1[" • ."" . ~ ~·h · ·
2.1 A eompulsorr seetlon of .hort objectiva que.tion. ~o Nrlea
Wheneve" p088ible. the .pplication of ""'p••nd .edal photosr.ph••hould be
InteEr.ted vlth t'8levant .ection. · of the .' .rU.bu•• " ': l/eilp1ann~d' . and
.....nin&ful 'fie l dwor le should be undert.lcen ""enever po•• itii" ".': 1;',.
2,3 . Clllll8tolo&r
1.
cd .~.•· : ~r ' , ' '''
GEHERAL GEOGRAPHICAL TECKHIQUES
Continu.tion of worle don6 in std. , and 7 ;" . " .... . ,
•• " ~: ~'f
r ~ ~ I ..· r .. . . ~ '
.. ... , ..., . ""' t . f" ;
2 .2 A eompulsory question on seneral &.o&raphlcd teehn.1quea.
vhlch vUl Include map and/or photo interpret.tion





1.1 le.din& and Iln.lrd. of oblique .nd V8t'ticU C.ad.l) · pholo&riph•• .
2.~ GeolDOrpholoSr.
1.1 c.) Differenee betveen ordinat')' photo&r.phj and .irphoto&r.ph.;




Tv<> quesUons vlll be .et. One que.Uon ....t b••nSll8red.
Populat.lon Geo&r.phy
308l8rks
(b) H.thod. br ""lch air photo&r.ph••re t.leen.
.. .. (1) Tv<> qu.stion. will be ••t. On. question lIUit be an....r.d 30 ·..rJe.' .
' . (e" The vertical air photo&r.ph .nd it. u.e. : ~ r ( ~
. •.. : 11 ' I i· ~
(1)





the '8Cale of air photosr.ph. (influence of t'8llef on icde) ,
,
Th. 'comp. r laon of fealure. on tha air photoEr.ph vlth tlul
f ••~ure. on the .eorre.pondlns South Afrie.n 1,50' 000 topc-.
&r . p;},l' ca l map' ; . 1 . . " : ",: •. ~.~ : , ·! ' i!. t t ': 1·r 'J :": )~l [ ,. ~ .., .
. dl.;J1Jt1.: I&
. .I.: ,1'1 ·.·.·".:1, r
Recopltion · Cl I · f~.£u1'4i. in .lr phot!>&r.ph. with the aid ';
of , . ' .t8re~j~b~~ ~'·..'''\:{! ~: ".
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Tvo que.tion., on o.f vhlch lIU.t be .n.vered. !!ill be .et on th.
developed eountC'les (15 I118rle.). Two questioos. ONE of ...w.ch nust
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aJRE SYU.AIlUS sre a <n«:EPTS IIND SKILLS. PROCESSES. OBJECTIVES: SOOGESTED
CODE 225117108 GENERJlLISI\TIONS ATtIlUDES. VllLUES PUPILS SI«lULD 8E ABlE TO I1E:ll«lD5
2. ' Q.IHAl'OLOGY ;
.. ,
2 .1 The Atmosphere
2.1. 1 Cofnposition pennanent gases. action research. awareness - eKpl ain the term atmosphere Use transparencies. videos,
vari ab l e gases.
state and describe the
di ;lgr ams. carry out expe dments.
solid particles - Refer to local example~ visit
"
composition of the atirosphere Weather Bureau .
2.1.2 Structure troposphere. stratosphere, drawing, sketching , interpreting - draw annotated diagrams to
mesosphere, thennosphere show the structure of the
atmosphere
2.2 ' T~rature
2.2 .1 Heating of atmosphere rad iant energy, terrestrial observing, r~rding. drawing, - describe a'nd explain the
r adiation, absorption. interpreting. map read i ng, heating of the atmosphere
reflection. scattering. evaluation, awareness . ,~ .
conduction. convection .. ..
2.2.2 factors inflll8nclng horizontal temperature gradient - explain factors influencing Use sketches. maps and d iagrams.
hprizontal temperatl.Jr.e hor ,izonta1 temperature statistics, graphs
gradient gradient
- eva luate the effect of
temperature variations on
economic activi ties .
2.2.~ · 1 factors il)flu..ocing vertical temperature gradient, - state and explain factors
1 Ye,rtiea1 temperature envi ronrnonta 1 lapse rate. influencing vertical
gradient temperature i nversion temperature gradients .
- evaluate the effect of
,- ..:, temperature variations 'on
economic activities.
' 2. 3 tfJISlURE IN THE
AlKlSPI1ERE
2.3.1 ~elatlonship between evaporat ion, water vapoUf"', observing. recording, analysing, - describe the relationship Use hygrometer/wet ,and dry bulb
.. temperature and ll!Oisture humidity. humiture. actual drawing, sketching between temperature and thermometer. use climatic data;
in the atll!Osphere ; humidity, relative humidity moisture Use slides. photographs. videos,
humidity " use weather in st nnnents, media .- disti.;gu ish between actual and personal experience. use
relative humidity s implified synoptic weather
i
maps.
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2~4.2 Global ,Warmil1ll terrestrial ra~iation. pollution - explain the concepts: green
dome, green house effect hous,e effect and global .
warming " ,
- state and describe the causes .
of global war:mi ng
- evaluate t he impact of global
warming on people. economic
activities and ecosystems
- state/sU9gestmeasures
impl ement ed to control global
warming,
"
Air Pollution pollution, identify causes'of ai r2.4.3 -, ac id r ain pollution
- describe the impact. of air
pollution on people,natural
, ecosystems. farming,
- woodlan~s, ' man-made'
structures








3.1 Int er nal forces and '
resultant landforms
3.1 .1 Plate t ectonics, - distinguish between internal
earthquakes and vulcanism and external forces
Plate tectonics crustal plates , mid-oceanic analysing, interpreting, map - explain t.he concept: plate Use models, media. videos ,
r idge, seafloor spreading, reading tectonics sinulatio,ns
subduction %ones,
convection currents, - annotate maps,showing crustal
constructive plate, plates
destructive plate
- explain plate tectonics as a






3'.3 Language atudy usually meana the basic language structure the unit
focus.ea on . but may include other aspects of langUAge study
(vocabul"ry, remedial exer;Hses, smaller points of gra.....r, and ao
on.) .
INnODUCTION
STANDARDS 6 TO 10
Planning fDr the year





The teacher can assume that the textbDDk cover's the eoneene of the
syllabus snd embodies an approach to secDnd language teaching
cDmpstible with · the syllabus and 'the Departmental English subject
policy. This does not relleve t~e teacher Df the need to have eopLes
of these dDcuments and to understand their cDntents, hDwever.
It is more impDrtant to deal with every unit (in gre~ter Dr lesser
detail depending ' on the wDrk rate of the class) than eo work through
every deta~l but nDt reach the end or the textbDDk.
Extensive reading ShDuld be added tD the work covered by this wDrk
prDgrBJllllle.
5.3
Oral assessment should be done thrDugh a reader-speaker sys tem (see
the subject policy).
Titles Df ietwDrks: 5.1
The teacher may be in doub t where tD enter an . Dral activity or a
writing exercise when they arise Dut Df a cDmprehensiDn, language or
literatur,e exercise. In these cases he shDuld ,be guided by the 'a i m
Df the activity. In any case, entries shDuldnDt be duplicated under
different headings.
PLEASE NOTE:
Title of the textboDk used: -'- _
5.2
Oral vor-k refers to les80ns or parts of lea~.on8 designed to "improve
Or test oral proficiency. (Lessons on pronunciation, stress, r\ly t"'" ,
intonation, for example, or dialogues, debates or dramatisations
ai.... d at developing fluency Or some other aspect of speaking':)
Litersture refers specifically to the ' prescribed setworks and all
activitiea related directly . ~o them.
Other material. The teacher is not reatricted to · the textbook and
setworks. This heading 1118y be used for all 'wor k drawn frDm other
sources, and for extensive reading.
Writing shDuld be interprated as widely as possible to
controlled, guided and free composition of every kind















comprehension refera to the passage for intensive
appears in nearl)' all uni ta of a textbook, and
preparatory and follow-up wol'k relating to it .
the . avallable teaching time should be allocated accDrding ee the
nUBber of units in the textbDok. fDr example, in a textbDok with 16
units, each one wUl take 10 teach.ing days; in one with 19 units,
each will take abDut eight days (32 ~ 19 = 1,7 weeks), and so Dn.
Work should be done in its order in the textbook and not necessarily
in the order of the headings .in this work progra......
Each page of the wDrk progra..... represents · one unit of the chosen
textbook .
The date when each class completes the work shDuld be entered in the
record colwma.
'",... .•NOTES ON THE HEADINGS
Activities and exercises , refers to the ideas i n t~ textbook and
includes liatening, apeaking, reading and writing in any of a variety
of wa}'a, both in clas. and for h.....work. Referencea ahould be as
specific and pa detailed aa .apace allowa.
Planning a unit'
the number of units in the textboDkl
The pages in thia work programme shDuld be filled in at the beginning
Df the year (tentatively, in pencil, if preferred) .taking intD aCCDunt
the school calendar Df holidays, tests, exams and other .interruptiDns
(wDrk on 32 teaching ' weeks); ~nd
the teaching time required for each of the setworks.
The modern ~glish language textbDDk is by ita very' nature a detailed
work ·.pr Dgr a ..... cDvering t he . depart.... ntal syllabus. It remains fDr
thia wDrk prDgramma tD prDvide a framewDrk fDr the teacher tD
integrate the textbook of his . chDice with the prescribed setworks.



















































aspect of the work.
be so planned that all
Standard 6 - I! hours.
Standard 7 - 2 hours.
Standard B-2! hours.
Marking of written work must be done regularly. Straight-
forward language exerc1ses can often be marked by pupils'
themselves under the guidance of the teacher. Paragraphs,
accounts, reports, narratives, descriptions, letters, etc.
should be marked selectively.
period.
Written work should be based on . the oral work done in class and
is best done as homework. The teacher should always bear in mind
that frequent, short exercises are ~ost effective and teach
. p~pils to .wo r k on their own and to think indcpendentl~.
At least 10 - 15 minutes written homework should be expected
after each period. The ti~e allocated to reading and the
stUdy of literature should increase from 30 minutes in Standard 6
t~ at least an hour per week ih Standard B. The ' following
n~mbers of hours homework per week should be regarded'as the
absolute minimum:
Tests -a r-e devised to determine whether pupils have mastered
work that has been done . over a certain
therefore, may concentrate on only one
On the other'hand the examination must
aspects are covered.
In each unit at ~east one aspect of the work should be
tested, i.e. at least 16 tests in the course of the year.
Care must be taken that as many as possible of the different
sections of the syllabus are tested.
If the work has been t~sted conscien~iously, only two full -
scale internal examinations are necessary per year. In the
Standard ·B year the second examination should take place in
Constant attention must be 'g i v e n to common errors
pupils in their oral and written work, e.g.
Misuse of tenses;
Incorrect grammatical use of the language;
Misunderstan~ing and misu~e of Common idiomatic
Lack of ' vocabulary appropriate for specific
Interference of the mother tongue;
Incorrect spelling and punctuation.
Written work/Homework













1.1 . The scheme of work is divided into 16 fortnightly units
covering a total of 32 weeks of actual teaching time.
' 1 . 2 The first unit has been set out in detail to establish the
basic pattern. Each of the subsequent units must follow
the same pattern regarding .t h e division of periods and the
approach to be followed.
1.3 Each unit will deal with a basic language structure or component
~nd will include a variety of other aspects of language.
(See add~nda A and B). Teachers must refer to the textbook
being used and ensure that appropriate exercises and drills are
included in the various units. Specific 'references to the
actual exercises or chapters in the textbook used
should be entered in the scheme and/or preparation.
1.4 An -integrated approach must form the basis of all the work
included in .a unit.
Literature' Study (Reading)
2.1 The emphasis must be on the change from reading aloud to
silent reading, and from the progressive development of
mechanical reading ability. to rapid comprehension. Pupils
must be prepared for the discovery of knowledge and the
enrichment of leisure.
' 2 . 2 The teacher must ensure that a diversity of suitable material,
including books and magazines relating to other school
subjects, is available.
2.3 The study of the prescribed books should be programmed in such
a way that the actual reading of the book(s) will have been
completed by the end of unit 14.
2.4 No attempt should be made to read the whole of the books
prescribed in class. Most of the reading will be done by pupils
at ho~e. Suitable passages in these books must be used for
practice in reading a~oud, listening comprehension,
controlled silent reading, intensive reading and
comprehension testing.
2.5 Written work based on the prescribed book(s) must be done at
least , once every three weeks.
2.6 When ·t h e study of a new book ·or poem is to be commenced, a
suitable introduction should be planned to enable pupils to






Ora l Compos i t ion
(a ) Oral c l ass di scussion s b a sed on the c entral theme of the passage
s t ud i ed i n Period 1 ana o n literature study. The aim is t o
cons~l idate" the .wor k done throughout the unit . Therefore the
e mphasis i '5 on rt.he u s e of wo r d s', phra ses, ,e x p r e s s i o n s and ' la.nguage
st ructu res de alt with in the preceding 10 le5sons ~
(b ) The o r al discus$ions should a1s'0 serve a s preparation for the
writt e n compQs~tion period.
( c) Or a l d i s cussions should v ary a nd mus t include short prepared
and impromptu spe e ches , d ialogues, dramat ization, lan~age














The Present perfect t e n s e.
Direct a nd Ind i r ect speech .
Revi sion .
Aux iliaries .
Past and Future perfect tense s .
Passives .
Revision .
Adj ectives , Ad jec t i ve phrase s, Adv erbs and Adv e rbial phrases .







The l anguage components l isted in addendum A require not only detailed
attention in, a speci~ic unit, bu~ also recur~ing a t t e ntio n
th~oughout the year s ince an i n t e g rated a pp r o a c h is essen~ial.
Remedial work often embraces more than one o f these components .
The i tems listed. below s h ould frequently f o r m ~art of specific
lessons as s e t out i n the mod el unit. Whenever an item i s
included i n such a les s on the number ~f the period should be recorded
in the column for that pa rticular un i t. This will provide a detailed
and a ccurate reco rd of the act ual work done in the classroom




I TEM "'.1.' -1,..1.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 U 12 13 14 15 16
Pronouns 2 3 7 2 9
I di oms 3 6 2 5
Antonyms 2 7 9 2 5
Proverbs 5 7 9
Period 12
Written Compos i tion
(a) Written compositions must be s e e n as the culmination of the
wo rk done thr ou ghout the unit and must include the f ollowing :
(i) Joining , eix:tens i o n , cons truc tion and completion of sentences';
( ii) Arrangi n g o f sente nces in logic al o rder t o c o nstr u c t paragraphs;
(ii i) Paragraph .wr i t i n g ;
(iv) Sh ort acc ounts, r eports) instructions, summaries and notices;
(v) Guided c omposit i o n ;
( v i ) Short narrativ e s a nd de scriptions ;
(vi i ) Simple forma l a nd informal lett ers;
(vi i i) Telegr ams ; .
(ix) Practi c e in c omplet i n g f o rms . "
( b) Al though mos t of the writing will be done as homework , pupils should
f r e qu e ntly b e a l l owe d to do such wr itten e xercises in the c l a s s r o om.
This affor d s th~ teache r a n opportunity for individual attention.
(c ) Ke e p a ' r e c o rd at c ommon e r r o r s for use when planning Temedial
exercises . The =-: rewriting b y pupil s of long lists of 'lI c o r r e c t i o ns ll
ser ves v ery l i t t l e p~rpo se. Rather ~oncentrate on individu~l
" .
a nd cla s s p r oblems and use these as bas i s for shorter, caref~lly
f r ame d remedi al ~exerci ses .
ADDENDUM A
Th e f ollo wing a r e , the ' main langua ge components o n which the work in the
different uni ts must b e ba s ed :
Note t h a t mor e than one i t em may be dealt with "in a particular l ess on .









The Present Inde finite tense.
The Past Indefinite tense .
Th e Fut ure 'I nd e f -i n i t e t e ns e .
Rev i sion . .






tenses, wi thout limi tat ion as
to person.
20 ' Continued a t t e nt i o n ~hould b e
given to the follOwirg
structure s : .
(a) Aux iliari e s with the ~pa st
participle.
( b ) -Ing struc tures : introduce
lI)
CO
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ! 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
,
..
Add ~ (=because), ~ ( =when),
~, or else, a s soon a s.
(e) Relative pronouns: introduce
use of a relat ive pronoun ,wi t h
a prepo~ition , e.g.~
did you give it? The ma n
Add ~, had better.. i s / wa s
supposed to , appear to, ~,
allow to.
(c) Concord (agreement of ' subject
and predicate).
(d) Conjunctions, including ~,
how much, how many, how far,.
how ·s o on e t c.
1 . With the object of developing
the pupils' command of spoken
and written English, attention
mus~ b e g iven t~ t~e r~vision
and consolidation of the fol·-
lowing b asic language
's t r uc t ur e s :
( a) Statements (affirmative and
negative) and interrogative
forms of t h e following tenses :
present a nd pa ~t continuousj
present, p~st ~nd fut~re
indefin~tej present and past
perfect • .
Add the following: . t h e future
perfect ten~~ i a~f~rm~ti~e a nd
~egative comma~~s ~n various
t e n s e s; e mp h a t i c forms (e .g .
He did (~i K!!,to t o wn .




hope to , etc ., and ~ and K2i
with the infi~itive : Question
tags a s i ndic a t e d in the
Form I syl labus .
STANDARD 7
Q!i!!
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 1 16
. ,
gether with other
from 'whom I received a l etter
has died '.
Other pronouns ~
Adverb s and adverbi~l ph rase s
introdu c e sentence ~ompletion
and cons truction, using
adverb i al clauses of~,
place a n d ~.
Adject ives a nd adj e c t ival
phra ses: I nt r o duce 's e nt e n c e
complet i on and construction ,
using a dject i v a l cl ius e s.
Prepos itions a nd pr~positional




Passive s t r uc t ur e in sen-
tence s such as:
This work o ugh t to b e f inished
by fi ve o ' clock.
We might be beaten by o u r
oppon ent t;o
It~ that the world i s
round.
Add t he question form o f the
passive v oi ce , e~g.
Was this play written by
Shakespe a r e ?
(k) Sequence o f tenses.
( 1) Direct and indire~t .speech :
statement s and quest~ons,
in the present and past




Appendix 22: Criteria for Effective Argument
Purpose: To persuade someone that a judgement is correct.
Genre
• Is there a clear thesis statement that interprets the topic, sets boundaries for the topic
ans allows the reader to predict what is to follow?
• Does the writer use the optional move , background information, to lead readers into
the topic?
• Is each claim in support of the thesis clearly stated at the beginning of each paragraph
and is it clearl y linked to the thesis statement?
• Is each claim supported by relevant evidence or explanation?
• Does the conclusion sum up the argument and relate it to the thesis statement?
Tenor:
• Does the writer create an objective, impersonal relationship with the reader by using the
following linguistic devices:
- nominalisation
- impersonal and general reference
- lexical choices which avoid expression of attitudes
- careful use of modality to express appropriate degrees of certainty and
obligation
• Does the writer use the declarative mood appropriately?
• Does the writer use third person and general reference to create objectivity?
Field :
• Does the writer use language which extends, enhances and elaborates on the information.
• Does the writer use linking devices that show reasons and conditions?
• Establish reasoning relationships with means other than conjunctions such as verbs.
nouns, and prepositional phrases?
• Does the writer use appropriate technical and academic vocabulary(Information Reports,
Historical Recounts, Hortatory Exposition. Analytical Exposition)?
• Does the writer use the present tense consistently where appropriate (The purpose of
information reports is to describe a whole class of things ; Knowledge of genres is
important for a number ofreasons...)?
Mode:
• Has the writer created a context-independent text for the argument by:
- use of text (thesis) , paragraph (controlling idea) and clause themes consistent with the
purpose of the text?
- creating the theme of one clause from the rheme of the previous one?
- use of linking devices such as logical connectors (textual themes)?
- use of reference items such as this, those, they, the etc?
- use of repet ition and synonymy?
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